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Chapter 1

Introduction: A New Perspective on Privacy
Linnet Taylor, Luciano Floridi, and Bart van der Sloot

Abstract The introduction outlines the origin of the book in the concerns arising
from new data analytical technologies with regard to collectives. Although their
effects have so far been addressed only on the individual level, in fact profiling and
machine learning technologies are directed at the group level and are used to formulate types, not tokens – they work to scale, and enable their users to target the collective as much as the individual. This means that our legal, philosophical and
analytic attention to the individual may need to be adjusted, and possibly extended,
in order to pay attention to the actual technological landscape unfolding before us.
This book represents such an adjustment: it may be seen as an exploration of the
territory that lies between ‘their privacy’ and ‘its privacy’, with regard to a given
group. In this book we push the boundary towards ‘its’, and begin to think about the
implications of that shift, first by identifying who must be involved in the discussion. This chapter outlines the philosophical and legal concerns that arise from considering group privacy, and sets out the challenge that this volume aims to answer.
Keywords Collectives • Group privacy • Right to privacy • Relational privacy •
Network effects • GDPR • Profiling • Algorithms
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The Project and Its Origins

This book is the product of an interdisciplinary discussion that began from a single
observation: that group privacy seems to be falling short with regard to emerging
data analytic techniques. All around us, data analytic technologies are focused on
our lives and our behaviour. Their gaze is rarely focused on individuals, but on the
crowd of technology users, a crowd that is increasingly global. Much attention is
paid to the concepts of anonymisation, of protecting individual identity, and of safeguarding personal information. However, in an era of big data where analytics are
being developed to operate at as broad a scale as possible, the individual is often
incidental to the analysis. Instead, data analytical technologies are directed at the
group level. They are used to formulate types, not tokens (Floridi, Chap. 5, this
volume) and the kinds of actions and interventions they facilitate are aimed beyond
individuals. This is precisely the value of big data: it enables the analyst to gain a
broader view, to strive towards the universal. Yet even if data analytics do not
involve ‘piercing the collective shell’ (Samarajiva and Lokanathan 2016), they may
still result in decisions that pose real risks on the aggregate level, for groups of – or
rather grouped – people.
What does this mean for privacy? One implication is that our legal, philosophical
and analytic attention to the individual may need to be adjusted, and possibly
extended, in order to pay attention to the actual technological landscape unfolding
before us. That landscape is one where risks relating to the use of big data may play
out on the collective level, and where personal data is at one end of a long spectrum
of targets that may need consideration and protection. Taking this as our starting
point for this volume, we aim to raise new – and hopefully inconvenient – questions
with regard to current conceptualisations of privacy and data protection. One starting point for the project was that the group had not been conceptualised in terms of
privacy beyond a collection of individuals with individual interests in privacy
(Bloustein 1978). Our central question is whether, and how, we may be able to move
from ‘their’ to ‘its’ privacy with regard to the group.
Answering this question requires first that we have an idea what kind of group
we mean. The authors in this volume offer different perspectives as to the kinds of
grouping relevant to privacy and big data: political collectives, groupings created by
algorithms, and ethnic groupings are just some of the typologies explored. Some of
the groupings dealt with by the contributors are defined by a common threat of
harm, some by a similar reason for an interest in privacy, and some by a similar type
of privacy interest. This lack of consensus is partly a function of the multidisciplinary nature of the project, since legal scholars will think differently about groups
from philosophers, and philosophers differently from social scientists. Given the
inadequacy of current approaches to privacy in the face of big data (Barocas and
Nissenbaum 2014; Floridi 2014) it is not dogmatism but an expert-led and exploratory debate that may help us to question and move beyond the limitations of current definitions.
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Given this exploratory objective, we present a multidisciplinary perspective both
in order to highlight the complexity of discussing issues of privacy and data protection across a number of fields where they are relevant concerns, and in order to
suggest that the way such a discussion can proceed is by focusing on the data technologies themselves and the problems they present, rather than on the different disciplinary traditions and perspectives involved in the research fields implicated by
those technologies. Our approach to defining group privacy aims to be functional
and iterative rather than stable and unanimous: it involves a conversation amongst
authors from a range of fields that are each faced with this emerging problem, and
each of whom may have a piece of the answer.
The fields include legal philosophy, information ethics, human rights, computer
science, sociology, and geography. The case studies used include satellite data from
Africa, the human genome, and social networks that act as machines. What brings
them together is that they deal with types of data that largely did not exist a generation ago, such as genomic information, digital social networks, and mobile phone
traces; and with the methods of analysis that are evolving to fit them, such as distributed and cloud computing, machine learning, and algorithmic decision-making.
Although several of these are not new, the challenges we address here arise from
their use on unprecedentedly large and detailed data or new objects of analysis.

1.2

Emerging Data Technologies and Practices

The new data technologies that are the focus of this book range from the myriad
tools and applications available in high-income countries to emerging technologies
and uses common in lower-income ones, and from highly networked and monitored
environments to those where connectivity is fairly new and awareness of monitoring
and profiling is low. Around the world, digitisation and datafication (the transformation of all kinds of information into machine readable, mergeable and linkable form)
are providing new sources of data and new analytical possibilities. At the time of
writing there are 7.4 billion mobile connections worldwide, 5.5 billion of them in
low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), where 2.1 billion people are already
online (ITU 2015). LMICs, in fact, have been forecast to provide the majority of
geolocated digital data by 2020 (Manyika et al. 2011).
‘The god’s eye view’ that big data provides (Pentland 2011) stems primarily
from people’s use of digital technology: it is behavioural, granular data that may be
de-identified and subjected to a range of aggregation or blurring techniques in terms
of individual identity, but still reflects on one level or another the behaviour and
activities of those users. This type of data is born-digital, often emitted as a result of
activities or transactions, and often where the technology user is not aware of creating those signals and records. The activities include using digital communications
technologies such as mobile phones and the internet, conducting transactions using
a credit card or a website, being picked up by sensors at a distance such as satellites
or CCTV, or by the sensors embedded in the objects and structures we interact with
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(also known as ubiquitous computing or the Internet of Things). New datasets can
also be created by systems that process, link and merge such data, allowing profiles
to be constructed that tell the analyst more about the propensities of people or
groups.
The emergence of geo-information, the spatial dimension of the data emitted by
new digital technologies, is also worth considering as it provides another facet to the
possibilities for monitoring, profiling and tracking presence and behaviour.
Smartphones in particular are changing the way spatial patterns of people’s movements and location can be visualised and monitored, offering signals from GPS, cell
tower or wifi connections, Bluetooth sensors, IP addresses and network environment data, all of which can provide a continuous stream of information about the
user’s activities and behaviour. Geo-information is becoming essential to the
40-billion-dollar global data market because it allows commercial data analysts to
distinguish between a human and a bot – an entity that is created to generate content
and responses on social media and shows what look like activities, but is not human.
From a commercial perspective, a geo-spatial signature on online activity adds
value for advertisers and marketers (some of the chief actors in profiling) because
location and movement traces guarantee the online presence is human. Apple shares
geo-information from its devices commercially; 65.5 billion geotagged payments
are made per year in the US alone, and companies such as Skyhook Wireless pinpoint millions of users’ WiFi locations daily across North America, Europe, Asia,
and Australia (de Montjoye et al. 2013).
The uses of the ‘god’s eye view’ are myriad. The new data sources facilitate
monitoring and surveillance, either directed toward care (human rights, epidemiology, ‘nowcasting’ of economic trends or shocks) or control (security, anti-terrorism)
(Lyon 2008). They also allow sorting and categorising ranging from the profiling of
possible security threats or dissident activists to biometrics and welfare delivery
systems and poverty mapping in lower-income countries. They can be used to identify trends, for example in the fields of economics, human mobility, urbanisation or
health, or to understand phenomena such as the genetic origins of disease, migration
trajectories, and resource flows of all kinds. The new data sources also allow authorities (and others, including researchers and commercial interests [Taylor 2016]) to
influence and intervene in situations ranging from everyday urban or national governance to crisis response and international development. Influencing, profiling,
nudging and otherwise changing behaviour is one of the chief reasons big data is
generating interest across sectors: from basic research to policy, politics and commerce, the new data sources are being conceptualised as tools that may revolutionise practices of persuading and influencing as much as those of analysing and
understanding. The scale of the data, however, means that influence (and the analysis and understanding that facilitate it) is as likely to take place on the demographic
as the individual level, and to be conceptualised as moving the crowd as much as
changing micro-level patterns of behaviour.
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5

Transcending the Individual

The search for group privacy can be explained in part by the fact that with big data
analyses, the particular and the individual is no longer central. In these types of
processes, data is no longer gathered about one specific individual or a small group
of people, but rather about large and undefined groups. Data is analysed on the basis
of patterns and group profiles; the results are often used for general policies and
applied on a large scale. The fact that the individual is often no longer central, but
incidental to these types of processes, challenges the very foundations of most currently existing legal, ethical and social practices and theories. The technological
possibilities and the financial costs involved in data gathering and processing have
for a long time limited the amount of data that could be gathered, stored, processed
and used. Because of this limitation, choices had to be made regarding which data
was gathered, about which person, object or process, and how long it would be
stored. Because data processing consequently often affected only individuals or
smaller groups, the social, legal and ethical norms that were developed focussed on
the individual, on the particular. Capacities for data processing have grown over the
years and the costs have decreased incrementally, and the increasingly large amounts
of data processed are still developing exponentially. Big data analytics and the possibilities they offer for gathering, analysing and using huge amounts of data, however, seem to bring not only a quantitative, but also a qualitative shift. They challenge
the fundamental basis of the social, legal and ethical practices and theories that have
been developed and applied over decades.
As is noted by a number of authors in this book, the current guidelines for data
processing are based on personally identifying information. For example, the OECD
guidelines define personal data as any information relating to an identified or identifiable individual; the EU Data Protection Directive adds that an identifiable person
is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an
identification number or to one or more factors specific to his or her physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. Other instruments may use
slightly different terminology, but what all of them share is the focus on the individual and the ability to link data back to a particular person or to say something
about that person on the basis of the data. Although this focus on personally identifying information is still useful for more traditional data processing activities, it is
suggested by many that in the big data era, it should be supplemented by a focus on
identifying information about categories or groups.
Since the currently dominant social, legal and ethical paradigms focus primarily
on individual interests and personal harm, privacy and data protection are said to be
individual interests, either protecting a person’s individual autonomy, human dignity, personal freedom or interests related to personal development and identity.
Consequently, the assessment of whether a data processing activity does harm or
good (identified as the ‘non-maleficence’ and the ‘benevolence’ principles by
Raymond in this book), is done on the level of the individual, of the particular.
However, although specific individuals may be harmed or benefited by certain data
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uses, this again is increasingly incidental in the big data era. Policies and decisions
are made on the basis of profiles and patterns and as such negatively or positively
affect groups or categories. This is why it has been suggested that the focus should
be on group interests: whether the group flourishes, whether it can act autonomously, whether it is treated with dignity. The harm principle as well as the benevolence principle could subsequently be translated to a higher (non-particular) level as
well.
As a final example, the current paradigm focusses on individual control over
personal data. The notion of ‘informed consent’, deeply embedded in Anglo-Saxon
thinking about data processing, for example, spells out that personal data may in
principle only be gathered, analysed and used if the data subject has consented to it,
the consent being specific, freely given and based on full and adequate information.
Although in continental European data protection instruments the notion of
‘informed consent’ plays a limited role, they do give the individual a right to access,
correct, control and delete data. The question, however, is whether this focus on
individual control still holds in the big data era; given the sheer amount of data processing activities and the size of databases, it becomes increasingly difficult for an
individual to be aware of every data processing activity that might include their
data, to assess in how far the processing is done legitimately and if not, to request
the data controller to stop their activities or ultimately to go to a judge.
The basic agreement amongst most contributors to this book is consequently that
the focus on the individual, personal data, individual interests and informed consent
or individual control over data is too narrow and should be supplemented by an
interpretation of privacy which takes account of broader data uses, interests and
practices. In the search for theories in which the focus on the individual is transcended, we have coined the term ‘group privacy’, though in reality authors differ in
their terminology, categorization and solutions to a large extent. Nevertheless, this
books tries to determine the basis for conceptualizing the idea of group privacy and
to bring the discussion on it to a higher level.

1.4

Conceptualising Group Privacy

One major difficulty in discussing group privacy is representing the nature of the
entity in question. A common view is that one may have to identify groups first, in
order to be able to discuss properties of such entities, including their potential rights,
and hence privacy. It is a set-theoretic, implicit assumption, according to which one
has to identify “things” first (these are known as constants or variables and are the
bearers of the properties, the elements of the set) and then their properties (known
as predicates, or relations). After that, any quantification concerns the “things” (the
elements of the set), with “any”, “some”, “none” or “all” indicating which groups
do or do not enjoy a particular property (predicate). This approach is not mistaken
in general, but in this case it is most unhelpful because it generates an unnecessary
difficulty. Groups are usually dynamic entities: they come in an endless number of
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sizes, compositions, and natures, and they are fluid. The group of people on the
same bus dissolves and recomposes itself at every stop, for example. Fixing them
well enough to be able to predicate some stable properties may be impossible. But
with groups acting as moving targets and no clear or fixed ontology for them there
is little hope a theory of group privacy may ever develop. As a result – the argument
concludes – the only fixed entity is actually the individual, so group privacy is nothing more than the sum of privacies enjoyed by the individuals constituting the group.
The problem with this line of reasoning is that groups are not “given”. Even when
they seem to be given – e.g. an ethnic or biological group – it is the choice of a particular property that determines who belongs to that group. It is the property of
being “quadrilateral” that puts some figures of the plane in a particular set. Change
the property – quadrilateral and rightangled – and the size (cardinality) and composition of the group follows. So a much better alternative is to realise that predicates
come first, that groups are constructed according to them, and that, in the case of
privacy, it is the same digital technologies used to create a group by selecting some
properties rather than others (e.g. “Muslim” instead of “Christian”) that can also
infringe its privacy. Technologies actually determine groups, through their clustering and typification.
Sometimes such groups overlap with how we group people anyway, e.g. teenagers vs. retired people. Yet this is merely distracting. We are still adopting predicates
first. It is just that some of these predicates appear so intuitive as to give us the
impression that we are merely describing how the world is, instead of carving it into
a shape we then find obvious. So it is misleading to think of a group privacy infringement as something that happens to a group that exists before and independently of
the technology that created it as a group. It is more useful to think of algorithms, big
data, digital technologies in general as well as information management practices,
strategies and policies as designing groups in the first place. They do so by choosing
the salient features of interest, according to some particular purpose. This explains
why groups are so dynamic: if you change the purpose, you change the set of relevant properties (what in computer science is called the level of abstraction), and
obtain a different set of individuals. If what interests you are all the children on the
bus because they may need to be accompanied by an adult you obtain a very different outcome than if you are looking for retired people, who may be subject to a
discount. To put it simply: the activity of grouping comes before its outcome, the
group. This different approach helps to explain why profiling – a standard kind of
grouping – may already infringe the privacy of the resulting group, if profiling is
oriented by a goal that in itself is not meant to respect the privacy of the group. It
also clarifies why group privacy may be infringed even in cases in which the members of the group are not aware of this: a group that has been silently profiled and
that is being targeted as a group does not need to know any of this to have a right to
see its privacy restored and respected.
If we now return to the previous reasoning about a stable ontology, in the following chapters the reader will encounter two kinds of ontologies. One privileges an
individual-based, entity-first approach. When this favours group privacy it tends to
do so in a “their” privacy way. If there is such thing as group privacy it is to be
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a nalysed as the result of the collection of the privacies of the constituting members.
This is like arguing that the set is blue because all its members are blue. The other
ontology privileges a property-based, predicate-first approach. When this favours
group privacy it tends to do so in a “its” privacy way. If there is such thing as group
privacy it is to be analysed as an emergent property, over and above the collection
of the privacies of the constituting members. This is like arguing that the set is heavy
despite the fact that all its members are light, because many light entities make up a
heavy sum.

1.5

The Legal Field’s Engagement with Group Privacy

The position of the group in the legal context has been a complex one. It has been
argued by some that group rights are the origin of the legal regime as such, or at
least of the human rights framework. One of the first fundamental rights to be generally acknowledged was the freedom of religion. This fundamental right was granted
in countries in which a majority adhered to one religion, for example the Catholic
faith, and a substantial minority adhered to another religion, for example
Protestantism. In essence, thus, a group, in this case the Protestants, was granted a
liberty through the right to freedom of religion. More in abstract, fundamental rights
have always served as counter balance for democracy. While the majority may hold
certain beliefs, feel that certain acts should abolished or expressions prohibited,
fundamental rights have always guaranteed a minimum amount of freedom, whatever the democratic legislator may enact. That is why fundamental rights have also
been called minority rights per se, because they limit the capacity of the majority.
Likewise, with the first real codification of human rights in international law just
after the Second World War, the focus was on groups. During that epoch, the fascist
regimes, and to a lesser extent the Communist dictatorships, had denied the most
basic liberties of groups such as Jews, Gypsies, gays, bourgeoises and intellectuals.
The first human rights documents, such as the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR), the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), were all a reaction to the
atrocities of the previous decades. They were primarily seen as documents laying
down minimum freedoms, liberties which the (democratic) legislator could never
curtail, irrespective of whether it concerned the liberties of individuals, groups or
even legal persons. For example, in the ECHR not only individuals, but also legal
persons and states may complain of a violation of the human rights guaranteed
under the Convention, as may groups of natural persons too. The main idea behind
these documents was not one of granting subjective rights to natural persons, but
rather of laying down minimum obligations for the use of power by states.
Consequently, states, legal persons, groups and natural persons could complain if
the state exceeded its legal discretion.
However, gradually, this broad focus has been moved to the background in most
human rights frameworks, most notably under the European Convention on Human
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Rights. The focus has been increasingly on the individual, his or her rights and his
or her interests. States seldom file complaints under the ECHR, groups are prohibited from doing so by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) and legal
persons are discouraged from submitting complaints, especially under Article 8 of
the Convention, containing the right to private life, family life, home and communication. The Court, for a long time, has held as a rule that legal persons cannot complain of a violation of their right to privacy, because according to the ECtHR privacy
is so intrinsically linked to individual values that in principle, only natural persons
can complain about a violation of this right. Although since 2002, the ECtHR has
allowed legal persons to invoke the right to privacy under particular circumstances,
these cases are still the exception – in only some ten cases have legal persons been
allowed to invoke the right to privacy, very few when compared to the thousands of
complaints by natural persons.
Still, there have been some new developments, in particular the idea of third
generation rights, minority rights and future generation rights. The right to the
respect for minority identity and the protection of the minority lifestyle are partially
accepted under the recent case law of the Court, and are commonly considered as
rights of groups, such as minorities and indigenous people. These group rights are
so-called ‘third-generation’ rights, which go beyond the scope of the first-generation
rights, classic civil and political rights, and socioeconomic rights, which are referred
to as second-generation rights, which are mostly characterized as individual rights
(Vasak). Third-generation rights focus on solidarity and respect in international,
interracial and intergenerational relations. Beside minority rights, third-generation
rights include the right to peace, the right to participation in cultural heritage and the
right to live in a clean and healthy living environment.
Finally, in privacy literature, the idea of group privacy is not absent (Westin
1967). So-called ‘relational privacy’ or ‘family privacy’ is sometimes seen as a
group privacy right, at least by Bloustein. However, this right, also protected under
the European Convention on Human Rights Article 8, grants an individual natural
person the right to protection of a specific interest, namely his interest to engage in
relationships and develop family ties – it does not grant a group or a family unit a
right to protect a certain group or unit. Attention is also drawn to the fact that the
loss of privacy of one individual may have an impact on the privacy of others
(Roessler and Mokrosinska 2013). This is commonly referred to as the network
effect. A classic example is a photograph taken at a rather wild party. Although the
central figure in the photograph may consent to posting the picture of him at this
party on Facebook, it may also reveal others attending the party too. This is the case
with much information – a person’s living condition and the value of his home does
not only disclose something about them, but also about their spouse and possibly
their children. Perhaps the most poignant example is that of hereditary diseases. In
connection to this, reference can be made to the upcoming General Data Protection
Regulation, which will likely include rules on ‘genetic data’, ‘biometric data’ and
‘data concerning health’. Especially, genetic data often tell a story not only about
specific individuals, but also about their families or specific family members (see
Hallinan & De Hert in this book).
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There has always been a troubled marriage between privacy and personality
rights. Perhaps one of the first to make a sharp distinction between these two types
of rights was Stig Strömholm in 1967 in ‘Rights of privacy and rights of the personality: a comparative survey’. He suggested that the right to privacy was a predominantly American concept, coined first by Cooley and made famous by Warren and
Brandeis’ article ‘The right to privacy’ from 1890. Personality rights were the key
notion used in the European context, having a long history in the legal systems of
countries like Germany and France. Although a large overlap exists between the two
types of rights, Stömholm suggested that there were also important differences. In
short, the right to privacy is primarily conceived as a negative right, which protects
a person’s right to be let alone, while personality rights also include a person’s right
to represent his or her self in a public context and develop his or her identity and
personality.1 Although the right to privacy was originally seen as a negative right,
the ECtHR has gradually interpreted Article 8 ECHR as a personality right, providing positive freedom to the European citizens and positive obligations for states.
The key notion for determining whether a case falls under the scope of Article 8
ECHR seems simply whether a person is affected in his or her identity, personality
or desire to flourish to the fullest extent. This practice has had as a consequence that
the material scope of the right to privacy has been extended considerably.
The European courts’ decisions treat identity and identification as contextual and
socially embedded, and consequently as being expressed, asserted or resisted in
relation to particular social, economic, or political groupings. The new data technologies, however, pose the question of how people may assert or resist identification when it does not focus on them individually. Although digital technologies
have already evolved to be able to identify almost anyone with amazing degrees of
accuracy, the fact is that for millions of people this is not relevant. It is often much
more valuable – commercially, politically, socially – not to concentrate on an individual – a token – but on many individuals, i.e. the group, clustered by some interesting property – the type to which the token now belongs. Tailoring products or
services, for example, means being able to classify tokens like Alice, Bob, and
Carol, under the correct sort of type: a skier, a dog lover, a bank manager. “People
who bought this also bought …”: the more accurate the types, the better the targeting. This is why we shall see a rise in the algorithmic management of data. The
more data can be analysed automatically and smartly in increasingly short amounts
of time, the more grouping, understood as profiling or as typifying tokens, can
become dynamically accurate in real time (Alice does not ski anymore, Bob has
replaced his dog with a cat, Carol is now an insurance manager). As algorithmic
societies develop, attention to group privacy will have to increase if we wish to
avoid abuses and misuses.
The problems of increasingly accurate data are balanced by unpredictabilities
and inaccuracies due to the material ways in which communications technologies
are accessed and used. For example, in low-income communities multiple people
1

Elements of this section have been taken from: B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as personality right’.
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may rely on a single mobile phone, meaning that a single data-analytic profile may
actually reflect an unknown number of people’s activity. Conversely, in areas with
poor infrastructure one person may have multiple devices and SIM cards in order to
maximise their chances of picking up a signal, which effectively makes them a
group for the purposes of profiling (Taylor 2015).
These practices have similar effects to obfuscation-based approaches to privacy
(Brunton and Nissenbaum 2013), and therefore have the potential to deflect interventions that rely on accurate profiling. They also, however, may impact negatively
on people when that profiling determines important practical judgements about
them such as their creditworthiness (is this a group of collaborators suitable for a
microfinance intervention, or an individual managing a successful business?), or
their level of security threat (is this a network of political dissidents or one person
searching for information on security?). Exactly this problem is posed by an experimental credit-rating practice in China which gives firms access to records of people’s online activities and those of their friends as a metric for creditworthiness and
insurability, and likely soon other characteristics such as visa eligibility and security
risk level (Financial Times 2016). The evolution toward systems that rely on granular, born-digital data to categorise people in ways that affect their opportunities and
life chances relies heavily on the assumption that individual identities can be
mapped directly onto various datafied markers such as search activity, logins and IP
addresses. Yet it is clear that individual and group identities bear a complex and
highly contextual relationship to each other on both the philosophical and the practical level.

1.6

Conclusion: From ‘Their Privacy’ to ‘Its Privacy’

This book is a conversation that tugs the idea of group privacy in many different
directions. It does not aim to be the final answer to what, after all, is an emergent
problem, but may be seen as an exploration of the territory that lies between ‘their
privacy’ and ‘its privacy’, with regard to a given group. By placing the various
empirical and legal arguments in dialogue with each other we can push the boundary towards ‘its’, and by extension, begin to think about the implications of that
shift, and identify who must be involved in the discussion in order to best illuminate
and address them.
Digital technologies have made us upgrade our views on many social and ethical
issues. It seems that, after having expanded our concerns from physical to informational privacy, they are now inviting us to be more inclusive about the sort of entities
whose informational privacy we may need to protect. A full understanding of group
privacy will be required to ensure that our ethical and legal thinking can address the
challenges of our time. We hope this book contributes to the necessary conceptual
work that lies ahead.
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Chapter 2

Safety in Numbers? Group Privacy and Big
Data Analytics in the Developing World
Linnet Taylor

Abstract This chapter argues that group privacy is a necessary element of a global
perpective on privacy. Addressing the problem as a new epistemological phenomenon generated by big data analytics, it addresses three main questions: first, is this a
privacy or a data protection problem, and what does this say about the way it may be
addressed? Second, by resolving the problem of individual identifiability, do we
resolve that of groups? And last, is a solution to this problem transferable, or do different places need different approaches? Focusing on cases drawn mainly from lowand middle-income countries, this chapter uses the issues of human mobility, disease
tracking and drone data to demonstrate the tendency of big data to flow across categories and uses, its long half-life as it is shared and reused, and how these characteristics pose particular problems with regard to analysis on the aggregate level.
Keywords Drones • Epidemiology • Migration • Ebola • Mapping • Satellites •
Mobile phones • Kenya • Sudan • Africa • Data mining • Predictive modelling

2.1

Introduction

As a way of keeping track of human behaviour and activities, big data is different
from previous methods. Traditionally, gathering population data has involved surveys conducted on the individual level with people who knew they were offering up
personal information to the government. The census is carefully guarded by the
public authorities, and misuse of its data is trackable and punishable. Big data, in
contrast, is kept largely by corporate guardians who promise individuals anonymity
in return for the use of their data. As Barocas and Nissenbaum (2014) and Strandburg
(2014) have shown, however, this promise is likely to be broken because, although
big data analytics may allow the individual to hide within the crowd, they cannot
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conceal the crowd itself. We may be profiled in actionable ways without being
personally identified. Thus the way that current understandings of privacy and data
protection focus on individual identifiability becomes problematic when the aim of
an adversary is not to identify individuals, but to locate a group of interest – for
example an ethnic minority, a political network or a group engaged in particular
economic activities.
This chapter will explore whether the problems raised by aggregate-level conclusions produced from big data are different from those that arise when individuals are
made identifiable. It will address three main questions: first, is this a privacy or a
data protection problem, and what does this say about the way it may be addressed?
Second, by resolving the problem of individual identifiability, do we resolve that of
groups? And last, is a solution to this problem transferable, or do different places
need different approaches? To answer these questions, this chapter will focus mainly
on data originating outside the high-income countries where debates on privacy and
data protection are currently taking place. Looking at three cases drawn mainly
from the developing world, I will demonstrate the tendency of big data to flow
across categories and uses, its long half-life as it is shared and reused, and how these
characteristics pose particular problems with regard to analysis on the aggregate
level.
I will argue that in this context, there is no safety in numbers. If groupings created through algorithms or models expose the crowd to influence and possible
harm, the instruments that have been developed to protect individuals from the
misuse of their data are not helpful. This is for several reasons: first, because when
misuse occurs on the group level, individuals remain anonymous and there is no
obligation to inform them that their data is being processed. Second, because it is
virtually impossible for anyone to know if a particular individual has been subjected to data misuse, a problem not visualised by existing forms of data protection. And third, because many of the uses of big data that involve algorithmic
groupings are covered by exceptions to the data protection rules: they are for purposes of scientific research, national security, defence, public safety, or important
economic or financial interests on the national level. In the case of many lowerincome countries,1 most data processing is covered either by no data protection
legislation at all (Greenleaf 2013) or by legislation that is unenforceable since the
processing occurs within multinational companies not situated in the country in
question (Taylor 2016b).
What does ‘the group’ mean? I deal here with groups not as collections of individual rights (Bloustein 1978) but as a new epistemological phenomenon generated
by big data analytics. The groups created by profiling using large datasets are different from conventional ideas of what constitutes a group in that they are not
1
LMICs here are defined according to the World Bank’s definitions grouping countries, see: http://
data.worldbank.org/about/country-classifications, where LMICs have incomes of US$1036 –
$12,616 per capita and high income countries (HICS) above that threshold. My particular focus is
the low- and lower-middle-income countries, with an upper threshold of $4085 per capita, which
includes India and most of Africa.
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s elf-constituted but grouped algorithmically, and the aim of the grouping may not be
to access or identify individuals. Such groupings are practically fuzzy, since they do
not focus on individuals within the group, but epistemologically precise because they
create a situation where people effectively self-select for a particular intervention due
to certain preferences or characteristics. For example, in the Netherlands the city of
Eindhoven’s Living Lab project exposes people who spend time in particular areas at
night under particular conditions (busy streets, many people visiting bars and nightclubs) to behaviour-altering scents, lights and colours (Eindhoven News 2014). In
this situation, people self-select into the intervention by going out in the centre of
town at night, but are not targeted due to any particular aspect of their individual
identity other than their presence in a particular place at a particular time.
Although the implications of data-driven profiling have been analysed in detail
across a range of research disciplines (notably in Hildebrandt and Gutwirth 2008),
new applications of data technologies are emerging that blur the definition of targeting. In the example of Eindhoven, the intervention cannot be classified as resulting
from ‘indirect profiling’ as defined by Jacquet-Chiffelle (2007:40), which ‘aims at
applying profiles deduced from other data subjects to an end user’, but is instead
aimed at all of those who share a particular spatial characteristic (their location) plus
a particular activity (visiting bars or clubs in a given area). People are not aware they
are being grouped in this way for an intervention, just as people using mobile phones
are not aware that researchers may be categorising them into clusters through the
analysis of their calling data (e.g. Caughlin et al. 2013). Therefore one central characteristic of the type of grouping this chapter addresses is that of being defined
remotely by processing data, so that the group’s members are not necessarily aware
that they belong to it.
These types of algorithmic, rather than self-constituted, groupings illuminate the
problems that can arise from the analysis of deidentified data, and suggest the need
to address problems of the group with regard to risk and protection. One is that
today, these cluster-type groupings are a source of information for making policy
decisions. Another reason is that being able to find groups through their anonymous
digital traces offers opportunities to oppressive or authoritarian powers to harm the
group or suppress its activities. Increasingly policymakers are looking to big-data
analytics to guide decision-making about everything from urban design (Bettencourt
2014) to national security (Lyon 2014). This is particularly the case where developing countries (referred to hereafter as Low and Middle-Income Countries, or
LMICs) are concerned. Statistical data for these countries has traditionally been
relatively poor (Jerven 2013), so that policymakers are seeking new data sources
and analytical strategies to define the target populations for development interventions such as health (Wesolowski et al. 2012), disaster response (Bengtsson et al.
2011) and economic development (Mao et al. 2013). Big data analytics, and mobile
phone traces in particular, are the prime focus of this search (World Economic
Forum 2014).
Barocas and Nissenbaum (2014) have pointed out how the era of big data may
pose new questions to do with privacy on the group level, in contrast to the individual
level on which it has traditionally been conceptualised. They argue that big data is
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different from single digital datasets because it is used in aggregated form, where
harm is less likely to be caused by access to personally identifiable information on
individuals and more likely to occur where authorities or corporations draw inferences about people on the group level. Their conceptualisation of the problem suggests that if it is to remain relevant, the idea of privacy must be stretched and
reshaped to help us think about the group as well as the individual – just as it has
been stretched and reshaped beyond Brandeis’ original framing as ‘the right to be
left alone’ to cover issues such as intellectual freedom and the right not to be subjected to surveillance (Richards 2013). In particular, the idea of privacy must extend
to cover the new types of identifiability occurring due to datafication (Strandburg
2014) in LMICs, which may create or exacerbate power inequalities and information asymmetries.
The cases outlined in this chapter centre around new and emerging uses of digital
data for profiling groups that are occurring or being developed worldwide. They are
chosen because they involve complementary empirical evidence on how grouping
and categorising people remotely may affect them. Together they illuminate the
ways in which big data is multifaceted and rich: by analysing location data that also
has the dimension of time, we can analyse behaviour and action. Each case also
involves research subjects who are unaware of the research and who are anonymous
to the researcher, yet who may be significantly affected by interventions based on
the data analysis. The cases described here deal with potential rather than actual
harm, because the uses of data involved are still in development. The first refers to
the identification of groups on the move through algorithmic profiling in the form of
agent-based modelling; the second to identification as a group in a context of epidemiology, and the third to the identification of territory and its potential effects on
those who live there. These cases are offered to make the point that while there are
clear links between individual and group privacy and data protection issues, we
have reached a stage in the development of data analytics where groups also need
protection as entities, and this requires a new approach that goes beyond current
approaches to data protection.

2.2

 ackground: The Current Uses of Big Data Analytics
B
to Identify Groups in LMICs

People in LMICs have always been identified, categorised and sorted as groups
through large-scale data, just like those in high-income countries. Traditional survey methods usually identify individuals as part of households, businesses or other
conscious forms of grouping, using the group as a way to locate subjects and thus
achieve legibility on the individual level. Such surveys are often conducted by states
or public authorities, with the aim of identifying needs and distributing resources. In
the case of LMICs they may also be conducted by international organisations or
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bilateral donors (e.g. UNICEF’s Multiple Indicator Cluster Surveys, the InDepth
Network’s health and demographic surveillance system and USAID’s Demographic
and Health Surveys). Over recent decades, however, another mode of data gathering
has become possible: identifying people indirectly through the data produced by
various communications and sensor technologies. This data is becoming increasingly important as a way of gathering information on the characteristics of developing countries when conventional survey data is sparse or lacking (Blumenstock
et al. 2014). Because most of this type of data is collected by corporations and is
therefore proprietary, new institutions are evolving to provide access to and analyse
it, such as the UN’s Global Pulse initiative (Global Pulse 2013).
Although the new digital datasets may be a powerful source of information on
LMIC populations, the implications of this new type of identifiability for people’s
legibility are huge and ethically charged, for reasons explored in the case studies
below. ‘Big data’2 generated by citizens of LMICs is generally not subject to meaningful protections – for example, 8 out of 55 Sub-Saharan African countries had
data protection legislation in place in 2013 (Greenleaf 2013) – and the data protection instruments that apply to multinational corporations gathering data in the EU or
US have no traction regarding data gathered elsewhere in the world (Taylor 2016a).
Those who work with these data sources from LMICs, however, rely on anonymisation and aggregation as ways to deflect harm from individuals (Global Pulse 2014).
For instance, when mobile network provider Orange shared five million subscribers’ calling records from Côte d’Ivoire in 2013 (Blondel et al. 2012) those records
were both anonymised and blurred, so that the researchers who received the dataset
had no way to make out individual subscribers’ identities. Yet Sharad and Danezis
(2013: 2) show how, in this dataset, even an anonymous individual who happens to
produce high call traffic can lead to the spatial tracking of the social grouping he or
she belongs to, using local information such as traffic patterns and the addresses of
businesses (ibid.).
Data analytics can also tell us the characteristics of anonymous groups of people,
either by inference based on the characteristics of a surveyed group within the larger
dataset (Blumenstock 2012), or by observed network structure. Caughlin et al.
(2013: 1) note that homophily, the principle that people are likely to interact with
others who are similar to them, means that from people’s communication networks
we can identify their contacts’ likely ‘ethnicity, gender, income, political views and
more’. In the case of the data used by the UN Global Pulse initiative, its director
noted that:
Even if you are looking at purely anonymized data on the use of mobile phones, carriers
could predict your age to within in some cases plus or minus one year with over 70 percent
accuracy. They can predict your gender with between 70 and 80 percent accuracy. One
2

The focus here is on data that are remotely gathered and can therefore either be classed as
observed, i.e. a byproduct of people’s use of technology, or inferred, i.e. merged or linked from
existing data sources through big data analytics (Hildebrandt 2013).
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c arrier in Indonesia told us they can tell what your religion is by how you use your phone.
You can see the population moving around. (Robert Kirkpatrick UN Global Pulse, 20123).

Working with potentially sensitive datasets such as these is usually justified on
the basis that the people in question can benefit directly from the analysis. This
justification is double-edged, however, since the same data analytics that identify
groups in order to protect them – for example, from disease transmission – may also
be used to capture groups for particular purposes, such as to serve an adversary’s
political interests. One example of this is a data breach that occurred in Kenya during the 2012 election campaign where financial transfer data from the M-Pesa platform was accessed by adversaries and used to create false support for the registration
of new political parties. In this case, people found they had contributed to the legitimacy of new political groupings without their knowledge (TechMtaa 2012) – something with enormous implications in a country which had been subject to electoral
violence on a massive scale in its previous election, and where people were targeted
based on their (perceived) political as well as tribal affiliation.
Nor is keeping data locked within the companies that generate them any guarantee against misuse. In a now notorious example, a psychological experiment was
conducted using Facebook’s platform during 2014 (Kramer et al. 2014) which
showed that the proprietors of big data can influence people’s mood on a mass scale.
The researchers demonstrated that they could depress or elevate the mood of a massive group of subjects (in this case, two groups of 155,000) simultaneously by
manipulating their news feeds on the social network, noting that doing so had the
potential to affect public health and an unknown number of offline behaviours. It is
important to note that the anonymisation of users in this case – even the researchers
themselves had no way to identify their research subjects (International Business
Times 2014) – did nothing to protect them from unethical research practices.
Cases of direct harm occurring on a group basis are not hard to find when one
looks at areas of limited statehood or rule of law, which are often also lower-income
countries. Groups, not individuals, were targeted in the election-related violence in
Kenya in 2007–2008, in the Rwandan genocide of 1994 and in the conflict in the
Central African Republic in 2013–2014. Similarly, political persecution may just as
easily focus on groups as individuals, where a group can be identified as being oriented in a particular way. The sending of threatening SMS messages to mobile
phone users engaged in political demonstrations, whether through network hacking
as in Ukraine in late 2013 or by constraining network providers to send messages to
their subscribers as in Egypt in 2011, was aimed at spreading fear on a group level,
rather than identifying individuals for suppression. In fact, in many cases it is precisely being identified as part of a group which may make individuals most vulnerable, since a broad sweep is harder to avoid than individual targeting.
The ethical difficulty with this type of analysis is that it is a powerful tool for
good or harm depending on the analyst. An adversary may use it to locate and wipe
3
Robert Kirkpatrick, interview with Global Observatory, 5/11/2012. Accessed online 19/2/2015 at
http://theglobalobservatory.org/interviews/377-robert-kirkpatrick-director-of-un-global-pulse-onthe-value-of-big-data.html
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out a group, or alternatively it could be used to identify groups for protection. An
example of the former would be in situations of ethnic or political violence, where
it is valuable to be able to identify a dissident group that is holding meetings in a
particular place, or to target a religious or ethnic group regardless of the identity of
the individuals that compose it. During the Rwandan genocide, for example, violence was based purely on perceived ethnic group membership and not on individual identity or behaviour. An example of protection includes the use of mobile
phone calling data in Haiti after the 2010 earthquake, where a group of researchers
tracked the migrants fleeing the capital city in order to target cholera prevention
measures (Bengtsson et al. 2011). The latter case demonstrates the flexible nature of
an algorithmic grouping: ‘the group’ was not a stable entity in terms of spatial location or social ties, but a temporary definition based solely on people’s propensity to
move away from a particular geographical point.
These very different misuses of data are mentioned here because although they
centre on the illegitimate use of personal data, they illustrate a new order of problem
that is separate from the exposure of personal identity. The political hackers in
Kenya wanted to increase their parties’ numbers by accessing and appropriating the
‘data doubles’ (Haggerty and Ericson 2000) of large quantities of people, not to
reach them individually and persuade them to vote one way or another. M-Pesa’s
dataset was attractive because it presented just such large numbers which could be
grouped at will by the adversary. The Facebook researchers similarly were interested in the group, not the individual: they note that the kind of hypothesis they
address could not be tested empirically before the era of big data because such large
groupings for experimental purposes were not possible. In each case, individual
identity was irrelevant to the objectives of those manipulating the data – the researchers in the Facebook study justified their use of data with reference to Facebook’s
user agreement, which assures users that their data may be used internally for
research purposes, i.e. not exposed publicly.
Existing privacy and data protection provisions such as the EU 1995 directive4
and its successor, the General Data Protection Regulation5 focus on the potential for
harm through identification: ‘the principles of protection must apply to any information concerning an identified or identifiable person’ (preamble, paragraph 26).
The methods used in big data analytics bypass this problem and instead create a new
one, where people may be acted upon in potentially harmful ways without their
identity being exposed at all. The principle of privacy is just one of those at work in
legal instruments such as the 1995 directive: the instrument is also concerned with
protecting rights and freedoms, several of which are breached when they are unwittingly grouped for political purposes or subjected to psychological experiments.
However, the framing of privacy and data protection solely around the individual

4
Directive, E. U. (1995). 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October
1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data. Official Journal of the EC, 23(6).
5
General Data Protection Regulation 5853/12.
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inevitably distracts from, and may even give rise to, problems involving groups
profiled anonymously from within huge digital datasets.
In the following sections, three cases are outlined in which group identity, defined
by big data analytics, can become the identifiable characteristic of individuals and
may determine their treatment by authorities.

2.3

Case 1. Groups in Motion: Big Data as Ground Truth

Barocas and Nissenbaum (2014) warn that ‘even when individuals are not “identifiable”, they may still be “reachable”, … may still be subject to consequential inferences and predictions taken on that basis.’ In various academic disciplines including
geography and urban planning, research is evolving along just these lines toward
using sources of big data that reflect people’s ordinary activities as a form of ground
truth – information against which the behaviour of models can be checked. As
ground truth, this data then comes to underpin Agent Based Models (ABMs), which
facilitate the mapping and prediction of behaviour such as human mobility – for
example, particular groups’ propensity to migrate, or their spatial trajectory when
they do move.
Big data reflecting people’s movements, in particular, is a powerful basis for
informing agent-based models because it offers a complex and granular picture of
what is occurring in real space. Mobile phone data in particular is useful as ground
truth for modelling, because it can show individuals responding to events in real
time on a mass scale. The new sources of big data allow both a more granular level
of ground truth for models on the small (city) scale, and the possibility to extend this
to a larger scale as well, since the kind of analytics that can be used to model flows
of people through cities can also be extended to model flows of people between
countries or regions.
An example of the way cities are using data to model and predict people’s movements can be drawn from a project undertaken in one European capital city during
2014, which involved tracking flows of people from the periphery into the city centre. For this project, a combination of sensors was used to give three types of data
point: first, cameras with facial recognition software were installed along the main
routes into the centre; next, wifi counters were set up to collect the signals from
electronic devices (mainly mobile phones); and last, mobile phone GPS data was
collected (via an intermediary) from a major mobile network provider for the period
of the project. This set of data sources provided a way to disambiguate the individuals moving through the area (i.e. to tell whether a signal that appeared and reappeared was emitted by one person or several), to see the volume and speed of human
traffic over the course of the 2 months, and to track whether individuals were making the same trip once or multiple times. It also showed which shops they visited,
where they paused or took public transport, and what kind of group they were travelling in (families, tours, individuals or other groupings).
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This level of sensor data, brought together from multiple sources as in the case
of this project, creates data doubles which – although at first glance anonymous –
are composed of various characteristics which might lead to people being treated
one way rather than another. Any tracking software used over a period of days creates a unique signature for an individual (de Montjoye et al. 2013), which is considered a privacy risk by urban authorities conducting projects such as the one described
here. On the group level, however, this is not considered as sensitive because it does
not make individuals identifiable. Despite this, combined with cameras and wifi
data it was possible to know people’s movements at a new depth of detail in ways
which could give city authorities the ability to manipulate their behaviour beyond
simply movement. If added into a model as the basis for understanding how different groups travel through the city, this detail made it possible to predict how people
of different ages, origins and social configurations would move through urban
space, what attracts their interest, what makes them take one route rather than
another, and how they influence each other’s movement and behaviour. The kinds of
conclusions that can be drawn from the data, then, are valuable not only to city
authorities wanting to predict which areas will become crowded at which times, but
also to firms interested in gaining people’s attention and law enforcement interested
in who might be creating trouble, all on the group level.
Beyond this urban scenario, there are many types of big data from the developing
world that could be fed into such models in order to predict behaviours more
broadly. These include financial transactions conducted over mobile phones, movement details from GPS sensors in various types of device, utility usage such as water
or electricity in a smart-metered system (smart meters are being used on the district
level, if not for individual houses, even in slums to enable water authorities to
understand where water is being siphoned off illegally), internet search trends and
social media postings. The work of Global Pulse, a UN initiative, shows how
authorities are becoming interested in creating predictive models for entire countries that can then show what will happen when there is a particular type of shock,
or when a shock occurs in a particular place. ABMs are also powerful because they
can be used to explore counterfactuals: what would happen if an event happened in
one place, as opposed to another, or at one time instead of another? This can be done
particularly clearly with big data because they provide an unprecedented detail and
granularity with regard to people’s activities.
The key difference between big-data-based models and what preceded them is
knowledge discovery – the practice of finding completely unforeseen questions and
issues through data mining, rather than using data to answer known questions or test
known hypotheses. The whole of big data, for researchers, behaves considerably
differently from the sum of its parts. As data mining becomes increasingly integrated into modelling techniques, models will predict people’s behaviour and movements in greater detail and with multiple scenarios because the researcher can alter
the parameters and rerun the model in different ways to bring up different possible
behaviours. In terms of planning for emergencies and population movements, large
datasets combining different sources of data will determine the kind of preparation
we make, and the kind of built environment in which we live. However, these
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d ecisions have their own politics. The built environment and the planned city are
designed to make certain types of movement possible and visible, and to discourage
other types. We may want to expose the movements of some groups, make some
more easy to police or surveil, and thus to control. They can also be used on a
smaller scale – company ID tags that track a worker’s movements through the building, or RFID technology which tracks the movements of the objects we use, can
reflect movements in a way that makes it possible to police the group.
This kind of research becomes even more of a risky proposition for groups when
we consider it on the international scale. The years since 2009 have seen a great
increase in the amount of research that aims to track people’s movement in the
developing world. Because the main technology offering tracking possibilities in
low- and middle-income countries is the mobile phone, this research focuses on
mobile phone traces. de Montjoye et al. (2013) have shown that mobile data can be
an extraordinarily efficient way of identifying human mobility in the context of both
ad hoc groupings and social networks, and identifying when these groups move
simultaneously. Taking this a step further, the 2013 D4D challenge (Orange 2015)
served to demonstrate how mobile data can already predict mobility, and what a
useful tool it could become for either planning or preventing human movements.
Examples of ABMs focusing on migration dynamics already exist (e.g. Kniveton
et al. 2011), and the trajectory of big data research shows an evolution from one-
time data analysis such as tracking epidemics (Bengtsson et al. 2011) to the broader
use of mobile traces as parameters for agent-based models (ABMs) which may be
used to predict mobility (Frias-Martinez et al. 2011; Pindolia et al. 2012).
The risk attached to such practices is not the uncovering of individual identity.
Digital traces from the phones migrants carry with them may be traceable to registered SIM cards in their countries of origin, but in fact names and addresses at the
place of origin would not be important in comparison to the ability to track the
movement of the group. Unwanted migrants may be caught on an individual basis,
but are resisted by receiving states on the group level. For example, if a group of
people carrying mobile phones are attempting to cross the Mediterranean and enter
the EU, they can be tracked in real time by anyone with access to the data. The data
will also show their place of origin via the phone’s record of their original network
provider, and (if it is a smart phone) will show the networks they have connected to
along the way, making it possible to identify whether they have taken an overland
route and are therefore likely to be undocumented. The phone data thus conveys
how many people are moving, where they come from, and the route they have taken.
The value of this information is its potential to identify where a group is on its way,
and to understand whether this is likely to be a group which might be able to claim
asylum and which would include minors and highly vulnerable people (for example
Syrians fleeing violence), or whether it is likely to be a group of economic migrants
(for example from West Africa).
The potential ethical problem with this type of modelling is that it can provide
new sources of information for a pressing policy interest: how to ‘manage’ the
migration of the poor towards richer countries. In a realist interpretation, such data
might allow a receiving state to determine whom to rescue and whom to ignore, or
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might lead to the choice to let groups of migrants drift into other states’ territorial
waters in order to avoid responsibility. In either scenario, the individual identity of
the migrants is immaterial to the state’s decision, while the identification of the
group would be the basis for its survival or abandonment. In a world where the
governments of higher-income countries have a strong interest in controlling mobility, and specifically in predicting, tracking and preventing unauthorised migration
flows towards their borders, this potential for identifying the group becomes
invaluable.
The added ability to predict mobility adds to the potential ethical problems with
this scenario: what if certain conditions are met in a ‘sending’ country that make it
likely, according to a model, that a population will be squeezed out of their territory
and towards another country? How should authorities in each country respond to
predicted, rather than realised, movement? If mobile phone data increasingly
crosses its current institutional boundaries – as is likely, since ‘function creep with
data technologies can be taken as a given’6 – and is used either as real-time surveillance data or in agent-based models it clearly has the potential to help governments
preempt undocumented migration. This potential makes it hard to imagine that this
immense capability to visualise and track migration will not cross the boundary
from care to control.

2.4

 ase 2. Groups and Disease Transmission: Big Data
C
as Tracking Technology

Data scientists and epidemiologists have collaborated to use newly available sources
of digital data in order to track and predict outbreaks of disease. Perhaps the best-
publicised example of disease tracking is Google Flu Trends (Dugas et al. 2012),
which uses Google search records to track flu infections over the winter. The accuracy of the Google Flu Trends model is checked by comparison with doctors’ reports
and hospitals’ admissions data – checks which revealed that the Flu Trends algorithm overestimated flu cases during the 2013–2014 flu season at double their true
level, probably because it counted searches by people seeking to distinguish cold
from flu symptoms (Lazer et al. 2014). More recently new data sources where this
kind of ground truth is not available – or at least not until the epidemic has passed –
have been used in higher-stakes scenarios to track a variety of life-threatening diseases in developing countries, notably cholera in the wake of the 2010 Haiti
earthquake (Bengtsson et al. 2011) and the use of network analysis to track malaria
transmission (Tatem et al. 2009). This kind of tracking via data is particularly useful
in the developing world, where public health infrastructure and capacity are often
lacking and where the new data analytics can provide an unprecedented real-time
element to authorities looking to control outbreaks of diseases.
6
Dennis Broeders, keynote presentation, Responsible Data for Humanitarian Response conference, February 24–25, Leiden University, held at Foreign Ministry of the Netherlands.
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For epidemiologists, tracking disease is a step towards predicting its spread, and
ground truth is essential in doing so. The 2013 Data for Development Challenge
(Orange 2015) produced 14 research papers focused on modelling the spread of
epidemics in a West African context, incorporating information tools to control the
movement of the disease via identifiable social groups. These focused on malaria
and HIV (e.g. Brdar et al. 2015), but were not informed by actual disease information reflecting the period in question. In contrast, Wesolowski et al’s study in Kenya
(Wesolowski et al. 2012) combined mobile phone data with existing longitudinal
survey data on malaria prevalence to identify the particular types of mobility, and
mobile groups, indicated as principally responsible for parasite importation between
regions. Wesolowski et al. note that their analysis could lead either to local efforts
to control malaria through measures such as drugs and bednets, or could contribute
to larger, population-based strategies on the part of authorities:
Control-program activities targeting the large volumes of human traffic between regions
that we have identified here will be completely different from those that concentrate on
local transmission hot spots, focusing on communicating risks to travelers to alter their
behaviors, restricting travel patterns, and/or conducting routine surveillance in high-risk
areas. (Wesolowski et al. 2012)

These projected results of the researchers’ analysis suggest that mobile phone
data is becoming recognised as a possible motivator for restriction of movement and
for surveillance. Given how much of Sub-Saharan Africa is a high-risk area for
malaria (WHO 2014), if this possibility were actually realised then travel restrictions would be in place across much of the continent. Equally the option of surveiling those areas would impose an impossible burden on public health authorities, to
the point where a meaningful effort to wipe out the disease would require participation from other authorities such as the military or law enforcement – with attendant
risks of other activities being picked up apart from malaria transmission.
These concerns become sharpened by the availability of big data. Models such as
Wesolowski et al.’s are verified by using historical information after the event – i.e.
once the actual path of disease transmission has been tracked. This allows researchers to demonstrate that their model provides the best fit with what actually happened. With the new sources of big data, however, this can occur in real time. By
using mobile phone GPS data, social media data or other forms of information that
update as the epidemic progresses, it becomes possible to continually orient and
re-orient the model so that it can adapt to predict the movement of people, and thus
disease, with the maximum possible accuracy. Thus big data can become a new
form of ground truth, and one which allows the researcher to work at a distance
rather than seeking confirmation either from local fieldwork or from survey-based
methods that involve individuals engaging with the model’s ‘agents’ on the local
level.
The threat to the group, rather than the individual, arises from the processes of
quarantine that become possible once such data is available. It also arises from the
type of data available about different populations. Mobile phone data from the West
African locations of the 2014–2015 Ebola outbreak is of a different quality to
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mobile phone traces from a high-income location such as London or New York. If
an outbreak occurred in such a location, it would be possible (at least in theory)
given current technology to track transmission of the disease on the individual level.
With continually updating GPS details from mobile phones and the ability to analyse individuals’ social networks and communication dynamics, it would be possible
for public health authorities to see movement and contact on a granular level, and to
track and quarantine people individually if necessary. In contrast, mobile phone data
from Liberia is less granular – though far more accurate than other currently available data on population movements such as satellite images. Because smartphones
are not yet common in Sub-Saharan Africa (Telecoms.com 2014), GPS data would
not be available and datasets would instead reflect which antenna a phone was closest to at a given time. In urban areas there are more antennas, providing greater
specificity, while in rural areas there are far fewer, meaning that data on people’s
location gets fuzzier the further they move from a city.
This lack of granularity would be replicated in any decisions to quarantine people based on such data. In the 2014–2015 outbreak potential Ebola sufferers were
quarantined based on location in a decision-making process that has changed little
in a thousand years – a slum area would be fenced off and guards placed at the gates
to keep inhabitants in (NY Times 2014). This approach necessarily has a high error
rate in terms of identifying people with the disease, and involves people catching the
disease who otherwise would not due to being contained in proximity with sufferers. Basic mobile phone data would not necessarily solve this problem due to the
lack of granular detail available: instead it might increase authorities’ perception of
the risk of infection without narrowing down who might have contracted the disease, giving support to decisions to contain the sick and the healthy together by
force.
A reliance on big data analytics, then, has the potential to remove an epidemic
such as Ebola from its political and societal context (a lack of resources on the part
of health authorities, and a lack of incentive to act on the part of unaffected countries) and place it instead in the data domain, which has solvable problems (a lack
of data can be solved by gaining access to more and better data). In this domain, the
political and human problems of quarantine decisions instead become a data problem: whom to confine and where. In this case, if the wrong decisions are taken based
on biased or unclear data, the newest technology could only facilitate medieval
decision-making processes targeted at groups rather than individuals.

2.5

 ase 3. Drone Data and the Cross-Contextual Flow
C
of Information

Large numbers of people in the world live in areas that are poorly mapped. Regions
with low economic activity and few international connections, in particular, have
historically not provided a strong incentive for cartographers. This dearth of spatial
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information is also reinforced by a lack of usership for such information – if one’s
home region has not been well base-mapped, then digital navigation tools, crowd-
mapping and other technologies will not be able to layer on top to add value and
depth of information. Mapping is therefore subject to a limited Matthew effect (one
with no effect on the poor) where the better-mapped generate more input in terms of
spatial information, and the poorly-mapped remain information-poor regardless of
the development of new technologies. Exceptions are projects such as the
Humanitarian Open Street Map project, which collaborates with development institutions such as the World Bank to map areas where better spatial information would
aid development interventions.
On a higher institutional level, however, things may be changing. Powerful imaging technologies such as satellites and drones are increasingly being focused on
LMICs for commercial, development and humanitarian purposes. Non-military
drones are advocated as a way of gaining access to rural and remote customers
(BBC News 2012); are deployed by the UN in peacekeeping operations in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (Crowe 2013) and by entrepreneurs for humanitarian response after natural disasters (Churchill 2014). The World Bank is seeking to
demonstrate the potential of drones for predictive and planning purposes ‘in many
sectors including: cadastral mapping/registration, infrastructure projects (roads,
energy and dams), urban planning, and disaster risk management’ (Volkmann
2014). Each of these LMIC spatial data projects has a different population focus
(consumers, rebel militias, fleeing crisis victims, and farmers to name a few), a different stated purpose, and is made up of different institutional configurations, and is
subject to different forms of governance.
Where these new sources of knowledge coincide with old sources of conflict,
however, new ethical questions arise. A case in point is Harvard’s Signal Program
on Human Security and Technology, part of the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative.
The Signal Program operates a project named Mass Atrocity Remote Sensing: analysing satellite and other spatial data to identify forensic evidence of alleged massacres. Their work on alleged atrocities in Sudan since the separatist conflict of
2011 demonstrates several fundamental problems that arise when researchers gain
access to unprecedentedly detailed and granular data on territories in conflict. The
research was retrospective, but findings were updated daily and could provide an
ongoing picture of what was occurring in Sudan. The first problem encountered by
the project was that it appeared to be providing intelligence to those conducting the
atrocities. Program Director Nathaniel Raymond noted that
we saw circumstantial and anecdotal evidence that people were making decisions on the
ground, for good or for bad, based on our reporting of the satellite imagery analysis.7

Program researchers found that unknown adversaries appeared to be hacking
into their communications, both on an individual level via team members’ phones
and on an institutional level, accessing their database through their servers.
7
Interview with Nathaniel Raymond, Director, Signal Program on Human Security and Technology,
Harvard University (25.2.2015).
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Adversaries also appeared to target directly local people who were communicating
with the researchers, identifying them through their use of portable satellite broadband connectors (BGANs). This combination of factors allowed hostile actors on
the ground to use the research project’s data and communications as a way of targeting their enemy more effectively.
A parallel problem encountered by the project was the lack of an ethical framework to deal with the conflicts arising from their data analysis. Raymond found that
data protection frameworks focusing on individual identifiability became irrelevant
in the context of large-scale satellite imagery processing:
It’s about demographic threat now. Before we thought of privacy and consent in terms of
individuated risk and responsibilities to individuals. You look at the ICRC [International
Committee of the Red Cross] professional standards for protection work – they are great on
paper, [but] they’re anachronistic. They’re anachronistic because they are seeking to prevent harm through individual data release or [where] a group of individuals have their data
released. They’re not focused on the attack model. The attack model is identification of
demographic group.8

This example demonstrates that once the data reflects the group and not the individual, adversaries may seek to silence people on the group level. Under these circumstances the threat can no longer be mitigated by ethical standards developed to
protect individuals reporting abuses. Furthermore, what Raymond refers to as the
‘tempo’ of human rights reporting is changing with the new sources of data: instead
of a report based on individual sources being compiled and published some time
after an event, constantly updating population-level data makes a daily reporting
schedule possible, and increases the chance that those committing atrocities will
seek to complete their actions quickly, to get ahead of any reporting cycle which
might lead to accountability.
in fact we don’t know how we may have sped [the adversary’s] decision-making because
they think, hey, we’re on candid camera, we had better get in and out from robbing the
convenience store as quickly as possible. (Nathaniel Raymond)9

The Harvard project is an extreme example of how new data sources may make
populations vulnerable through making them visible, but also an example of how
different technologies of visibility make people differently vulnerable. The most
precise satellite data available to civilian researchers at present is at a resolution of
50 cm (Raymond et al. 2014). At this level,
Crowds of livestock and people can sometimes be visible, though the exact composition,
size, and object type of these crowd configurations cannot be reliably determined.
Additionally, “micro interactions”, such as the movement of small groups of individuals
and the positioning of small weapons, cannot be reliably identified and tracked. (Raymond
et al. 2014 [p.40])

At such a resolution, tracking and understanding actions on the ground involves
visualising groups rather than individuals – and as the Harvard project d emonstrates,
8
9

Raymond interview, (25.2.2015).
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may provoke a response from hostile parties on the group level rather than the
individual.
The problem of remote sensing groups and their territory is not restricted to
human rights reporting, but has the potential to create new forms of surveillance of
populations who were previously effectively invisible on the international level.
Drones and satellites pick up all activities, not only those the user is targeting, so
that projects conceived with beneficial motives may still provide records that can be
used for other purposes. While watching militias form and move in African conflict
zones, the UN can also see the activities of the entire population, and while seeking
particular consumers in remote areas, commercial drones will inevitably pick up
other activities, locations and movements. These datasets, like other big data about
human activities, will almost inevitably be subject to function creep. They will
make it possible to identify, sort, categorise and predict with relation to populations
who often have very limited access to their own governments, or which may want
to stay anonymous if they are endangered by being recognised. In some cases anonymity is necessary for a group’s wellbeing as a strategy to preserve land, culture
and autonomy.

2.6

Discussion

The cases outlined above demonstrate how it is necessary to reconceptualise the risk
of data harms to include the problem of the group, not only the individual. This is
especially true in environments such as LMICs where privacy and data protection
rules are often not yet clearly set out or enforceable, and where states (who often,
under current law, have the responsibility to pursue cases of data misuse) may themselves be the perpetrators of harm. As well as the risk to established groups such as
separatists, however, new risks may be posed that operate across established categories. Big data analytics specifically offer the potential to discover new information,
identify patterns and predict behaviour, and thus to algorithmically delineate entirely
new groups which may be cross-ethnic and cross-border.
Researchers who specialise in LMIC issues, and especially social scientists
focusing on developing countries, may be the least well-placed to pick up on these
issues. Development Studies research in particular tends to address groups as
defined by borders and social identities. International and non-governmental organisations focusing on LMIC populations in a human rights or aid context may also
fail to recognise the new categories of risk due to the prevalence of firm, but outdated, ethical guidelines. The beneficial aims of these various types of work also
conspire to make it less likely that researchers in these fields will seek to understand
how new forms of data may create new risks to research subjects. The terminology
of ‘development’, ‘aid’ and ‘humanitarian response’ insulates researchers from
criticism and accountability, and thus disincentivises them from seeking out the
problems inherent in the research practices evolving around big data.
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The sources of big data are also difficult for researchers to manage with regard
to consent and awareness on the part of research subjects. Consent on the group
level has not been addressed either in the technology industry or in academic
research, and therefore researchers engaging in practices as varied as crowdsourcing information, performing satellite data analytics or processing mobile phone
traces must re-think the entire way that consent to the use of data is conceptualised
and given:
How do you assess buy-in when fundamentally, because you can’t do individual consent,
you are talking about community consent? And if you are doing community consent, that is
gendered, class-based and ethnic in a way that presents even more dimensions of problems.
(Nathaniel Raymond)10

A further problem is how consent should operate in the context of fast-moving
events and real-time data. A network operator may donate data as an emergency
response at a time of crisis, as happened with the Haiti earthquake and cholera epidemic (Bengtsson et al. 2011), and that data may be dealt with responsibly, as it was
by the research team in question. However, as the power of such large-scale data
becomes more widely understood, there are calls for making data available by
default to international researchers, not only local authorities in the case of emergencies (Economist 2014).
The fastest-moving events currently visualised using big data are arguably those
involving epidemics. These present the possibility that the new sources of data may
enable a particularly extreme response depending on the perceived seriousness of
the epidemic. The scenario of widespread travel restrictions and surveillance, for
example, is relatively unlikely in the case of malaria, which is both survivable
(although highly dangerous, especially for children) and treatable. A different calculus of risk applies in the case of Ebola, which has a fatality rate of up to 80 %
(Team 2014) and where there is, so far, no reliable mode of treatment. During the
2014–2015 Ebola epidemic in West Africa public health authorities were stretched
far beyond capacity, resources were lacking on the international scale, and there
were calls for the release of mobile phone datasets (e.g. Talbot 2013) as a way to
help authorities overcome this challenge.
However, the extreme fear and urgency surrounding the Ebola crisis and the
predominance of international research teams in the debate over data availability
give rise to questions regarding the way that data might lead to the targeting of disease through groups, rather than addressing individuals as patients (or potential
patients). For instance, research produced by the first Orange Data for Development
challenge demonstrated that international researchers often conceived of LMIC
environments as similar to HIC ones in terms of the way authorities and populations
would react to an epidemic. For example, their models (e.g. Lima et al. 2013) tended
to assume a population of informed individuals, signed up to digital information
networks in order to receive real-time information from authorities. The researchers
envisage (2013: 1) that ‘a collaborative effort leveraging individual social ties can
10
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be effective in propagating effective information (i.e. a sort of “immunizing information”) to a widespread audience.’
In contrast, the Ebola epidemic presented a scenario where sufferers were perceived as a group, and where due to local conditions of limited technological access
and education, that groupness lent itself to rumour and misinformation, collective
fear, and consequently to coercion and violence on the part of authorities, including
forcible quarantine where the lives of the uninfected were endangered (NY Times
2014). In this type of scenario, big data models built to facilitate individuals’ wellbeing and autonomy instead would constitute perfect tools for mass control and
surveillance. The kind of model made possible by mobile phone data, for example,
allows authorities to identify networked groups (such as commuters on a transport
line, or those who work in a particular area) as potential carriers of a disease, and
therefore raises the incentive to control and confine them regardless of their actual
infectious status. The utility of mobile phone data in the case of this epidemic has
since been critically assessed (McDonald 2016) with the finding that Ebola’s particular characteristics mean that tracking people through mobile data on a group
level would be ineffective in combating the spread of the disease, and that individually identifiable mobile traces would in fact be the only remotely collected data that
could help chart its spread.
The logic of this call for mobile data releases is that international researchers have
greater capacity than local ones, and will therefore provide more insights from the
same dataset. As the examples offered above imply, however, the greatest problems
may arise precisely because of the release of data to international researchers rather
than local ones, for several reasons. First, because those researchers are inevitably
operating without first-hand experience of the territory, the crisis in question or the
people affected. They may therefore misunderstand the risks inherent in a particular
dataset or analytical practice. Second, because data has an almost infinite half-life.
Regardless of ethical research frameworks that aim to stop the reuse and sharing of
data beyond specific users, it is in the nature of data to replicate, and of technological
infrastructures to facilitate its replication. Digital data is increasingly difficult to
delete entirely. Once stored, copied or transmitted it exists in multiple locations
which often extend across international borders and may form grey areas in terms of
data governance (as in the case of the cloud computing which currently facilitates
much of big-data analytics). In the absence of appropriate ethical frameworks to deal
with the problem of exposing groups through data analytics, then, the data will continue to spread and multiply, becoming ever-more linkable, mergeable and creating
new forms of risk as researchers become desensitised to its conditions of origin.

2.7

Conclusion

This chapter has outlined ethical problems with the definition of groups through
data technologies in three areas: modelling and predicting mobility through agent-
based models; predicting disease transmission through network analyses, and
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visualisation technologies that provide information on previously hard-to-research
populations. It has identified several new problems arising with regard to the use of
new data technologies to map, track, sort and analyse people on a group level. First,
that of data analytics in the area of ‘knowledge discovery’: data mining or other
techniques that create algorithmic groupings and that seek to predict the movements
or activities of groups defined this way. One example of this would be a model that
identifies who is likely to move and in which direction in the case of a particular
climate event. This may involve big data as a way of parameterising a predictive
model, or as a way of informing it in real time. As ubiquitous computing becomes
more of a reality, sources of data for this kind of modelling will become increasingly available at lower cost and with fewer restrictions. The risks posed to groups
by this kind of algorithmic analytics are particularly clear on the political level: if
unwelcome movements can be predicted, authorities can step in before people
become defined as refugees, asylum-seekers or other problematic categories that
award the right to move.
A further risk of this kind of predictive modelling is that it tends to blur categories, ‘seeing’ people according to their propensity to behave in a certain way, rather
than as individuals. At a resolution of 50 centimetres no one has an individual identity, and where data mining techniques are concerned, the kind of personal information that can currently be protected by law is wholly irrelevant.
This chapter has looked at contexts where consent for data use is usually not
sought or possible: epidemics, crises, conflicts and remote sensing. The questions
that arise, however, show that consent is highly relevant. Human rights, crisis
response and development research efforts all have in common the aim of producing
actionable information. If research, however remote, is aimed at impacting the condition of its subjects, but is conducted without attention to people’s consent and
awareness, it will raise ethical questions – as seen in Facebook’s experiment, despite
the company’s claim that people had consented by using the service in the first
place. If the ‘group’ is too unwieldy, too analytically unstable or too remote to consult and gain consent from, should this not constitute a major problem in terms of
conducting the research? However, under current legal conditions the opposite is
true: where subjects’ names are not attached to their data, they are considered anonymous and the use of their information to be innocuous. In fact, as this chapter has
shown, the reverse may be true.
The potential risks and harms outlined in this analysis all relate to the consequences of drawing conclusions about a given group based on assumptions drawn
from other groups. As such, they are problems with treating the group as a category –
a definition that flattens out difference – rather than as a spectrum of types which will
include outliers to whom the intervention or categorisation will not apply. We see
these types of categorisations in real life every day: some are merely inconvenient,
such as badly targeted direct advertising. Other generalisations may be fatal, for
instance if one is a civilian caught in an airstrike targeted at a military area. Most are
on a spectrum between these extremes, as with the examples of migration and quarantine offered above, and most raise issues of both privacy and data protection
because they incorporate problems both of visibility and identification, and of
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p rotection from intervention. These problems point to the need for a new ethical
approach to research with regard to group-level information. Demographic-level
research is fundamentally changing and evolving to offer ever more possibilities for
categorisation, by a wider group of potential analysts. As the sources and types of
data change, so too do the conditions of their use. No longer can the authorities
demand that a researcher who wants population-level information undergo a vetting
process and be shut into a room with a census database, forbidding them to take the
data home with them. Instead of being shared vertically in an institutional hierarchy
where the data owner has power over the researcher, the new forms of digital data are
shared horizontally. They are crowdsourced and crowd-analysed, shared, reused,
replicating into the cloud and onto individual hard disks, under the label of humanitarian response, development hacking and poverty mapping.
In none of these circumstances is consent seen as possible, nor has it been conceptualised on the group level where the most serious risks seem to lie. This chapter
suggests that these two problems may be related. If we can conceptualise how data
analytics affect groups, we may find it impossible to proceed without some kind of
ethical dialogue with those groups. At the same time, without an imperative for
consent to researchers’ use of big data, the notion of the group is allowed to remain
both conceptually fuzzy and practically challenging. The institutions currently
working with and advocating the use of digital traces from LIMCs tend to emphasise the importance of traditional conceptions of privacy, focusing on personal
information and the debate around pseudonymisation and other forms of identity-
blurring (e.g. Global Pulse 2014; GSMA 2011). In contrast, the Harvard
Humanitarian Initiative points clearly to new problems that are hard to classify as
relating to individual privacy (Raymond et al. 2014).
Thus, to answer one of the questions posed at the start of the chapter, it seems
that the problem of group profiling contains recognisable elements of both privacy
and data protection problems: people’s fundamental right to autonomy is being
affected, but they are also consequently being made vulnerable to discrimination
and personal danger. Given that the problems outlined above are an inherent issue
with big data analytics in general, however, privacy may provide the best conceptual
‘hook’ for understanding and addressing these problems. The right to privacy has
arguably always been used to get to thorny and hard-to-define problems because it
touches on various more concrete rights – those of autonomy and the right to intellectual freedom, freedom from surveillance and interference, and the right to behave
in ways that may be inconvenient for the authorities. With regard to LMICs, these
freedoms are central to resisting the kind of threat potentially facilitated by new
visualisation and data analytical possibilities.
The second overarching question of this chapter was whether, by resolving the
problem of individual identifiability, we resolve that of groups. The cases presented
above suggest that we do not – the group issue makes it necessary to look beyond
individual identification to larger issues of the rights that are abrogated when data is
misused. This leads to a larger question of accountability for data misuse, which is
currently not occurring. When research operates in the international sphere essentially free from accountability to local populations, as is common practice in the
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development and humanitarian spheres, an ethical framework must address the
problem of operating, and seeing, remotely. If the group is becoming the only category available, standards of ethical behaviour must be reworked and evolved to
match current reality.
If this happens, however, it will address an established and ongoing challenge:
how to make those who remotely visualise and affect populations accountable to
those populations. Thus addressing the problem of group privacy may enhance individual privacy and other rights in two important ways: first, by making it necessary
to find ways to contact research subjects and find out whether they consent – or
dealing with the fact that they cannot be located and cannot therefore consent. And
second, as a result of that process, by connecting the researcher to the reality of their
research subjects and thus necessitating a broader, more risk-averse approach that
focuses on the contextual understanding of risks. This has much in common with
the contextual approach to privacy advocated by Nissenbaum (2010) – but with the
caveat that data about LMICs always seems to be subject to exceptionalist claims
based on need and crisis, and that this is unlikely to change until global power asymmetries do (Taylor 2016b).
Finally, the last overarching question: if we solve the problem of group privacy
in one place, does that lead to a more universal solution? The examples provided
here suggest that this depends on the place. If we solve this problem for places with
the least geopolitical power we go a long way towards solving it for places with less
extreme risks. The measures which will prevent authorities in one place from targeting groups for violence will also prevent those in another from targeting them for
discriminatory health insurance premiums. The reverse is not true, however. If data
is not addressed as a source of power and as a right in itself, then people in disempowered places cannot hope to figure in the decisions of data controllers.
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3.1

L. Kammourieh et al.

What Is a Group?

What do we talk about when we talk about groups? First, the term “group” in its
ordinary meaning designates “a number of persons or things,” that is to say a class
or unit made up of more than one person or thing.1 While the separation between a
group and its individual members might seem obvious, we will see that it is no longer as neat as it might have been in the past. With Big Data analysis, an individual’s
habits and characteristics can increasingly be taken to represent a class of similar
individuals and, on their own, suffice to draw conclusions about a group.
Secondly, when we refer to groups of people, we usually think of a social, religious, or ethnic group, or a structured organization such as a company, association,
or political party – in short, we imagine people who have formed explicit ties,
whether legal or otherwise, that bind them together. Technology changes this, too.
With Big Data analysis, individuals’ data can be aggregated with unprecedented
ease. Once individual information has been turned into a data set, subsets may easily be extracted from this – thus grouping together, based on certain common traits
or practices, individuals who have no awareness of being bound by these
similarities.
Before defining group privacy, we must therefore look more closely at what a
group has usually meant and how legal systems have envisaged groups up to this
day (A). We will then address the changes created by Big Data and the question of
whether there is still a clear distinction between an individual and a group (B).

3.1.1

 raditional Notions of Groups: Self-Proclaimed
T
and Self-Aware

The traditional notion of a social group involves some degree of shared perception
of the group as a group being defined by its members, outsiders, or both. In other
words, the traditional social group exists as part of a collective consciousness. The
members of a self-aware, or “active” social group identify themselves as such and
proclaim the group’s existence. Their identities are often shaped by the perception
and treatment of the group by the rest of society. At the same time, such external
social perceptions may also form the basis of what we may call a “passive” social
1
We use the notion of group in the ordinary meaning of the term. It must be noted that related
notions exist in specific disciplines. Logic, linguistics, and computer programming all refer to the
type-token relationship to distinguish between a class or concept (the type) and the objects that
instantiate it (the tokens). Similarly, mathematics refers to the set-element relationship; in this
framework, it is possible for a set to have only one element, in which case the set is called a singleton. We use the notions of group and members, or group and individuals, in order to connote the
cross-disciplinary nature and human focus of our inquiry, and to enable us to formulate recommendations with a policy-making and legal reach. In the ordinary meaning of these terms, a group
is usually made up of more than one member, and we will focus on these situations.
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group: one treated as a group by society without its members actually identifying
themselves as such. For example, populations considered vulnerable or fragile have
been denoted as such based on the absence of relative social dimensions (such as
income, agency, and resilience), while the members themselves do not necessarily
perceive themselves as part of the group.
The characteristics underlying shared perceptions of groups include socially
constructed categories like race and ethnicity, as well as physical, psychological, or
behavioral characteristics such as sex, political opinion, or union participation.
Many self-aware groups, of course, are constituted intentionally, and take the form
of organizations or communities, in which the bonds and relationships between
members may be the most important characteristics. Such intentional groups often
have legal personality in domestic and international legal contexts. These groups
may even themselves be sources of law or regulation, as in the case of states and
sub-state entities like provinces, cities, or, in some customary law systems, tribes.
Aside from possessing legal personality and, sometimes, law-making functions,
traditional groups and group-related concepts have played other important roles in
a number of areas of the law, whether in the international or domestic legal framework. For example, fundamental norms of equality and the prohibition of discrimination focus on the risks and harms of individuals being treated differently based on
their membership in certain groups.2 Another example is refugee law, which protects those who are persecuted on account of group membership.3 These are all
cases of the law protecting individuals from group-related harms; but there are also
many ways in which the law protects and gives rights to groups as groups.
For example, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)
protects the family as “the natural and fundamental group unit of society.”4 The
Genocide Convention requires states to prevent and punish certain conduct aimed at
the destruction of a national, ethnic, racial, or religious group “as such.”5 The right
to self-determination is held by “peoples,” generally defined in ethnic, linguistic, or
religious terms.6 Minority rights, although mostly expressed in terms of individual
group members, have some elements that can be exercised only at the group level.7
Similarly, trade unions are directly accorded specific rights in international and
domestic law to organize and function freely.8
More recent emerging norms of international law arguably address group rights
as well. The U.N. General Assembly’s Basic Principles on the Right to a Remedy
See, e.g. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Art. 26.
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, Arts. 1A, 33.
4
Art. 23.1.
5
Art. II.
6
E.g., ICCPR, Art. 1.
7
For instance, article 27 of the ICCPR prohibits states with ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities
from denying members of these minorities the right, “in community with the other members of
their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, or to use their
own language” (emphasis added).
8
E.g. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Art. 8.1(b)–(c).
2
3
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and Reparations suggest that the right to reparations may be held by groups of
people who have been targeted collectively.9 Similarly, the International Criminal
Court’s Rules of Procedure and Evidence suggest that this court interprets its statute
so as to allow for collective reparations. Such collective reparations have already
been awarded in a number of decisions by the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights.10

Box 1: History of Group Rights
At few moments in history did the obligation to protect members of groups
become as pressing as in the aftermath of World War II. The Convention on
the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (CPPCG), adopted
by the UN General Assembly in the course of the Holocaust, explicitly refers
to discrimination and violation against national, ethnical, religious or racial
groups. It was during that same time, triggered by the same concern, that the
right to privacy was acknowledged as a fundamental human right – stated in
Article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It was regarded as
a central pillar of democratic societies particularly because it reinforces other
rights, such as freedom of expression and information, as well as freedom of
association. As a result, it has been embedded in international human rights
law and domestic laws as well as policies in democratic societies and beyond.

Insofar as the international and domestic legal systems have taken groups into
account, they have done so for traditional self-aware, or “active,” groups. However,
this approach is interesting in that it could potentially extend to groups that are not
necessarily able to represent themselves (whether as a matter of obtaining legal
capacity or even as a simple matter of internal organization and cohesion). This
could encompass traditionally passive groups as well as the new types of passive
groups created by Big Data.

3.1.2

Big Data: New Grounds for Identifying Groups

A group is constituted by a number of individuals classed together. As seen above,
the classification of a number of individuals as a human group has traditionally
occurred through a social construct setting its members apart from other individuals
and/or groups of individuals. The group’s existence could be enforced internally, i.e.
by the members of the group itself, and/or externally, i.e. by outsiders to the group.
Principles 8, 22(g).
See generally Friedrich Rosenfeld, “Collective reparation for victims of armed conflict,” 92
International Review of the Red Cross 731 (2010).

9

10
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Subsequently, the classification might be acknowledged or disputed: being a member of a group, or being excluded from it, can have significant implications for
individuals.11
Groups have always been formed by classification based on commonalities perceived by members and outsiders. But with the advent of a digitized society, groups
are now being defined in ways different than before – no longer by mere human
perception, but, for example, with the use of algorithms. As a result, it is important
to rethink the definition of what a group is, and to understand the new ways in which
we find commonalities. More specifically, it is key to assess the impact of new epistemic practices related to data analysis on group identification.
The increased availability of personal data results in a wealth of data points on
human beings. Rich data sets, in turn, can be used to infer commonalities between
individuals. As the traces we leave behind become virtually innumerable, the common characteristics based on which we can identify groups are multiplied. Big Data
does not refer only to the overwhelming wealth of digital data now available, but
also to the development of new tools and methodologies to process this data.
Through machine learning, it is now possible to infer information and draw knowledge from vast amounts of unstructured data. Pattern recognition facilitates the discovery of previously imperceptible interrelations within datasets and, as such,
creates new means for identifying and grouping individuals. As data and information retrieval processes become increasingly sophisticated, so does the process of
group identification. Groups can now seem to automatically present themselves
within data, even as the picture of the individual members remains fuzzy. Big Data
thus changes what a group is and, in the same sweep, what an individual is.
The application of automated forms of data analytics, such as machine learning
and data mining, can affect the ways in which we identify and think of groups in
four main ways:
• First, data analytics can help us find out new things about pre-existing, self-
defined “active” groups. Although the group might have been formed and defined
before any data was collected, we now have the capacity to infer new information
from data about these groups without having any pre-defined hypothesis in place.
• Secondly, we might come to identify previously non-apparent groups on the
basis of certain pre-defined parameters. For example, a data analyst may choose
one characteristic – such as pattern of telephone usage – and query his database
to find seemingly unconnected users who exhibit similar behaviors.
• Thirdly, without defining any parameters or characteristics upfront, we might
discover groups through new analytical approaches. This can lead to the identification of new groups on the basis of sets of characteristics previously unknown
even to the data analyst.

See, e.g., Bowker and Star’s work on the devastating impact of classifying humans by race under
South Africa’s Apartheid regime. Geoffrey C. Bowker and Susan Star, Sorting Things Out,
Cambridge, MA, The MIT Press, 1999.

11
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• Fourth and lastly, while using such analytical processes, there will be an increasing risk of algorithms identifying new groups as a step in the analytic process,
even as data scientists remain unaware of it. The claims resulting from the analysis might in turn affect or harm these groups, even as the group itself remains
latent – with neither the group members identifying themselves as such nor the
data scientist “seeing” that the group has been extracted from the data. This is
possible in two case scenarios: either the group has been identified within the
data mining process itself but has not become apparent to the analyst; or a group
classification has been enforced through the analytical process by the choice of
certain data which is non-representative or biased in some way.

Box 2: Understanding the Complexity of Groups in the Age of Big Data:
Black Twitter
“Black Twitter” refers to a group of internet users active on Twitter as a platform for global group discussion, advocacy, and biting commentary on Black
experience both in the U.S. and around the world. The group has been noted
for its impact in the U.S. racial discourse, particularly with the emergence of
the #BlackLivesMatter campaign. Viral tweets such as #BringBackOurGirls,
#AliveWhileBlack and #OscarsSoWhite have also been described as part of
the group’s influential portfolio of trending hashtags.12
This has resulted in attempts by marketing agencies and news organizations to analyze who is involved in these conversations and what is the impact
of the group’s activities. State and federal government agencies have also
attempted to infer and track the activity of users linked to the organization of
protests and rallies for the Black Lives Matter movement.13
Yet Black Twitter as a group has no defining labels or clear indicators,
making it difficult for outsiders to infer involvement of any one user. Indeed,
the mere use of a hashtag as an indicator of group involvement is problematic,
due to the hashtag’s ephemerality and lack of clarity; one-time use of a hashtag
can denote mere group affinity just as it can denote self-identification.
Attempts to identify “Black Twitter” have often resulted in crude inferences involving multiple users and tweets that may not have been involved in
the network at all. Depending on the nature and intent of the analyst seeking
to establish the classification, this can have a range of harms for those thus
misidentified or not self-identifying, including targeted solicitation of
unwanted services, latent discrimination as a by-product of associative algorithmic decision-making or biased data collection, and government surveillance of civil rights activities.

12
13

http://harmony-institute.org/latest/2013/08/06/blacktwitter-a-networked-cultural-identity/
http://www.oregonlive.com/politics/index.ssf/2015/11/black_lives_matter_oregon_just.html
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Big Data thus provides new approaches with which groups can be formed. Where
group classification seemed to hinge on the salience of certain commonalities
between individuals, Big Data makes the grounds upon which we can identify new
groups increasingly imperceptible – first to the group’s members themselves, who
might be classed together without ever knowing they share common characteristics;
and then potentially to data analysts as well. The use of more sophisticated and complex technologies makes the nature of the connections between different data points,
and the impact of these connections on group identification processes, increasingly
opaque. In this context of increased automation of knowledge, an epistemic shift
might occur in which the analyst’s consciousness of information extraction will be
blurred. Groups might no longer be classified based on the perception of certain
observers, but through seemingly obscured algorithmic processes. This incomplete
awareness of how and on which grounds group identification takes place could lead
to an epistemic dependence on processes we might no longer fully understand.
Understanding this recent evolution is key in order to evaluate the new privacy
risks created by Big Data, and to examine the notion of group privacy in particular.

3.2

What Is Group Privacy?

The concept of privacy is notoriously difficult to define and has varied and sometimes conflicting interpretations. We choose to view privacy as a facet of human
dignity: one’s right to have a measure of knowledge and control over what information is made public about oneself (A). Applying this concept to groups is a complex
operation (B). First, it must be determined when individual privacy ceases to offer
sufficient protection to members of a group; when the group might be at risk even as
its members’ individual privacy is protected; so that it becomes apparent that something called group privacy, separate and different from individual privacy, is at stake
and requires protection. Second, we must examine the practicalities of creating and
protecting a privacy right in an international or domestic legal framework. Indeed, in
order to hold rights, groups must have legal personality. We must ask what rights, if
any, can be given to “passive” groups who are not self-aware and organized but
merely extracted from the data. In configurations where a group privacy right cannot
be granted, can other forms of protection be found to prevent abuses?

3.2.1

 hallenging Traditional Notions and Protections
C
of Privacy

3.2.1.1

The Shifting Ontology of Privacy

The translation, implementation and observance of the right to privacy in the ‘digital age’ have received much attention in the academic, corporate and public sectors
over recent years. The appointment of Professor Cannataci as U.N. Special
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Rapporteur on the Right to Privacy is only one among many indicators of the amount
of attention that this right currently receives.14 A number of elements of this discussion build on fundamental notions of privacy, and a review of these elements is
essential to understanding the current evolution of the debate.
Privacy remains operationally a “fuzzy concept”15: there is no broad consensus
on what exactly privacy is, and consequently on what a right to privacy should protect. Daniel Solove has underlined “the great difficulty in reaching a satisfying definition of privacy,” a discontent that “persists even though the concern over privacy
has escalated into an essential issue for freedom and democracy.”16 In the United
States, the right to individual privacy emerged as protection against state infringement on personal life, as well as in reaction to the emergence of photography and a
more enterprising, and sometimes intrusive, press. It has famously been conceived
of as “the right to be let alone.”17 But privacy has also been conceived in myriad
other ways. Solove thus lists various other conceptions drawn from a wide array of
academic works in disciplines including law, philosophy, psychology, and sociology. Conceptions of privacy include the ability to shield oneself from the unwanted
access by others; the right to keep secrets, that is to conceal certain things from others; the ability to exercise control over information about oneself; the protection of
one’s personhood, individuality, and dignity; and control over the intimate aspects
of one’s life.18
In another seminal article, James Whitman tackles the “disconcertingly diverse
forms” of privacy – identifying two broad “cultures” of privacy, one leaning more
towards liberty (from the state) and the other towards dignity (the right to one’s own
image and reputation).19 Both aspects are, of course, indispensable to a healthy
democracy. As Harry Lewis argues with regard to anonymity,20 the ability to operate
outside of the scrutiny and judgment of the public is essential to developing a
counter-narrative on major societal issues. Throughout history, individuals and
groups have needed to retain spheres of privacy as protection against the surveillance powers of the state. Uprisings such as the American Revolution and more
recent Arab Spring movements would not have been possible had their developments been fully known by the established political regimes. The right of citizens to
a private sphere is, in part, what allows for counter-narratives to be thought up and
potentially lived out. Privacy has been a safeguard against state knowledge becomSee UN Resolution A/HRC/RES/28/16, to be found here: http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/
dpage_e.aspx?si=A/HRC/RES/28/16.
15
Solove 2008.
16
Daniel Solove, “Conceptualizing Privacy”, 90 California Law Review 1087, 2002, at 1089–1089.
17
Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis, « The Right to Privacy », Harvard Law Review,
Volume IV, No 5, December 1890.. See also Solove 2008; vom Lehn 2014.
18
Daniel Solove, “Conceptualizing Privacy”, 90 California Law Review 1087, 2002, at 1094.
19
James Q. Whitman, “Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity Versus Liberty,” 113 Yale Law
Journal 1153, 2004. See also Bloustein 1964.
20
‘Anonymity and Reason’, Privacy in the Modern Age [ed. Rotenberg, Horwitz and Scott, The
New Press, 2015].
14
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ing too complete, and with it power becoming too absolute, making privacy one of
the fundamentals of modern democracy for individuals and groups.
But privacy does not only affirm itself against the state and its surveillance powers. It can also protect people against the prying eyes of fellow citizens, as well as
against corporations. Exactly how privacy deploys its protections varies from one
legal system to another. Louis Brandeis and Samuel Warren’s foundational article
on privacy was written in reaction to a changing American press “overstepping in
every direction the obvious bounds of propriety.”21 Paul Whitman has also pointed
out, for example, that European privacy protections “are all rights to control your
public image – rights to guarantee that people see you the way you want to be seen.
They are, as it were, rights to be shielded against unwanted public exposure – to be
spared public embarrassment or humiliation. The prime enemy […] is the media.”
By contrast, he argues that the American right to privacy, “[a]t its conceptual core,
[…] still takes much the form that it took in the eighteenth century: it is the right to
freedom from intrusions by the state, especially in one’s own home.” But Whitman
is quick to point out that these are, of course, relative and not absolute differences:
both European and American legal systems incorporate privacy protections against
both the state and the media – they simply do so in different proportions, and the
emphasis each society chooses to place reveals much about its conception of
privacy.
Lastly, the very need for a privacy right has also been the source of debate: some
have argued against the existence of a separate right to privacy altogether,22 whereas
many others have shown continued support for the current inclusion of the right to
privacy as a human right under international law (in the ICCPR, the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, and other instruments). The need for such legislation
is particularly prominent in conflict-affected and terrorism-affected countries where
security and government actors are increasingly deploying the use of new surveillance and data collection technologies by security and government actors has outpaced the development of guaranteed legal protections for data privacy.23 While
several developing countries such as Nigeria have constitutional provisions describing the privacy of citizens as “protected,” these provisions lack specific details on
the nature of these protections from the state, corporations or other citizens.24
While acknowledging the difficulty of reaching a definitive, a priori conception
of privacy, we choose to focus on the approach of privacy as a form of dignity.25 This
conception of privacy aligns with Westin’s definition of privacy as “the claim of
individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to
Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis, « The Right to Privacy », Harvard Law Review,
Volume IV, No 5, December 1890.
22
Yael Onn et al. 2012.
23
See Privacy International, “Lebanon: It’s Time to You’re your International Position on Privacy
Into Action at the National Level,” 2016.https://www.privacyinternational.org/node/586
24
Akinsuyi, F. Franklin. “Data Protection and Privacy Laws Nigeria, a Trillion Dollar Opportunity!!”
Social Science Research Network. April 24, 2015. http://ssrn.com/abstract=2598603
25
Solove 2008; Smith, Dinev and Xu 2011; Mayer-Schönberger & Cukier 2013.
21
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what extent information about them is communicated to others”.26 It is particularly
relevant to the discussion of the privacy risks posed by Big Data, where the transmission, collection, and analysis of information are key – and where the stakes
extend far beyond freedom from the sole gaze of the state.
3.2.1.2

Data, Information, and Knowledge

Up until now, privacy protections, as diverse as their forms have been in international and various domestic legal frameworks, have focused on guaranteeing the
individual a measure of control over information relating to him- or herself. In the
digital age, this protection has become less effective. First, because data is constantly collected and stored outside the grasp of the individual, with the sheer multiplicity of digital “traces” left behind by each one of us making it more difficult to
exercise control over each piece of information. Second, because this “raw” information provided by the data subject is no longer, in and of itself, the crux of the
problem: such information communicated by an individual may well be harmless;
but once processed, a great deal of valuable information can be inferred from it.
The works of Yves-Alexandre de Montjoye et al. have shown that it has become
increasingly difficult, if not impossible, to anonymize a dataset (that is, to erase the
names of the data subjects and ensure that these names cannot be found again by
cross-referencing against other databases). This is due to three sea changes: the
number of datasets that can be cross-referenced has grown; the data itself has
become richer; and, as a result, the algorithms that succeeded in creating “noise” in
datasets to prevent re-identification are no longer effective.27
In addition, and crucially, the very issue of anonymity and identification has
become secondary: indeed, the richness of today’s datasets mean they no longer
allow us just to retrace an individual’s name; data analysis can also allow us to make
inferences about a data subject’s personality, for example by detecting signs of
extraversion or of neurosis. This is the meaning of metadata: the information
revealed goes beyond that which is directly contained in the data.28
This shifts the locus of the problem. In the age of Big Data and information
inferred ab extra, the traditional right to informational privacy no longer provides
sufficient protection to the individual; it focuses solely on information collection
rather than analysis, and can thus no longer be a fully effective instrument of
control.

Westin 1968.
See also Paul Ohm, “Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to the Surprising Failure of
Anonymization”, UCLE Law Review, Vol 57, p. 1701, 2010.
28
de Montjoye, Yves-Alexandre, Samuel S. Wang and Alex Pentland, “On the Trusted Use of
Large-Scale Personal Data,” IEEE Data Engineering Bulletin, 35–4 (2012).
26
27
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Box 3: 2013 Release of New York City Taxi Trip Data: Revealing
Muslim Taxi Drivers with High Religiosity
As a response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request, the New York
City Taxi and Livery Commission released all NYC taxi trip data from 2013,
including trip dates and times (including pickup and drop-off), location coordinates, number of passengers and other variables.29 Although taxi license and
medallion numbers had been anonymized, users were able to infer PII by
linking the dataset with geo-located social media data and metadata (e.g.
using images of celebrities and time-stamped tweets to map the trips of
celebrities).30
In addition to the individual privacy dilemmas resulting from the release,
data users were also able to infer with a degree of accuracy whether a taxi
driver was a devout Muslim or not by linking the pauses in their trips – to
park, wash, and pray as a part of the ritual – with adherence to their regularly
timed prayer times over the span of a year.31 The group privacy implications
arise in what can be inferred or projected as a result of denoting this classification as well as the variables associated with this group of drivers (and other
passive groups). End-of-shift neighborhoods and groups visiting specific
neighborhood mosques, for example, incorrectly classified as “radical”
Muslim populations may become vulnerable to heightened surveillance and
discrimination as a result of group inferences from the trip data. Additionally,
the fact that this data exists and can one day be published as a result of a FOIA
request warrants concerns related to group privacy as well.

These changes are significant for groups and individuals alike, and for the same
reasons. Inherent to inferring information from data is pattern identification. These
patterns are based on finding a property shared by a part of the dataset, and seeing
how this property correlates with some other property. Identifying a property possessed by particular individuals means to create a group. When a second property is
added, the group generally becomes smaller, as a lower number of individuals will
share both properties. Continuing to add properties will generally cause the group
to decrease in size. Add enough properties and the constituency of the group will
end up one.

Whong, Chris “Foiling NYC’S Taxi Trip Data” Chriswhong.Com. (2016) http://chriswhong.
com/open-data/foil_nyc_taxi/
30
“Riding With the Stars: Passenger Privacy in the NYC Taxicab Dataset.” Neustar Research,
September 15, 2014. http://research.neustar.biz/2014/09/15/riding-with-the-stars-passengerprivacy-in-the-nyc-taxicab-dataset/
31
Berlee, Anna. “Using NYC Taxi Data to Identify Muslim Taxi Drivers.” The Interdisciplinary
Internet Institute. January 21, 2015. http://www.theiii.org/index.php/997/using-nyc-taxi-data-toidentify-muslim-taxi-drivers/
29
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Demographically Identifiable Information (DII)

The size of the group in itself is information. More valuable, however, are the correlations that members of the group show with certain behaviors, characteristics, or
other relevant aspects. As the members of the group are selected based on a higher
number of properties, these correlations will be more likely to produce accurate
descriptions and predictions regarding both the group itself and its individual members. In Nathaniel Raymond’s earlier chapter, he defines this kind of information as
“demographically identifiable information,” or DII, namely: “either individual and/
or aggregated data points that allow inferences to be drawn, enabling the classification, identification, and/or tracking of both named and/or unnamed individuals,
groups of individuals, and/or multiple groups of individuals according to ethnicity,
economic class, religion, gender, age, health condition, location, occupation, and/or
other demographically defining factors.”32
In isolation or through linking, DII comprises all forms of data in which the
identification, classification, and tracking of demographic groups; this includes
“personal identifiable information (PII), online data, geographic and geospatial
data, environmental data, survey data, census data.” As Raymond mentions, ethical
implications resulting from DII can arise across the data chain (in collection, compilation, analytics and use) and be problematic “simply whether the possibility
exists that it can be even created.”
It should be noted that in the release of DII, whether intentionally or unintentionally, not all group privacy risks are equal. In some countries, group privacy violations mainly result in unwanted targeted ads and other inconveniences in customer
experience. While these violations can and should warrant attention, the consequences and effects of group privacy violations for vulnerable groups, particularly
those in fragile contexts and/or areas of limited statehood, can be potentially life-
threatening. In these environments where the state lacks the capability and accountability mechanisms necessary to protect against privacy violations (both physical
and digital), identification and association with groups facing demographic-based
discrimination can result in unchecked aggression against both actual and perceived
group members.
In other words, just as existing privacy rights are poorly equipped to address the
richness and invasiveness of the inferences that can now be drawn about individuals,
they also fail to account for the richness of inferences that can be drawn about
groups, with particularly grave consequences for and effects on vulnerable
populations.

Raymond, Nathaniel. “Beyond ‘Do No Harm’ and Individual Consent: Reckoning with the
Emerging Ethical Challenges of Civil Society’s Use of Data.” (forthcoming)
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Box 4: Group Privacy, CDRs and Public Health Response
In the last few years call details record (CDR) data have been piloted for
tracking disease dissemination and human mobility in order to improve
response to outbreaks and disasters:
• Digicel Haiti provided Harvard researchers with anonymized datasets on
the position of 1.9 million SIMs in Haiti from 42 days before the 2010
earthquake to 158 days afterwards. Nearly 200,000 SIMs that were present
in Haiti’s capital Port-au-Prince when the earthquake struck, had left 19
days post-earthquake. Just under a third of Port-au-Prince’s inhabitants
were mobile phone subscribers at the time of the earthquake, so this movement of SIMs equates to the movement of 630,000 people.33
• Harvard researchers analyzed a year of CDR data from Safaricom in order
to map human mobility and its contribution to the spread of malaria in
Kenya. By linking the data with national infectious disease data, researchers estimated the likelihood that specific map routes contributed to the
spread of the disease.34
• The Namibia National Vector-borne Diseases Control Programme
(NVDCP) used mobile phone data from MTC Namibia, in combination
with surveillance data and satellite imagery, in order to analyze movement
patterns for over a million people and map areas of malaria prevalence and
risk.35
While the success of these pilots has raised further calls to the use of CDRs
for humanitarian and development response, dilemmas remain in the efficacy
of anonymity methods and the likelihood that these methods can protect
against re-identification and the release of PII. In addition to these dilemmas,
CDR data raises critical group privacy concerns as demographic categories
such as ethnicity36 and socioeconomic status,37 can also be inferred.

Bengtsson, Linus, et al. “Improved response to disasters and outbreaks by tracking population
movements with mobile phone network data: a post-earthquake geospatial study in Haiti.” PLoS
Med 8.8 (2011): e1001083.
34
“Using Cell Phone Data to Curb the Spread of Malaria.” Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public
Health News. October 11, 2012. http://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/press-releases/
cell-phone-data-malaria/
35
Tatem, Andrew J., et al. “Integrating rapid risk mapping and mobile phone call record data for
strategic malaria elimination planning.” Malaria journal13.1 (2014): 1–16.
36
Blumenstock, Joshua, et al. “Neighborhood and Network Segregation: Ethnic Homophily in a
Silently Separate Society.” Proc. NetMob (2015).
37
See Decuyper, Adeline, et al. “Estimating food consumption and poverty indices with mobile
phone data.” arXiv preprint arXiv:1412.2595 (2014); Smith, Christopher, Afra Mashhadi, and
Licia Capra. “Ubiquitous sensing for mapping poverty in developing countries.” Paper submitted
to the Orange D4D Challenge (2013); Mao, Huina, et al. “Mobile communications reveal the
regional economy in Côte d’Ivoire.” Proc. of NetMob (2013).
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Privacy Protection in the Age of Big Data

This epistemic shift requires us to rethink what it means to talk about privacy protection. As the ways in which data is transformed into information change, focusing
on the outcomes of this analysis process will help to better safeguard privacy rights
amid ever-evolving data use practices.
In this view, it is important to identify the various stages of information processing in which the right to privacy can be protected. The very first stage, that of defining what constitutes personal data, is a significant one. For example, ahead of the
“trilogue” discussion of the E.U.’s proposed General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) that is set to bind all business processing European citizens’ data worldwide, the Article 29 Working Party, comprised of representatives from all E.U. Data
Protection Authorities, tackled the process from its very basis and proposed to
strengthen privacy protections by expanding the definition of “personal data”. E.U.
texts currently define personal data as “any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person;”38 now, the consensus text reached for the GDPR, due to
come into force in 2018, has expanded the definition to cover a wider range of data
types allowing for identification, including online identifiers or factors specific to
the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural, or social identity of
the data subject.39
The right to privacy can be protected at several further steps in the process from
data to information. The most stringent way to protect the right to privacy would be
to prevent any collection of data-points about individuals. This is, of course, unrealistic (and also undesirable). Another level of protection, used extensively over the
past decade, consists in anonymizing a dataset by removing personally identifiable
information during the data processing stage. However, as seen above, the advent of
Big Data implies that this is no longer as effective: anonymization can render re-
identification more difficult, but not impossible. A third level of protection could be
to place a range of restrictions on the cross-referencing of datasets, even anonymized datasets, that in combination with each other could reveal sensitive information. Anonymity is no longer central. As it becomes near-impossible, and maybe
even irrelevant, we must rethink what we intend to protect when we speak of protecting privacy. It could no longer be to prevent the collection of information, or
even to prevent identification, but rather to find the means to block access to sensitive data or to prevent the cross-referencing that could produce sensitive
information.

Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995 on the
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement
of such data, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:31995L0046
39
http://www.emeeting.europarl.europa.eu/committees/agenda/201512/LIBE/LIBE%282015%
291217_1/sitt-1739884
38
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To explore this approach further, the “spherical” or contextual notion of privacy
introduced by Van den Hoven40 and Nissenbaum,41 respectively, is particularly useful: in this view, goods are allocated differently across different spheres – information is arguably such a type of good.42 This requires defining spheres (contexts and
purposes) in order to then define the circumstances in which data can be accessed
by certain actors. Using this “spherical” or contextual notion, we could envision a
variable-geometry privacy protection, taking on different strengths depending on
the data subject, the data processor, the type of data, the type of use and the context
in which it is used.
At the same time, the difficulties of this approach are clear: as new types of data
and new practices continue to develop, it becomes very difficult to determine when
and how to set these levels of privacy protection. We often do not know the magnitude and extent of privacy risks until the harms we feared have materialized; it is
difficult to protect privacy by limiting access to data based on predictions of how it
might be used.
One thing is certain: in the current context, privacy protection must combine
limitations both in access to data and its use to extract certain types of information.
In most cases, regulating the use of data will constitute adequate protection.
However, for certain types of particularly sensitive data, it might be necessary to
regulate the collection of the data itself, in order to reduce risks.
In this section, we have underlined both the importance of privacy to a democratic society and the difficulty of reaching a single definition of privacy. For proof,
different societies have adopted different views of privacy, reflected in the different
shapes privacy rights have taken in their respective legal systems. We have opted for
a broad definition of privacy as a facet of human dignity and as the right to control
the information one makes knowable about oneself. Second, we have indicated how
the changes wrought by Big Data challenge us to rethink the ways in which to protect privacy: anonymization is no longer possible or maybe even relevant; and what
must be protected is no longer “raw” data such as names but rather metadata, the
valuable information that can be inferred from datasets. Third, we have identified
some useful elements in thinking about adapting privacy protections to the age of
Big Data, with one key element being the notion that privacy protection must combine limitations to data collection and access, with a regulation of data processing.

Van Den Hoven, Jeroen. Information technology, privacy and the protection of personal data.
Cambridge University Press, 2008.
41
Nissenbaum, Helen. “Privacy as contextual integrity.” Wash. L. Rev. 79 (2004): 119.
42
For the analogy of information as product, see also Posner, Richard A. “The economics of privacy.” The American economic review 71, no. 2 (1981): 405–409.
40
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3.2.2

The Content and Protection of Group Privacy

Having established that traditional notions of individual privacy are no longer sufficient to cover the more diverse harms enabled by Big Data, this section explores in
greater depth the content that the concept of “group privacy” might have, and how
it could work to complete existing protections.
3.2.2.1

Group Privacy Is Not Reducible to Individual Privacy

Why is the concept of “group privacy” necessary at all in the age of Big Data?
Would it not suffice to adapt individual privacy to the current technological context
and simply strengthen it? If members of a group are all individually protected from
unwanted intrusions and targeting, then isn’t the group itself protected?
The answer is no. We have seen that new data collection and analysis capacities
render the concept of groups more relevant than before: first, by making more information discoverable about existing groups; second, by increasing the ability to
“extract” groups from data even as its members are unaware of their imputed membership; and third, potentially, by allowing for imperceptible “grouping” processes
to occur at the data analysis stage, unbeknownst to the analyst himself. In this context, it is possible for individual privacy to be effectively protected while leaving the
group itself insufficiently protected.
Imagine a situation in which each individual has shared his or her data knowingly and agreed, at the time, to the type of processing to be carried out. Now imagine that the lawfully obtained, lawfully processed set of personal data allows the
analyst to draw sophisticated inferences – on, say, likely reactions to a certain event,
or likely population movements – predicting the behavior of a group of individual
data subjects as a group. Such inferences would be based not on analyzing past
individual behaviors in order to predict future individual behaviors, but rather on
comparing and contrasting the behaviors of all members of a group, the group having been defined on the basis of one or more shared characteristics.

Box 5: Group Privacy and Forced Migration
Refugee movements provide a ready hypothetical illustration of such dangers.
Since the outbreak of the conflict in 2011, millions of Syrians have been displaced, either internally or internationally, fleeing their homes in search of
safety. Consider the possibility of a town under assault, with groups of residents beginning to flee. The population can be broken down by religious
beliefs, known political leanings, law enforcement history, and neighborhood
of residence. The government may have ready access to such information, as
well as the surveillance capability to monitor population movements in real
(continued)
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Box 5 (continued)
time. Such data might reveal that 5 % of the town population left on week one
of the assault, that nearly all members of the group belonged to the same religious community, that a significant percentage of them had previously been
noted for anti-regime leanings, and that two neighborhoods of the town are
overrepresented in the group. The following week, as conditions worsen, they
are followed by a further 10 % of town residents sharing similar characteristics. Such data could easily be used to project population movements on week
three, and change the parameters of military action accordingly. It is the analysis of the group as a group that could then allow the analyst to predict the
behavior of a third wave of displacement. It might not be possible to say
exactly which individual members will decide to leave next. But the inferences drawn can still conceivably put the group, as group, at risk, in a way that
cannot be covered by ensuring each member’s control over his or her individual data. It is in this sense that we can talk of a group privacy interest.

In some ways, of course, individual privacy can reinforce group privacy. The
clearest example is perhaps the E.U.’s protection of “special categories of data” in
the current Data Protection Directive, carried over in the GDPR, and which grants
increased protection to specific categories of highly sensitive data: “revealing racial
or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union
membership, and […] the processing of data concerning health or sex life.”43 While
this is a protection granted to the individual, its effect is also to protect specific
groups that are more vulnerable to targeting. But while individual and group privacy
do overlap, they remain two distinct sets of interests.
It is one thing to identify a group privacy interest, and another to create a group
privacy right. This is the question we move on to now: if group privacy is increasingly at stake in the age of Big Data, can it be protected simply by creating a group
privacy right, ideally enforceable in both international and domestic legal frameworks, just like individual privacy? The answer is more complex. As we have seen,
Big Data means analysts and algorithms can now “see” groups where none were
perceptible before; and not all of these groups can practicably wield rights.
3.2.2.2

 roup Privacy as Dignity: Concepts of Self-Determination
G
and Data Sovereignty as Applicable to Groups

We now turn to the question of the content that a group privacy right could have.
Having opted for a view of privacy as dignity with, as its corollary, the ability to
decide what one keeps private or makes public about oneself, we can attempt to

43

Directive 95/46/EC, supra note 31, article 8.
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flesh out what this might mean for a group. Two existing legal concepts are related
to group dignity and can therefore help us approach a definition of group privacy:
self-determination, and sovereignty.
The notion of self-determination can be traced back to the American Declaration
of Independence and French revolution,44 and culminated in the 1960s and 1970s
decolonization movement. A core principle of international law, it designates the
legal rights of peoples to decide their own destiny. Almost by definition, self-
determination, at least in “its classical incarnation,”45 can only be seen at play in
revolutionary moments when “the people” coalesces as an actor to overthrow one
government or form of government and opt for another. In more recent years, however, the notion has evolved into more than a mere vehicle of decolonization. To this
classical notion of “external self-determination,” some have opposed an “internal
self-determination” that affords groups continuous political and social rights,
including by allowing minority groups within a state to enjoy protection and a measure of autonomy.46
This is rooted in Article 1 of both the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR) and International Covenant on Economic, Social, and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR). The existence of such a right to internal self-determination
remains a subject of debate. But the notion is relevant to help conceive of group
privacy: first, because it is a right that belongs to groups as groups, underlining the
unique interests that groups may have and formulating a particular right to help
defend them. Second, because it encompasses and translates a notion of group dignity, one also at play in the concept (encountered above) of “informational
self-determination.”
Equally helpful is another fundamental principle of international law: that of
sovereignty. On the international legal plane, sovereignty means that a state is not
bound by rules that it has not itself accepted, it is not submitted to any superior
authority. When states take on a new obligation, they wield their sovereignty in a
way that restricts their own liberty, submitting them to rules in the way they have
chosen. This legal fiction is a key instrument of the formal equality between states.
But the term sovereignty has also been used in a different way: it was applied to
peoples in the same decolonization period that saw the right to self-determination
flourish. In 1962, a U.N. General Assembly resolution declared “the right of peoples and nations to permanent sovereignty over their natural wealth and resources.”47
Both uses of the term “sovereignty” can help inform our discussion. They can
help us imagine, by means of analogy, a privacy right that consists of retaining control over one’s personal data unless one has explicitly consented to relinquishing it.

Antonio Cassese, Self-Determination of Peoples : A Legal Reappraisal, Cambridge, Cambridge
University Press, 1995, p. 11.
45
Jonathan I. Charney, Self-Determination : Chechnya, Kosovo, and East Timor, Vanderilt Journal
of Transnational Law, volume 34, p. 455.
46
Id.
47
G.A. Resolution 1803, U.N. GAOR, 17th session, Supp. No. 17, at 15, U.N. Doc A/5217 (1962).
44
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They also help us conceive of a group’s right to control certain resources that are
crucial to the collective interest of the group.
However, while this notion is helpful, it faces two important limitations. The first
is a factual limitation, identified in the previous subsection: while raw data is indeed
a precious resource, it is no longer the sole key to effectively protecting privacy; the
aggregation and analysis processes are just as important to regulate in order to effectively protect groups and must therefore also be addressed. The second is a legal
limitation: the rights of self-determination and sovereignty described above are
wielded by a legal subject – the state, the people. Indeed, legal personality is the
very capacity to hold rights: it has been defined as “the particular device by which
the law creates or recognizes units to which it ascribes certain powers or capacities.”48 Exercising rights also, of course, requires self-awareness: the rights granted
to peoples can only be asserted by a group that identifies itself as such, and state
sovereignty can only be asserted by political leaders aware that their office allows
them to commit and bind the state. The analogies to self-determination and sovereignty can thus help us conceive, at least partially, of the privacy right of self-aware,
active groups – but they cannot be applied to the myriad “passive” groups extracted
by the data analysis process.
How, then, can we envisage the protection of passive groups? In the impossibility
of granting them sovereignty over or a right to control group data, their protection
should focus on a different point in the chain of data collection, analysis, and targeting. Where a group cannot be given control over its data (because there is no structured group with capacity to exercise that control), the goal should be to protect the
group’s essential interests – primarily, its safety – at the analysis and targeting
stages, by anticipating and regulating the riskiest uses of data. Where there is no
legal subject to benefit from a privacy right, one solution may be to simply guard
against harmful abuses of available data by other stakeholders.

3.3

Affirming and Protecting Group Privacy

As seen above, the distinction between the individual and the group is not always
clear-cut – individual privacy and group privacy, while being distinct notions, overlap and affect one another. As a result, two things should go hand in hand to protect
group privacy: upgrading individual privacy, and protecting group privacy as such.
This must take place in two legal realms, the domestic and international. It must also
be effectuated through public and private channels alike. Protecting group privacy
should, of course, leverage traditional channels of legislation and treaty-making, but
in order to be effective, privacy cannot only be granted in a top-down fashion by
lawmakers and through international conventions. Technological solutions must

George Whitecross Paton, A Textbook of Jurisprudence 393 (G. W. Paton & David P. Derhamd
eds., 4th ed., 1972), cited in Black’s Law Dictionary, 9th edition, 2009.
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also be explored to return a measure of control to data subjects and encourage security, transparency, and accountability. Lastly and crucially, awareness and data literacy must be improved in order for privacy to become more than a relic from the
past or a slogan for its advocates, but rather a daily practice of users everywhere.

3.3.1

Through Traditional Levers of Power

Before the spread of the Internet, legal principles and the logistical burdens of the
analog world limited the violation of privacy. In recent decades, however, those barriers have been eroded and the application of traditional legal principles in new
technological contexts has become uneasy. Whether willingly or accidentally, the
tools, resources, and actors that interfere with privacy have multiplied. The imbalance of power between the individual on the one hand and private businesses and
governments on the other hand compounds the difficulty of enforcing privacy rights.
But despite assertions of eager private-sector lobbyists or intelligence agency
representatives proclaiming the “end of privacy,”49 national laws and international
conventions show there is still universal recognition of the fundamental importance
and enduring relevance of privacy; and of the need to safeguard it as a right – even,
and especially, in the digital age.
Most democratic countries around the world have privacy frameworks. Some of
them are now adjusting those to meet the demands of a globalized and digital world.
Most notably, the European Union is currently reforming its regulation and introducing a new, unified E.U.-law; the GDPR pushes for strict data protection compliance for everyone processing data of E.U. persons. Furthermore, the U.S. government
initiated an ambitious multi-stakeholder process to develop a Consumer Privacy Bill
of Rights; however, for a variety of reasons, progress on this has stalled for now.50
Such reforms are important steps towards acknowledging the importance of privacy protection – however, they remain problematic in the sense that they focus
more on the collection and transfer of data rather than the type of analysis carried
out through that data. In a Big Data world, there are clear limits to the efficiency of
notice, choice or consent as tools of data protection.51 For example, this would be
especially clear in the context of discrimination based on personal data: indeed,
See Sprenger, Polly. “Sun on Privacy : ‘Get Over It.’” Wired, January 26, 1999. http://archive.
wired.com/politics/law/news/1999/01/17538; Preston, Alex. “The Death of Privacy.” The
Guardian, August 3, 2014. http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/aug/03/internet-deathprivacy-google-facebook-alex-preston
50
Singer, Natasha, 2016. “Why A Push For Online Privacy Is Bogged Down In Washington”.
New York Times. http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/29/technology/obamas-effort-on-consumerprivacy-falls-short-critics-say.html?_r=0.
51
See Omer Tene and Jules Polonetsky, Big Data for All: Privacy and User Control in the Age of
Analytics, 11 Nw. J. Tech. & Intell. Prop. 239 (2013). http://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.
edu/njtip/vol11/iss5/1, pp. 260–263. See also Ohm, “Broken Promises of Privacy: Responding to
the Surprising Failure of Anonymization”, UCLE Law Review, Vol 57, p. 1763, 2010.
49
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discrimination does not happen in the moment a group member gives his or her
consent or when the data is collected, but at a later, undefined point in time, when it
is used for targeting.52
Although Graham Greenleaf’s work and others have noted a fast global expansion in the adoption of privacy laws, in many developing countries, privacy legislations still do not exist, or are very weak, particularly in their enforcement.53 As a
result, advocacy for privacy protection will be essential, both to allow the strengthening of individual privacy in the domestic legislation of all countries and to raise
awareness of, and push states to address, the problem of group-related privacy
violations.
There has already been some movement, on the international legal plane, on the
issue of individual privacy, which advocates for group privacy could build upon. In
reaction to the revelation of global surveillance practices, and following a report by
former U.N. Commissioner for Human Rights Navi Pillay,54 the U.N. General
Assembly adopted resolution 68/167 on the right to privacy in the digital age in
December 2013. In early 2015, the U.N.’s Human Rights Council appointed a
Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy.
Group privacy is not explicitly mentioned in any of these documents. However,
the new Special Rapporteur has been asked to integrate a gender perspective
throughout the work of the mandate. By addressing this issue, the Rapporteur would
acknowledge that violations of individual privacy can have a disparate impact on
members of certain groups; and that Big Data brings to light a separate interest of
group privacy that must be addressed. The Rapporteur’s new mandate could thus
help build momentum to shed light upon the unique risks posed to minorities in the
realm of big data.
With growing awareness of the weak privacy protections in many developing
countries, the onus is also on private companies to take a measure of social responsibility and control of their processes. This can be achieved through specific regula52
On the predictive nature of Big Data analysis, see Kate Crawford and Jason Schultz, Big Data
and Due Process: Toward a Framework to Redress Predictive Privacy Harms, 55 B.C.L. Rev. 93
(2014), http://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/bclr/vol55/iss1/4 and Ian Kerr and Jessica Earle,
“Prediction, Preemption, Presumption: How Big Data Threatens Big Picture Privacy”, 66 Stan.
L. Rev. Online 65, 2013, http://www.stanfordlawreview.org/online/privacy-and-big-data/
prediction-preemption-presumption.
53
While privacy and data protection laws are generally strong in developed countries, the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development underlines that it remains “inadequate” in other
parts of the world. UNCTAD, Information Economy Report, 24 March 2015, http://unctad.org/en/
PublicationsLibrary/ier2015_en.pdf, pp. 64–65. E.g., at the moment only 14 African 14 countries
have or are planning to enact privacy regulations. However, the African Union recently developed
a convention on cyber security and personal data protection that would commit member states to
establish legal frameworks for e-transactions, protection of data, and punishment of violations.
http://www.internetsociety.org/sites/default/files/Internet%20development%20and%20
Internet%20governance%20in%20Africa.pdf
54
The right to privacy in the digital age, 30 June 2014, Report of the Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights, http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/
RegularSessions/Session27/Documents/A.HRC.27.37_en.pdf
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tory processes. For example, organizations operating in Europe will soon be
compelled to provide reports on non-financial risks and the environmental, social
and human rights impacts of their businesses.55 This is relevant to group protection;
and in fact this new regulation concerns public-interest entities, such as banks and
insurance companies, that hold a great deal of personal data and whose business
practices could therefore interfere with group privacy. Unpacking the mechanisms
that affect the privacy and protection of groups would be a first step towards addressing the issue.
Such regulations could become a more generalized practice. Requirements like
this could be extended to more industries where group privacy could ostensibly be
at stake (for example, data-mining companies), and adopted by a greater number of
countries. They could function as an obligation of transparency and accountability,
compelling companies to examine their own data processing practices and outline
their potential human impact. Going a step further than the requirement to have a
publicly available privacy policy, one could imagine a requirement for companies to
provide national regulators and private users/clients with an assessment of the
potential biases resulting from the company’s data processing methods and the
ensuing risks for particular groups. Where these risks are too high, or touch upon
particularly sensitive issues, national regulators could be given the authority to
require modification of the data processing methods so as to minimize their negative
effects on vulnerable groups.
Inspiration may also be drawn from existing provisions that already help to protect groups. The current E.U. Data Protection Directive imposes stricter restrictions
on the processing of certain categories of sensitive data (health-related, religious,
sexual, racial, ethnic, political, etc.), as will its successor, the GDPR. While these
restrictions form part of a mechanism to protect individual privacy, they are based
on the risk of discrimination and therefore naturally also protect certain vulnerable
groups. In order to better address group privacy risks, other legislative texts could
emulate and build upon these dispositions. Going one step further they could make
explicit their aim of protecting group privacy as well as individual privacy. The
incorporation of group privacy concerns into a growing number of laws and regulations around the world would help raise awareness within the companies wishing to
do business in the countries concerned and could, in turn, help raise the bar across
the world for corporate practices on the protection of vulnerable groups.
Here too, it may appear that group privacy is more effectively protected by regulating data processing and the use of algorithms than by giving people more control
over their data.56 International agreements and “soft law” directly addressing the
responsibility of companies in building algorithms and processing data in ethical
manners – such as the U.N. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights57 –
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/accounting/non-financial_reporting/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/accounting/non-financial_reporting/index_en.htm
56
The regulation of algorithms has already been applied successfully in other areas, such as in the
gambling industry.
57
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf
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would be an additional step towards privacy protection. The Internet Jurisdiction
Project58 is another example of a self-regulatory mechanism for companies operating in a legislative void. In this voluntary alliance, private companies seek consultation from international experts on dilemmas they face regarding freedom of
expression. Similar formats could be applied to issues of group privacy protection.
While treaties and legislation are crucial “top-down” instruments to protect privacy in the long run, they also offer limited opportunity to react and adapt at the
pace of our fast-changing digital environment. In addition, in the context of Big
Data, the discrimination based on algorithms usually does not happen when the data
is collected but at a later point in the processing stage. International “soft law” that
pushes private actors towards increased transparency about their classification
mechanisms and grouping algorithms will therefore be just as important in addressing users’ and advocates’ concerns.
Companies themselves could participate in developing these instruments, supplementing legislative and regulatory dispositions with their own best practices and
industry-wide standards tailored to their specific needs. Privacy laws and regulations must be formulated in broad terms to avoid built-in obsolescence. But corporations’ and associations’ internal processes and policies are more adaptable to the
specificities of their field, and more flexible in the face of fast technological
advances. Private actors should therefore participate in the development of a regulatory framework, for example by developing internal corporate rules that specifically
outline and limit the use of sensitive information pertaining to groups, at least where
they can foresee that the information they collect or the way in which it is processed
could be sensitive. They can do so by voluntarily moving towards greater transparency; by adopting group privacy policies that make clear to the public when group-
related information is used and how; and by developing compliance processes that
allow to regularly control for and correct any violations of that policy. While a
changing legislative background would certainly provide part of the incentive for
such an evolution, so should the growing public concern for privacy and the notion
that privacy is not only good policy, but also sound business.

3.3.2

 hrough a More Harmonized International Regime
T
for Data Management by Users

As privacy becomes more strongly affirmed in domestic and international law, the
avenues for individuals and groups to exercise their privacy rights must become
more efficient. Currently, Internet and mobile service users are at the mercy of ill-
conceived privacy policies, service providers’ compliance with existing laws, and
local data protection authorities’ strength in enforcing the law. For privacy rights to
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become more meaningful, they must also be exercised more meaningfully by the
data subjects themselves.
It is in this view that Greenwood, Pentland, et al. have fleshed out a “New Deal
on Data” that includes giving individual citizens “key rights over data that are about
them.”59 Their suggestion draws inspiration from the E.U.’s Data Protection
Directive, which has, since 1995, successfully altered the practices of major service
providers.60 Going beyond existing laws, they suggest a system of fine-grained individual control over each piece of personal data that would go a long way towards
realizing the “informational self-determination” evoked above. In order to achieve
this, the authors envision a “trust network” enabled by the alliance of law and technology: on the technological side, all items of data can have “attached labels specifying where the data came from and what they can and cannot be used for.”61 The
terms on the labels could, in turn, be matched by the terms of art used in the legal
system (in contracts, regulations, etc.) An efficient network would require international harmonization in order for the various labels to be compatible amongst each
other and for legal terms to be translated without loss of meaning. While this might
seem complex, Greenwood et al. underline that it is akin to Visa Operating Rules
and, more generally, the way the credit card network operates.
Their proposal flows naturally from existing systems of privacy protection
through user consent, and from the desire to make such consent more fine-grained,
more informed, and more genuinely free.62 Just as it applies to individuals, it could
be applied to active and structured groups who benefit from legal personality. One
can imagine giving such a group’s decision-makers or representatives control over
group-specific data: for example, information on the group’s inner workings and
rules, its culture, and its strategies and plans for the future. However, it cannot protect information that the group is unaware of and which might be extracted from the
analysis of members’ individual data. For the latter, group protection might once
again take a different approach, and focus on restricting analysis of sensitive data
categories that are most likely to be used to target or oppress vulnerable groups.
Lastly, while Greenwood et al’s approach presents a pragmatic, practical way to
hand over data control to users, it comes with new risks of its own. The authors view
personal data as a “new asset class,” and, in order to encourage positive uses of this
data, suggest both “viewing data as money” and creating incentives to share it.
While this solves the problem of having massive caches of information siloed within
private companies, cordoned off from many potentially beneficial uses, it also risks
Daniel Greenwood, Arkadiusz Stopczynski, Brian Sweatt, Thomas Hardjono, and Alex Pentland,
“Institutional Controls : the New Deal on Data”
60
See Google and the right to be forgotten: Silver, Joe. 2014. “Google Must Erase “Inadequate”
Links, Court Says”. Ars Technica. Accessed April 1 2016. http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2014/05/google-must-erase-inadequate-links-court-says/.
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On the difficulties of “privacy self-management” in the current situation, see Daniel J. Solove,
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increasing inequalities. If services or financial incentives are provided in exchange
for personal data, it is easy to imagine that the most vulnerable elements in society –
whether individuals or groups – will be more eager to part with their information,
thereby making privacy a privilege. This can be fought, at least in part, by improving data literacy and privacy awareness, as discussed in subsection 3.3.4.

3.3.3

 y Improving Data Security and Accountability
B
for Breaches

As law and technology evolve to ensure greater user control of individual and group
data, technology can also afford us stricter control of the downstream uses made of
such data. This is perhaps the most promising avenue for protecting group privacy
in the case of passive groups or even in the case where data analysis can extract
information that the group would not know how to protect. Accountability should
not be left to the whim of governments’ and businesses’ goodwill alone; alongside
stronger laws and regulations, technology itself can help protect both individual and
group privacy.
Greenwood et al. thus suggest integrating “computational law technology” into
personal data systems in order to automatically verify the terms of use agreed upon
for each item of data and the compliance of parties to these terms. Similarly, de
Montjoye et al. propose a system dubbed openPDS, “an open-source Personal Data
Store enabling the user to collect, store, and give access to their data while protecting their privacy.”63 The system ensures that most processing of a user’s personal
data does not take place on a third-party server, but rather locally within the user’s
own personal data store, a secured digital space under his control. This allows service providers and applications to “see” the user’s data when needed, without its
being handed over to their control. PDSs can also engage in “group computation” to
answer specific questions about groups of people, without service providers and
other actors gaining access to or ownership of the data of the people or group thus
concerned.
Technology can also serve to enhance accountability. For example, data analysis
giant Palantir’s software, used by U.S. government agencies and increasingly also
private financial institutions, purportedly features “baked in” privacy protective
capabilities. Its Gotham platform tracks any use of the data, with each action being
attributed, and stored64; its intelligence software also features “immutable audit
functions.”65 However, while this “audit-trail technology” is reportedly built into the
private-sector versions of Palantir software, its use is not mandated, and the com-
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pany itself has admitted that it cannot control how its clients use its products.66 In
addition, while this technology allows to track unauthorized use or tampering with
the data, it does not incorporate additional privacy protections extraneous to the
company’s internal rules. It simply creates an indelible “trail” that facilitates audits.
Palantir is precisely the kind of company that has drawn fierce criticism from civil
rights advocates for enabling mass surveillance.67 Yet its use of “civil liberties
engineers” and its inclusion of audit features in its software can still point us towards
a solution, and one that is particularly relevant to the protection of group privacy.
Where individual controls are insufficient, they can be supplemented by audit technologies that help maintain a clear chain of responsibility in case of abuse. Here too,
of course, technology, law, and policy must go hand in hand: technology can
improve accountability only if the will or obligation exists to carry out regular audits
and to sanction violations.

3.3.4

Through Improving Awareness and Data Literacy

Currently, Big Data appears to most citizens to be too complex, too blurry a notion,
and too technical to be readily grasped. To ensure that the yet-to-be-defined path of
Big Data leads to societal welfare and prosperity, people must be empowered to
engage in a much-needed debate about what kind of data-driven world we want,
ensuring that they have the capacities to act as mature citizens and shapers of a digital world.
First, education is crucial for the obvious reason that only people who know how
something works are able to shape it. In the age of Big Data, the wider public needs
to better understand the basics of digital technology, data science and algorithms.
Not every schoolchild should become a data scientist, but basic technical skills such
as the essentials of programming could enable us to better understand our new digital environment; and hence to help open the “black box” and demystify
technology.
This also means discussing the societal and ethical implications of Big Data at an
early stage, including its potential downsides, and explaining how this can impact a
person’s life and the lives of others in the analog world – for example, by making
clear the possibility of algorithm-based discrimination on traits that would have
been invisible in the analog world (such as religion or sexual orientation).
Secondly, this means investing in university training to point young people
towards new careers. We are just at the beginning of the Big Data era, and alongside
the increasing demand for data scientists, we can assume that in the future more
experts in data law, data ethics, privacy and digital rights will be needed.
Quentin Hardy, “Unlocking Secrets, If Not Its Own Values”, The New York Times, May 31, 2014,
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/06/01/business/unlocking-secrets-if-not-its-own-value.html?
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Thirdly, programmers, data experts and the like are exerting increasing influence
on our daily lives as digital technologies and the accumulation of huge quantities of
data affect us all. Many of them might not even be aware of how their work might
harm others, such as minorities or other members of other particular groups. The
responsibility of each individual should be discussed when producing algorithms
and other digital tools. Ethical training and guidelines – as we have seen take root in
other industries – are urgently needed for these experts.
Fourth and lastly, civil society organizations must be involved in the discussion.
This includes raising awareness among digital rights advocates on the potential
negative implications for certain groups, and capacity-building for NGOs that advocate for groups and minorities in the analog world. More campaigning needs to be
done to expose not only the potential risks of Big Data for individuals but also, and
more importantly, the impact these potential risks may have on groups.

3.4

Conclusion

Big Data has blurred the boundaries between individual and group data. Through
the sheer number and richness of databases and the increasing sophistication of
algorithms, the “breadcrumbs” left behind by each one of us have not only multiplied to a degree that calls our individual privacy into question; they have also created new risks for groups, the members of which can be targeted and discriminated
against unbeknownst to themselves, or even unbeknownst to data analysts. This
prompts us to enrich our understanding of privacy. Where individual privacy might
once have sufficed to rein in state and corporate surveillance practices as well as the
neighbors’ curiosity, and sufficed to give individuals a measure of control over their
reputations and security, today it can leave groups vulnerable to discrimination and
targeting and, what’s more, leave them unaware of that risk. The concept of group
privacy attempts to supplement individual privacy by addressing this blindspot.
Group privacy is not, however, without complications of its own. Indeed, creating a simple, one-dimensional group privacy right is no silver bullet: such a right
can only provide effective protection where there is a group possessed of legal personality able to enforce it before a (domestic or international) court or tribunal. Yet
Big Data’s particularity lies precisely in its ability to extract valuable information
about passive groups with no such self-awareness or capacity. Thus, on the one
hand, a group privacy right can help active, structured groups assert their informational self-determination and protect their own interests. On the other hand, it must
be supplemented by additional protections that recognize and address the privacy
interest of passive groups extracted at the data analysis stage.
This points us towards a multi-pronged approach to strengthen the protection of
privacy. Traditional avenues, including conventions on the international plane and
legislation in the domestic legal sphere, are indispensable to reaffirm the importance
of privacy and further public debate about its application to groups. These should
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not focus only on setting the conditions for lawful data collection, but also on limiting and sanctioning the risky downstream potential uses of such data.
The introduction of harmonized regulation on data sharing could also afford
users a greater measure of control over their own data and increase transparency
surrounding the ways in which our myriad “breadcrumbs” of information are used.
At the same time, the private sector must be harnessed – both to help develop technology that ensures greater accountability for privacy breaches, and to encourage
the social responsibility of businesses where local privacy laws are weak.
Lastly, none of these changes can have a meaningful impact without increased
data literacy across the board, so that individuals become more aware of the impact
of their actions not only on their own safety, but also on that of others. Improving
privacy protections is not an impediment to the myriad potentialities of Big Data –
but rather the condition for this potential to be unleashed in a responsible and
socially beneficial way.
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Chapter 4

Beyond “Do No Harm” and Individual
Consent: Reckoning with the Emerging
Ethical Challenges of Civil Society’s Use
of Data
Nathaniel A. Raymond
Abstract The digital revolution is transforming how governments, the private
sector, and civil society view the possibilities and perils inherent in the use of new
Information Communication Technologies (ICTs). For humanitarian, human rights,
and development actors, well founded anxieties are arising about the uncharted and
poorly defined ethical implications of these increasingly commonplace tools and
tactics. Unethical and potentially illegal “disaster experimentation” will continue to
occur as long as the current gap in ethical doctrine for the use of these technologies
persists. This chapter explores two critical ethical “blindspots” related to the current
use of ICTs by civil society actors – the increasing critical importance of demographically identifiable information and the deployment of remote data collection
strategies when individual informed consent is not possible.
Keywords Demographically identifiable information • Humanitarian innovation •
Human rights • Data ethics • Conflict • Satellite data • Accountability • Civil society
organisations

4.1

I ntroduction: New Technologies and New Ethical
“Blindspots”

The digital revolution is transforming how governments, the private sector, and civil
society view the possibilities and perils inherent in the use of new Information
Communication Technologies (ICTs).1 For humanitarian, human rights, and development actors, the initial excitement which accompanied the emergence of crowd
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mapping platforms such as Ushahidi and the increased availability of satellite imagery has now begun to give way to well founded anxieties about the uncharted and
poorly defined ethical implications of these increasingly commonplace tools and
tactics.
One needs look no further than Sean Martin McDonald’s landmark 2016 paper,
Ebola: A Big Data Disaster, to see that these concerns are increasingly being born
out by recent use cases of ICTs in the context of complex disasters. McDonald
makes the case that the use of ICTs to capture Call Detail Records (CDRs) during
the 2014–2015 West African Ebola Pandemic violated local and international legal
standards; infringed on the individual and group privacy protections of civilian populations; and employed these tools towards achieving a still largely ill-defined technical and operational goal.
It is unfortunately highly likely that the type of clearly unethical and potentially illegal “disaster experimentation” that McDonald documents by civil society actors in the context of the ebola crisis will continue to occur as long as the
current gap in ethical doctrine for the use of these technologies persists. In the
absence of any substantive outside legal or regulatory enforcement either domestically or internationally for civil society’s use of ICTs and the data they produce,
the development of ethical norms that may encourage self-regulation by civil
society groups becomes essential.
This chapter aims to identify, define, and explore two critical ethical “blindspots”
related to the current use of ICTs by civil society actors – the increasing critical
importance of demographically identifiable information and the deployment of
remote data collection strategies when individual informed consent is not possible.
This chapter contends that these two largely unaddressed blindspots, in particular,
are preventing civil society from effectively responding to the new ethical challenges unique to the emerging use of ICTs.

4.2

 he Ethical Doctrine Gap in Civil Society’s Current Use
T
of ICTs and Data

The rapid and ongoing adoption and adaption of information communication technologies (ICT) within the past decade by humanitarian and human rights actors for
the purposes of capturing and analyzing multiple forms of digital data is a significant turning point in the history of civil society. While many types of organizations
may comprise what can be defined as “civil society”, this chapter focuses primarily
on non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that are engaged in the provision of
humanitarian assistance, evidence collection for humanitarian advocacy and
accountability purposes, and community-based organizations engaged in development and peace building activities.
ICTs now provide these non-governmental organizations sense making, outreach, and situational awareness capacities that, when they have been available to
others in the past, were primarily the domain of private sector and governmental
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actors, particularly militaries and intelligence services. My colleagues Brittany
Card, Ziad al Achkar, and I identify in a 2015 article for the European Interagency
Security Forum three common uses cases of ICTs specific to the humanitarian
sector.
These use cases provide clear examples of how many civil society groups, not
only humanitarian organizations, are applying these increasingly commonplace
tools for a diverse range of constantly evolving purposes:
• Remotely collecting and analysing social media, geospatial data and other
sources of data;
• Communicating information in order to improve situational awareness and dispel rumours; and
• Connecting affected populations to response activities.
While the potential benefits of these applications of ICTs and the data derived
from them for civil society groups may appear obvious, the unique and emerging
ethical challenges that these technologies and their applications may create and/or
magnify are significantly less clear. Brittany Card and I, in our white paper Applying
Humanitarian Principles to Current Uses of Information Communication
Technologies: Gaps in Doctrine, Challenges to Practice, conclude that there is a
general lack of “minimum standards” for the provision and use of ICTs in humanitarian action.

4.3

The Emergence of Ad Hoc Codes of Conduct

NGOs, in particular voluntary technical organizations (VTOs), have nonetheless
begun to generate and adopt ICT application-specific ethics codes as they seek to
face these challenges despite clear consensus about how to address these glaring
gaps in humanitarian ethical doctrine. While a far cry from minimum standards,
these initial attempts at providing organizations ethical guidance currently represent
the state of the art.
These ethical regimes, often in the form of individual VTO “codes of conduct”,
are emerging simultaneous to concerns being raised in the literature about the
potential implications these new, little understood ethical dynamics inherent in civil
society applications of ICTs may have for vulnerable populations. My colleagues
Caitlin Howarth, Jonathan Hutson, and I write in Crisis Mapping Needs an Ethical
Compass, that civil society groups employing ICTs:
…often risk inadvertently creating new perils for those whom they strive to help. As such,
some of the pressing questions facing the field of crisis mapping that have yet to be answered
in a generalizable way include: What information should be shown publicly, and when and
how should it be shown? When should it not be shown? Do crisis mappers sometimes unintentionally provide bad actors with very useful intelligence? Are at-risk populations endangered by sharing information with crisis mapping initiatives and/or social media – even
when this is done remotely and with the use of encryption? What happens to vulnerable
civilians if crisis mapping data is wrong? What happens to them if the data is right? What
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responsibility does the crisis mapping community have to report and share mistakes transparently? If crisis mappers are the first to spot an emerging threat, then what is the most
ethical and effective way to alert people on the ground who may be in imminent danger?
How can sensitive data be kept more secure from hackers? When is the level of risk to
vulnerable populations – or to the crisis mapper – too high to engage in crisis mapping?
Who is ultimately accountable for measuring, evaluating and mitigating these risks?

Even without an emerging consensus to many of these critical questions, a
nascent ethical regime animated by apparently shared, cross-cutting concerns can
seen to be emerging primarily through these ad hoc codes of conduct being promulgated by VTOs and some larger NGOs. In most cases, these VTO-driven codes of
conduct are strongly influenced by two particular ethical antecedents:
1. The primum non nocere (“above all – do no harm”) concept found in medical
and social science research ethics; and
2. The standards embodied by the Red Cross/NGO Code of Conduct.2
While other sources of tradition may influence them to varying degrees, a general literature review suggests that these two antecedents appear to be the most
influential. The intent of these codes of conduct, and the sources of ethical tradition
upon which they are largely based, are both consistent with the past practices of
other, related fields of data collection and analysis. They also incorporate, in many
cases verbatim, the core values that define humanitarian action, such as “humanity”,
“impartiality”, “dignity”, and “neutrality”, which these applications of ICTs often
aspire to uphold and advance.
Additionally, these ethical regimes often, understandably, reference or draw
upon the primary operational guidance available to date for conducting this work,
the International Committee of the Red Cross’ Professional Standards for Protection
Work Carried Out by Humanitarian and Human Rights Actors in Armed Conflict
and Other Situations of Violence (hereafter, “Professional Standards for Protection
Work”).3 However, these ethical regimes are fundamentally insufficient for addressing the unique ethical challenges of current civil society applications of ICTs and
the data derived from them.
These “Do No Harm” and humanitarian principle-based regimes, this chapter
argues, are severely insufficient to meeting the ethical challenges of the networked
age by themselves. These concepts alone are inadequate to the present historical
moment because they neither countenance nor address what this chapter identifies
as the two primary requirements for any comprehensive ethical regime that seeks to
guide civil society’s burgeoning application of ICTs. These requirements are being
able to define and address the heretofore undefined concepts of “Demographically
Identifiable Data”, or DII, and what this chapter refers to as the “Consent Paradox”.
This chapter will seek to define both the concepts of DII and the Consent Paradox,
exploring their current and potential implications to vulnerable populations from
2
Code of Conduct. IFRC. Retrieved from http://www.ifrc.org/en/publications-and-reports/
code-of-conduct/
3
http://www.ifrc.org/en/who-we-are/vision-and-mission/the-seven-fundamental-principles/
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civil society’s applications of ICTs. Additionally, this chapter will also seek to
understand the roadblocks these specific challenges present to creating comprehensive, coherent, and realistic ethical regimes for this sector’s use of ICT-derived data,
as well as potential approaches for helping address them.

4.4

 efining What Constitutes “Beneficence” and “Non-
D
maleficence” in Current Practice

The ethical state of the art, so to speak, of civil society’s emerging applications of
ICTs and the data derived from them must first be more fully understood before the
concepts of DII and the Consent Paradox, as well as their potential implications, can
be appropriately and fully defined. At present, two main objectives appear to broadly
underpin the emerging ethical norms guiding ICT application by civil society.
First, there is the clear aim of avoiding the unintentional infliction of harm upon
the populations which those applying ICT and their data seek to serve through the
use of these technologies and the resulting data they may provide. Secondly, these
groups aspire to apply ICTs and their data in a way that upholds the defining values
of the humanitarian and human rights fields – of which many ICT data users self-
identify as members. Chief and most cited amongst these values is the principle of
“humanity” (or some derivation of it), which is defined by the International
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, in part, as the protection “of
life and health” and the ensuring “of respect for the human being”.
In the vocabulary of medical ethics, from which some of these ethical concepts
originate, these two goals express what is referred to as the ethical principles of
“non-maleficence” and “beneficence”, respectively. The University of California
San Francisco (UCSF) Medical School defines non-maleficence as follows:
Non-maleficence means to “do no harm.” Physicians must refrain from providing ineffective treatments or acting with malice toward patients…The pertinent ethical issue is whether
the benefits outweigh the burdens.

Beneficence, which can often be confused with non-maleficence, is defined by
UCSF Medical School below:
Beneficence is action that is done for the benefit of others. Beneficent actions can be taken
to help prevent or remove harms or to simply improve the situation of others.

Exploring current civil society conceptions of non-maleficence, as opposed to
the comparatively more easily applied concept of beneficence, is essential for
assessing whether the current ethical state of the art in civil society’s use of data is
sufficient to address the field-specific challenges it faces. In the context of this chapter, definitions of engaging in the ethic of non-maleficence is limited to the following: The ability to ethically weigh the balance of consequences related to any
potential intervention and the ability to ensure the professional competencies necessary to engage in beneficence as defined by current practice in the field.
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As this chapter will show, civil society groups, based on the definition provided
above, are at present largely incapable of engaging in non-maleficence. This is the
case because the primary dangers that their emerging ethical regimes attempt to
address are increasingly anachronistic in the face of the threats inherent in current
applications of ICTs.

4.5

 urrent Definitions of Non-maleficence: Protecting “PII”
C
and Obtaining Individual Informed Consent

What the field perceives the current ethical challenges it faces to be that could result
in maleficence, or the doing of harm, must be first identified to begin to assess
whether its definitions of non-maleficence are sufficient. Two clear and interrelated
mechanisms by which harm could be potentially inflicted to the populations that
civil society actors applying ICTs and their data appear to routinely be identified as
major issues driving the creation of ethical regimes for this sector.
One, is the disclosure of “personally identifiable information”, or PII, collected
by data-driven interventions. A definition of PII provided by the United States
Department of Labor (n.d.) is helpful to understanding the myriad of potential data
that can constitute PII:
Any representation of information that permits the identity of an individual to whom the
information applies to be reasonably inferred by either direct or indirect means. Further, PII
is defined as information: (i) that directly identifies an individual (e.g., name, address,
social security number or other identifying number or code, telephone number, email
address, etc.) or (ii) by which an agency intends to identify specific individuals in conjunction with other data elements, i.e., indirect identification. (These data elements may include
a combination of gender, race, birth date, geographic indicator, and other descriptors).
Additionally, information permitting the physical or online contacting of a specific individual is the same as personally identifiable information. This information can be maintained in either paper, electronic or other media.

The threats that the inadvertent and/or unauthorized leak, intercept, or theft of PII
may pose in the use of data in humanitarian and human rights contexts are multitudinous, complex, and are, unfortunately, increasingly well documented. Chamales and
Baker’s Securing Crisis Maps in Conflict Zones (2011) presents several examples,
including recent incidents in Sudan and Pakistan, where PII and DII disclosure by
civil society data deployments put civilians and practitioners at potential risk of harm.
Some of these threats that may result from PII collected by a data collection
deployment being compromised can include the exposure of specific individuals
and/or populations to societal stigma; targeting of individuals and groups for violent
reprisal; subjecting undocumented populations to law enforcement and/or deportation proceedings; and increased risk of exploitation by various actors.
The second mechanism that civil society has generally acknowledged as a reason
for creating ethical regimes governing data deployments involving vulnerable populations is the issue of the collection of PII without the informed consent of those
providing it. This issue is intricately and intimately linked to the threat of improper
disclosure of PII discussed above.
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While there is no accepted “humanitarian” or “human rights” field-specific definition informed consent, per say, the following three part definition of the concept
from the US Department of Health and Human Services (n.d.) pertaining to human
subjects research generally defines the idea:
1. disclosing to potential research subjects information needed to make an informed
decision;
2. facilitating the understanding of what has been disclosed; and
3. promoting the voluntariness of the decision about whether or not to participate in
the research.
In both governmental and non-governmental definitions, the ability for an individual whose PII is being collected to consent to participating in its collection, and
to do so with an informed understanding of how it will be used, is consistently connected to the often interchangeable values of upholding their “humanity” and “dignity”. An example of this concept of informed consent in practice by a civil society
actor engaged in data collection from vulnerable populations is the data policy of
Oxfam Great Britain (2015), who state:
Participants have the right to be fully informed in order to make a decision about their participation in any data activity…Oxfam and its agents will gain informed and voluntary
consent before obtaining any information from participants. Data will only be used for the
purpose it was collected for.

4.6

 ingle Stream Ethics Are Insufficient in a Multi-stream
S
World

The field’s understandable aspirational focus on the protection of PII and the receipt
of informed consent for data collection and use, as evidenced above, is admirable
and well intentioned. However, what this chapter contends is that the attention paid
to these two conjoined issues as critical aspects of achieving the ethic of non-
maleficence fails to address two critical operational realities:
1. The evolving nature of digital data precludes fully eliminating actionable PII
from data streams, and in fact, can make even de-identified data actionable on a
large scale and in unanticipated ways; and
2. When, why, and how data is increasingly collected by civil society ICT deployments increasingly precludes the ability to obtain individual informed consent.
As evidence of the inability to fully de-identify PII in digital media, de Montjoye,
Kendall, and Kerry state in Enabling Humanitarian Use of Mobile Phone
Data (2014), that:
…elimination of specific identifiers is not enough to prevent re-identification. The anonymity of such datasets has been compromised before and research shows that, in mobile phone
datasets, knowing as few as four data points—approximate places and times where an
individual was when they made a call or send a text—is enough to re-identify 95 % of
people in a given dataset. In general, there will be very few people who are in the same
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place at the same time on four different occasions, which creates a unique “signature” for
the individual making it easy to isolate them as unique in the dataset. The same research
also used unicity to shows that simply anonymized mobile phone datasets provide little
anonymity even when coarsened or noised.

The ability to reconstruct individual and group identities from de-identified
mobile data sets raises the issue of the threat from both these and other sources of
data to vulnerable populations not simply being individual in nature but demographic as well. As Chamales and Baker (2011) note, information that could be
accessed by potential perpetrators of abuses based on data harvested by civil society
data deployments can also include what this chapter describes as “demographically
identifiable information” (DII), rather than simply the initial individually identifiable PII data alone. They state:
Hostile organizations such as oppressive governments do not necessarily need a reason to
target a specific individual or group, however individuals who report on the activities by
these organizations can make themselves a target for attack and retribution. In a conflict,
those reporters may be citizens communicating over social media, submitting text messages
to a crisis mapping platform, or professional journalists. The information related by those
reports can also be used to identify vulnerable groups such as refugees, those acting against
the hostile powers, or response organizations – as was the case with the Taliban’s threat to
target foreign aid workers responding to the 2010 floods in Pakistan.

The Red Cross Professional Standards for Protection Work (2013) also recognizes the threat presented by emerging and increasing commonplace digital
approaches to information collection, sharing, and aggregation, stating:
The protection of the sources of information that might decide to use electronic means
(blog, SMS, email, tweets, social networks, etc.) to rapidly communicate information to the
public, or to third parties, while unaware of the risks of being identified or tracked by the
authorities or armed groups who might take actions against them. In some cases, retaliation
might affect a whole community.

What is more, this dynamic is complicated by the fact that the diversity of data
types and sources being used by ICT deploying organizations are increasingly heterogeneous and changing. Organizations are now increasingly using the combination, or “fusion”, of multiple streams together to create humanitarian and human
rights data products. The paradigm of individually consented, single source streams
of traditional PII data is becoming eclipsed by this integration of multiple data
streams together into an aggregated, derived product.
Thus, even if some of data was originally obtained through consent, some initially consented single source streams of data are likely being used to develop cross-
corroborated insights that may significantly transcend the initial stated purposes for
which one or more stream of data was first collected. This act of fusion invalidates
any previous informed consent specific to a single stream’s collection if the terms of
the consent did not cover its integration with other streams of data.
While humanitarian standards generally call for seeking informed consent as a
core component of all aid activities, there exists no accepted structure for tracking
informed consent in either single streams of civil society data or the more and more
prevalent “multi-stream” approach. It is in these multi-stream approaches, which are
increasingly the norm, that DII can both be generated and can become dangerous.
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What’s more, these “multi-stream” approaches appear to be becoming more
prevalent precisely because DII, rather than PII, is more and more often the goal of
these deployments. Often these deployments are also being necessitated by the fact
that individual and informed consent-based collection of data is impossible in non-
permissive environments where these types of demographic insights are most
required by responding agencies.

4.7

 efining DII and Understanding Its Potential
D
Operational Implications

Understanding the potential threat of DII and the current gap in available ethical
guidance to civil society groups related to it requires attempting to define it. An
online literature review found less than a dozen uses of the term “demographically
identifiable information”, and thus, no accepted definition of the term outside the
one provided below by the author appears available.
While there is some mention of “demographic information”, it is often presented
as a subset of personal identifiable information, such as name, age, ethnicity, etc.
This chapter contends that DII requires its own category and science of identifiable
data specific to itself.
This absence of a clearly articulated concept of DII is striking given its critical
role in now common digital, networked data collection approaches, such as smartphone apps, social media, and any crowd-sourced platform offered by the private
sector. The lack of a standard definition of this term is itself evidence of the enormity of the technical and doctrinal challenge that this type of data presents for all
fields of data science, not only humanitarian and human rights applications of ICTs
and the data derived from them.
The following definition should be seen as the first provisional step towards an
initial pedagogy exploring DII, its uses, ethical dimensions, and the challenges it
presents to practitioners in this field and many others. For the purposes of this chapter, DII is defined as follows:
Demographically Identifiable Information, or DII, is defined as either individual and/or
aggregated data points that allow inferences to be drawn that enable the classification, identification, and/or tracking of both named and/or unnamed individuals, groups of individuals, and/or multiple groups of individuals according to ethnicity, economic class, religion,
gender, age, health condition, location, occupation, and/or other demographically defining
factors.
DII can include, though is not limited to, personal identifiable information (PII), online
data, geographic and geospatial data, environmental data, survey data, census data, and/or
any other data set that can – either in isolation or in combination – enable the classification,
identification, and/or tracking of a specific demographic categorization constructed by
those collecting, aggregating, and/or cross-corroborating the data.

The importance of DII in civil society applications of ICTs and the data derived
from them cannot be overstated. It may be argued that most, if not all civil society
applications of ICTs and the data derived from them fundamentally aim to collect,
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analyze, and create actionable products either initially based upon and/or seeking to
result in DII. DII can be seen as, at first glance, ethically neutral by itself in many
cases, without a seemingly obvious ethical imperative for a practitioner to immediately act upon.
The 2013 Red Cross Professional Standards for Protection Work, comparing the
risks of aggregated data to sensitive individually identifiable data, seems to underplay the risks of these aggregated data sets, stating:
Protection actors working with aggregated information, such as trend analysis, do not face
the same challenges as the information they handle is less sensitive. They may feel less
concerned by the standards and guidelines of this chapter. They should nevertheless be
aware of the constraints of managing data on individuals and events, in order to understand
how the information they are handling has been obtained. (ICRC 2013)

The more seemingly subtle ethical implications of DII are in stark contrast to
many common types of PII encountered in the civil society context, such as raw,
de-identified individual health records or refugee registration documents. DII’s ethical implications largely results situationally from when, how, why, and from what
combinations of initial sources it is derived and applied, rather than the more easily
ethically categorized data that comprises PII.
In other words, DII can result from the transformation of seemingly disparate,
unrelated data sets into a an amalgamated data product that can be easily “weaponized” into a means for doing harm. The potential harm of DII is often most apparent,
if not entirely, to the perpetrator of potential harm, rather than to the holder of one
or all of the pieces of a potentially actionable mosaic of DII.
Whereas PII’s potential harm comes from when it is leaked or breached, DII’s
harm, and thus its ethical implications, often emanates from simply whether the
possibility exists that it can be even created. This reality makes the overall ethical
imperative to understand, manage, and protect potential sources of DII as important,
if not more so in some cases, than those commensurate with holding only one source
of PII.

4.8

DII: A Hypothetical Example

The following hypothetical example seeks to illustrate the basic chain by which
DII can be created and acted upon by potential perpetrators of abuses against a
vulnerable population. In this scenario, an NGO managing several displaced persons camps in country X has allowed a UN agency to publish a map showing the
camps with the largest population influxes of displaced people in recent months.
Sensitive infrastructure, in particular a protection center for demobilized child soldiers, have been excluded from the maps to protect vulnerable demographics residing in the camps.
Meanwhile, an agency working to assist the demobilized child soldiers at the
protection center has published an online blog stating that it is providing services to
these children at an unnamed camp that has experienced the largest influx of
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d isplaced people. A non-state armed actor seeking to reclaim child soldiers that had
previously fought in its group cross-corroborates the de-identified map with the
detail about the displaced person influx at the camp in the de-identified blog story to
locate where the former child soldiers are living, enabling them to attack the camp
and abduct the children.
In this hypothetical scenario, individual informed consent was neither required
nor violated; PII information was not collected to create either data stream; and a
DII product that gave an armed actor otherwise unavailable actionable information
was created from seemingly benign, separated, de-identified, and open source information. Though none of the agencies who produced the individual products acted
with maleficence (the intent to do harm), they could be accused of failing to engage
in non-maleficence by not anticipating how the two data points, when fused together,
created a targeted DII product that put the children at risk.
This example should not be taken as encouraging a prohibition on either public
information sharing by civil society actors that promotes their operational activities,
nor discouraging the creation of internal information products in the service of the
duty towards beneficence that employ DII. It is simply to demonstrate that the one
of the primary, emerging ethical challenges the field must face in order to act with
non-maleficence requires core competencies, tested methodologies, and ethical protocols that do not currently exist.
Additionally, this example also shows that traditional conceptions of PII and
individual consent are insufficient by themselves to address the rapidly evolving
matrix of uniquely twenty-first century data-based threats. The bedrock principles
of protecting PII and seeking of individual informed consent, when applicable,
should continue to be anchoring components of any ethical regime for civil society
organizations. However, these two approaches cannot simply be retrofitted with new
norms, protocols, and training to meet these challenges.
Instead, these core concepts must be supplemented by new science and new ethical principles specific to these new threats and challenges, rather than simply either
augmenting or discarding what currently exists. A concerted, collaborative, and
clear-eyed effort by researchers, ethicists and practitioners working together is
required to equip those on the front lines of data driven response with the capacities
necessary for ethical action. Only through an honest and transparent sharing of past
incidents and current challenges can an actionable theory of DII be developed to
inform new frameworks for guiding organizations in contexts when traditional
informed individual consent cannot be obtained or does not apply.
While many of these threats and challenges cannot be prevented or eliminated,
they can be better mitigated if the field reaches consensus based on available evidence that these new dynamics exist and are not going away. The current approach
can be summarized as attempting to “do no harm” without actually knowing what the
full extent of the harm might be, nor how that harm is both created and manifested.
“First, doing no harm” without first “knowing the harm” is thus impossible. The
ethical complexities presented by DII are only compounded by the fact that this type
of data is often generated in contexts where traditional individual informed consent
is not only impossible, but is actually the motivating factor for choosing remote data
collection platforms with the goal of generating PII.
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4.9

Multi-stream DII Collection and the “Consent Paradox”

An illustration of a scenario where multi-stream, DII data was the goal of a civil
society organization’s data collection is the pilot phase of the Satellite Sentinel
Project (SSP) from 2010 to 2012.4 SSP integrated ground reporting with the analysis of high resolution satellite imagery to create public reporting about alleged
attacks on civilians and apparent threats to vulnerable populations in Sudan and
South Sudan.
The multi-stream approach often specifically focuses on deriving otherwise
unavailable data about demographic groups, as was the case with SSP. Information
gained through the fusion of multiple data streams by SSP included the locations,
movement patterns, size, and apparent status of both civilian populations and armed
actors largely without using what would traditionally be seen as PII data.
SSP’s approach highlights the issue at the core of the “Consent Paradox”: Civil
society organizations deploying large scale ICT interventions for the collection of
digital data often do so precisely because the type of ground access necessary for
individually consented data capture is impossible. My colleagues and I write of the
operational context in which SSP was deployed as the reason necessitating the use
of large scale, multi-stream data collection focused on particular ethnic groups,
stating:
At the time SSP was launched, approximately two weeks before the January 2011 referendum deciding southern Sudan’s secession from Sudan, credible data about events on-the-
ground were scant. Violence was escalating. Specific ethnic groups in Abyei, Blue Nile, and
South Kordofan were seen by analysts as potential targets for atrocities by the government
of Sudan. The information available about the events in these areas was often second-hand
and largely impossible to confirm. The international community had minimal capacities for
collecting impartial information and freely assisting civilians inside critical areas of Sudan
due to restrictions on their freedom of movement.

The “Consent Paradox” can thus be defined as when organizations, who likely
seek to live the principle of humanity through trying to obtain informed consent
whenever possible, are forced to impossibly balance that expectation with the operational requirements of working in inherently non-permissive environments.
Consequentially, organizations may be increasingly caught between either abiding
by established but outdated ethical norms with no clear alternative approach identified versus a perceived life saving opportunity for potentially increased situational
awareness and operational impact.
The Consent Paradox will likely persist as long as there is no alternate ethical
paradigm for attempting to achieve non-maleficence and guide the delivery of
beneficence in these settings and operational contexts other than informed individual consent. This reality, while understandable, is not ethically tenable.
At present, humanitarian and human rights agencies are being forced to contend
with the Consent Paradox as they respond to an unprecedented number of “Level 3”
4
Note: The author served as the founding director of operations for SSP from December, 2010
until the summer of 2012.
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humanitarian crises as of 2015 – all of them conflict related. Protracted responses to
emergencies in Syria, South Sudan, Yemen, and Iraq likely compel organizations to
engage in data-based action in highly dangerous twenty-first century environments
with largely untested technologies and methodologies far outside the bounds of the
available twentieth century ethical guidance. Meanwhile, the consequences of this
inherently experimental data action on the affected communities these groups seek
to serve are largely unknown and often unmeasurable.
Thus, organizations seeking to embody the ethic of non-maleficence primarily
through the protection of PII and a reliance on individual informed consent models
are pursuing an ethical paradigm that is, in an increasing number of cases, anachronistic. Evolving collection approaches, uses, and operational contexts have rendered
a PII and individual consent-focused ethics alone insufficient in an increasingly
evolving and complex networked world – a world that is quickly superseding the
traditional normative frameworks available to these actors.

4.10

 he Population Protection Imperative: Towards a New
T
Framework for Civil Society’s Use of Data

The existing PII and individual informed consent paradigm places the ethical focus
of organizations overwhelmingly on how the data individual organizations use was
collected, analyzed and stored by the organization seeking to employ it for a specific
operational or programmatic purpose. The complex and currently poorly understood challenges of DII, as well as the potential demographic and community-based
impacts of data threats, are not countenanced by current approaches.
If this crucial blind spot is not directly addressed by the field at large, then organizations that are continuing to deploy data-based approaches to support their work
will be likely creating and magnifying threats to the vulnerable populations they
seek to serve without the means to identify and mitigate these threats. This paradigm is thus fundamentally unethical – even if these deployments are compliant
with traditional PII and individual consent standards.
It also may violate civil society’s ethical duty to act with non-maleficence, likely
leading to further, inevitable harm to already vulnerable people. Additionally, it
limits the potential beneficence of these activities because an understanding of both
potential harms and benefits is not currently preceding the design of data-based
interventions in a standardized way.
A profound and difficult pivot is now required of civil society organizations to
deploy data more ethically in the face of the complexities of an increasingly DII-
based data ecosystem. Rather than the current approach, which is a “Data Protection
Imperative” predominantly focused on safeguarding PII data and the individuals it
is derived from, a “Population Protection Imperative” must instead be articulated
and implemented in a commonly routinized way. Developing this new approach is
incumbent on civil society organizations if these new and increasingly prevalent
modalities for data collection and use are to begin to be considered ethically applied.
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This new approach must place the onus on organizations to first consider and
respond to the external context of factors that can make data harmful, as opposed to
simply placing the emphasis on whether an organization can be internally responsible for primarily managing only the data it collects and uses. Fundamental components of operationally realizing a Population Protection Imperative as part of civil
society’s current use of data may include the following:
• First, know the harm before seeking to do no harm: An organization’s capability
and capacity to identify, detect, and reasonably mitigate what potential vectors
for harm exist both in its internal collection and use of data, as well as the broader
external context in which it is acting, must become an organization’s first ethical
responsibility. To achieve this paradigm, a new science of DII is required to
equip organizations with methodologies and an evidence-base for determining
the potential harm of DII as a core aspect of acting with non-maleficence.
• “Touch me not!”: If an organization determines it is unable to reasonably know
the potential harm to a basic level of certainty, then it is unable to claim to do no
harm, and thus must cease its project immediately. This concept in ethics is
referred to as Noli Me Tangere, or “Touch me not!”. There must be a willingness
and a capability to suspend activities when the potential ethical consequences are
deemed to be unknowable to a degree that precludes the development of basic
management and mitigation strategies. In many cases, current practice does not
provide clear guidance to organizations about how and when to address these
increasingly commonplace scenarios. While the humanitarian principle of
humanity may seem to conflict with a “Touch me not!” ethic, continuing the current approach encourages the type of “disaster experimentation” that McDonald
identifies in the context of the ebola crisis. “Saying no” to deployments where
the harm cannot be known or mitigated should be seen as a core part of living the
humanity principle and respecting the dignity of affected populations.
• Inter-organizational coordination versus internal curation: The focus must shift
from organizations prioritizing their ability to internally curate data that they collect to a new and fundamentally different focus on being able to coordinate why
and how data will be collected amongst a diverse group of organizations present
in a specific operational context. The threats inherent in DII data make collaboration essential to addressing them because, unlike PII data, the aggregate combination of data being collected by all organizations is where the threat originates
and resides. While seemingly obvious, this collaborative approach to the initial
development of data management strategies, which goes far beyond “information
sharing” alone, is a profound challenge given the often competitive nature of
civil society data deployments. However, it is required if a new science and a new
ethics of data use appropriate for the emerging dynamics of the DII-based data
ecosystem in which organizations are operating is to be realized.
• Demographic threat triage and transparent after-action: Organizations must
begin to develop and implement the capacity to proactively triage what data (and
in what combinations) present which identifiable types of potential threats to
specific demographics. It is from this methodology that pre-deployment review
mechanisms for funders and data actors can be developed. This front-end process
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also requires a corresponding back-end mechanism of after-action review that is
transparently performed and widely shared within the community. The current
dearth of available evidence of threats and their potential impact can only be
addressed through this twin approach of pre-deployment triage and after-action
review if the non-maleficent use of data is to be achieved.
• Data preparedness must precede data collection: For civil society organizations
to achieve their duty for beneficence, a scalable and widely implemented concept
of data preparedness (e.g. a methodology for ascertaining what data is required
to have what operational impact in certain contexts) is urgently required. In many
cases, civil society organizations collect data based on what is possible to collect,
rather than collecting data because of an evidence-based assessment of what is
needed to achieve what impacts. The duty of beneficence requires organizations
to understand what data can provide what benefits in specific scenarios prior to
the decision to even deploy data collection modalities.
In conclusion, the current ethical state of the art of civil society’s use of data that
inherently affects demographic groups, rather than individuals alone, is insufficient
to meet the poorly understood and rapidly evolving nature of potential threats and
harms this work may create and cause. Civil society must begin to recognize that the
challenges of protecting PII and obtaining individual informed consent are quickly
being superseded, though not replaced, by the emergence of DII and the demographically manifested implications of large scale digital data collection.
While the twentieth century ethical architecture and the responsibilities it seeks
to fulfill must remain, a new twenty-first century ethical architecture must be
urgently developed to supplement the previously extant normative framework to a
degree that addresses these complex and evolving challenges. This new framework
should include the development of an evidence-based for understanding and managing DII and the situations where individual consent may neither apply or can be
obtained. Also, these new frameworks must be based on a collaborative inter-
organizational approach that recognizes the shared nature of these threats and the
common responsibly across all groups to address them together.
There are no easy answers to these challenges. However, continuing to apply
outdated ethical constructs to modalities of data collection and manifestations of
data threats that were not countenanced in the pre-digital age is not an option.
Opting out of the “brave new world” is not a viable or responsible choice for organizations either. While the way forward is not clear, the responsibility of civil
society to innovate its capacity for ethical action equal to its new technological
capabilities has never been more clear.
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Group Privacy: A Defence
and an Interpretation
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Abstract In this chapter I identify three problems affecting the plausibility of
group privacy and argue in favour of their resolution. The first problem concerns the
nature of the groups in question. I shall argue that groups are neither discovered nor
invented, but designed by the level of abstraction (LoA) at which a specific analysis
of a social system is developed. Their design is therefore justified insofar as the
purpose, guiding the choice of the LoA, is justified. This should remove the objection that groups cannot have a right to privacy because groups are mere artefacts
(there are no groups, only individuals) or that, even if there are groups, it is too difficult to deal with them. The second problem concerns the possibility of attributing
rights to groups. I shall argue that the same logic of attribution of a right to individuals may be used to attribute a right to a group, provided one modifies the LoA and
now treats the whole group itself as an individual. This should remove the objection
that, even if groups exist and are manageable, they cannot be treated as holders of
rights. The third problem concerns the possibility of attributing a right to privacy to
groups. I shall argue that sometimes it is the group and only the group, not its members, that is correctly identified as the correct holder of a right to privacy. This
should remove the objection that privacy, as a group right, is a right held not by a
group as a group but rather by the group’s members severally. The solutions of the
three problems supports the thesis that an interpretation of privacy in terms of a
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Introduction

The debate on Big Data (including Open Data) and Data Protection focuses on
individual privacy. How can the latter be protected while taking advantage of the
enormous potentialities offered by ever-larger data sets and ever-smarter algorithms
and applications? The tension is sometimes presented as being asymmetric: between
the ethics of privacy and the politics of security. In fact, it is ultimately ethical. Two
moral duties need to be reconciled proactively: fostering human rights and improving human welfare. The tension is obvious if one considers medical contexts and
biomedical big data, for example, where protection of patients’ records and the cure
or prevention of diseases need to go hand in hand.1
Currently, the balance between these two moral duties is implicitly understood
within a classic ontological framework. The beneficiaries of the exercise of the two
moral duties are the individual person vs. the whole society to which the individual
belongs. At first sight, this may seem unproblematic. We work on the assumption
that these are the only two ‘weights’ on the two sides of the scale. Such a framework
is not mistaken, but it is dangerously reductive, and it should be expanded urgently.
For there is a third ‘weight’ that must be taken into account by data protection: that
of groups and their privacy.
The chapters in this volume provide a detailed analysis of the possibility of
attributing a right to privacy to groups and sophisticated analyses of the scholarship
behind the debate on group privacy, especially in modern legislation. In this contribution, I shall assume that it is prima facie plausible that groups may indeed enjoy
such a right. However, there are at least three problems that may undermine such
plausibility. I shall address them in the following pages with the hope that their solutions will facilitate the development of our ideas on group privacy.
The first problem, to be discussed in Sect. 5.2, concerns the nature of the groups
in question. I shall argue that groups are neither discovered nor invented, but
designed by the level of abstraction (LoA) at which a specific analysis of a social
system is developed. Their design is therefore justified insofar as the purpose, guiding the choice of the LoA, is justified. This should remove the objection that groups
cannot have a right to privacy because groups are mere artefacts (there are no
groups, only individual persons to which groups are ultimately reducible) or that,
even if there are groups, it is too difficult to deal with them.
In Sect. 5.3, I shall address the next problem: assuming that there are groups and
that they can be successfully managed, in what way can they be attributed rights? I
shall argue that the same logic of attribution of a right to individual persons may be
used to attribute a right to a group, provided one modifies the LoA and now treats the
whole group as an individual in itself. I shall further argue that attributing a right to
a person or to that person’s group need not be incompatible alternatives, that is, the
‘or’ may be sometimes read as inclusive (as a logical ‘and/or’ or Latin vel, not neces1
(Howe et al. 2008) and (Groves et al. 2013), for a review see (Mittelstadt and Floridi 2016). Most
recent analyses of ethical problems in biomedical big data are provided in (Mittelstadt and Floridi
forthcoming-b).
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sarily always as an aut aut). This should remove the objection that, even if groups
exist and are manageable, they cannot and should not be treated as holders of rights.
In Sect. 5.4, I shall then show in what sense groups may enjoy a right to privacy
as groups. This should remove the objection that privacy, as a group right, is a right
held not by a group as a group but rather by the group’s members severally.
Sometimes it is the group and only the group, not its members, that is correctly
identified as the correct holder of a right to privacy. The analogy here is with the
right of self-determination, which is held by a nation as a whole, not merely by its
members severally.
The solutions of the three problems listed above lead to a final set of considerations, in Sect. 5.5, about the nature of privacy that may be enjoyed by a group.
There I shall argue that an interpretation of privacy in terms of a protection of the
information that constitutes an individual—both in terms of a single person and in
terms of a group—is better suited than other current interpretations to make sense
of group privacy.
To conclude, I shall argue that there are groups, designed by our ways of modelling interactions between agents and patients (senders and receivers of actions); that
they can be and are manageable as holders of rights; and, in particular, that groups
can be the primary holders of a right to privacy when this is constitutive of their
identities. If I am correct, there is plenty of work for legislators to do. Let us see
whether I am.

5.2

How Can There Be Groups?

The debate about the nature of groups in philosophy of law and social science is
strictly related to two other debates. One, in analytic philosophy (Beebee and
Sabbarton-Leary 2010; Campbell et al. 2011), concerns natural kinds and whether
there are ‘natural’—as opposed to only arbitrary—ways of grouping objects, events,
or beings on the basis of some shared, intrinsic properties (essentialism), such as
chemical composition in the case of all objects made of gold (where gold is the
natural kind). The other debate, in philosophy of biology (Panchen 1992; Laporte
2004; Richards 2010; Oderberg 2013), concerns the nature of species, and more
generally biological taxonomies, and addresses the question whether one or more
criteria (such as reproductive isolation, or what it looks like, or indeed is, genome)
may be sufficient to categorise species, or decide whether an organism belongs to
one species or another.
The similarities between the three debates are due to the fact that they are particular versions of the more fundamental and long-term debate between nominalism
(there are only individuals, or tokens) and realism (there are also universals, or
types). The nominalists and the realists tend to agree on the existence of individuals.
They are both happy with Alice, her golden ring, and her puppy. They disagree on
the existence of groups (Alice’s family), natural kinds (golden objects), and species
(Canis familiaris), and, in some cases, on the order of ontological priority (in various forms of Platonism universals not only exist but also precede, in terms of logical
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order, their instantiations). In short, they disagree on whether groups, natural kinds,
and species may be only subjective and observer-dependent, or also objective and
observer-independent.
Such ontological disagreement about what there is in reality and how it is organised in itself is possible because it presupposes a common epistemological framework, which enables the nominalist and the realist to avoid arguing at cross purposes.
This is the view that knowledge can provide direct access to the intrinsic nature of its
referents, i.e. what there is (or isn’t) in the world in itself; the noumenon, to use a
Kantian terminology. Interestingly, the further we move away from natural sciences
and the closer we get to social or engineering ones, the easier it is to see this as a mistaken assumption, which leads to a false dichotomy. According to the nominalist,
social groups (to restrict now the issue to our current concerns) are invented. According
to the realist, they are discovered. The truth is that they are designed, that is, they are
the outcome of the coming together of the world and the mind. To be more precise,
they result from the choices we make of the observables we wish to focus on, for
specific purposes, and from the constraining affordances (data) provided by the systems we are analysing. Thus, the position I wish to defend about the ontology of social
groups is anti-essentialist but not anti-realist.2 Let me illustrate it with an analogy.
Let us call a set of observables a level of abstraction (LoA). There is a LoA at
which there are only individual buildings, and Alice’s new flat and Bob’s Victorian
semi-detached house cannot possibly form a group. The two buildings may be regulated by very different kinds of legislation, provide different affordances, appeal to
different home buyers, and so forth. They are so different from each other that they
could never form a group. But then there is also a LoA at which both are two-
bedroom accommodations in Oxford, for example, subject to the same local council
taxation, perhaps rented from the same owner, and so forth. They are obviously part
of a group. Asking whether a set of entities does or does not form a group independently of why one is asking the question in the first place, that is, independently of
any interest in which features of the objects should count (e.g. the number of bedrooms for taxation purposes) is like asking the absolute price of a car without
accepting any currency as a means to convey it.
There are of course groups that seem to us more natural. Yet the naturalness of a
grouping is just a function of the intuitiveness of a LoA, that is, it is epistemological,
not ontological. Referring to salad, tomatoes and potatoes as a group called food
seems something as observer-independent and objective as possible, but this is only
because we assume our own interests as organisms and eaters as the natural, intuitive, and relevant LoA. To a tiger, they would all look as unrelated and as eatable as
grass and leaves to us. Accepting that our knowledge of the world is obtained
through different LoAs is not to say that anything goes, and that the only alternative
to nominalism and realism is some kind of untenable relativism. It is to say that
absolute questions asked in a logical space lacking any references (LoA) and orientation (interest, purpose) are an absolute mess, and that relationalism (or liminalism,
if you prefer a fancier word) is a better alternative. Using the previous example,
2

For a similar position in philosophy of biology see (Khalidi 2013).
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asking whether something is food means adopting the right LoA at which it makes
sense to ask whether a specific substance can be a nutrient for a specific organism.
Food is a relational (not a relative) concept: it takes a LoA with two relata to define
it, yet not every LoA is correct and some LoAs will be more correct than others.
All this means that we cannot be naïvely nominalist or realist about our ontology,
especially when it comes to complex objects such as social groups. Imagine reality
in itself as a sender of messages. Reality, understood as the Big Radio, broadcasts a
very wide spectrum of signals. We, humans, are able to receive some of them directly,
some others indirectly. For example, the visible spectrum is the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum that is detectable by the human eye and this is our most fundamental LoA when it comes to visual perception; we can see invisible radiant energy
(for example, infrared, electromagnetic radiation with longer wavelengths than those
of visible light) through technological mediations. Out of all those signals, we make
sense of the sender itself. It would be utterly naïve to think that the signals are a
description of the sender, yet this does not mean that they are any less real. We only
have to admit that the Big Radio is not sending selfies. With two other, different
analogies, we cook with some ingredients (data from the world) but the dish we
obtain (information) is not a copy of the ingredients. Or, we build with some materials (data in the world), but the house we obtain (information) is not a copy of the
bricks we used. Human knowledge works in this constructionist (not constructivist,
mind) way, it is not mimetic, it is poietic. Some parts of this poiesis are heavily constrained by the signals we receive. In the long run, we ask more questions to get more
data, as Francis Bacon already suggested. We manipulate the data to see what further
data can be obtained, and all this leads to scientific theories, which are our best ways
of making sense of the constraining affordances (my preferred definition of data)
provided by the realities we are studying. Some other parts of this interpretation are
more flexible and malleable, i.e. the constraining affordances provide much more
latitude, and well-informed, rational disagreement is more difficult to resolve (think
of economic policies during a financial crisis). There is nothing relativistic or antirealist in this, in the same sense in which there is nothing relativistic or anti-realist in
the dish we cooked or the house we built. Humanity has taken advantage of the signals sent by the Big Radio increasingly well and this is why our knowledge works so
successfully. The fact that we find some grouping very intuitive is part of such a
successful story. But we do not need to embrace any naïve essentialism, or representational theory of knowledge, or a correspondentist theory of truth to make sense of
groups. We should think about our knowledge of the world not in terms of painting
it but in terms of engineering a model of it. Grouping is part of the successful strategy
through which we make sense of reality.
What follows from the previous outline is that social groups should neither be
conceived as mere conventions or artefacts (invented) nor assumed to exist before
the interest in identifying them is specified (discovered). They are more or less correctly and successfully designed by our epistemological interests and practices
together with the ontological constraining affordances provided by the world.
Let us now return to the nature of social groups. Any social system of n individuals can be organised into 2n groups. For example, Alice, Bob and Carol would give
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rise to the following eight groups (subsets): {}, {Alice}, {Bob}, {Carol}, {Alice,
Bob}, {Alice, Carol}, {Bob, Carol}, {Alice, Bob, Carol}. It is obvious that the
power set of a set (the group containing all possible groupings) soon becomes
unmanageable. At the same time, privileging only some groups as ‘real’ may seem
to be arbitrary. Why should {Alice, Carol} count, but not {Bob, Carol}? Because
both Alice and Carol are female? But what if the criterion is having a rare disease,
which Bob and Carol share, but not Alice? Clearly what matters is the LoA (in our
example gender or health) at which the data we have (in our example, Alice’s,
Bob’s, and Carol’s)—the constraining affordances—are transformed (modelled)
into information that ends up generating a group. The logical order is therefore:
purpose (why grouping individuals in this way), LoA (how grouping individuals in
this way), result (the obtained group). With an elementary example,3 in a legal class
action first comes the interest in dealing with a specific issue. This sets the observables (the LoA), e.g. some Electrolux dryers are alleged to “contain defects that can
cause them to catch fire due to lint buildup”. Given this LoA, one can then identify
the group, that is, who is eligible “if you purchased certain freestanding clothes
dryers between Jan. 1, 2002 and Dec. 31, 2011, you could be eligible for benefits
from the Electrolux class action settlement”. The LoA designs the group of eligible
people. Asking whether the group is discovered objectively or invented subjectively
before the interest and LoA are specified is not even incorrect, it is just missing the
point entirely. Of course, some social groups simply self-determine their own
nature, by adopting the purpose and LoA at which they wish to be identified.
All this is particularly relevant in the case of group privacy because it would be a
mistake to think that first one has to establish the existence of a group, then the presence of a group’s right to privacy, and then the potential infringement of that group’s
privacy through some Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) application. If this were the case, we would be facing an intractable problem, because the
identification of groups a priori, independently of the identification first of any interest or purpose (and hence LoA) that determines the grouping, is open to endless
debate. Luckily, the process in practice is rather the opposite. First comes the interest
(usually, but not necessarily pursued through the application of a technology) in clustering people in some groups. For example, a retailer may be interested in reaching
all pregnant women in Oxford in order to advertise some products. This group may
or may not overlap with other, pre-existing, intuitive groups, yet this does not matter
(although this can be confusing when approaching the issue from a nominalist vs.
realist perspective), even when the interested practices in question may be self-reflective, i.e. even when individuals may wish to identify themselves as members of a
group, for this too is an epistemological choice. (note that the mistake here would be
to attempt to identify all possible social groups in Oxford and then check whether
their rights have been infringed, an impossible task). Then comes the potential breach
of the privacy of such a group as a group (‘as a group’ is an assumption that still
needs to be defended below, bear with me). Note that what constitutes the group is
also what makes group privacy possible. And finally comes the right of the group to
Seehttp://topclassactions.com/lawsuit-settlements/open-lawsuit-settlements/30306-electrolux-dryerclass-action-settlement/

3
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see the situation redressed. In short, there is no nominalist objection to group privacy
because it is the very same interested practices determining the grouping of people
that also delineate the resulting groups as potential holders of a right to privacy,
which then the group can exercise. Profiling is not a descriptive practice, it is a
designing one, and it comes with the consequence of creating the condition of possibility of the profiled individuals, now constituted as a group by the very act of
profiling, to act as a group in order to claim respect for its own privacy. Of course the
grouped (profiled) individuals may not know that they have been profiled, e.g. by
automatic algorithms, and may never discover that they have been treated as a group.
This is not the point. What I am arguing is that if they end up being profiled and this
profiling becomes explicit, what gives the group the initial possibility of reacting to
it is the “interested” practice of profiling it in the first place, not some pre-existing
ontological status of the group as a group, that would allegedly predate the profiling.
With an analogy, the slice may not know that is has been severed from the rest of the
cake, but if it realises that it has been it also realises that it was the severing it from
the cake that gave rise to its identity, which did not precede the severing process
itself. With one more analogy, grouping cuts both sides of the same piece of paper,
the social (who is and is not in a group) and the ethical (which group has a right to
privacy); you cannot have one without the other. All this explains why profiled individuals often object not so much to the treatment of themselves as members of a
group but to the very profiling in the first place (it is not being a slice the problem, the
problem is being severed from the cake in the first place).
The next question then becomes: if groups are constituted by the interested practices of grouping, for a purpose, and at a particular LoA, in what sense, if any, can
they have a right?

5.3

How Can a Group Have Rights?

Groups are the social, qualitatively richer instance of mathematical sets. This is useful, because, by looking at sets, it is much easier to clarify in what sense a group and
its members may or may not share the same property, including a particular right.
Let me explain.
Imagine a small departmental library. We need to move it from one building to
another. We decide to move first all books with authors from A to D. Clearly the pile of
books does not share that property, that is, it would be meaningless to ask whether the
pile has an author. Next, suppose we are concerned about the fact that each of our books
is inflammable. The concern remains once we realise that the pile inherits the same
property. Third, we try to lift the pile and notice that it has now acquired a property that
none of the books has: it is too heavy to be moved by a single person, despite the fact
that each book in it is reasonably small and light. With a sigh, we finally wish books
could fly from one building to another, but they do not, and neither do piles of them. This
example illustrates the four possible cases in which sets and their members may or may
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Fig. 5.1 The relations of commonality of properties between sets and their members

not share a property (see Fig. 5.1). I introduced them in order of importance. The first
case generates a common fallacy. The last case is not relevant to our discussion.
The debate on whether groups (sets) may have rights (the property F) can be clarified by using the four columns in Fig. 5.1.4 Sceptics subscribe to position 1: rights are
properties that qualify only members of a group, not a group; speaking of a group right
makes no sense and it is based on a fallacy. Moderate supporters of group rights tend
to sit in the middle, subscribing to position 2: a group has rights, but only because each
individual person constituting it has such rights. Finally, strong supporters of the idea
of group rights subscribe to position 3: there are some kinds of rights that belong only
to a group as a group, not to a group insofar as it is constituted by individual persons
who enjoy those rights. In this case, it is important to understand that the group itself
acts as an individual, to which a right is attributed. This is the case with political rights,
as we have already seen: it is a shift in the LoA that allows one to consider a whole
nation as having a right to self-determination as an individual agent. The point is
important not only for the sake of clarity, but also because we saw that determining the
LoA is what makes talking about groups ontologically unproblematic. By grouping
people according to specific criteria we create an individual (the group), which can
both be targeted and claim to have rights as a group.
The debate between the sceptical, the moderate and the strong position about
group rights leads us to the last problem I wish to address here: how a group can
have a right to privacy.

5.4

How Can a Group Have a Right to Privacy?

One problem with privacy is that it is unclear whether, if it applies to groups, it may
apply sometimes in the moderate and sometimes in the strong sense. Consider the
following two cases.
4
For the sake of simplicity in what follows I shall assume that if members of a set and the set have
the same property F this is because the set inherits F from its members. This is not necessarily the
case and things become more complicated if we include the case in which both members and their
set may have the same property F but for different reasons, that is, if the relation between the F of
the members and the F of their set is not one of inheritance but of repeated occurrence. For example, the set of all books without an author is also without an author, but not because of them, but
because authorship does not qualify sets of books, only books.
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A new California Privacy Law for Minors took effect as of January 1, 2015.5
Entitled “Privacy Rights for California Minors in the Digital World”, it gives minors
the right to delete content that they posted to a website, social media profile, or
online service while under the age of 18. It also includes restrictions on marketing
or advertising some specified products and services to minors. This law seems a
case of moderate group privacy. It is phrased in terms of protection of the individual
person (the term “minor” is used, in line with Privacy Law, to mean natural person
individual under the age of 18 who resides in California) and it seems obvious from
the text that any reference to minors as a group (the “General Audience Property(ies)”)
is only a shortcut for a reference to each of its members. Minors have a right to see
their personal information online erased only because each minor does. Talking of
group privacy in this case is merely convenient but does not seem to add anything to
our understanding of the phenomenon.
Consider next the case in which the close friends and relatives (the group) of a
deceased person decide to hold a private funeral. Attendance is by invitation only,
but this is not meant to make the funeral ‘exclusive’. The desired privacy may be
due to a need for intimacy, for respectful quietness, to protect grieving and reflection, or perhaps because of cultural or religious customs. Whatever the reasons, in
this case it seems very counterintuitive to argue that each member of the group (each
close friend or relative of the deceased) has a right to a private funeral, or that the
privacy demanded is just the collection of all individual privacies. It seems more
reasonable to admit that we are in the presence of a strong, social sense of group
privacy. It is the whole group as a group that has a right to that specific kind of
privacy.
If privacy applies to groups only in the moderate sense seen above (recall also the
analogy with the pile of books, which is inflammable just because each book in it
is), then there is interest in exploring its consequences, but not its nature. For if
groups have a right to privacy only insofar as their members do, then all that can be
said about moderate group privacy in terms of theory can also be said by reference
to personal privacy (there is nothing special in group privacy over and above all the
personal privacies of the group members), yet this very reducibility also means that
any defence of personal privacy must also take into account moderate group privacy,
for affecting the latter does mean affecting the personal privacy of its members. I
shall return to this point in the conclusion, where I will argue that even a moderate
approach to group privacy requires taking the latter seriously in terms of legislation,
in order to protect the privacy of the individual persons involved. If privacy applies
to groups also in the strong sense seen above (recall also the analogy with the pile
of books, which is heavy despite the fact that each book is light), then there is interest in exploring not only its consequences but also its nature, and this leads me to a
final set of considerations.

5
California S.B. 568 amends Division 8 of the California Business and Professions Code to add
Chapter 22.1, see http://goo.gl/ODqtcO
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What Kind of Privacy Can Group Privacy Be?

It is hard to elucidate the nature of group privacy—now understood in the strong
sense clarified above—without a clear idea of what theory of privacy one is endorsing in the first place. Two theories are particularly popular in the current literature:
the reductionist interpretation and the ownership-based interpretation. Neither is
entirely satisfactory,6 so I shall suggest a third one, based on the identity-constitutive
nature of privacy, and argue that it is more suitable to understand strong group
privacy.
The reductionist interpretation argues that the value of privacy rests on a variety
of undesirable consequences that may be caused by its breach, either personally,
such as distress, or socially, such as unfairness. Privacy is a utility, also in the sense
of providing an essential condition of possibility of good human interactions, by
preserving human dignity or by guaranteeing political checks and balances, for
example.
The ownership-based interpretation argues that informational privacy needs to be
respected because of each person’s rights to bodily security and property, where
‘property of x’ is classically understood as the right to exclusive use of x. A person
is said to own his or her information (information about him- or herself) and
therefore to be entitled to control its whole life cycle, from generation to erasure
through usage.
The two interpretations are not incompatible, but they stress different aspects of
the value of privacy. The reductionist interpretation is more oriented towards a consequentialist assessment of privacy, in terms of cost–benefit analyses of its protection or violation. The ownership-based interpretation is more oriented towards a
‘natural rights’ understanding of the value of privacy itself, in terms of private or
intellectual property. Unsurprisingly, because they both belong to a pre-digital culture, they both compare privacy breach to physical trespass or unauthorised invasion
of, or intrusion in, a metaphorical space or sphere of personal information, the
accessibility and usage of which ought to be fully controlled by its owner and hence
kept private. As I have argued elsewhere (Floridi 2013, 2014), neither interpretation
is entirely satisfactory in many respects.
The reductionist interpretation defends the need for respect for privacy in view
of the potential misuse of the information acquired. So it is certainly reasonable,
especially from a consequentialist perspective, to extend it to groups. However, it
seems to support at most a moderate interpretation of group privacy; and recall that
this is interesting only in terms of consequences. If all we are arguing is that groups
may enjoy some privacy only because their members do, any reference to group
privacy is a mere shortcut. Furthermore, the reductionist interpretation may be
inconsistent with pursuing and furthering social interests and welfare. Although it is
obvious that some public personal information may need to be protected—espeSee (Floridi 2013, 2014), for a detailed criticism, which is only summarized here insofar as it is
relevant to the thesis defended in this chapter.
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cially against profiling or unrestrained electronic surveillance—it remains unclear,
on a purely reductionist basis, whether a society devoid of any privacy may not be a
better society after all, with a higher, common welfare. Indeed, it has been convincingly argued7 that the defence of privacy in the home—that is, within that special
group represented by a family—may actually be used as a subterfuge to hide the
dark side of privacy: domestic abuse, neglect, or mistreatment. Precisely because of
reductionist-only considerations, even in democratic societies we tend to acknowledge that the right to privacy can be overridden when other concerns and priorities,
including public safety or national security, become more pressing. All this by
putting some significant interpretative pressure on the “arbitrary” clause that qualifies
article 12 of The Universal Declaration of Human Rights which states that
No one shall be subjected to arbitrary [emphasis added] interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has
the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

The ownership-based interpretation also falls short of being entirely satisfactory, for
at least three reasons. First, informational contamination may undermine passive
informational privacy. This is the unwilling acquisition of information or data,
including mere noise, imposed on someone by some external source. Brainwashing
may not occur often, but junk mail, or the case of a person chatting loudly on a
phone nearby, are unfortunately common experiences of passive privacy breach, yet
no informational ownership seems to be violated. Second, there is a problem of
privacy in public contexts. Privacy—and especially group privacy, if there is such
thing—is often exercised publicly, that is, in spaces that are socially, physically, and
informationally shared: anyone can see what an individual person or group is doing
downtown. How could a CCTV system be a breach of an individual’s privacy if the
individual in question is accessing a space that is public in all possible senses anyway? The ownership-based interpretation cannot provide a satisfactory answer. And
finally, there is a metaphorical and imprecise use of the concept of ‘information
ownership’, which cannot quite explain the lossless acquisition or usage of information. Information is not like a pizza: contrary to other things that one owns, one’s
personal information is not lost when acquired by someone else. Analyses of privacy based on ‘ownership’ of an ‘informational space’ are metaphorical twice over.
All these difficulties make it less usable as a theory of group privacy. We need a
better alternative, so here is a proposal.
Both the reductionist and the ownership-based interpretation fail to acknowledge
the significant changes brought about by digital ICTs. They belong to an industrial
culture of material goods, mechanical interactions, and of manufacturing/trading
relations, so they rely on conceptual frameworks that are overstretched when trying
to cope with the new challenges offered by an informational culture of services,
networks, and usability. Interestingly, in their classic article The Right to Privacy,

7
See (Fineman and Mykitiuk 1994), and especially the chapter by Elizabeth M. Schneider ‘The
Violence of Privacy’ a reprint of her article published in 1990.
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published in the Harvard Law Review in 1890, Samuel D. Warren and Louis
Brandeis had already realised this limit with impressive insight:
where the value of the production [of some information] is found not in the right to take the
profits arising from publication, but in the peace of mind or the relief afforded by the ability
to prevent any publication at all, it is difficult to regard the right as one of property, in the
common acceptation of the term [emphasis added]. (Warren and Brandeis 1890), p. 25.

More than a century later, privacy requires a radical re-interpretation. Such a re-
interpretation is achieved by considering each individual person or group as constituted by his, her or its information, and hence by understanding a breach of an
individual’s informational privacy as a form of aggression towards that individual’s
identity. This interpretation of privacy as having an identity-constituting value is
consistent with the fact that ICTs can both erode and reinforce informational privacy, and hence that a positive effort needs to be made in order to support not only
Privacy Enhancing Technologies but also constructive applications, which may
allow users to design, shape, and maintain their identities as informational agents.
The value of privacy is both to be defended and enhanced.
The information flow needs some friction in order to keep firm the distinction
between the macro multi-agent system (the society) and the identity of the micro
multi-agent systems (the individual persons and groups) within it. Any society
(even a utopian one) in which no informational privacy is possible is one in which
no identity-constituting process can take place, no personal or group identity can be
developed and maintained, and hence no welfare can be achieved, social welfare
being only the sum of the individuals involved. The total ‘transparency’ of the infosphere that may be advocated by some reductionists achieves the protection of society only by erasing all identity and individuality, a ‘final solution’ for sure, but
hardly one that the individuals themselves, constituting the society so protected,
would be happy to embrace. The advantage of the identity-constituting interpretation of privacy over the reductionist one is that consequentialist concerns may override respect for privacy, whereas the identity-constituting interpretation, by equating
its protection to the protection of individual identity, considers it a fundamental
right. By default, the presumption should always be in favour of its respect, even
when we admit that privacy may be negotiable to some degree in special
circumstances.
Looking at the nature of an individual person or group as being constituted by
that individual’s information enables one to understand the right to privacy as a right
to immunity from unknown, undesired, or unintentional changes in one’s own identity as an informational entity, both actively and passively. Actively, because collecting, storing, reproducing, manipulating etc. Alice’s or her family’s information
amounts now to stages in cloning and fixing (profiling) their identities. Passively,
because breaching Alice’s or her family’s privacy may now consist in forcing the
individual or her group to acquire unwanted information, thus altering their nature
as informational entities without consent. The first difficulty facing the ownership-
based interpretation is thus avoided.
The identity-constituting interpretation suggests that a group’s informational
sphere and the identity of a group are co-referential, or two sides of the same coin.
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The right to privacy, both in the active and in the passive sense just seen, shields the
group’s identity. This is why privacy is extremely valuable and ought to be respected.
The second problem affecting the ownership-based interpretation is therefore also
solved because violations of informational privacy are now more fruitfully compared to kidnapping rather than trespassing. The advantage, in this change of perspective, is that it becomes possible to dispose of the false dichotomy qualifying
privacy in public or in private contexts. Some information constitutes a group
context-independently, and therefore a group is perfectly justified in wishing to
preserve its integrity and uniqueness even in entirely public places. Trespassing
makes no sense in a public space, but kidnapping (even of a whole group) is a crime
independently of where it is committed.
As for the third problem, one may still argue that an individual group ‘owns’ its
information, yet no longer in the metaphorical sense seen above, but in the precise
sense in which a group is its information. ‘Its’ in ‘its information’ is not the same
‘its’ as in ‘its land’ but rather the same ‘its’ as in ‘its memories’, ‘its culture’, ‘its
choices’, ‘its rites and customs’, and so forth. It expresses a sense of constitutive
belonging, not of external ownership, a sense in which its information is part of it
but is not a (legal) possession by it. Once again, it is worth quoting Warren and
Brandeis, this time at length, even if they had in mind the individual person, rather
than an individual group:
[…] the protection afforded to thoughts, sentiments, and emotions […] is merely an instance
of the enforcement of the more general right of the individual to be let alone. It is like the
right not to be assaulted or beaten, the right not to be imprisoned, the right not to be maliciously persecuted, the right not to be defamed [or, the right not to be kidnapped, my addition]. In each of these rights […] there inheres the quality of being owned or possessed and
[…] there may be some propriety in speaking of those rights as property. But, obviously,
they bear little resemblance to what is ordinarily comprehended under that term. The principle […] is in reality not the principle of private propriety but that of inviolate personality
[emphasis added]. […] the right to privacy, as part of the more general right to the immunity
of the person, [is] the right to one’s personality [emphasis added].

This identity-constituting conception of privacy and its value has started being
appreciated by more mature, information societies, where the identity-constituting
interpretation reshapes some of the assumptions behind a still ‘industrial’, ‘modern’, or ‘Newtonian’ conception of privacy. The following considerations illustrate
such a transition.
If some information is finally acknowledged to be a constitutive part of personal
and group identity, then one day it may become strictly illegal to trade in some kinds
of information, exactly as it is illegal to trade in human organs (including one’s
own) or slaves. At the same time, we might relax our attitude towards some kinds of
‘dead individual information’ that, like ‘dead pieces of oneself’, are not really, or no
longer, constitutive of a person or a group. Legally, Alice may not sell her kidney,
but she may sell her hair or be rewarded for giving blood. Likewise, her family may
not sell its members, even if they all, unanimously, accept such a practice, but it may
sell the properties of one of its deceased members as a group.
We are constantly leaving behind a trail of data, pretty much in the same sense in
which we are shedding a huge trail of dead cells. The fact that nowadays ICTs allow
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our data trails to be recorded, monitored, processed and used for social, political or
commercial purposes is a strong reminder of our informational nature as individual
persons and groups. It might be seen as a new level of environmentalism, as an
increase in what is recycled and a decrease in what is wasted (not unlike what bacteria do with DNA available in the environment). At the moment, all this is just
speculation and in the future it will probably be a matter of fine adjustments of ethical sensibilities, but the third Geneva Convention (1949) already provides a clear
test of what might be considered ‘dead personal information’. A prisoner of war
need only give his or her name, rank, date of birth, and serial number and no form
of coercion may be inflicted on him or her to secure any further information, of any
kind. Even if we were all treated fairly as ‘prisoners of the information society’, our
privacy would be well protected and yet there would still be some personal data that
would be perfectly fine to share with any other agent, even hostile ones. It is not a
binary question of all or nothing, but an analogue one of fine balance and degree.
A further issue that might be illuminated by looking at privacy from an identity-
constituting perspective are those of confidentiality and intimacy, two intrinsically
group-based phenomena. The sharing of private information with someone, implicitly (especially by doing things together), or explicitly, through communication, is
based on a relation of profound trust that binds the people involved intimately. This
coupling is achieved by allowing persons to be partly constituted as selves by the
same information. The union of the persons in question forms a single unity, a
supra-agent, or a new multi-agent individual, the group. Precisely because entering
into a new supra-agent is a delicate and risky operation, care should be exercised
before ‘melding’ oneself with other individuals by sharing personal information or
its source, such as common experiences. This is the way I interpret the concluding
sentence of The Catcher in the Rye, the famous novel by J. D. Salinger:
Don’t tell anybody anything. If you do, you start missing everybody. (Salinger 1951)

Confidentiality and intimacy create a bond that is hard and slow to forge properly,
yet resilient to many external forces when finally in place, as the group (the supra-
agent) is stronger than the constitutive agents themselves. Relatives, friends, classmates, fellows, colleagues, comrades, companions, partners, teammates, spouses
and so forth may all have experienced the nature of such a bond, the stronger taste
of a ‘we’. But it is also a bond that is brittle and difficult to restore when it comes to
internal betrayal, since the disclosure, deliberate or unintentional, of some personal
information in violation of confidence can entirely and irrecoverably destroy the
intimacy and privacy of the new, supra-agent born out of the joining agents, by
painfully introducing discord. The ‘we’ is strongly armoured against ‘the other’, but
extremely fragile against internal betrayal by ‘one of us’.
A final issue can be touched upon rather briefly: the identity-constituting interpretation stresses that privacy is also a matter of construction of an individual’s own
identity. The right to be left alone is also the right to be allowed to experiment with
one’s own life, to start again, without having records that mummify one’s personal
identity forever, taking away from the individual person or group the power to form
and mould who or what the individual is and can be. Every day, an individual person
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or group may wish to build a different, possibly better, ‘I’ or ‘we’. We never stop
becoming ourselves, so protecting persons and group privacy also means allowing
that person and group the freedom to construct and change herself or itself profoundly. The right to privacy is also the right to a live, renewable identity that one
can shape freely. This is why it matters.

5.6

Conclusion

The idea that groups may have (at least something akin to) a right to privacy is not
new (see for example (Bloustein 1978, 2003)) and it is open to debate (Bisaz 2012).
But it has not received the attention it deserves, although the issue is becoming
increasingly important. And this because, by far, ICTs treat most people not as individuals but as members of specific groups (or classes, collections, crowds, populations and their segments etc.), where the groups are the really interesting focus, as
carriers of rights, values, and potential risks. Think of the owners of such and such
kind of car, shoppers of such and such kinds of goods, people who like this type of
music, or people who go to that sort of restaurant, cat owners, dog owners, people
who live in a specific postal code, carriers of a specific gene, people affected by a
particular disease, team fans … Especially big data is more likely to treat types (of
customers, users, citizens, demographic population, etc.) rather than tokens (you,
Alice, me…), and hence groups rather than individuals. But re-identifiable groups
are ipso facto targetable groups. And membership in a sufficient number of groups
can easily lead to the re-identification of individuals. Indeed, in terms of logic, two
sets (even if they are infinite) are already sufficient to identify a singleton (a set with
exactly one element). As an elementary example, suppose A is the infinite set of all
integers including and larger than 1, and B is the infinite set of all integers including
and smaller than 1, their intersection contains exactly one element, namely 1 (A B =
1). It is therefore a very dangerous fallacy to think that, if we protect personal data
that identify people individually, the protection of groups of people will take care of
itself. I have argued above that we should consider group privacy as something that
is sometimes reducible to the individual privacy of its members, and sometimes as
something that belongs to the group as a group. I have defended the plausibility of
both moderate and strong group privacy. But I have also stressed that defending
moderate group privacy is already crucial, in terms of the significant nature of its
consequences. This is not the current view. In particular, a ‘nominalist’ approach
(or informational ontology (Floridi 2003)) to group privacy—take care of each
member separately and the group will automatically be fine too—is currently at the
roots of European legislation. This defines a “Data Subject” as:
An identified or identifiable person to whom specific personal data relates. It is someone
who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification
number or to one or more specific factors (physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural, social). (European commission).
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As a consequence, both the 1995 Directive and the new Regulation under discussion focus on individual persons. The philosophy informing the approach may be
grasped by looking at the following recitals (emphases added):
Whereas the principles of protection must apply to any information concerning an identified or identifiable person; whereas, to determine whether a person is identifiable, account
should be taken of all the means likely reasonably to be used either by the controller or by
any other person to identify the said person; whereas the principles of protection shall not
apply to data rendered anonymous in such a way that the data subject is no longer identifiable […]. (Directive 95/46/Ec)

and, even more restrictively (notice the “natural”):
The principles of protection should apply to any information concerning an identified or
identifiable natural person. To determine whether a natural person is identifiable, account
should be taken of all the means likely reasonably to be used either by the controller or by
any other person to identify the individual. The principles of data protection should not
apply to data rendered anonymous in such a way that the data subject is no longer identifiable. (Com(2012) 10 final 2012/0010 (Cod)).

Yet even from a nominalist perspective, we should acknowledge that both friendly
and hostile users of big data may not care about Alice at all, but only about the fact
whether Alice, whoever she is, belongs to the group that regularly goes to the local
church, or mosque, or synagogue, uses Grindr, or has gone to a hospital licensed to
carry out abortions, or indeed shares a feature of your choice. In military terminology, Alice is hardly ever a High Value Target, like a special and unique building.
She is usually part of a High Pay-off Target, like a tank in a column of tanks. It is
the column that matters.
As I have argued elsewhere (Floridi 2013) our current ethical approach is too
anthropocentric (only natural persons count) and nominalist (only the single individual person counts). We should take other kinds of individuals, including groups,
into account. We need to be more inclusive because we are underestimating the
risks involved in opening anonymised personal data to public use, in cases in which
groups of people may still be easily identified and targeted. Such inclusiveness
should not be too hard to achieve. After all, we already accept as ordinary the fact
that groups as agents may infringe on someone’s privacy. In the United States, we
are used to considering as normal collective lawsuits (class actions) in which a
group may sue a person or another group. And in Europe, consumer organisations
regularly bring claims on behalf of the groups they represent. Clearly, there are
cases in which the protection of a right requires a balance between the agents, issuing the action, and the patients, receiving the action.
There are very few Moby-Dicks. Most of us are sardines. The individual sardine
may believe that the encircling net is trying to catch it. It is not. It is trying to catch
the whole shoal. It is therefore the shoal that needs to be protected, if the sardine is
to be saved. An ethics addressing each of us as if we were all special Moby-Dicks
may be flattering and perhaps, in other respects, not entirely mistaken, but needs to
be urgently upgraded. Sometimes the only way to protect a person is to protect the
group to which that person belongs. Preferably before any disaster happens. This
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moderate sense of group privacy is the least we should begin to consider, as a first
step towards a full recognition of strong group privacy.
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Chapter 6

Social Machines as an Approach to Group
Privacy
Kieron O’Hara and Dave Robertson

Abstract This chapter introduces the notion of social machines as a way of conceptualising and formalising the interactions between people and private networked
technology for problem-solving. It is argued that formalisation of such ‘social computing’ will generate requirements for information flow within social machines and
across their boundaries with the outside world. These requirements provide the
basis for a notion of group privacy that is neither derivative from the idea of individual privacy preferences, nor founded in political or moral argument, but instead
related to the integrity of the social machine and its capabilities for bottom-up
problem-solving. This notion of group privacy depends on a particular technological setup, and is not intended to be a general definition, but it has purchase in the
context of pervasive technology and big data which has made the question of group
privacy pressing and timely.
Keywords Social machines • Social computing • Group privacy • Identity •
Collective action • Social networking

6.1

Introduction: Technology and the Ideology of Privacy

Group privacy is an interesting topic made more salient in recent years by the
growth of big data, enabling people to be targeted and understood via their personal
attributes (on the basis of correlations between the people who possess those attributes and exogenous phenomena), or alternatively via the properties of their networks (for instance, one’s social network is a strong predictor of whether one is
likely to default on a loan – cf. e.g. Seiler et al. 2011). In each case, the dilemmas of
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privacy are thrown into sharp relief – visibility to one’s network brings benefits, but
compromises privacy.
Furthermore, there is a distinct potential for injustice, as one may find oneself
discriminated against on the basis of behaviour of other people in one’s groups
(Hildebrandt 2012). The injustice and the privacy are different phenomena which
are likely to require separate consideration, but there is a prima facie case for arguing that we could nip the injustice in the bud if groups as well as individuals had
privacy rights. In the age of big data, data crunchers are not interested in the individual data points, so much as the mass (Floridi 2014) – yet the crunching of data
about the mass can and does have real-world implications for individuals.
This is one of the many ways in which data protection is an imperfect protection
for privacy (O’Hara 2011, 7–11). Data protection requires an individual to be identifiable before data is classified as personal data, so that the subject’s consent is
required for processing (of course there are many exceptions to this built into data
protection legislation). Yet the notion of group privacy is consistent with something
that we intuitively understand in the age of spam, junk mail and racial profiling –
one need not be identified to have one’s privacy invaded. The mere existence of a
non-identifying profile of oneself, combined with a point of access such as an
address, may not count as personal data, but is still an annoying invasion.
Couching the problem in this way still leaves the privacy of the group derivative
from the privacy of the individual – the individual’s remedy for the invasion of his
personal privacy is to insist on the privacy of a wider group of which he is an anonymous member. This seems to chime in with liberal ideas about privacy; a major
contribution of privacy to social value, according to one influential analysis, is to
support individual autonomy (Rössler 2005). Meanwhile, intrusion from the group
itself has, since Mill, been seen as a serious threat to the individual (Mill 1859).
Some theorists, for example feminists, have argued that the privacy of small units
(from the family upwards) is a means of concealing abuse rather than of legitimately
supporting the individual (MacKinnon 1989; Allen 2003).
In the liberal tradition that often conceptualises the group as a threat to the individual, group privacy does not look like a serious runner, unless the group can be
reconceptualised as an important support for the individual’s autonomy – and so
group privacy seems to derive its value from the needs of the individual, not the
group itself.
On the other hand, a conservative viewpoint is more ambivalent about the power
and potential of an individual – for instance, Burke lauds the little platoons, and
considers the individual as intrinsically unable to make consistent or wise moral
judgments. Schoeman argues, contra Mill, that social control, far from being morally destructive, is an important factor in a valuable liberty. Our competence as
rational agents depends on constructive adaptations of social control mechanisms in
real-world contexts. Unpicking informal social control mechanisms in the name of
autonomy, in Schoeman’s view, actually deprives the individual of important social
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abilities, and “helps maintain both the integrity of intimate spheres as against more
public spheres and the integrity of various public spheres in relation to one another”
(Schoeman 1992, 157).
Adam Smith’s view, with regard to the moral education of people in the newly
emerging metropolises of the eighteenth century, is an interesting example of this
kind of thought.
A man of low condition, on the contrary, is far from being a distinguished member of any
great society. While he remains in a country village his conduct may be attended to, and he
may be obliged to attend to it himself. In this situation, and in this situation only, he may
have what is called a character to lose. But as soon as he comes into the great city, he is sunk
in obscurity and darkness. His conduct is observed and attended to by nobody, and he is
therefore very likely to neglect it himself, and to abandon himself to every sort of profligacy
and vice. (Smith 1994, vol.2, V.i.g.12, 795, footnote omitted)

The way to address this, thought Smith, was not more policing or the reduction
of the private sphere of the ‘man of low condition’, but rather greater power for
groups, specifically those that have an interest in the individual’s moral conduct.
He never emerges so effectually from this obscurity, his conduct never excited so much the
attention of any respectable society, as his becoming the member of a small religious sect.
He from that moment acquires a degree of consideration which he never had before. All his
brother sectaries are, for the credit of the sect, interested to observe his conduct, and if he
gives occasion to any scandal, if he deviates very much from those austere morals which
they almost always require of one another, to punish him by what is always a very severe
punishment, even where no civil effects attend it, expulsion or excommunication from the
sect. In little religious sects, accordingly, the morals of the common people have been
almost always remarkably regular and orderly; generally much more so than in the established church. (Smith 1994, vol.2, V.i.g.12, 795–6).

In this chapter, we shall attempt to pick a way between these two ideologically-
charged interpretations of group privacy, to suggest one potential characterisation
applicable to the data-heavy online world which has made the question of group
privacy appear so pressing. This characterisation is intended to be entirely technical
in nature, and independent of the question of whether the privacy (or indeed the
integrity) of the group is a good thing. Such moral and legal questions cannot be
ducked, but it may make them more easily addressable if questions of the existence,
nature and effect of privacy can be resolved separately.
In the next section, we will argue that some such characterisation of the problem
as our own is necessary, in the big data era, to make sense of group privacy. Then we
will introduce the idea of social machines, and in the following section consider
how we might use them to understand privacy concerns. The next section will sketch
an abstract characterisation of social machines and social computing, to give a sense
of how privacy concerns may be discovered. This abstract specification is given a
little more flesh with some examples in the next section, before we discuss privacy
aspects in a little more detail.
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Complexity, Identity and Big Data

Would group privacy create greater complexity in policing and vigilance, and would
it be a right going beyond existing expectations, preferences and the needs of democratic societies? Individual privacy introduces a number of private spaces proportional (of course) to the number of citizens, whereas group privacy will be a
correspondingly complex concept to enforce.
If we think about the number of groups that people are likely to claim they are
members of, and whose corporate privacy they wish to defend, the extra complexity
grows in a linear fashion as population grows. On average, people might admit to
membership of m groups (m maybe between 10 and 100), while average membership of a group would be n people. Hence, for a population of x, the number of
groups to be protected would be proportional to mx/n.
However, big data will change this. Data mining finds significance in correlations between people with no obvious connection, or put another way within groups
that have no external significance. One might easily not know, or care, that one was
a member of such a group (such as, for instance, 26–35 year old males earning
between £40 k–£50 k p.a. in households without children who have downloaded
more than 5 unsolicited recommendations from Spotify in the last 6 months). Even
if we adopt an extensional characterisation for a group (which may not be the best
way of characterising groups), for a population of x the number of such potential
groups is 2x−1, but as big data crunchers do not consider the coherence or independent interest of such groups it would be hard to single out which groups are worth
protecting. This could create an extremely complex and difficult legal scene, with
hard decisions to make about liability and the balance between social good and
protection of rights.
So it is impractical to consider theoretically possible groups, whose number will
grow exponentially with the population. The monitoring and policing of group privacy can more easily be kept tractable if we take into account those groups that
individuals expressly understand themselves to be members of. In that sense, group
privacy will remain derivative from individual privacy, but crucially in this case the
value of the group’s privacy can be decoupled from the individual’s privacy if the
group can be instrumented to detect the effects on the group itself of different privacy strategies.
Participation in groups helps cultivate certain values and virtues in the members.
Which ones are cultivated depends somewhat on the nature of the group in question.
Membership tends to create individuals who are predisposed to internalise, uphold
and perpetuate the values and virtues of that environment. This is what Nancy
Rosenblum (2000) has termed the ‘logic of congruence’. Adam Smith believed that
this was inherently valuable as a means of socialising individuals, and privacy may
be the sort of value that could be cultivated in this way.
Given that view, it may make sense to look at group privacy as a means of
empowering the group to achieve its aims, and to see its protection as a means of
institutionalising that empowerment. Of course this does not resolve the ethical
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question of when that is a good thing and when bad, but at least it gives us a rationale to do it. In the big data context, we should consider whether current conceptualisations of technology give us a handle on group empowerment. With that in mind,
we now introduce the topic of social machines.

6.3

Social Machines

The world of big data has not, of course, been unaccompanied by other developments. In particular, as the amount of data that it is feasible to process has grown, so
has the number of people that it is feasible to connect within a network. Figure 6.1,
following David De Roure, gives a sense of different interaction modes of computing. Where there are more machines, to produce the big data paradigm in the upper
left, or more people, as in the social networking paradigm in the lower right, distribution of computational resources is inevitable, and hence Web or Web-like technologies are necessary to handle the interaction at scale. The technological
affordances have, over time, moved upwards and towards the right, ultimately to
reach the fourth quadrant.
As the number of people and machines linked together grows, and as the intelligence of the machines increases, we can treat goal-driven networks as individual
systems, or social machines (Berners-Lee 1999; Hendler and Berners-Lee 2010;
Shadbolt et al. 2013; O’Hara et al. 2013, 2014; De Roure 2014), a nascent focus of
computing research (Bernstein et al. 2012). ‘Programming the global computer’ or
‘global ubiquitous computing’ has been recognised as a grand challenge for computing (Kwiatkowska et al. 2004), and now the technologies of software agents
(Jennings et al. 2014) and peer-to-peer technologies flexibly link people and computers, as explored in projects such as SOCIAM (http://sociam.org/), OpenKnowledge
(http://www.openk.org/) and the Social Computer community (http://www.socialcomputer.eu/). As we unravel the mysteries of scale and control, we will need not
just to understand the emergent phenomena, but to develop means, methods and
tools for controlling them, at least partially (O’Hara et al. 2013). The problem is
sharpened by the desideratum that ‘programming the social computer’ must be
achievable from within the social computer – research should democratise control
by supporting people in the development of social machines to achieve their own
smaller-scale, local, idiosyncratic purposes.
Fig. 6.1 A matrix showing
the affordances of scale
(Adapted from De Roure
2014)
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Fig. 6.2 The space of social machines (O’Hara et al. 2013)

Figure 6.2 shows the potential space in more detail. Conventional computation,
even in highly complex domains such as air traffic control and climate modelling,
appears on the left hand side, where social complexity is low even if computational
complexity is high. Crowdsourcing systems, such as the citizen science initiative
Galaxy Zoo (Lintott et al. 2008) have a relatively low level of social complexity as
well. Conversely, even systems with high social complexity still currently involve
relatively low computational complexity. More complex social arrangements are
required for the co-creation of content, e.g. Wikipedia, and social networking.
However, when these interactions combine, where a social network acts as a platform for crowdsourced co-creation of content, as recently happened with the
Ushahidi map of election violence in Kenya in 2007 (Okolloh 2009), or the reuse of
Ushahidi to create a post-earthquake map of Port-au-Prince in Haiti in 2010
(Morrow et al. 2011), we start to see more complex interactions emerging between
people in the ‘social computer’ and their environment. As we explore this terra
incognita of social computation, in order to address issues with collective action
problems, such as public health, transport or crime, we would expect to find solutions with small impacts locally being magnified at scale, as long as the requisite
infrastructure (including Web technology) is in place.
The idea of a social machine has been implicit throughout the history of the Web.
As Berners-Lee put it in 1999:
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Real life is and must be full of all kinds of social constraint – the very processes from which
society arises. Computers can help if we use them to create abstract social machines on the
Web: processes in which people do the creative work and the machine does the administration. (Berners-Lee 1999, 172, Berners-Lee’s emphasis)

Many social machines are built on social networking sites such as Facebook, in
which human interactions from organising a birthday party to interacting with a
Member of Parliament are underpinned by the engineered environment. Another
type of example is a multiplayer online game, where a persistent environment facilitates interactions concerning virtual resources between real people. A different type
of game is online poker, where the resources being played for are real-world, where
the players may be human or bots, and where the environment in which the game
takes place is engineered around a relatively simple computational model. In such
systems, (some of) the social constraints that Berners-Lee talks about, currently
norm-driven, are administered by the architecture of the programmed
environment.
A generalised definition of a social computation is provided by (Robertson and
Giunchiglia 2013):
A computation for which an executable specification exists but the successful implementation of this specification depends upon computer mediated social interaction between the
human actors in its implementation.

In such an environment, self-organisation (partial or full) becomes viable and
scalable, while physical objects, agents, contracts, agreements, incentives and other
objects can be referred to using Uniform Resource Identifiers (such as Web
addresses), thereby allowing consistent context-independent reference throughout
the executable specification. ‘Programming’ the social computer (as opposed to
simply supporting and directing interactions in an engineered environment) and
integrating larger numbers of people and machines will become increasingly
feasible.
As a small example of a social machine, consider reCAPTCHA (Von Ahn et al.
2008). A CAPTCHA (Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers
and Humans Apart), invented by Louis Von Ahn, is the distorted sequence of letters
that someone has to type in a box to identify him- or herself as a human (e.g. to buy
a ticket online, or to comment on a blog). This is a task that computers cannot do,
and so the system stops bots buying thousands of tickets for a concert or sporting
event for later resale, or for a spambot to leave spam messages as comments to blogs
(Von Ahn et al. 2003).
Von Ahn extended the idea of the CAPTCHA to create the reCAPTCHA, which
socialises the same principle to solve another problem. Google (which acquired
reCAPTCHA in 2009) uses it to scan older books automatically. The original
CAPTCHA device was being used over 200 m times a day, about half a million
person-hours of effort. reCAPTCHA puts these person-hours to more productive
use, presenting the user who wishes to identify him- or herself as a human with two
words, not one. The first is a normal CAPTCHA, and the second is a word from an
old book that Optical Character Recognition had failed to identify. If the person
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succeeds with the first CAPTCHA, then he or she is known to be a human. As
humans are reliable at word recognition, the response to the second word as a plausible suggestion of what it is. Presenting the same word to multiple users allows a
consensus to emerge. The goal of the social machine is to digitise books – people’s
needs to prove themselves human provides the mechanism.
However, reCAPTCHA is purely exploitative, as the goal of the machine is independent of the requirements of its human ‘components’. As another example,
Robertson and Giunchiglia 2013 use the DARPA balloon challenge of 2009, in
which the aim was to find ten weather balloons placed randomly around the US (in
nine different states from California to Delaware). The rules of the challenge were
intended to support the growth of a network of people taking part in the search,
enabling a crowdsourced solution. The means of doing this in the winning solution
(from Sandy Pentland at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology) was to set out
financial incentives according to a Query Incentive Network Model (Kleinberg and
Raghavan 2005), in which people were incentivised both to look for the balloons
and to add more people to the network. Pentland’s team began with 4 people, and
using social media had recruited over 5000 at the point of completion, which took
under 10 h (Pickard et al. 2010).
reCAPTCHA and the DARPA challenge were top-down systems designed to
solve a particular problem, but social machines can, and indeed should (O’Hara
2012), solve the problems of the people who constitute them. In such cases, the
incentive of the participants is that the machine’s smooth functioning is in their own
interests. One could imagine, for instance, a set of computer-mediated interactions
enabling a community to provide a social response to problems of crime (such as
BlueServo, http://www.blueservo.net/, which crowdsources the policing of the
Texas-Mexico border), or enabling those suffering from a particular health care
problem to pool resources and to offer support and advice to fellow sufferers (such
as curetogether.com, http://curetogether.com/). There is a growing number of health
social machines, as surveyed in detail in (Van Kleek et al. 2013). It will be obvious
from these examples, particularly BlueServo, that such efforts will not always be
uncontroversial. Attempts to crowdsource the identities of the bombers of the
Boston Marathon in 2013 bordered on farce, and, although the countercultural website 4chan was prominent in the homemade policing efforts with its so-called ‘4chan
Think Tank’, its lamentable efforts were soon parodied elsewhere on the same site
(Walker 2013). Trust will be a major factor in the success of such machines (O’Hara
2012).

6.4

Social Machines as an Approach to Group Privacy

Suppose methods and tools were available to enable and empower communities to
use data and networked communications to solve self-identified problems. In such
a world – which is not yet in existence, although such tools are being actively
researched – the social machine would be part of a community’s repertoire of
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problem-solving resources. In that event, the social machine would have certain
functional requirements which we could uncover by examining its ‘program’ – i.e.
the computations that it would carry out to transform the state of the world – in
abstract terms, independent of whether the computing was being done by machines,
people or groups of people (Robertson et al. 2014). In the next section, we will
sketch the sort of language that would serve this purpose.
Such an abstract specification would need to be ‘filled in’ by accounts of the key
social and psychological factors for the machine to function – for instance, the decisions by actors to engage with the machine, the knowledge that actors bring to the
computation, the restrictions on who can participate and so on. Modelling a sociotechnical interaction in this way would include specifications of how information
needs to flow around the machine, and to and from the machine as inputs and
outputs.
For instance, one might discover that a particular computation n(S1, S2), which
transforms the world from state S1 to state S2 would only be possible if the actors
involved, who carry out n, freely exchange personal data with each other, while
ensuring that it does not spread beyond their circle. Or it might be that the actors
require access to the personal data of all participants in the social machine (including of those not involved in that particular computational step). Or it might be that
external services might be required which need access to personal data, or anonymised personal data, of participants in the social machine.
A statement in terms of the information-processing needs of the social machine
would help make the demands made on information about the group as a whole
explicit in terms of the goals which it wishes to achieve. In that way, we might find
ways of explaining the functional value of privacy for a particular group, independently of moral generalisations about group privacy rights – prior to the moral question of whether a group should be empowered to achieve its particular goals.
Hence the social machine paradigm becomes a method of specifying what information requirements a particular mode of interaction creates. As noted above, privacy can be, and usually is, an issue for an individual. Thinking in terms of social
machines, we can see how group privacy might be expressed, modelled or derived.
The definition of ‘privacy’ is of course highly contested (Solove 2006), and we
don’t want to enter that philosophical discussion in this paper. But if the reader will
grant a basic – no doubt flawed and partial – definition of privacy as the ability of an
individual to control access of others to her, including to information about her, then
we can consider what a social machine specification will tell us about privacy within
the context of that particular interaction.
The social machine will have requirements for information, including personal
information. For instance, a map of political violence, such as the Kenyan Ushahidi
project discussed above, will require photographs, and possibly eyewitness testimony. Crucially, the photographs would have to be stamped with location and time
in their metadata, because these are the key dimensions. This information may well
identify, or be disclosive about, the photographer, and we can assume, in this example about political violence, that a breach of privacy entails a level of risk for the
individual. In this case, the photographer’s privacy would be compromised beyond
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the social machine, as the photographs, dates and times would have to be displayed
for the machine to function. It would be the photographer’s decision, therefore, as
to whether her lack of privacy in that case would create a risk of her being identified
as a person in a specific place or time. In group terms, those taking part in the mapping exercise would agree to give up their privacy at least so far as revealing the
photographs’ metadata.
Let us go further, and imagine that the machine also needs a further input: an
email address associated with the photograph. This could be for a number of reasons: it may be that the level of social trust in the society is so low that verification
of identity is essential for the output to be usable; it may be that a number of false
claims is too high and threatening to skew the output; it may be that one of the
machine’s functions is to generate follow-up information after a few hours or days
to check on the progress of violence; it may be that the machine’s accuracy depends
on mechanisms to ensure that its account of the violence is taken from a representative group of actors. The email address is of course far more privacy-threatening
than the time and location of the photograph – indeed, it could be directly identifying. Even if not, it could reveal, say, the workplace of the sender. However, there is
no need as far as the machine is concerned to broadcast this extra information which
would not enhance the actual map of the violence.
The social machine needs certain breaches of privacy to function. It does not
need to know a participant’s name or address – they can remain private to the
participant. It needs a participant’s email address, but does not need to publish this.
Depending on the group’s constitution, it may be that all group members need
access to emails, or (more securely) only a small administrative cadre would have
that access. It does need to publish the location and time of the photograph in the
clear.
The participants form a group cooperating to produce the map of political violence, and that cooperation requires certain limits to individual privacy and makes
certain demands about information flow. The cooperative project requires photographs, together with associated metadata of date, location and email address, otherwise it could not deliver its output. The group is prepared to release the location
and time of the photographs, but it contains (or uses) other information – the email
addresses and their association with specific photographs –which it is not prepared
to release to the outside world. If there was a perception that information volunteered to the group might be made available to a wider public, then it could be
anticipated that fewer people would be prepared to join the group, and that therefore
the map would be less comprehensive.
Our claim, then, in this big data context, is that this is a notion of group privacy.
The group’s aim would be unachievable, or less achievable, if the information that
it held was made available outside the group. The particular privacy regulation is a
precondition for the group’s success. It is not derivative from any individual privacy
preferences – for example, individuals within the group will have varying preferences about this condition, and those who are particularly privacy conscious would
no doubt work around the breach, by concocting misleading addresses, or sharing
them with other group members. Others will be willing to be directly associated
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with their photographs. The group – and we imagine this at scale, so maybe millions
of people – cooperates to achieve a goal which requires the publication of certain
potentially identifying information, and the processing of other information which
is not to leave the group.
Group privacy, then, can be considered in this context to be the requirement to
keep information which is necessary/desirable for the operation of a social machine
within the social machine. There would be various gradations of this; maybe such
information should be available to all group members, or to some members with
administrative privileges, or to those group members who need to cooperate on
smaller subtasks, or should simply be available to an automatic processing module
and not seen by any human being. Maybe it should be stored for a period of time, or
deleted immediately, or maybe it doesn’t matter. Maybe it should be anonymised.
These are issues that would need to be addressed in the design or development of
the system.
It is clear that such a characterisation is not one based on rights, claims or entitlement, and also does not include a notion of control. Rather, this is an understanding
of privacy as a state of limited access – though in this case, not to a person, but to
the group (cf. Schoeman 1984). The group’s privacy requirements are derived from
its goal, not from the privacy preferences (or rights) of its members. This is a means
of deriving and expressing requirements – there is no normative claim being made
that the machine should be allowed to operate. Rather, the social machine paradigm
expresses a privacy requirement, which can then be measured against relevant social
norms, regulations and other rights and protections to assess its desirability.
In this sense (and we accept there may be other perfectly reasonable senses of
group privacy), group privacy is not derivative from the preferences of the social
machine members. It might be that the functioning of the social machine will depend
on its privacy arrangements being consistent with the preferences of the members; a
social machine that was cavalier with its members’ individual privacy would have no
members. But the more important point here is that the privacy settings of the
machine itself are determined by the requirements of the machine’s function. If certain information within the machine is exported to the outside world, then the
machine would cease to function. The machine’s functioning is not derivative from
the attitudes of individuals, but is rather emergent from their interactions.
As an example of how the sensitivity of privacy might apply only to the group
and not to its members, consider a social machine, a variant of the violence mapping
machine sketched out above, designed to map and deter non-violent anti-social
behaviour (corruption perhaps – see Zinnbauer 2014 for examples). In that case, the
social machine participants might individually be unconcerned if their identities as
group members were known, if we assume they were in no physical danger. Indeed
they might be admired by other members of the community for their work, so their
preference might be to eschew their individual privacy and to reveal their identities.
However, the social machine itself might function best as a deterrent if the identities
of its participants, and the size of the group, were not known by government officials. In that case, there is a need for group privacy of group members’ identities,
based on the successful functioning of the social machine despite being against the
wishes of the group members.
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Specifying a Social Machine

What would such a high level, abstract specification of a social machine look like?
In this section we will make some suggestions about such a program at a level
abstracted away from immediate implementation concerns, therefore defining a
class of systems. There could therefore be many different social machines all operating to the same specification with different combinations of people and computers. We will then consider an example application of social machine thinking in the
area of healthcare.

6.5.1

 pecification, Implementation and Non-computational
S
Issues

We will present a specification language based on recursion for an abstract computer in as simple a way as possible (a more expressive lightweight formal language
is presented in Robertson et al. 2014). Of course, as this computer includes human
elements and social interactions, this specification will gloss over myriad complexities. However, as we shall argue, this is a feature of the language, not a bug. In this
section, we will show how the logical characterisation of information flow will
reveal the need for human/social characterisations of the social interactions involved.
The logical connectives used throughout are the standard ones for implication,
←, conjunction, ∧, disjunction, ∧ and set union, ∪. Variables are universally quantified unless otherwise stated. Assume that S is some definition of the state of a computational process and that t(S) denotes a terminating state while n(S1, S2) is a
computational operation advancing state S1 to state S2. Then we can define c(S1, S2)
to denote that two states, S1 and S2, to be related via computation as follows:
c(S1 , S2 ) ¬ ( t (S1 ) Ù S2 = S1 ) Ú (n (S1 , Sn ) Ù c(Sn , S2 ) )
We can define many sequential computations using a refinement of this specification. The primitive operations of the social computer are performed by the entities
connected to it that are, potentially, able to collaborate in computations. These will
often be humans operating through devices but they could also be automated systems (e.g. ‘intelligent’ sensors).
The computer requires three different types of data structure:
• A specification, I, of an interaction required by an entity. This can be in any formal language capable of describing the computation needed to coordinate the
corresponding interaction.
• A record, S, of the social group currently engaged with I. This can be any appropriate structural representation of the group (the simplest being a set of the names
of the entities involved).
• A record, D, of the data associated with each interaction or with each entity. This
can be in any appropriate structural representation that allows annotation of the
data.
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We write Δ to denote the triple (I,S,D) bringing together the three types of data
structure. This triple defines the state of a social interaction.
A step in the computation corresponds to a single change in the interaction as a
consequence of engagement with it by an entity. We write m(Δ1, Δ2) to denote an
elementary step in the computation of a social interaction. In order to advance from
state to state it is necessary for some entity, X, to engage with the interaction, I, in
Δ1 and to perform the elementary computation currently required of it, creating an
updated interaction, I1, and extending the associated data to D1 Ê D . We write e(I,
X) to denote that X has chosen to engage with interaction I. We write c(X, I, D, I1,
D1) to denote the computation performed once X is engaged. We then define m as
follows:
m( (I, S, D), (I1 , S È {X}, D1 ) ) ¬ $X. e(I, X) Ù c(X, I, D, I1 , D1 )
This abstract definition, as intended, suggests that, but does not define how, certain
processes take place. We abstract away from these, because in defining a social
machine the entities, X, may be human or artificial.
But the abstraction also places a spotlight on issues which must be resolved if the
social machine is to operate. In the case of the definition of m, for example, we leave
undecided the engagement problem of how X decides to participate in I, and the
alignment problem of how X knows how to perform the elementary computation, c,
required for m. Similarly, a computation in the social computer can be initiated at
any time by any entity. We write i(X, Δ) to denote that entity, X, has initiated social
interaction Δ. Here we have left undefined the articulation problem of how X discovers, infers or invents Δ if X is a human.
These issues – particularly of engagement – impact the question of privacy both
for the individual within the social machine and for the machine itself. The sensitivity of information demanded by the machine, the way it will be treated by the
machine, and the trust that the individual has in the machine’s security infrastructure will all be factors which will help the individual decide whether to participate.
With respect to articulation and alignment, the individual may have means to protect
his or her privacy, in so far as he or she is sensitive about it, and in that case may try
to build protection into the interactions he or she contemplates (for example, using
a particular type of device).
A computation is obtained by putting together a sequence of elementary steps in
an order permitted by the interaction (defined in Δ) and selected through engagement of entities with the steps. We write s(Δ1, Δ2) to denote a valid computational
sequence from interaction state Δ1 to state Δ2, defined recursively as:
s(D1 , D 2 ) ¬ (D1 = D 2 ) Ú (m(D 1 , D n ) Ù s(D n , D 2 ))
Interactions’ sequences are always initiated by individual entities and then the computation proceeds through engagement with (other) entities individually. There is no
central processor with responsibility for making a record of what has happened in
the social machine, or with creating the above set of endpoints. This is a key
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difference from ‘closed’ social networking systems where the global state of interaction is stored by a third party. This peer-to-peer view also, of course, has effects
on the privacy of the group – there is not necessarily any central store of information
which creates a security bottleneck, but equally there is no authority which can
control or deter information sharing.
Interactions are the only means by which data can be shared, which means that
entities accumulate data (other than that which they supply themselves) only through
engagement with interactions. We write α(X, D) to denote a data acquisition step by
entity, X, to access data set D. We define this below with respect to the points of
contact with interactions, where g(X, Δ) means that X is part of the social group in
interaction Δ and d(Δ) is a function returning the data associated with Δ that X is
permitted to access.

a (X, d(D)) ¬ (i(X, D) Ú $D 1.m(D 1, D)) Ù g(X, D)
This gives us a local view of data by any entity, X, as the set of all data accessible
from interactions in which it has participated: {Z |a (X, D) Ù Z Î D} .
These data are not likely to be of practical value to X unless there is a consistent
system of annotation across interaction sequences (that generated each Δ) such that
X can understand each accessed datum reliably. This is an annotation ontology
problem. We also do not define how d(Δ) determines which data X is permitted to
access from Δ. This is a social data management problem. The annotation ontology
would be the means of expressing privacy requirements, and maybe individual preferences, relating to specific data items, while social data management mechanisms
are the means by which the individual learns to understand and respect the privacy
requirements of the machine, and by which the community communicates its
requirements to its individual members.
Hence with such a characterisation, we can describe how information must flow
around the system. When we consider how to implement the abstract characterisation, privacy-related concerns will surface – in the examples in this section, while
working out the details of engagement, alignment, articulation, the annotation
ontology and social data management. This is not intended as an exhaustive list of
privacy-related implementation issues, but merely as indicative of how the abstract
conception of the social machine gives a framework within which we can think
about the privacy concerns of the machine itself, and of the individual participants
within it.

6.5.2

Example Application

The model given in the previous section is, of course, too abstract to be of practical
use. Its purpose is to argue that a social computer is novel, even at an abstract level,
compared to a conventional computation. However, could it be useful? The same
abstract model relates to a range of scenarios that are of interest in application, if we
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consider how a community might use data and computing technology (such as
smartphones) to solve some of its problems, and how we can link this back to the
model of the previous section.
There are a number of areas where communities and groups are experimenting in
this type of network-enabled cooperation. A common use of social computation is
to provide a way of propagating and understanding crime‐ and nuisance-related
information within communities (e.g. Brush et al. 2013). A popular application area
in transport is in rapid transmission of travel-related data, where people act as sensors for traffic information and relay this (via analytical tools that filter and amplify
the information) across the social group (cf. e.g. Chan and Shaheen 2012). An interesting new area of journalism is the propagation of news not by news organizations
but by individuals operating on networks to report events that they have witnessed
with these events accumulating credence and detail as others contribute commentary (Meadows 2013; Engesser 2014).
In healthcare, applications of social machines challenge existing systems of centralized provision of healthcare support and information by allowing individuals to
set up their own healthcare social groups supported by data owned personally and
controlled via local devices (Van Kleek et al. 2013). If we concentrate on healthcare
as a specific example, we can map this kind of cooperative interaction onto our
schema above.
• Interaction state [Δ = (I,S,D)]: Interactions typically involve comparatively
sophisticated processes – for example, a protocol for forming a discussion group
around a particular medical condition or a care pathway that involves various
forms of support or expertise at different stages. The social group will vary in
size and diversity for different forms of interaction, from large and open social
groups (around dieting, for example) to narrowly focused groups (around critical
care pathways). The demands for annotation on the data representation will be
extensive because the data shared through interaction will be diverse and there
will be great need for alignment of understanding of data across the social group.
• Initiating interactions [i(X, Δ)]: Since interactions are complex in this domain
it is impractical to expect an individual to directly initiate all but the simplest of
interactions. We would expect each interaction to be engineered by a specialist
and packaged with sufficient annotation for discovery and re-use to be practical.
The devices used by people in healthcare social groups must be able to discover
and configure these complex interactions without requiring specialist expertise
of the people using those devices (unless that expertise would normally be
needed to engage safely with the social interaction).
• Engaging with interactions [e(I, X)]: The incentive for engagement with interactions will differ depending on the type of interaction and the social group. For
discussion groups the incentive might be the offer of shared data from others in
the group, so popularity interactions will depend on volume and quality of high
quality data.
• Performing elementary computations [c(X, I, D, I1, D1)]: The computations
required of humans within these social groups typically will involve quite
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detailed annotation and accounting for provenance of local health–related data.
This raises issues of how individuals can readily express such information
through available devices.
• Belonging to the social group [g(X, Δ)]: Healthcare social groups may be long
lasting so incentives may be needed to stay with the group. This may be through
shared experience (via shared data on health views); cooperation (via shared
interaction on care pathways) or competition (via comparative data on performance in, for example, dieting).
• Accessing data [d(Δ)]: In the social computer all data originates locally with
entities on the network so the system of annotation for data must interact with the
system of data access to preserve privacy while maintaining incentives through
data sharing.

6.6

Privacy

In each case, the analysis of these applications required understanding issues that
emerge through the discussion of the d(Δ) stage of accessing data, some of which
entailed an understanding of how privacy impacted the relevant social machine. In
the case of a crime and policing machine, we would need to protect the identities of
witnesses and victims. A transport social machine might make information available concerning the beginning and end points of people’s journeys, which they
might for obvious reasons want to keep private. The citizen journalist needs to preserve his sources, as well as not falling foul of libel laws, while healthcare data is
traditionally extremely secure. Privacy issues will also influence other components
of the specification. For instance, the g operator describing participation in a social
machine may place constraints upon the member’s contribution. For instance, a
person who joins a healthcare social machine involving discussion between sufferers of a particular condition may be required to volunteer perhaps sensitive personal
data about his problem and experiences, on pain of ejection from the group. The
group will thrive if more data is shared, and someone who refuses to share data is
essentially free-riding on the group’s activity.

6.6.1

The Demands of the Group

In the development of a formal model, issues such as these will need to be followed
through in some detail, as the specification takes into account how the flow of data
will encourage or inhibit participation in the group, and facilitate the successful
completion of its intended task. If we take the example of crime and policing, a
number of issues concerning privacy emerge at the design stage.
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1. The social machine, as noted above, might use open crime data as well as user-
generated data. In the UK, open crime data released by the government is anonymised in space (each incident is snapped to a grid point covering a minimum
of 8 postal addresses) and time (the data is subject to aggregated release, a month
at a time) for privacy reasons. The question for the social machine is whether
anonymised data is sufficiently accurate to help its function. For instance, UK
open crime data does not allow inferences to be drawn from the data about
whether, say, a particular road is more dangerous after dark, or whether some
particular demographic group is more at risk in a particular area (which are
precisely the sorts of valuable inference that this sort of system can produce).
Hence the social machine is able to provide a perspective and a context on the
debate between privacy and utility in open data, which is currently somewhat
unanchored and dominated by generic data protection issues.
2. The social machine will need to encourage people to join the group, and initiate
and engage with interactions. In general, the more data generated by a group, the
richer the picture of the environment that it can produce, and the more effective
it is at providing services for its participants. Yet this creates a dilemma. The
easiest way to encourage people to join is to lower the barriers to entry – for
instance, to allow anonymous reporting of crime. On the other hand, this may
prevent the machine from working effectively by failing to prevent spam or other
subversive material. If, on the other hand, it is required for the machine to determine or partially determine the provenance of each contribution, then there will
have to be some kind of identity management system. That might mean that too
many participants will be put off by the need to identify themselves (e.g. it may
be too tedious if a password was required), so that in that case the machine would
not generate sufficient data to be viable.
3. There will be issues as to who sees the data generated by the system. Should
outsiders be able to see it (e.g. the police)? It may be that for the machine to
produce effective anti-crime action (as opposed to a discussion forum), that the
data should be made available either in the open (for example, superimposed
with a map of the community), or sent to the police. On the other hand, it may be
that the data could be anonymised (for example, so that the sender was not
identifiable).
4. Similarly, there will be issues as to which participants see which data, and
whether data is sent to participants on a push or a pull model. Should I have the
right to see all the data relevant to the geographical area, or only when I specifically request it, or should my right be restricted to data about the crimes or incidents in which I have an interest?
5. The machine may also require historical data, and so might collect data to provide diachronic analysis of trends. Alternatively, it may delete data from the
system once an incident is closed, in which case it will not have access to trend
data.
In each case, as argued above, the conditions of information flow will have an
effect on information supply, and on the extent of participation in the system. Hence
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as the design of the social machine unfolds, aspects of the privacy requirements of
the successful function of the machine become clear. The machine may require its
participants to share data (possibly more than they would prefer), either with each
other, or with the outside world. It may require its participants’ personal data to be
kept strictly within the group, thereby setting out a restrictive privacy principle covering the group itself. It may also require particular privacy policies for other systems with which it interacts.

6.6.2

The Demands of the Individual

As noted earlier, we claim that this sense of group privacy is not derivative from the
privacy preferences of the individual participants in the machine. The machine
makes demands that may or may not be in accordance with its members’ preferences. Of course, those members who object may simply refuse to participate in the
machine, thereby removing any inconsistency, but it is conceivable that a member
who objected to the machine’s privacy requirements may remain as a participant
precisely because he gained sufficient extra value from membership of the machine
to offset his objection.
A social machine would of course be subject to the same issues of free riding and
collective action that we find elsewhere. Perhaps one could imagine social computation being the only or best provider of a specific service, in which case no doubt
issues of legitimacy would be raised. It might be argued, for example, that social
machines are merely a specific, technology-mediated, instance of the general phenomenon of social control mechanisms to which we are habituated and to which we
readily adapt (Schoeman 1992).
On the other hand, one could also very easily imagine a social machine being the
locus of a politics of resistance, where people work out their own means of protecting privacy within the machine. In the general peer-to-peer specification we have
imagined above, there is no central authority against which one could argue, but
certainly some social machines would be centralised (i.e. its specification would not
use the peer-to-peer elements of our general specification language). In that case,
there may be a power struggle. But one could also use minor resistance strategies,
such as the use of what has been called social steganography (boyd and Marwick
2011), or telling trivial lies (Van Kleek et al. 2015).
It is the hope of researchers in this field (O’Hara et al. 2013) that social machines
could be driven by participants in a genuine peer-to-peer structure, so that centralised authority will be less prominent and individuals will be empowered to change
governing structures, rules and norms. This would, in effect, mean the ‘program’ of
a social machine being changed from within by the machine’s components (which
is why a social machine is not a Turing machine in the classic sense), or put another
way, the machine would be co-opted by a group of participants and its goals and
procedures altered. This action would involve understanding how the specification
is being rewritten from the bottom up, and would require a new understanding of
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what the new goal of the machine might be. Naturally enough, the privacy requirements of this new machine, or new phase of the old machine (however it should be
conceptualised), may also change, and it is not unlikely that a change in a machine
might be driven by the privacy preferences of its individual participants (so, for
instance, the goal of a machine may become less ambitious because people are less
willing to share or publish information than the original designers expected).
Equally, if the technology takes off and becomes routinely incorporated into governance and service provision, then it is possible that social machines could become
instruments of social control. Privacy decisions might once more, as with social
networking sites, be taken out of people’s hands.
Our point in this paper is not to predict the future. We are neither utopian nor
dystopian, though the potential of the technology invites both reactions. Our claim
is merely that the function of social machines can be specified in ways that allow us
to reason about individual and group privacy. We can begin to answer questions
like: what would happen if we stopped publishing this information? Can this function be performed without personal data being shared with the machine? Are the
machine’s current arrangements optimal with respect to its goal? What is the value
of storing the data for a period of time? Social machine theory certainly cannot
answer such questions, but it will enable us to determine what the consequences of
particular approaches might be.

6.7

Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered trends in technology, particularly associated with
the democratisation of use of big data and broad data, as a means for contextualising
and reasoning about a non-derivative notion of group privacy. The demands of a
social machine on the personal data of its members may, on occasion, strongly
affect its function, and hence the integrity of a social machine might create privacy
requirements which are only indirectly related to the privacy preferences of its participants. Those requirements may be uncovered by a formal analysis or design of a
machine, which, though it will abstract away from social and psychological factors
(because such an abstraction is intended to be neutral over the question of whether
some particular computation or interaction is carried out by a human, a collective or
an artificial agent).
Of course, this method for specifying group privacy requirements only covers
groups where people, networked by technology, are consumers of data in pursuit of
particular goals, and this may be only a minority pursuit. It certainly does not cover
some of the most egregious problems which have driven the immediate academic
study of group privacy, such as profiling, surveillance and targeted marketing.
Hence it cannot claim to be a universal account of group privacy.
Because it focuses on the integrity, coherence and effectiveness of the group,
rather than on the preferences of its participants, this method also separates the
specification and description of group privacy from the normative and moral issues
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it raises. Only when a group has been specified, and its privacy requirements understood, do we then move on to ask whether the social machine is a good or a bad
thing. Maybe it is a legitimate social aim to disrupt the social machine – for example, a coalition of cybercriminals linked by remote networked technology is likely
to have very firm privacy requirements (Lusthaus 2012). It will need a sophisticated
trust management system, and a means for ensuring that the police are unable to
infiltrate the machine if its members only communicate remotely. That creates privacy requirements for the machine to function, but equally one would imagine that
society in general would support the police in their efforts to disrupt the machine,
rather than protect the cybercriminals’ privacy rights.
The computational stance we have taken in this paper affords at least two
advances in thinking about the group privacy issues related to this type of technology-
mediated community. First, the salience of group privacy has been raised specifically by the big data revolution (Floridi 2014), and social machines are consummate
creators and consumers of big data. Hence they provide an important and non-
artificial context for the debate. Second, in that context privacy can be linked to
something tangible – the functionality of the social machine. We can talk about,
maybe even quantify, the effects of too little or too much privacy protection before
we start to wrestle with the knotty problems of preferences, harms and rights. To
repeat, that is not to argue that social machines must always succeed, but that we can
specify in a computational language what needs to happen for a social machine to
succeed, and then we can move onto the moral debate about whether its success is
acceptable or justified (questions which of course cannot be addressed within the
computational paradigm).
The integrity of social machines, then, is potentially a way of gaining a non-
derivative idea of group privacy, closely linked with the use of online technology
and big and broad data to achieve goals for groups and communities, abstracted
away from moral and ethical issues concerning whether or not, and when, privacy is
a good thing.
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Chapter 7

Indiscriminate Bulk Data Interception
and Group Privacy: Do Human Rights
Organisations Retaliate Through Strategic
Litigation?
Quirine Eijkman
Abstract Human rights groups are increasingly calling for the protection of their
right to privacy in relation to the bulk surveillance and interception of their personal
communications. Some are advocating through strategic litigation. This advocacy
tool is often chosen when there is weak political or public support for an issue.
Nonetheless, as a strategy it remains a question if a lawsuit is strategic in the context
of establishing accountability for indiscriminate bulk data interception. The chapter
concludes that from a legal perspective the effect of the decision to litigate on the
basis of the claim that a collective right to group privacy was violated has not (yet)
resulted in significant change. Yet the case study, the British case of human rights
groups versus the intelligence agencies, does seem to suggest that they have been
able to create more public awareness about mass surveillance and interception programs and its side-effects
Keywords Communications surveillance • Bulk data interception • Strategic litigation • Cyber intelligence agencies • Human rights groups • Accountability

Human rights organisations are calling for the protection of group privacy in relation to the indiscriminate bulk interception of their internet and telecom communications. On the basis of the Snowden revelations organisations claim that their
personal communications have been collected, inspected, mined, retained and
shared by cyber intelligence and/or security agencies. Because until now, they feel
that there has been modest political accountability for mass surveillance programs,
some human rights organisations are advocating on a group privacy platform
through strategic litigation. Strategic litigation concerns the identifying and pursuing of social justice challenges in legal proceedings that may affect changes in law
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or policy and establishes legal precedents. This advocacy tool is often chosen when
there is weak political or public support for an issue. Simultaneously strategic litigation seeks to influence political and public opinion (Amon et al. 2015; Barber 2012;
InterRights 2015).1
Since Snowden leaked classified cyber intelligence documents in the United
Kingdom (UK), France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United States of America
(US), human rights organisations are trying to hold intelligence and/or security
agencies accountable for their mass surveillance programs (Euro Parliament 2013;
Free Snowden 2015). Some focus on the privacy of ordinary people, whereas others
are concerned about the privacy of specific groups such as non-governmental organisations (NGOs) or journalists. For instance, Amnesty International staff’s communications have been intercepted, whereas the Bureau of Investigative Journalism is
concerned about the lack of protection of journalists (Investigatory Powers Tribunal
[IPT] 2015c; McLaughlin 2015; Bureau of Investigative Journalism 2014). Strategic
litigation challenges how communications interception by cyber intelligence or
security agencies affects the grouping of social justice organisations. From a privacy
perspective, they argue that activists are not just individual targets, but, because of
their work, they have been targeted as a group. Their claims to group privacy are
rooted in human rights law, which recognises the need for special safeguards for
particular groups such as journalists. Although human rights organisations do not
seem to have a similar status, they argue that special safeguards against mass surveillance and communications interception are necessary. Their role and in advocating social justice in a democratic society should, just like journalists, be recognised
and protected. They base their claim on international human rights law (Privacy
International 2015b, para. 68). For example, articles 8(2) and 10(2) European
Convention on Human Rights (‘the Convention’) requires that states should have
effective safeguards against arbitrary interference. An effective safeguard is, for
example, prior judicial authorisation (ECHR 2010).
Despite the fact that NGOs are not the only group at risk and strategic litigation
is pursued by others2 and in relation to broader mass surveillance concerns,3 in this
chapter the case study of several human rights organisations: Liberty (The National
Council of Liberties), Privacy International, the American Civil Liberties Union &
others4 (ACLU), Amnesty International Limited and Bytes For All against the
British Government Communication Headquarters (GCHQ), the Security Service
1
In comparison to the United States of America (US) strategic litigation or public interest litigation
in Europe is a relatively recent phenomenon (Chichowski 2007).
2
In the UK, for example, two parliamentary representatives of the Green Party have filed legal
complaints (Guardian 2014).
3
The Dutch Citizens versus Plasterk case, for example, concentrates on international bulk data
sharing between the Dutch Intelligences and Secrete Services (AIVD and MIVD) and the NSA. A
group of human rights organisations, professional organisations and citizens had filed the complaint (Citizens v. Plasterk 2014). The case is now in the appeal phase.
4
These others are the Canadian Civil Liberties Association, the Egyptian Initiative for Personal
Right, the Hungarian Civil Liberties Union, the Irish Council for Civil Liberties, the Legal
Resources Centre.
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& Others and the Secretary of State for the Foreign and Commonwealth Office &
Others, is selected (hereafter NGOs v. Intelligence Services) (IPT 2014/2015a/b/c).
The legal challenge of the NGOs v. Intelligence Services case was chosen, because
it ‘partly’ focuses on the right to privacy of a particular group: human rights activists
and organisations.5 Furthermore, strategic litigation is just one advocacy tool of
NGOs to challenge alleged indiscriminate bulk data interception. In other words,
the organisations involved are not specialised in public interest litigation, such as
the former International Centre for the Legal Protection of Human Rights
(InterRights), or primarily advocate on a mass surveillance platform. Additionally,
in the NGOs v. Intelligence Services case there was a judgment by a legal entity, the
Investigatory Powers Tribunal, which is now at the European Court of Human
Rights (the ‘Court’) (Amnesty International 2015a; Privacy International 2015b).6
Last but not least, the legal challenge of NGOs v. Intelligence Agencies reflects
the paradox that mass surveillance creates groups, but also hinders them from invoking their rights as a collective. Communications’ interception leads to the grouping
of personal data, which may be subjected to further investigation. Yet the affected
persons can only invoke this right individually and not collectively. Henceforth
mass surveillance leads to the creation of groups, but the affected people can only
invoke their individual right to privacy. In other words, cyber-intelligence and security agencies such as the American National Security Agency (NSA) or the British
GCHC supposedly engage in indiscriminate bulk data interception, which affects
groups of people or entities, but NGOs as a collective entity cannot hold them
accountable.
Nonetheless, as a strategy it remains a question whether or not an advocacy tool
such as a lawsuit is strategic in the context of indiscriminate bulk data interception?
In particular addressing the issue of protecting group privacy? What is the goal of
human rights organisations in a legal case like the NGOs v. Intelligence Agencies?
Creating political accountability or public awareness about ‘new’ human rights violations: indiscriminate bulk data interception conducted by cyber intelligence agencies? Establishing social change through the ECHR (Hodson 2013)? Mobilizing the
public on an anti-mass surveillance platform? Or, do they seek to enforce, change,
clarify or create new law through jurisprudence that recognizes a new phenomenon:
natural persons who protect the rights of groups (Public Law Project 2014)? Is it
strategic to focus on a collective privacy violation? And if so, what is the basis of
their privacy claim: their groupness? Or did they primarily join forces to put the
most weight behind their suit? Last but not least, how can the effect of strategic litigation on the protection of group privacy be determined? The effect is defined as the

5
Many other legal challenges of mass communications surveillance programs focus on others elements such as the bulk sharing of data, hacking, unreasonable search and seizure or freedom of
expression.
6
Other human rights organisations including Big Brother Watch have immediately, without sending a complaint to the Investigatory Powers Tribunal, filled an application to the European Court
of Human Rights (ECHR 2014), which is currently being considered.
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change brought about by the strategic litigation initiative on communications surveillance and interception programmes or practices.
This chapter focuses on the effect of strategic litigation as an advocacy tool in
relation to indiscriminate bulk data interception by intelligence and security agencies. After briefly introducing mass surveillance programs and (bulk) interception
practices, a recent case study that partly entailed a group privacy claim is considered. This is followed by a discussion of this tactical choice. Finally, the conclusion
reflects on whether or not public litigation on the basis of group privacy is a strategic
advocacy tool for human rights organisations in relation to accountability for indiscriminate bulk data interception.

7.1

 ass Surveillance and Indiscriminate Bulk Data
M
Interception

The 2013 Snowden leaks have led to fierce social advocacy, which challenges the
alleged indiscriminate bulk data interception of cyber intelligence agencies across
the globe. Although mass surveillance and indiscriminate bulk data interception
primarily aims to deter or anticipate to national security threats, the programs of
among others the American NSA and the British GCHQ that collect data of specific
targets or metadata sort side-effects. Snowden’s revelations of surveillance and
interception programs including PRISM (US-984XN), Upsteam, Boundless
Informant, Optic Nerve and the data base X-Keyscore has led to more awareness
about the interception of the personal data of individuals and groups. Cyber intelligence and/or security agencies collect this data, while the vast majority of these
people do not pose a direct threat.
In public discourse these aforementioned cyber agencies’ practices are labelled
as ‘mass surveillance’ (also known as dragnet or blanket surveillance), thereby
emphasising that “the garnering of personal data for detailed analysis” entails “in
essence the systematic monitoring of large numbers of people without discriminants” (Lyon 2003, p.1). Overall the goals of investigation or monitoring by intelligence and security agencies is to identify individuals of particular interest, but in
order to do so a far larger group is affected. In other words the digital personal data
of an indiscriminate number of internet or telecom users are collected, inspected,
mined, retained and shared. This bulk interception, either through fiber-optic cables,
satellites, private actor cooperation, or other means differs from more focused ‘targeted’ interception, which entails the investigation of a particular entity or person
and their networks, who may pose a threat – for example, if someone is potentially
involved in cyber espionage.
Since the Global War on Terror the debate on the balance between communications surveillance and privacy has re-emerged. Although this development has been
influenced by the increased global reliance on innovative security technology,
Snowden’s revelations have led to more awareness about alleged indiscriminate
bulk data interception and its effect on privacy. Unprecedented opportunities for
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interception and information-sharing across cyberspace have been created. The
digital personal data from, for example, cookies (digital traces of visiting a website)
or mobile phone apps are collected and used for pre-emptive threat analysis. For
instance, in 2012 personal information was routinely stored by NSA and GCHQ
from the game applications of Angry Birds, which were installed on leaky Android
smartphones and tablets (Glanz et al. 2014). Even though intelligence and security
agencies and increasingly also private actors have always collected personal data to
protect national security, databases no longer store information on the selected few,
but focus on a far wider pool of potential targets and networks (Amoore 2014).
Hence, while protecting society from terrorist attacks is legitimate and the use of
interception to achieve this goal may be necessary in a democratic society, the
apparent scope (proportionality) of the revealed cyber intelligence surveillance and
interception programs is unprecedented.
As Richard Clark (2014), a former presidential cyber security advisor and one of
the authors of the American government’s report reviewing the data collection and
monitoring capabilities at the NSA, stated, “we have created the potential of a police
surveillance state”. He thereby suggests that even though according to domestic law
the indiscriminate bulk data interception was legal, there are questions concerning
the proportionality. The means employed to collect digital data should reasonably
justify the aim: dealing with the actual national security threat. On the basis of the
in 2013 International Principles on the Application of Human Rights to
Communication Surveillance7 the necessity and proportionality threshold should
also consider the sensitivity of the personal data and the severity on the infringement of privacy. Also less invasive techniques should be considered, excessive data
must be deleted and access to the information should be limited to the agency and
purpose for which an authorisation has been provided. For example, the British
Tempora program probably did not meet these aforementioned criteria. Central to
this ‘alleged’ surveillance program is the interception and retention of bulk internet
traffic data from undersea internet cables. Although in theory it was directed at
external communications, between non-UK residents or between a UK resident and
a non-resident, in practice it affected a considerable number of users of transatlantic
cables: the UK is a key landing point for fibre-optic cables.
Since 2008 the Tempora program has enabled GCHQ to tap into these cables,
which carry 10 gigabytes of data per second, and share the collected information
with the NSA. Fully operational in 2012, when over 200 interceptions were placed
on the fibre-optic cables located off the South West coast of the UK, it did not differentiate between selected and unselected targets. Thus the scope of collecting all
internet users’ data appears to have been indiscriminate. Furthermore, valuable content data could be kept for 3 days and metadata up to 30 days (Amnesty International
2014; Euro Parliament 2013; Expert Witness Statement 2013; Der Spiegel 2014;
MacAskill et al. 2013; The Guardian 2013a). It is unclear whether or not less invasive techniques had been considered, but access to the information was not limited
7
International Principles on the Application of Human Rights to Communications Surveillance
(10 July 2013). Available at: https://en.necessaryandproportionate.org/text
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to British intelligence and security agencies. Information collected though the
Tempora program was probably shared with the NSA (Greenwald and MacAskill
2013). Thus, since the Snowden revelations questions have been raised concerning
the scale of privacy infringement by surveillance and interception programs such
Tempora.
As such communications surveillance programs and interception practices do
not interfere with the right to privacy as enshrined in international and domestic
laws including Article 12 Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UNHR), Article
17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) or Article 8
of the Convention. However the interference should be based on a specific law, have
a legitimate aim, be necessary and proportionate. Also, surveillance programs and
interception practices should be subjected to independent and effective oversight
(UN General Assembly 2013; UN High Commissioner for Human Rights 2014). As
was highlighted in a report of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (2014),
accountability mechanisms such as – public – warrants provided by a judicial
authority, expert oversight, parliamentary oversight committee, administrative
review and/or internal procedures are often considered to be adequate safeguards
(Wills 2007). In addition, a free press and whistle-blowers may provide for some
extra external accountability (Buckland and Wills 2013).

7.2

 he Non-governmental Organisations Versus the British
T
Intelligence and Security Services Case

In the NGOs v. Intelligence Services case several human rights organisations challenge the ‘alleged’ indiscriminate communications interception under the Tempora
program and information-sharing with the US (including receipt of communications obtained through the surveillance and interception programs PRISM and
Upstream). The NGOs main claim is that particular interception activities of GCHQ,
MI5 and MI6 violated their human rights under the Convention. Because this
alleged indiscriminate interception of personal communications is believed to be
neither ‘in accordance with the law’ nor a ‘proportionate interference’ with their
right to privacy (Article 8) and freedom of expression (Article 10), they argue that
their work as human rights organisations and activists has been affected (para.3–6,
IPT 2014; COE 2015; Harding 2014). For the involved NGOs such as the Pakistani
Bytes For All, it means that they as non-UK human rights activists are concerned
about the limited safeguards for non-UK residents. To cite their director Shahzad
Ahmad:
…..the UK intercept(s) communications in and out of the UK on a mass scale, but it can
provide those private communications to foreign governments – including Pakistan – with
few restrictions. The idea that the UK is not obliged to offer any privacy protections or
safeguards to individuals outside of Britain when conducting surveillance is absurd, and
puts at risk the privacy and free expression of human rights activists around the world
(Bytes for All 2014).
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In other words they wonder about the impact of indiscriminate bulk data interception on human rights activism across the globe is: what information has GCHQ
intercepted, shared and with whom?
Although the human rights organisations in the NGOs v. Intelligence Services
case and in similar strategic litigation efforts have submitted their claim to the
Investigatory Powers Tribunal, this was certainly not a self-evident decision. The
somewhat secretive Investigatory Powers Tribunal is an intelligence oversight
mechanism that investigates and determines among other things the eligibility of
covert activities of the British intelligences agencies (article 65 RIPA; ISC, 2015).
Their credibility is questioned by human rights organisations that want to hold
cyber intelligence and security agencies accountable for mass surveillance and
interception programs. In 2014, for instance, in the Big Brother and Others v. the
UK case the complainants immediately applied to the ECHR. From their perspective there is no effective remedy in the UK (ECHR 2014). One of the challenges for
the civil society organisations is that their case is based on ‘assumed facts’. The
British government has a ‘neither confirmed nor denied’ existence policy. In contrast to the US that publicly acknowledged the existence of the PRISM and
UPSTREAM program, the UK has not publicly admitted or disclosed the Tempora
program. Subsequently, human rights organisations do not have to prove that the
surveillance programs exist or that their communications have been intercepted
unlawfully, but for the majority of involved NGOs it is hypothetical that this may
have occurred (para.4 IPT 2015a).8 Henceforth, even if the claim of human rights
organisations in the NGOs v. Intelligence Services would be acknowledged by the
Investigatory Powers Tribunal, it is unlikely that on the basis of that judgment the
British cyber intelligence interception practises will have changed significantly.
Furthermore, the legal basis of the Tempora program’s interception is articles
s.1(5)b, s.2(2/7) and s.8(4) of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (RIPA).
This act regulates the tapping of communications in the UK and requires a warrant
signed by the Secretary of State for the interception of internal communication and
for other (external) communications. The warrant can also be accompanied by a
certificate from the secretary of state, which authorises more indiscriminate trawling (Part 1, Chapter 1 and articles s.8(1) and s.8(4/5) RIPA; Europarliament 2013).
Additionally, the intelligence agencies according to the foreign secretary acted in
full compliance with the Human Rights Act and the Intelligence Services Act
(Guardian 2013b). When taking a closer look as to how the tribunal dealt with the
‘group privacy’ claim as put forward by the human rights organisations, it appears
that in relation to the interception under the Tempora program its key privacy considerations focused on the legal question of whether or not the certificates, which
had been authorised by the secretary of state, had been issued lawfully. And, whether
or not, from a British statutory framework and Convention perspective, the safeguards for an individual’s privacy were adequate (para.5–6 and 83 IPT 2015a). As
8
In June 2015 two human rights organisations, the South African Legal Resources Centre and
Amnesty International, received notice of the Investigatory Powers Tribunal that they had been
lawfully subjected to interception and proportionally intercepted and assessed, but that their data
had been retained too long (IPT 2015a/b).
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the allegedly untargeted interception of their communications by the Tempora program required a warrant in combination with a certificate,9 the intercepted communications and subsequent recordings could have been considered lawful, and the
access, if not indiscriminate, necessary in the interest of national security (para.79,
83 and 159–160 IPT 2014). Therefore, the supposed interception by the British
intelligence services did not, according to the judgment, amount to a violation of
privacy or arbitrary conduct. Henceforth the interception was ruled to be lawful and
the interference by the cyber intelligence agencies justified. Since then a second
judgment in the case determined that intelligence sharing between UK and US was
unlawful prior to December 2015. This, because until then the procedures for British
access to the information collected through the NSA’s PRISM and Upstream programs were secret (IPT 2015a). It was the first time in its 15 years of existence that
the Investigatory Powers Tribunal ruled in favor of the British intelligence and security services. Last but not least, in June and July 2015 the Investigatory Powers
Tribunal acknowledged that two of the involved human rights organisations the
South African Legal Resources Centre and Amnesty International had been lawfully subjected to interception and proportionally intercepted and assessed, but that
their data had been retained too long (IPT 2015a/b). This was a breach of article 8
of the Convention.
Furthermore, in the NGO v. Intelligence Agencies case human rights organisations also put forward that their right to the freedom of expression had been interfered with. As investigatory NGOs, some of the involved human rights organisations,
argued that they as a special group required the same protection. How else can the
sometimes confidential information they obtain be adequately protected?
Nonetheless, the Investigatory Powers Tribunal ruled on the basis of the same reasoning as article 8, the right to privacy, of the Convention that the human rights
organisations’ right to freedom of expression had not been violated (para. 12–13,
134–149 and 152 IPT 2014)? Hence their special status as a special group – human
rights NGOs – which required protection was not acknowledged. In an open brief
submitted to the Investigatory Power Tribunal two of the involved organisations,
Privacy International and Liberty, had anticipated that the government would take
this position (Privacy International & Liberty 2014, para.34–35). Since the two
judgments (IPT 2014/2015a, 2015b, 2015c) some of the human rights organisations
involved, Privacy International, Liberty and Amnesty International, have brought
the case to the ECHR (Privacy International 2015b).

9
An interception warrant is either targeted (article s.8(1) RIPA) or untargeted/strategic (article
s.8(4) RIPA).
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A Violation of Group Privacy?

Strategic litigation is considered by human rights organisations to be a key advocacy tool to bring communications surveillance programs and interception practices
in line with human rights. Through the NGO v. Intelligence Agencies case the organisations involved are advocating for more awareness about Snowden’s revelations
and in particular to clarify and reform current alleged indiscriminate bulk data interception practices. From a group privacy perspective, however, one can question
whether the claim that the privacy of human rights organisations as a group was
violated is strategic. In other words, was the groupness of the privacy violation
really a key concern? Amnesty International UK’s press release, which announces
NGOs bringing the case to the ECHR, is subtle. Their defence counsel Nick
Williams formulates it as
This industrial scale mass surveillance makes it increasingly difficult for organisations like
Amnesty International to carry out human rights work. It is critical that we are able to seek
and receive information of public interest from our confidential sources, free from government intrusion (AI 2015a).

Hence, he is implicitly making the argument that indiscriminate bulk data interception interferes with international human rights activism. This is because there is a
risk that people across the world will no longer share personal communications with
human rights NGOs out of fear of repercussions from their own states. Subsequently,
in violating the privacy of groups there is a risk that the role of human rights organisations is marginalised.
Perhaps the emphasis on group privacy by the different organisations was an
effort to substantiate NGO’s indiscriminate interception claim before the
Investigatory Powers Tribunal. If human rights organisations are not able to make
this legal argument they run the risk that their case will be declared inadmissible or
they cannot prove that they suffered (individual) harm. Jurisprudence in similar
cases indicates that it is challenging for human rights organisations to substantiate
the argument that they as a particular group have been affected by indiscriminate
bulk data interception by cyber intelligence agencies. For example, in Clapper v.
Amnesty International US the Supreme Court ruled that human rights organisations
lacked standing10 and therefore they were denied access to the federal court system,
whereas in the Dutch Citizens versus Plasterk case the NGOs’ claimants had standing but according to the court they could not prove that they or the people they
represented suffered individual harm (Clapper v. Amnesty International 2013;
Citizens v. Plasterk 2014).

10

Basically the question was whether or not a group of international NGOs, labour organisations,
lawyers and journalist had standing to sue the US alleging that they were imminently collecting
their international communications through surveillance under the 1978 Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance (FISA) Act. They challenged the constitutionality of the 2008 Amendments Act,
which reformed the 1978 FISA Act.
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Jurisprudence of the ECHR confirms that the right of complaint is primarily
recognized if the claimants, individuals or a group can demonstrate a personal interest and that they have suffered personal harm.11 Therefore, it is no surprise that in a
similar mass surveillance case, such as the Big Brother Watch and Others case, the
ECHR is enquiring whether Big Brother Watch and the others could pass the so-
called admissibility test. Can they claim to be a victim of a privacy violation under
article 8 of the Convention, which is defined as a right of a natural person to protect
his or her interests (ECHR 2014)? As van der Sloot (2014) emphases in relation to
large-scale data interception by intelligence agencies or private actors the individual
interest criteria should be less restrictive. Even though ECHR jurisprudence is consistent in emphasising that the effect of the intervention should be suffered directly,
usually labelled as individual harm, in relation to for instance Big Data this is unrealistic. People are simply not aware which of their personal communications have
been collected, inspected, mined, retained or shared in data bases across the world.
Therefore the admissibility of groups, who may for no apparent reason be singled
out by algorithms, should be considered.
The effect of the group privacy claim in the case study, NGOs v. Intelligence
Agencies, appears to be modest. As an advocacy tool in relation to communications
interception, it has generated some (social) media and public attention, but in the
judgment from the Investigatory Powers Tribunal there is no reference to an alleged
violation of group privacy of the one or more of the involved human rights organisations (para. 12, 153–154, IPT 2014). Social media coverage and news reports in
relation to the case did not appear to communicate this group privacy perspective
very specifically. Most simply mentioned that the NGOs had brought the legal challenge and referred to violation of privacy in general.12
In terms of law the human rights organisations have, however, been able to contribute to a public debate about the lawfulness of Tempora’s (bulk) interception practises and whether or not the British safeguards for communications surveillance are
sufficient. For instance, in the second judgment the Investigatory Powers Tribunal
determined that intelligence sharing between the NSA and GCHQ prior to the first
judgment of the tribunal in December 2014 was unlawful. The reason being that the
rules governing GCHQ’s access to the American UPSTREAM and PRISM programmes were secret (IPT 2014/2015a, 2015b, 2015c). Some of the involved human
rights organisations such as Privacy International and Bytes for All intend to ask the
Investigatory Powers Tribunal to immediately delete their internet and telecom communications, which until December 2014 had been collected unlawfully (Privacy
International 2015a), thereby once more creating an opportunity to emphasise the

11

See among others (ECHR 2008).
In a Google news search on the day of and the day after the Investigatory Powers Tribunal’s
judgment on 5 and 6 December 2014, there are 202 news references mentioning the NGOs v.
Intelligence Agencies case, and on 5 and 6 February 2015, 321 references (IPT 2014/2015a, b, c).
Source Google news search. Keywords ‘Investigatory Powers Tribunal’, ‘civil society’ and ‘privacy’ (accessed 18 March 2015).
12
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effect that mass surveillance has on human rights and the fact that the affected NGOs
can only invoke their right to privacy after demonstrating personal harm.

7.4

Reflections

The legal challenge of the NGOs v. Intelligence Agencies case study reflects the paradox that mass surveillance on the one hand creates groups, but on the other hand
prevents them from invoking their right to privacy collectively. Indiscriminate bulk
data interception leads to the grouping of personal data, which may be subjected to
further investigation. Yet the affected persons can only invoke this right individually.
Thus mass surveillance leads to the creation of groups, but the affected NGOs can
only invoke their individual right to privacy and not do so as a collective.
Human rights advocacy through public litigation was a strategic choice for
human rights organisations in their pursuit of seeking accountability for indiscriminate bulk data interception of their personal communications. There are several
legal cases addressing the surveillance and interception programs that were revealed
by Edward Snowden. In the case study selected for this chapter, the NGOs v.
Intelligence Agencies case, the British bulk data interception program Tempora was
questioned. In particular its effect on human rights organisations was put forward in
the claim. Obviously the legal brief of the involved human rights organisations also
included concerns broader than group privacy. Furthermore, the majority are also
engaged in other forms of advocacy against mass surveillance and indiscriminate
bulk data interception by cyber intelligence and security agencies.
From an accountability perspective the effect of strategic litigation on protecting
the right to group privacy against alleged blanket communications surveillance and
indiscriminate bulk data interception appears to be modest. The direct change
brought about by the strategic litigation initiative on mass surveillance and bulk data
interception is challenging to discern. The sharing of intercepted data between the
American and British cyber intelligence and security agencies was deemed lawful
in the judgment. To some extent, therefore, the alleged indiscriminate bulk data
interception was ruled to be legitimate. Also the human rights organisations were
neither in the two judgments of the Investigatory Powers Tribunal nor in the media
recognised as a specific group whose privacy required special consideration. The
NGOs will, however, pursue this argument in their ECHR application. Nonetheless,
from a legal and media perspective the decision to litigate on the basis of the claim
that a collective right to group privacy was violated has not (yet) resulted in significant change.
However, in terms of raising awareness about the chilling effect of mass surveillance on human rights activism as well as the functioning of accountability mechanisms in the UK, strategic litigation may have had created some effect. On the one
hand, even if the complaints had been accepted by the Investigatory Powers Tribunal,
it is unlikely that on the basis of that judgment the British cyber intelligence agencies would have been effectively held accountable. The British government pursues
its ‘neither confirmed nor denied’ existence policy and therefore the case was hypo-
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thetical. On the other hand, by litigating, NGOs have shaped and constructed human
rights, which in this case meant that they brought the need for the protection of
group privacy for activists at home and abroad into focus (Hodson 2013). Also they
obtained a small but significant legal victory before the Investigatory Powers
Tribunal, the intelligence sharing between the UK and the US was ruled partly
unlawful. Thus the human rights organisations demonstrated that it is possible to
hold intelligence and security services accountable, while at the same time emphasising in among others an open brief that the secrecy surrounding this tribunal is
interfering with transparent oversight. Furthermore, domestic strategic litigation
paved the way for bringing the case to the ECHR, thereby ensuring that NGOs concerns about the chilling effect of indiscriminate bulk interception of a group’s communications data, the lack of proper oversight in the UK and bilateral
information-sharing will at the international level potentially lead to some form of
retaliation.
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Chapter 8

From Group Privacy to Collective Privacy:
Towards a New Dimension of Privacy
and Data Protection in the Big Data Era
Alessandro Mantelero

Abstract This chapter focuses on big data analytics and, in this context, investigates the opportunity to consider informational privacy and data protection as collective rights. From this perspective, privacy and data protection are not interpreted
as referring to a given individual, but as common to the individuals that are grouped
into various categories by data gatherers.
The peculiar nature of the groups generated by big data analytics requires an
approach that cannot be exclusively based on individual rights. The new scale of
data collection entails the recognition of a new layer, represented by groups’ need
for the safeguard of their collective privacy and data protection rights.
This dimension requires a specific regulatory framework, which should be
mainly focused on the legal representation of these collective interests, on the provision of a mandatory multiple-impact assessment of the use of big data analytics and
on the role played by data protection authorities.
Keywords Big data • Right to privacy • Data protection • Group privacy • Risk
assessment

8.1

Introduction

Since their origins, both informational privacy and data protection have been protected as individual rights, even though the social dimension of these rights has
been acknowledged and taken into account by courts and data protection authorities, as well as by policy makers. Nevertheless, the rights holder has always been the
data subject and the rights regarding informational privacy have been mainly exercised by single individuals.
This approach based on individual rights is consistent with the traditional notion
of groups as the sum of the relationships existing among their members. From this
perspective, group privacy concerns the peculiar nature of the sharing of personal
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information that takes place within a group. For this reason, it is a sort of context-
related notion of individual privacy.1 However, this atomistic view seems to be
inadequate in the existing context of predictive analytics.
In the big data era, new technologies and powerful analytics make it possible to
collect and analyse large amounts of data, in order to identify patterns in groups’
behaviour.2 The new element of this group analysis is given by the fact that groups
are designed by data gatherers, by selecting specific clusters of information. Data
gatherers shape the population they intend to investigate and collect information
about different people who do not know the other members of the group and, in
many cases, are not aware of the consequences of being part of a group.3
The different nature of these groups requires a different approach that cannot be
exclusively based on individual rights. The new scale of data collection entails the
recognition of another layer, represented by the rights of groups to the protection of
their collective dimension of privacy and data.
As in other cases of collective and diffuse interests, attention is due to the nature
of the interests that should be protected and to legal remedies. From this perspective, the potential role played by bodies representative of these collective interests
should also be considered.

8.2

From Group Privacy to Collective Privacy

The modern notion of the right to privacy draws its origin from the theories elaborated at the end of the nineteenth century, both in the U.S. and Europe.
In the U.S., Warren and Brandeis (1890) shaped the modern idea of privacy,
which was different from the previous notion of protection of private life based on
property (see Warren and Brandeis (1890); Westin (1970); Leebron (1991); Post
(1990); Etzioni (1999). In spite of this, the right to privacy, although redefined as a
personality right, remained largely based on the individual dimension (Warren and
Brandeis 1890). Neither the notion of decisional privacy nor its constitutional
dimension, originating in the ground-breaking opinion given by Brandeis in his role
as Supreme Court judge,4 abandoned the individualistic nature of the right.

1

See below Sect. 8.2.
It should be noted that these extensive analyses are also possible without directly identifying data
subjects. See also Ohm (2010); Golle (2006); Sweeney (2000a, b).
3
In order to briefly describe the potential negative consequences of data processing at group level,
it should be mentioned the potential impacts on social surveillance and the risks of group discrimination or stigmatization. See The White House (2014) and Bygrave (2002).
4
See Brandeis’ opinions in Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 471 (1928). See also Sweezy
v. New Hampshire 354 US 234 (1957); NAACP v. Alabama 357 US 449 (1958); Massiah v. U.S.
377 US 201 (1964); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 US 479 (1965); Roe v. Wade 410 US 113
(1973).
2
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On the other side of the Atlantic, the notion of privacy was not influenced by the
overseas experience, but was independently shaped by legal scholars and the courts.5
Nonetheless, the protection of individual privacy was induced by the same social
factors (i.e. the invasive attitude of the “penny press” and new media) that justified
the response of the U.S. legal system to privacy invasion and the protection of the
right to be let alone (Schudson 1978).
From the theoretical point of view, the European notion of privacy was placed in the
sphere of individual rights, as in the U.S., but there is a closer connection to the general
theory of personality rights (Stromhölm 1967; Giesker 1905). Moreover, in Europe, the
right to privacy has not acquired the wider dimension of U.S. decisional privacy and
mostly refers to informational privacy. This does not mean that the right of individual
self-determination with regard to government and public bodies has not been recognised in Europe, but that it rests on the different fundamental f reedoms recognised by
European charters and conventions, not solely on an extensive notion of privacy.6
Despite these differences, the nature of the right to privacy depends primarily on
the individual rights model on both sides of the Atlantic (Bygrave 2004). The collective dimension of the right has been recognised both in the U.S. and in Europe,
but only as an aggregation of individual privacy issues and not as an autonomous
dimension.7
The same considerations can be applied to the legal regime of personal data, which
is regulated under data protection statutes. With respect to this, there is a partial overlap between privacy and data protection, since the protection of personal data regards
both private facts referring to individuals and personal information that is publicly
available. Nevertheless, the individual dimension is the object of legal protection also
with regard to the computer-mediated representations of individuals.

5

See, e.g., Trib. civ. Seine, 16 June 1858, D.P., 1858.3.62; see also Whitman (2004).
See the influential decision adopted by the Federal German Constitutional Court
(Bundesverfassungsgericht), 15 December 1983, Neue Juristische Wochenschrift, 1984. https://
www.zensus2011.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Gesetze/Volkszaehlungsurteil_1983.pdf?__
blob=publicationFile&v=9. Accessed 25 June 2014.
7
See inter alia Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. 2013. Letter to Mr. Larry Page, Chief
Executive Officer http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/other-document/files/2013/20130618_letter_to_google_glass_en.pdf. Accessed 27 February 2014; Irish
Data Protection Commissioner. 2012. Facebook Ireland Ltd. Report of Re-Audit http://dataprotection.ie/documents/press/Facebook_Ireland_Audit_Review_Report_21_Sept_2012.pdf. Accessed
27 February 2014; Italian Data Protection Authority. 2013. Injunction and Order Issued Against
Google
Inc.
http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docweb-display/docweb/3133945. Accessed 27 February 2014. Only in a few hypotheses, this collective dimension is
recognised as autonomous and different from the individual one. This happens in labour law,
where the representatives of employees concur on the adoption of the decisions concerning surveillance in the workplace on behalf of the workers, accepting limits to privacy in these contexts.
See, European Commission. Undated. Second stage consultation of social partners on the protection of workers’ personal data, 7, 10, 16–17 http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=708.
Accessed 10 January 2015. See also specific references to the provisions of European national
labour laws in Freedland (1999); Hendrickx (Undated). See also Article 4 of the Italian labour
statute (L. 300/1970).
6
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Although data protection regulations have drawn their origins from citizens’
concerns about government social control, regarding the society at large (Bennett
1992; Mayer-Schönberger 1997), statutory provisions mainly concern the data subject and her/his rights. This does not mean specific provisions of the law and decisions adopted by courts or data protection authorities (hereafter DPAs) do not take
into account the collective concern8 that originated data protection statutes.
Nonetheless, collective interests have been mainly protected as a sum of multiple
individual issues, and collective concerns have been addressed using remedies
mostly based on individual rights and their enforcement.9
This “architecture” of privacy and data protection, which has its roots in the
model of individual rights, probably represents the main reason for the few contributions by privacy scholars on group privacy and the collective dimension of data
protection. Against this background, the first studies on this argument were mostly
related to the traditional notion of privacy.
In this sense, group privacy has been considered the expression of the right to
privacy with regard to the information shared within a group by its members (hereafter, first approach) (Bloustein 1977, 1978) or as an autonomous manifestation of
privacy referring to collective entities, which concerns their self-determination and
control over information (hereafter, second approach) (Westin 1970).
According to the first approach, there is no autonomous right to privacy regarding groups, but only a peculiar attitude of individual privacy in the group context.
This approach to group privacy focuses on the morphology assumed by the right to
privacy when it refers to the privacy of the facts or ideas expressed by the members
of a group in the group environment (e.g. privacy of association, marital privilege).
Group privacy provides a guarantee that this information will not be revealed outside the group.10
Individual privacy describes the conditions under which a “right to be let alone”
should be recognised, while group privacy determines the type of personal information sharing that goes on within a group (Bloustein 1978). Group privacy is therefore related to the private facts of the life of a group and of its members. It protects
them against unlawful intrusion. In this sense, the theoretical perspective remains
focused on the individual right to privacy.11
8

See Westin 1970; Breckenridge 1970; Solove 2008; Brenton 1964; Miller 1971; MayerSchönberger 1997; Secretary’s Advisory Committee on Automated Personal Data Systems. 1973.
Records, Computers and the Rights of Citizens. http://epic.org/privacy/hew1973report/. Accessed
27 February 2014.
9
See above fn. 7.
10
See Bloustein (1978). In the description of the different contexts in which the right to privacy is
relevant with regard to the group dimension, the author considers marital, priest-penitent, lawyerclient and physician-patient relationships. In these contexts, the right to privacy is mainly related
to intimacy and secrecy.
11
See Bloustein (1978: 125): “Group privacy is an extension of individual privacy. The interest
protected by group privacy is the desire and need of people to come together, to exchange information, share feelings, make plans and act in concert to attain their objectives”. This notion of group
privacy focuses on secrecy and intimacy and, for this reason, it is fundamentally based on the level
of trust existing among the members of a group. The consequence is a duty of confidentiality. The
right concerns the nature of this duty and the breach of this obligation.
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From a slightly different point of view, the second approach describes group
privacy as concerning an interest of the group as such, which regards the protection
of facts, acts or decisions that concern its internal affairs and its organisational
autonomy. Although the holistic dimension of the group is more evident in this
approach, the notion of group privacy still relies on confidentiality, which – in this
case – is more closely connected to the secrecy of the activity of the group than to
the secrecy of the information shared within the group by its members.12
Both these different interpretations of group privacy seem to be based on an
individualistic idea of privacy, which concerns given subjects (i.e. the members of
the group) or the group itself as autonomous collective entity. In all these analyses,
the architecture of the right does not seem to be inspired by the idea of a collective,
non-aggregative and super-individual interest.
It should be noted that these interpretations are consistent with the studies on
group theory and have been probably influenced by them. The different approaches
of legal scholars seem to reflect the more general controversy between individualistic and organic sociological theories about the nature of groups.
On the one hand, attention to the individual dimension of privacy and the interactions between different individuals (Bloustein 1978) is consistent with the notion of
a group as the sum of the relationships existing among its members (individualistic
theory).13 On the other hand, when the analysis takes into consideration the information concerning the group itself as a whole (Westin 1970), the group is seen as an
autonomous unit that assumes the form of an organised collective entity (organic
theory).
Against this background, which represents the traditional legal framework of
group privacy, recent studies have adopted a different perspective (Bygrave 2002).14
According to this interpretation, group privacy protects information referring to collective entities – both legal persons and organisations or groups without a formal
and independent identity – and acts as an extension of individual data protection to
these entities. This approach – which is consistent with the organic theory – challenges the traditional idea of group privacy, which is based on the model of individual rights. Furthermore, it suggests the adoption of specific safeguards for
collective interests.
In this vein, the following sections discuss the collective dimension of privacy
and data protection in the context of big data analytics. Although extended collec12

See Westin (1970). Moreover, the author points out the dimension of privacy concerning the
communications among different groups.
13
The dynamics related to group privacy draw their origin from individuals, who are aware of their
level of interaction and of the related social or legal consequences (Bloustein 1978). Therefore,
group privacy becomes the aggregation of individual rights in the specific context of a group. This
approach is consistent with sociological individualistic theories, which consider the group as an
aggregation in which individuals interact with each other in a continuous and relatively stable
manner. Moreover, the members of a group have the consciousness of being part of a group and
usually the group is also recognised as an autonomous social structure by third parties.
14
On the debate regarding the application of privacy concept to collective entities, see Bygrave
(2002).
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tions of data and data mining are not new, the complexity and obscurity of data
processing, as well as the social impact of data-driven decisions, lead policy makers
and legal scholars to define new remedies to protect the collective interests of the
individuals grouped by data gatherers.15

8.2.1

A Different Approach

As described in the previous section, the traditional approaches to group privacy
show their internal coherence: the privacy of the facts or ideas expressed by the
members of a group in the group environment and the protection of the information
about a group are respectively consistent with the individualistic and organic theories about groups. These theories, although different, are both based on members’
awareness of being part of a group and on the social dimension of the group as a
network of relationships among its members.
In the light of the above, the traditional approach to group privacy considers
groups that are based on stable and socially recognized relationships between individuals, although they can be informal in nature (e.g. love affairs, priest-penitent
relationships) or last only for a certain time (e.g. marital relationships,
association).
The present contribution shows a different point of view, which is neither focused
on individual privacy nor on the idea of groups as collective autonomous entities. In
the context of big data, the perspective adopted here shifts the analysis from groups
to clusters of individuals, from individual rights to diffuse interests, from group
privacy to collective privacy.
This view differs from the theoretical framework proposed by legal scholars in
shaping the notion of group privacy,16 but is necessary to give a specific answer to
the issues arising from the present and future scenarios of the infosphere (Floridi
2013, 1999).17

15

It should be noted that only few data protection laws take into account the issues related to group
privacy, mainly in terms of protection of information about legal entities. See Article 4 (original
wording) of the Italian Data Protection Code (D. Lgs. 196/2003) (“ ‘data processor’ shall mean any
natural or legal person, public administration, body, association or other agency that processes
personal data on the controller’s behalf”). The article was amended in 2011, deleting any reference
to legal persons. See also Article 2(4) of the Austrian data protection law, Datenschutzgesetz
2000 – DSG 2000 (“ ‘Data Subjectì’ [‘Betroffener’]: any natural or legal person or group of natural
persons not identical with the controller, whose data are processed (sub-para. 8)”).
16
See above Sect. 8.2.
17
See Floridi (2013) and Floridi (1999).
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Big Data Analytics and Collective Privacy

Nowadays, new technologies and powerful analytics make it possible to collect and
analyse huge amounts of data. In many cases, the general purposes of this new concentration of control over information18 no longer concern single persons,19 but
adopt a large-scale perspective. Analytics investigate attitudes and behaviour of
large groups, communities, and even entire countries.
Moreover, these new forms of analysis do not necessarily investigate pre-existing
groups. Groups are created by data gatherers selecting specific clusters of information. Data gatherers shape the population they set out to investigate and collect
information about different people who do not know the other members of the group
and, in many cases, are not aware of the consequences of their belonging to a group.
These new forms of aggregation differ from the traditional idea of a group and
are used by data gatekeepers to take decisions that involve the members of these
clusters of people and affect their internal dynamics, with consequences for the collective issues of the people involved.
This scenario makes it necessary to consider a wider field of analysis, which is
represented by the diffuse interests of the individuals that have their personal data
collected, analysed and clustered in groups and categories. In this sense, protection
against intrusion into private life and control over personal information still represent the main issues that should be addressed also in the big data context.
Nevertheless, the different nature of the group requires a different approach, not
exclusively based on individual rights.
Furthermore, the existing regulations and case laws are inadequate to address the
issues arising from this change of paradigm in social investigation. For this reason,
this new scale of data collection and in-depth analysis require an additional layer,
represented by groups’ need for the protection of their privacy and their (aggregate)
personal information.
The issues relating to privacy that arise from this new situation are different from
the issues of individual privacy and group privacy. We are neither in the presence of
forms of analysis that involve only single individuals, nor in the presence of groups
in the traditional sociological meaning of the term, given the members’ lack of
awareness of themselves as part of a group and the lack of interactions among people grouped into various categories by data gatherers.
Nonetheless, the collective issues related to mass profiling should be taken into
consideration, given the impact they have on society and individuals. This leads us
to define a new dimension of privacy (i.e. collective privacy), which has its roots in
individual privacy and shares some similarities with group privacy, but differs from
both these previous notions. In this sense, collective privacy does not necessarily
concern facts or information referring to a specific person, as with individual privacy
18

See also Mantelero (2014a).
Big data analytics identify patterns in collective behaviours, also without identifying single
individuals.

19
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and data protection.20 Nor does it concern aggregations of individuals that can be
properly considered as groups.21

8.2.3

 he Collective Dimension of Privacy and the Related
T
Interests

In order to define the nature of the collective dimension of privacy and data protection, an aspect that should be taken into consideration concerns the importance of
this collective dimension in the legal system.
The question is whether a legal notion of collective privacy is necessary and
whether this collective dimension requires the granting of specific collective rights,22
which are different from the rights already existing in the field of privacy and data
protection.
First, it should be noted that, in the field considered here, we are in the presence
of collective rights and not merely rights of a set of persons.23 This is because the
clusters created by the data gatherers represent a small part of a wider group of
individuals with common behaviour and collective issues, which are more generally
present in the society and find a mere concretisation in the specific clusters.
This is evident in commercial strategies that adopt different approaches to specific individuals, who are part of one or more categories unveiled by data analytics.24
In these cases, given the plurality of segments into which society is divided through
big data analytics,25 seemingly innocuous classifications can assume a discrimina20

In many cases private companies and governments have no interests in profiling single customs
or citizens, but are interested in the attitudes of clusters of individuals. Their main goal is to predict
future behaviours of given segments of population and, consequently, actively act to reach economic or political purposes. See Bollier (2010).
21
As mentioned before, the notions of (individual) privacy and data protection have an influence
on the definition of the boundaries of the collective dimension of privacy, but the larger scale
affects the morphology of the related interests and their enforcement. At the same time, the notion
of group privacy as hitherto described by legal scholars represents the dimension of privacy that is
closer to the idea of collective privacy. For this reason, previous theoretical studies on group privacy can provide further elements to define a new set of rules to protect the collective dimension
of privacy.
22
Criticisms about the notion of collective privacy have been expressed by Vedder (1997).
23
See Newman (2004: 128): “We can distinguish a collectivity from a set. A set is a collection of
persons that we would identify as a different set were the persons included in the set to change. A
collectivity is a collection of persons such that we would still identify it as the same collectivity
were some or all of the persons in the collectivity to change (provided that the collectivity continued to meet some other conditions) and such that the persons who are in the collectivity identify
themselves in some non-trivial way as members of this collectivity”.
24
In this sense, a commercial discrimination that affects a given set of users is relevant due to the
fact that the set represents a small portion of consumers, which, in general, have a collective right
not to be discriminated in negotiations.
25
See Federal Trade Commission (2014).
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tory nature in given contexts and this risk of discrimination represents a collective
issue.26
Second, it should be pointed out that interests concerning individuals and groups
are not necessarily related to the same issues at individual and collective levels. For
this reason, collective rights are not necessarily a large-scale representation of individual rights and related issues.
An example in this sense is provided by credit scoring models based on big
data, which predict the credit risks of individuals that live in a small geographic
area.27 These individuals are classified according to their social context in a way
that bears no relationship to their individual conditions, but is based on the aggregate score of the area. If we consider this case from the perspective of individual
data protection, there may be persons that have no interest to limit the use of their
information. Nonetheless, at a collective level, there is a general interest of the
people of a certain area to avoid to be stigmatized as potential defaulting debtors,
which may represent a biased evaluation and become a source of social
discrimination.
In the light of the above, collective privacy protects non-aggregative collective
interests (Newman 2004),28 which are not the mere sum of many individual interests.29 To clarify this assumption is necessary to briefly point out that interests may
be shared by an entire group without conflicts between the views of its members
(aggregative interests) or with conflicts between the opinions of its members (non-
aggregative interests). If the group is characterised by non-aggregative interests, the
collective nature of the interest is represented by the fundamental values of a given
society (e.g. environmental protection).30
Regarding privacy and data protection, it is difficult to imagine a common and
convergent interest among the member of the groups that are analysed using big
data analytics, since different people can have different opinions about the balance
between the conflicting interests (e.g. extensive group profiling for commercial purposes can be alternatively passively accepted, considered with favour or perceived
26

For example, the fact that a consumer belongs to a data segment for “Biker Enthusiasts” give
him/her more chance to receive consumer coupons from motorcycle dealerships, but the same
information may have a negative impact on his/her insurance profile, due to the supposed high
probability to be engaged in risky behavior. See Federal Trade Commission (2014): “Similarly,
while data brokers have a data category for “Diabetes Interest” that a manufacturer of sugar-free
products could use to offer product discounts, an insurance company could use that same category
to classify a consumer as higher risk”.
27
These individuals are divided into clusters on the basis of information retrieved from dozens of
different sources and using hundreds of variables for their assessment. See Dixon and Gellman
(2014).
28
See Newman. Collective Interests, 131.
29
On the contrary, an aggregative approach seems to be consistent with the notion of group privacy
described by Bloustein (1978).
30
This distinction between aggregative and non-aggregative interests is made by Newman (2004),
who defines these two categories of interests respectively as “shared” and “collective” interests. As
observed by Finnis (1984), a collective interest in which the contrast is attenuate may become a
shared interest.
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as invasive and potentially discriminatory).31 Despite these differences, in our
society there are some values that are generally considered as fundamental, such as,
for instance, equality and freedom. In this sense, consumers do not accept profiling
practices for discriminatory purposes and citizens are not in favour of a surveillance
state that extensively reduces individual and collective privacy).
From this perspective, in a given historical and social context, there are some
collective interests related to privacy and data-protection that are considered relevant in the general interests in spite of individual different opinions.32 In this sense,
collective privacy protects non-aggregative collective interests.
Regarding the interests that should be considered in respect of the collective
dimension of privacy and in comparison with the traditional notion of group privacy, there is a shift of the focus from confidentiality (Bloustein 1978)33 and control
over personal information (Bygrave 2002)34 to the issues that revolve around the
risks of discrimination and the negative outcomes of massive analysis of personal
data (e.g. social surveillance).35
Against this background, collective privacy can be described as the right to limit
the potential harms to the group itself that can derive from invasive and discriminatory data processing.36 According to this interpretation, the collective dimensions of
privacy and data protection mainly regard the use of information (Cate and Mayer-
Schönberger 2013; Mantelero 2014b). The source of concern is not the lack of
secrecy and intimacy, which represents the object of group privacy (Bloustein
1978),37 but the unfair and harmful use of data that is processed by using modern
analytics.38

31

The same divergence of interests exists with regard to government social surveillance for crime
prevention and national security.
32
In the light of the above, the rights related to the collective dimension of privacy assume the
nature of “group-differentiated rights”, which are held by members of groups on account of their
group membership (Kymlicka 1995). From this perspective, groups have not only collective interests that represent the aggregation of individual interests, but also different specific interests
focused on the group itself rather than on each of its members.
33
Bloustein. Individual and Group Privacy, 123–186.
34
Bygrave. Data Protection Law, 173–298.
35
An example is represented by the predictive software adopted by U.S. police departments to
predict and prevent crimes on the basis of extensive collection of information about previous
crimes. Regarding this big data application, there have been cases in which people were enrolled
in the lists of potential offenders due to merely remote connections with authors of serious crimes
(Gorner 2013; Perry, W.L. et al. 2013; Koss 2015; Mantelero and Vaciago 2014).
36
Nevertheless, this collective interest, which is relevant with regard to collective privacy, is not
necessarily a shared interest. As mentioned above, single data subjects may accept invasive scrutiny of their behaviours to receive more customised services or for security reasons.
37
Bloustein. Individual and Group Privacy, 182.
38
It should be noted that big data analytics can also extract predictive inferences and correlations
from publicly available information and from data voluntarily disclosed by data subjects. On the
risks related to the interplay between private (commercial) surveillance and public surveillance
conducted by government agencies, see also Mantelero and Vaciago (2014).
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 he Representation of Group Interests and Conflicting
T
Interests

In order to define how to represent the collective interests described in the previous
section, it is useful to briefly consider the fields in which the group dimension of
privacy is already known, although in traditional contexts that are not characterised
by extensive data collection and use of analytics.
The collective dimension of rights and the existing dualism between the individual and group are known in labour law,39 where – under certain circumstances –
trade unions and employees’ representatives concur in the adoption of decisions that
regard the employees and their right to privacy in the workplace.40 The adoption of
these decisions at a collective level is based on the assumption that, in some cases,
the power imbalance that characterises workplaces puts the employee in a position
of lack of awareness of the purposes and consequences of employer’s policies (e.g.
workplace surveillance). This imbalance makes it difficult for workers to take a
position against illegal processing of their data.
On the other hand, the entities that represent collective interests not only have a
more complete vision of the impact of specific policies and decisions, but are also
less affected by situations of power imbalance. Moreover, in many cases, some policies and forms of control tend towards discriminatory actions that can affect individual workers, but have the whole group as the main and final target.
This kind of representation of collective interests is also adopted in other fields,
such as consumer protection and environmental protection. These contexts are all
characterized by situations of power imbalance, which affect an individual
(employee, consumer, and citizen), due to disproportionate imbalance of strength
between the parties (employer vs. employee, big corporation vs. consumers and citizens). Furthermore, in many cases the conflicting interests are referring to contexts
where the use of IT technologies makes it more difficult to be aware of their potential negative implications.
The same situation of imbalance is present in big data contexts. Data subjects are
often not aware of the fundamental aspects of data processing and are unable to
negotiate their personal information. For this reason, in this field, a solution can be
adopted that is similar to those described above, which are based on the role played
by entities that represent collective interests.
Nevertheless, employees are part of a specific group of people, which is characterised by the relationship with the same employer; consequently, they are aware of
their common identity and have mutual relationships. On the contrary, in big data
contexts, the common attributes of the group often become evident only to the data
gatherer (Bygrave 2002).
At the individual level, data subjects are not aware of the identity of the other
members of the group, have no relationship with them and have a limited perception
39
40

See the Italian Statute of the Workers’ Rights, Articles 4 and 8, Act 300, 20 May 1970.
See above fn. 7. See also Bygrave and Schartum (2009)
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of the group’s issues. Furthermore, the groups shaped by analytics have a variable
geometry, since clusters of individuals can be moved from one group to another.
These aspects do not undermine the idea of a representation of collective privacy
interests. On the contrary, this atomistic and fragmented dimension demands a collective representation. At the same time, the nature of the groups examined here
does not make it possible to have representatives designated by the members of the
group, as is the case in other contexts (e.g. workplaces).
In this sense, there are some similarities with consumer law, where there are collective interests (e.g. product security, fair commercial practices), but the parties
potentially harmed by unfair practices are not connected to each other. Consequently,
individual legal remedies should be combined with collective remedies41 in a context where independent authorities responsible for consumer protection play an
active role.42
Associations that act to protect collective interests can facilitate the response to
unfair practices and be involved in a multi-stakeholder process to assess the risks
related to the specific use of big data. Nonetheless, the involvement of these entities
requires ad hoc procedural criteria in order to define which entities may act in the
collective interest.43 This designation is more difficult in the big data context where
data gatherers create variable groups. In this scenario, the assessment of the social
and ethical impact of the use of analytics represents, in many cases, the moment in
which it is clear how data processing affects collective interests and, consequently,
provides the opportunity to identify the potential stakeholders.
For these reasons and in order to actively tackle the risks related to big data, an
approach based on prior risk assessment seems to be more effective to prevent dangerous hidden forms of data processing. Nonetheless, how to protect collective
interests is mainly a matter of decision for policymakers. Different legal systems
and different balances between the components of society can lead to different solutions.44 This makes it difficult to identify the independent authority responsible for
the protection of collective interests, which should supervise the assessment
procedures.
Various countries have independent bodies responsible for the supervision of
social surveillance, as well as bodies that develop anti-discriminatory policies. This
responsibility is spread across different authorities that take different approaches,
41

On the role of group actions, in order to protect individual and collective interest concerning
personal information, see Bygrave (2002).
42
It should be noted that, in the field of big data analytics, the partially hidden nature of processes
and their complexity make often it difficult to bring timely class actions, unlike the case of product
liability, where the nature of the damage is more evident and this facilitates the reaction of the
victims. As demonstrated by the recent NSA revelations, people are not usually aware of being
under surveillance, and only the leak of information can disclose this practices and open a debate
on their legitimacy, as well give the chance for individuals to bring legal actions. See also European
Parliament (2014).
43
See Article 80 Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
44
In this sense, a major favor for a marked-oriented society or for government surveillance deeply
affects the quantity and quality of remedies provided by the law.
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have different resources, and use different remedies. Furthermore, these authorities
often do not cooperate in solving cases with multiple impacts.
Against this background, the analysis of data processing necessarily plays a central role in assessing the risks related to big data analytics. This analysis represents
the element that is common to all these situations, regardless of the nature of the
potential harm to collective interests. For this reason, DPAs – more than other
authorities – can play a key role in risk assessment.45
Although DPAs do not mainly focus on specific social implications of the use of
data (e.g. discrimination); rather, they focus on the main and common aspect, which
is data processing. On the other hand, the adoption of an approach based on the various negative effects of the use of big data (discrimination, unfair consumer practices, social control, etc.) involves different entities and authorities. As discussed
above, this may have as a final result a fragmented and potentially conflicting decisional process, with little attention to the common core, which is represented by the
use of data.
At the same time, DPAs are also accustomed to address collective issues and
have already demonstrated that they consider both the individual and the wider collective dimension of data processing.46 Finally, DPAs adopt decisions that consider
the procedural or security aspects of data processing, but also balance the conflicting interests that revolve around the use of data.
The adequacy of the solution proposed here is empirically demonstrated by
important cases decided by DPAs concerning data processing projects with significant social and ethical impacts. These cases show that decisions to assess the impact
on society of innovative products or services are not normally on the initiative of the
data subjects, but primarily on that of the DPAs, who were aware of the potential
risks of these innovations.47 Moreover, these authorities are in the position to suggest measures to be adopted by companies to reduce these risks. They are also able
to place this problem within the more general framework of the rights of the individual, as an individual and as a member of a democratic society.
In this scenario, assessing the impact of the use of big data plays a central role to
protect collective rights.48 Entities that represent collective interests should be able
to exercise the right to participate in the processes of risk assessment,49 which
should adopt a multi-stakeholder approach.50
45

See below Sect. 8.5.
See above fn. 7.
47
See above fn. 7.
48
See below Sect. 8.5.
49
In their role of representatives of collective interests, these entities could also bring legal actions
for non-pecuniary damages, as well as they should be able to exercise the traditional individual
rights on behalf of data subjects. See also Article 80 Regulation (EU) 2016/679.
50
In this sense, the stakeholders may have the right to access to the documents that describe the
architecture and general purposes of big data processing. Nevertheless, in order to protect the
legitimate interests of companies and governments, DPAs can limit this disclosure to third parties.
In the big data context, these issues are also related to the transparency of the algorithms used by
companies (Citron and Pasquale 2014). See also Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier (2013), who
46
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 he Balancing Test of Conflicting Interests and the Risk
T
Assessment

The increasing use of predictive analytics in decision-making processes, which
affect groups of individuals in different fields, requires the analysis of the social and
ethical consequences related to these forms of data processing and the balance of
the different interests that become relevant.51
Since ethics and society are context-related, historical and geographical variables influence this balance, which is also the result of the strategies adopted by
different policymakers. For these reasons, it is not possible to define a balance
between conflicting interests that is extensively accepted in any cultural context.52
Consequently, a balancing test should focus on a specific social context in a given
historical moment53 and, as it has been pointed out, a prescriptive general ethical
guidance is problematic (Wright 2011).
Given this variability, from a theoretical perspective, the values recognised by
the international charters of fundamental rights can provide a common framework
for the balancing test. They may represent a baseline to identify the values that serve
as an ethical guidance and to define the existing relationships between these values
(Wright 2011).
The definition of the context-related values and the consequent relationship
between the conflicting interests and rights should be then tailored to the specific
use of big data analytics. This different “in-context” balance of the conflicting interests is based on an impact assessment that prevents negative effects of a given use
of big data.
This should lead lawmakers to introduce a prior impact assessment of big data
applications. This assessment should not only focus on data protection (data protec-

s uggest a model based on independent internal and external audits. A wider access to the logic of
the algorithms is required by Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. 2013. Opinion 03/2013 on
purpose limitation, 47. http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2013/wp203_en.pdf. Accessed 27 February 2014. See also Gillespie
(2014).
51
See Schwartz (2011); Wright (2011); Floridi (2014); Nissenbaum (2010); Calo (2013); Dwork
and Mulligan (2013); Bygrave (2002); Cohen (2013); Hofmann (2005); Richards and King (2013);
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. 2014. Statement on the role of a risk-based approach in
data protection legal frameworks, 4. http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2014/wp218_en.pdf. Accessed 27 February 2014.
52
In this sense, for example, there are legal systems that give broad relevance to national and security interests, which in many cases prevail over individual and collective privacy. On the contrary,
there are countries where extensive forms of social surveillance are considered disproportionate
and invasive.
53
See, e.g., the different attitude of U.S. government with regard to surveillance, before and after
the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. See also Bygrave (2004).
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tion impact assessment)54 and security, but it should be a multi-criteria risk-analysis,55
which considers the ethical56 and social consequences of data processing.57
In the presence of complex data collection and information processing systems
affected by lock-in effects, such an impact assessment cannot be conducted either
by consumers, or by companies. It requires experts in data protection law and external auditors with specific and multi-disciplinary skills.58 For these reasons, data
protection authorities can play a relevant role in this case-by-case assessment. This
suggests introducing a mandatory multiple-risks assessment, which should be conducted by third parties, under the supervision of national data protection authorities,
which also define the professional requirements of these third parties.59 Furthermore,
data protection authorities can involve the different stakeholders that represent the
collective interests affected by specific projects of data processing in the assessment
process.60
Obviously the entire system only works if the political and financial autonomy of
DPAs, both from governments and corporations, is guaranteed.61 Moreover, DPAs
need new competences and resources to bear the burden of the supervision and
approval of these multiple-risks assessments.
In the light of the above, a model based on mandatory fees — paid by companies
when they submit their requests for authorization to DPAs — would be preferable.62
54

On the data protection impact assessment see Article 35 Regulation (EU) 2016/679. It should be
noted that the data protection impact assessment does not represent a new approach to data protection, as the privacy impact assessment exists in different experiences around the world and has
represented an important tool since mid-1990s. On the origins of the notion of privacy impact
assessment, see Clarke (2009). Nevertheless, the exiting difference between privacy and data protection necessarily affects the extent of these different assessments, which investigate fields that
are not completely overlapped.
55
On this multi-critera risk analysis, see more extensively Mantelero (2014b).
56
See above fn. 67.
57
See also Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. Statement on the role of a risk-based approach.
58
It is worth pointing out that the social and ethical assessments are similar to the data protection
impact assessment in their nature, since they are prior assessments based on risk analysis.
Nevertheless, in these cases, the wide range of interests that should be considered requires the
involvement of different stakeholders and experts.
59
See Mantelero (2014b). The article, which deals with personal data and big data analytics, suggests adopting a new paradigm based on a mandatory multiple assessment coupled with an opt-out
regime. In this model, although this assessment represents an economic burden for companies, it
allows those who pass to use data for complex and multiple purposes, without requiring users to
opt-in. At the same time, a prior assessment conducted by independent authorities and an opt-out
model seem to offer more safeguards to users than the apparent, but inconsistent, user’s selfdetermination based on the opt-in model.
60
See also Wright (2011); Citron (2008). A different assessment exclusively based on the adoption
of security standards or corporate self-regulation would not have the same extent and independence. This does not mean that, in this framework, forms of standardization or co-regulation cannot be adopted (Calo 2013).
61
See also FRA – European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (2013). See also Simitis (1987).
62
This self-financing model, based on licensing or notification fees, was adopted in the past in
Sweden and United Kingdom (Schütz 2012; Information Commissioner’s Office 2011). See also
the fee-based model adopted by the European Medicines Agency.
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This solution provides proportionate resources to authorities without the risk that
they may be influenced by the companies under their supervision. Finally, in cases
of large scale and multinational data collection, forms of mutual assistance and
cooperation may facilitate the role played by DPAs in addressing the problems
related to the dimensions of data collections and data gatherers. Nevertheless, to
achieve these goals, a subset of rules for big data analytics, focused on a multiple-
risks assessment63 and a deeper control exercised by DPAs, should be adopted.64

8.5

Conclusions

The analysis conducted in this chapter and the related observations represent an
introductory, and mostly theoretical, overview of the issues concerning the impact
of big data analytics on society. This impact leads us to reconsider the traditional
concepts of group and privacy. In this sense, the previous sections suggest the adoption of the notion of ‘collective privacy’.
This notion offers a different perspective that focuses on collective interests, in a
context in which data processing is increasingly oriented to monitor collective
behaviours, in order to predict and influence people’s attitudes.
The new technological context suggests defining collective privacy as the right to
limit the potential harms to the group itself that can derive from invasive and discriminatory data processing. In this light, the collective dimension regards the use
of information and the use of data analytics, rather than the secrecy of information
and data quality.
From this perspective, risk assessment procedures and data protection authorities
play a key role in tackling the potential risks of collective harms related to unfair use
of data. In respect of risk assessment, the assessment should consider both the traditional aspects regarding data protection and security, and the new issues referring
to the ethical and social impact of the use of information. With regard to data protection authorities, they may have an important function in balancing the conflicting
interests and in the supervision of risk assessments.
Nevertheless, to create this future framework it is necessary to define specific
legal provisions for big data analytics, in order to make these guidelines effective.

63
It should be noted that regulations that require extensive prior risk assessments under the supervision of independent authorities are not new. They are already into force in other fields that are
characterized by the presence of risks for individuals and society (e.g. authorization procedure for
human medicines, mandatory security standards adopted by product liability laws).
64
For a more detailed description of the model here proposed, which also implies a review of the
opt-in model in the big data context, see Mantelero (2014b).
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Chapter 9

The Group, the Private, and the Individual:
A New Level of Data Protection?
Ugo Pagallo

Abstract Current trends in Open and Big Data have led certain scholars to suggest
the idea of expanding the notion of the “data subject” to include the protection of
data groups. Nothing precludes this expansion, however, there is a question as to the
type of supra-individual right groups can be given, i.e. whether data group rights
should be conceived of as rights of the group qua group or, alternatively, as complementary to the protection and enforcement of individual rights. The latter has materialized with the protection of intimate associations of large civic or business
membership organizations in US law (corporate rights), and also vis-à-vis from the
legal safeguards enshrined in Articles 7 and 8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental
Rights (collective/procedural rights). This contrast entails a further distinction
between the fields of privacy and data protection as in connection with the different
kinds of interests, or goods, the legal systems are aiming to protect. By examining
certain specific problems affecting current data protection, referred to here collectively as “data fetishism,” the goal is to offer a normative standpoint upon which
sides can be taken in today’s debate as to any new level of data protection.
Keywords Collective rights • Corporate rights • Data protection • Group rights •
Harm-principle • Informational self-determination • Legal person • Privacy

9.1

Introduction

Data protection to-date has concerned individuals rather than groups. In EU law, for
example, Article 2(a) of Directive 95/46/EC states that “for the purposes of this
Directive… ‘personal data’ shall mean any information relating to an identified or
identifiable natural person (‘data subject’).” Similarly, in the proposal for a new data
protection regulation as presented by the EU Commission in January 2012, its
Article 4(1) defines the “data subject” as “an identified natural person or a natural
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person who can be identified, directly or indirectly, by means reasonably likely to
be used by the controller or by any other natural or legal person.” Notwithstanding
Amendment 61 to the Commission’s proposal, the EU Parliament confirmed this
equalization of data subjects and natural persons on 12 March 2014 with a final
legislative resolution of the new data protection regulation.
In light of the current provisions on data protection, it is noteworthy that the law
already protects certain types of data that individuals have in common with other
data subjects. Consider Article 8 of Directive 95/46/EC, which refers to “the processing of personal data revealing racial or ethnic origin.” Likewise, contemplate
Article 9(1) of the proposal for a new regulation: according to the latter, we should
add to the previous protection of art. 8 on “data concerning health or sex life,” the
processing of genetic data, i.e. “all data, of whatever type, concerning the characteristics of an individual which are inherited or acquired during early prenatal development” (art. 4(10) of the proposal). Although the focus remains on how to protect
personal data, such data is shared with other data subjects and moreover, individuals
can be targeted as a member of that specific (racial, ethnic, genetic, etc.) group. This
risk was realized throughout the 2010–2011 Ivorian civil war (Taylor 2016). In
general terms, this threat will continue to increase with the current Open and Big
Data trends, particularly as “Open Data is more likely to treat types rather than
tokens and hence groups rather than individuals” (Floridi 2014). So why not expand
the notion of data subject and include data groups? By granting such groups their
own rights, can this legal option represent the best, or even only, way to really protect certain individual rights in the field of data protection? Why not apply this latter
reasoning, that which scholars have persuasively been arguing in the field of privacy
rights, namely the protection of group privacy as “an extension of individual privacy” (Bloustein 2003)?
In order to hopefully offer a comprehensive view on these issues, this chapter is
divided into four sections. Section 9.2 deepens the notion of group rights and how
certain authors have criticized this notion on the basis of moral arguments. The aim
is to stress the limits of such reasoning in the legal domain, as it is commonly admitted that a legal subject can be an “artificial person” with rights and duties of its own.
The next step of the analysis regards the type of supra-individual rights that groups
can have in the legal domain. Section 9.3 introduces the difference between collective rights and corporate rights, i.e. whether data group rights should be conceived
of as complementary to the protection and enforcement of individual rights or, alternatively, as rights of the group qua group. This is not simply a theoretical exercise:
Section 9.4 shows how the alternative has materialized with the protection of the
“intimate association” of large civic or business membership organizations in the
United States (corporate rights), and the legal safeguards enshrined in Articles 7 and
8 of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (collective/procedural rights). Such a
contrast claims a further distinction between the fields of privacy and data protection. By considering the different kinds of interests, or goods, that legal systems aim
to protect, Sect. 9.5 examines some specific problems affecting the idea of complementing current rights of personal data protection with group rights. Such issues can
be summarized by the opinion of those aiming to protect data qua data in the field
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of data protection, e.g. the EU Court of Justice’s Google v. AEPD ruling on the
“right to be forgotten” from May 2014. In accordance with the old Roman maxim
“do not injure others” (alterum non laedere), the final goal of the chapter is to stress
the shortcomings of this view of a new level of data protection. On the one hand,
pace the advocates of the protection of data qua data, attention should be drawn to
the types of prejudice, risks or threats triggered by current Open and/or Big Data,
trends. What this new scenario suggests is the integration of individual rights with
group rights, in order to strengthen the legal safeguards against harm provoked by
other agents in the system. This form of collective right appears legitimate and even
urgent in the field of data protection. On the other hand, the alternative between the
collective or corporate forms that such group rights present in the traditional protection of individual’s privacy, requires a normative standpoint with which we can take
sides in today’s debate on new levels of protection for personal data. That which
may make sense in privacy law does not necessarily fit the field of data protection.

9.2

The Legitimacy of Group Rights

As mentioned above, certain scholars criticize the idea of group rights on the basis
of moral arguments. In this context, this debate can be summarized in connection
with two main points. The first has to do with a major concern of liberal thinkers: it
regards “the power that group rights may enable a group to wield over its members,”
much as “the potential of group rights to rival and override the rights of individuals”
(Jones 2014, n. 7). The second point insists on how groups do not meet the necessary and sufficient conditions required for properly claiming they have rights, due
to for example the lack of sentience, or of deliberation, which can properly attach
only to the members of the group (e.g. Kymlicka 1989).
As to the latter reasoning, we should distinguish between moral and legal arguments. Reflect on the notion of “persona ficta et rapraesentata” as developed by
Canon Law experts beginning in the thirteenth century. For example, in the
Commentary on Digestum Novum (48, 19), Bartolus de Saxoferrato (1313–1357)
reckons that an artificial person is not really a person and yet, this fiction stands in
the name of the truth, because we, the jurists, establish it: “universitas proprie non
est persona; tamen hoc est fictum pro vero, sicut ponimus nos iuristae.” This idea
triumphs with legal positivism and formalism in the mid-nineteenth century.
Consider the System of Modern Roman Law (1840–1849), in which Friedrich
August von Savigny claims that only human individuals can properly have rights
and duties of their own, although it is within the power of the law to grant such
rights of personhood to anything, e.g. business corporations, governments, ships in
maritime law, and so on.
Drawing on this longstanding tradition, it is thus commonly admitted that group
rights can legally be attached to such entities as sovereign states, corporations or
organizations, which survive changes in their individual memberships. The protection of collective and group rights, after all, is the bread and butter of several scholars
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in the fields of constitutional law, administrative law, business law, consumer law,
tax law, and even criminal law. This is not to say that the rights (and duties) of such
artificial persons are not problematic and also quite different according to the legal
field in question. Contemplate whether artificial legal persons should be granted the
same rights that individuals possess, e.g. the 2011 decision by the US Supreme
Court on a corporation’s freedom of speech under the protection of the First
Amendment. Likewise, scholars still discuss matters of corporate epistemology as
foundational to determining their legal responsibility: here, on the basis of multiple
accumulated actions by both humans and computers, we need to ascertain the actual
or hypothetical information content of the corporate entity so as to determine its
liability.
In light of the multiple rights and duties that artificial persons have in all fields of
the law, it follows that no legal principle exists precluding the aim of expanding the
notion of a data subject to groups. On the contrary, certain legal systems protect the
data of artificial legal persons, such as associations and corporations, as in Austria
with Article 2(8) of the national data protection act, and as was in force in Italy until
the amendments of Act n. 214 from 22 December 2011. Therefore, what are the
types of supra-individual rights that legal systems can protect in this way?
This question brings us back to the initial arguments debated in legal and moral
theories apropos group rights, namely the power that groups may have vis-à-vis the
rights of the individuals. The next section furthers this discussion in accordance
with the legal distinction between corporate and collective rights.

9.3

Between Corporate and Collective Rights

As there is no legal principle precluding the idea of expanding the notion of a data
subject to groups, the next step in this analysis concerns the two different ways by
which we may conceive such a supra-individual right, namely either as a corporate
or collective right. In the first case, group rights are attached to an entity, such as an
organization, corporation, or state, as an individual and autonomous entity having
its own rights and moreover, may hold such rights as against its own members, e.g.
a state against its citizens, a university against a professor, etc. In the case of collective rights, individuals share some interests or beliefs forming them into a right-
holding group: in contrast to corporate rights, however, such a group is the form
through which the individuals exercise their rights, rather than those of the group
qua group. This difference can be further illustrated with the wording of Article 2 of
the Italian constitution, according to which “the Republic recognizes and guarantees the inviolable rights of the person, both as an individual and in the social groups
where human personality is expressed.” Among the rights of these social groups, we
find the right “to freely profess their religious belief in any form, individually or
with others” (art. 19). In addition, there are some rights that, especially in Italy,
appear to be in-between corporate and collective rights, such as the rights to freely
establish trade unions (art. 39) or political parties (art. 49).
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These examples raise the issue of whether, and to what extent, group rights are
(and should be) complementary to the protection and enforcement of individual
rights. A procedural complement, for instance, is supported by the aforementioned
EU proposal for a new regulation on data protection. Pursuant to Article 73(2) of the
proposal, “any body, organisation or association which aims to protect data subjects’ rights and interests concerning the protection of their personal data… shall
have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority.” Furthermore, in
accordance with Article 76(1), “any body, organisation or association referred to in
Article 73(2) shall have the right to exercise the rights referred to in Articles 74 [i.e.
the right to a judicial remedy against a supervisory authority] and 75 [i.e. the right
to a judicial remedy against a controller or processor] on behalf of one or more data
subjects.” Hence, the overall idea of the proposal is not to replace today’s personal
data protection with a privacy group regime but rather, to complement the former
with a new group right to lodge complaints. Since the data subject can be targeted
and her privacy infringed due to her membership in a given (racial, ethnic, genetic,
etc.) data group, it makes sense to grant such a group, or “any body, organisation or
association which aims to protect data subjects’ rights and interests,” a procedural
right to a judicial remedy against the data controllers, processors or supervisory
authorities. This is the viewpoint as well of the EU Court of Justice (“CoJ”).1 In
contrast, what about the situation where a group claims rights of its own, i.e. a sub-
species of corporate rights?
Consider the case of genetic groups comprising individuals with an inherited set
of instructions that biologically define their organisms. In such cases, the distinction
that changes the data protection was stressed by Art. 29 of the EU Working Party in
Opinion 3/2012 on developments in biometric technologies (WP 193): “in this case,
it is not important to identify or verify the individual but to assign him/her automatically to a certain category.” What if the target of a privacy infringement is the group,
or the category, as such? Should the law grant such a group its own rights to preserve and foster its identity?
In order to avoid any misunderstandings, it should be noted that such an “identity” is not related to the protection of any alleged natural group, even in the case of
genetic groups, or of groups sharing a language, religion, etc. Rather, that which is
at stake here concerns the set of ontological and epistemological predicates that
cluster such a group, e.g. a category defined by some predisposition towards certain
types of illnesses, behaviours, etc. From a legal viewpoint, what happens if such
predicates clustering a group are abused by some of its members? Would there be
any substantive differences between such a case and the aforementioned examples
of states holding their own rights against their citizens, or of universities against
their professors?
The short answer is yes. There are different ways in which the law can preserve
and foster the identity of a group qua group, depending on such parameters, as the
1
See the ruling of the EU Court of Justice issued 8 April 2014 (C-293/12 and 594/12), and the
claims by certain Austrian and Irish organizations of being victims of a violation of their rights
under Articles 7 and 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. We return to this below in Sect. 9.4.
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interests or rights to be protected, multiple jurisdictions, and the legal field under
examination. In national law, for instance, think of the multiple kinds of anti-
discrimination laws aiming at protecting the rights of groups to be treated equally in
political participation, employment, consumer transactions, or regardless of sex,
race, language, religion, etc. In the field of international law, consider the difference
between a nation’s right to self-determination and the provisions of international
law against genocide, such as in Article 6 of the Rome Statute of the International
Criminal Court. Hence, what about the specificity of data protection and privacy
laws? What are the kinds of interests or goods legal systems may aim to protect in
these latter fields?

9.4

Between Opaqueness and Transparency

So far, “privacy” and “data protection,” whether referring to groups or individuals,
have been used as interchangeable terms in the analysis, although this is not necessarily the case. To start with, we can summarize the many ways in which the notion
of privacy has been conceived of as a condition of “solitude,” “exclusion” or
“secrecy” (Westin 1967; Gavison 1980; Allen 1988; etc.), with Hannah Arendt’s
idea of “opaqueness.” In the words of Vita Activa, “a life spent entirely in public, in
the presence of others, becomes, as we would say, shallow. While it retains its visibility, it loses the quality of rising into sight from some darker ground which must
remain hidden if it is not to lose its depth in a very real, non-subjective sense”
(Arendt 1958: 71). This idea of opaqueness can nowadays be grasped in informational terms, that is, according to the principles and rules aiming to constrain the
flow of information in the environment, so as to keep firm distinctions between
individuals and society, agents and systems. The principles and rules of the legal
system determine, in other words, the degrees of “ontological friction” in the informational sphere, as “the amount of work and efforts required for a certain kind of
agent to obtain, filter and/or block information (also, but not only) about other
agents in a given environment” (Floridi 2006). The higher the ontological friction,
the lower the degree of accessibility to personal information and thus, the stronger
the protection of one’s privacy and opaqueness.
This idea of privacy can entail no data processing at all, e.g. cases of “unwanted
fame.” Even in such cases, however, the law aims to protect the flow of information
that individuals deem fair to reveal, share or transfer in a given context. The protection of an individual’s opaqueness through the degrees of ontological friction in the
environment of course can go hand-in-hand with the protection of groups. A first
legal option is given by the notion of collective rights as illustrated above in the
previous section. From this latter stance, group privacy can be presented as “an
extension of individual privacy. The interest protected by group privacy is the desire
and need of people to come together, to exchange information, share feelings, make
plans and act in concert to attain their objectives” (Bloustein 2003: 125).
Significantly, the US Supreme Court has granted this protection since its judgement
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in NAACP v. Alabama [357 U.S. 449 (1958)]: “Inviolability of privacy in group
association may in many circumstances be indispensable to preservation of freedom
of association, particularly where a group espouses dissident beliefs” (op. cit., at
462). As an extension of individual privacy, group privacy can then be considered as
a collective right, rather than a corporate right, because the aim of this protection is
not to replace the legal safeguards of individual privacy with a privacy group regime
but rather, to complement the former with the latter.
In a more recent case, however, i.e. Boy Scouts of America v. Dale [530 U.S. 640
(2000)], the US Supreme Court abandoned this view and consequently, the previous
opinion that large civic or business membership organizations have no constitutional right of “intimate association” [Roberts v. United States Jaycees, 468 U.S.
609 (1984)]. The Court declared in Boy Scouts that a statute promoting associational interests of homosexuals unconstitutionally restricts privacy and associational
rights, since the Boy Scouts, a large civic membership organization after all, could
legitimately claim a right to associational privacy even against the excluded leader
of the group. Moreover, that which the Scouts deemed as private, could intrude on
the private life of the excluded group leader, making his sex life subject to retribution. Because the Scouts had clearly stated their moral preferences in their membership rules, it follows that the intimate association of the Scouts and “its” privacy, i.e.
the associational privacy of the Boy Scouts as a corporate right, should prevail over
“their” privacy, namely the right of the excluded group leader claiming an individual right. The Court conceded that the privacy of the group, as a single and unitary
holder, can be conceived analogously with an individual’s privacy.
Things are different in Europe. In Church of Scientology of Paris v. France (appl.
19509/92), for example, the European Commission of Human Rights admitted that
“any non-governmental organisation claiming to be the victim of a violation by one
of the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention” – i.e. the
1950 European Convention of Human Rights, or ECHR – is entitled to a judicial
remedy pursuant to Article 34 (§ 2 on “the law” of the decision from 9 January
1995). However, the Commission rejected the argument of the applicant association
that considered itself “entitled to a ‘private sphere’ and that it can invoke for itself,
as a legal entity, and/or on behalf of its members, the right to respect for private life”
(§ 1 of the complaints). This reasoning hinges on the difference between the right
protected by Article 8 ECHR, i.e. the right to respect for private and family life, and
the right safeguarded by Article 9, namely freedom of religion. In this latter case,
we may admit a sort of corporate right, while in the case of privacy, we are dealing
with an individual right. In the words of the Commission, “it is true that under
Article 9 of the Convention a church is capable of possessing and exercising the
right to freedom of religion in its own capacity as a representative of its members
and the entire functioning of churches depends on respect for this right… However,
unlike Article 9, Article 8 of the Convention has more an individual than a collective
character, the essential object of Article 8 of the Convention being to protect the
individual against arbitrary action by the public authorities” (§ 2 on “the law” of the
decision).
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Scholars have largely discussed whether the European Court for Human Rights
(“ECtHR”) should overturn this standpoint, and admit the right to complaint by
groups and other “artificial legal persons” pursuant to Article 8 ECHR. This is the
procedural approach of the EU CoJ and its reading of Articles 7 and 8 of the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights in C-293/12 and 594/12 on the Data Retention
Directive 24/2006.2 However, that which some scholars claim goes even further
(van der Bart 2014), namely a corporate rather than collective right under the
umbrella of Article 8. According to this stance, in such cases as Big Brother Watch
and others v. UK (application 58170/13 before ECtHR), the applicants, i.e. an association, could legitimately claim to be victim of a violation of their rights under
Article 8, insofar as the UK intelligence services would have been collecting and
processing data in such a way that is neither “proportionate” nor “necessary” in a
democratic society.
Whether or not Big Brother Watch wins its case against the UK government, a
further difference between the rights protected by Articles 8 (collective) and 9 (corporate) of the Convention should nonetheless be stressed. It is difficult to imagine
the ECtHR overturning two pillars of its case law on the kind of protection set up by
the ECHR legal framework. First, in order to legitimately claim a violation of their
rights, applicants, including associations, have to demonstrate that some sort of
damage is involved in the case. Second, such damage never entails the protection of
organizations against the members of the group but rather, the protection of the
group against “its” state. That which is at stake here does not concern the protection
of corporate rights for large civic membership associations, as in the US. Rather, in
the field of the ECHR protection in such cases as Big Brother Watch v. UK, the issue
has to do with a procedural right to a judicial remedy against governments and states
in the sphere of private life, i.e. on the basis of personal damage suffered by some
individuals, such as the applicants and members of the group. The larger such civic
or non-governmental groups are, the likelier that some of their members have suffered personal injury.
Things are different in the field of data protection. Contrary to privacy’s “opaqueness,” issues of data protection mostly revolve around the transparency with which
such data are collected, processed and used. Under EU law, individuals have the
right to know the purposes for which their data are processed, as well as the right to
access that data and to have it rectified. In the wording of Article 8(2) of the EU
Charter of Fundamental Rights, “such data must be processed fairly… and on the
basis of the consent of the person concerned or some other legitimate basis laid
down by law.” This type of protection through the principles of minimization and
quality of data, its controllability and confidentiality, regards the one-to-one interaction between parties to a contract, or other types of agreement, such as an internet
service provider (ISP)’s terms of service. Duties and rights between the data subject
and the data controller of course may overlap with the protection of the individual
“opaqueness.” In such cases, the aim is to constrain the flow of information, and
keep firm distinctions between individuals and society, in order to protect what the
2

See above note 1 in Sect. 9.3.
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German Constitutional Court has framed in terms of “informational self-
determination” since its Volkszählungs-Urteil (“census decision”) from 15
December 1983. This general right to the informationelle selbst-bestimmung of
individuals includes the right to determine whether personal data can be collected
and, eventually, transmitted to others; the right to determine how that data may be
used and processed; the right to access that data and, where necessary, to keep it up
to date; down to the right to delete that data and refuse at any time to have the data
processed. Contrary to the US approach to corporate privacy and the views of scholars aiming to import this model in Europe, the corollaries of the BVerG doctrine on
the informationelle selbst-bestimmung of the individual suggests a cautionary tale
as to whether legal systems should expand the number and rights of data subjects to
groups qua groups.
A first reason for such caution hinges on the very difference between privacy’s
“opaqueness” and data protection’s “transparency.” As shown by Articles 73(2) and
76(1) of the proposal for a new data protection regulation in Europe, mentioned
above, we may welcome a new set of group rights in the field of data protection.
However, these rights have to be conceived as the form through which individuals
exercise their own rights, that is, as collective rights, rather than those of the group
qua group. Otherwise, we allow the rights of groups to determine the conditions for
legitimizing data processing, even against the will of its own members, and deciding
whether personal data of such members can be collected, or transmitted to others, as
well as whether such data should be deleted. Reflect on the number of cases in
which the processing of personal data is legitimate regardless of the individual consent, e.g. current Article 7(d) of EU Directive 46/95/EC on “processing that is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject.” By envisioning a
new generation of group rights as corporate rights in the field of data protection,
such cases rendering the consent of the individuals unnecessary would be multiplied
without reasonable grounds. Although no legal principle precludes the idea of
expanding the notion of data subject to groups, two tenets of the rule of law, such as
individual autonomy and anti-paternalism, would be imperilled (Pagallo 2012) by
capturing the rights of such groups as corporate rights in the field of data
protection.
A further reason why we should beware of expanding the rights of individual
data subjects to groups concerns some current trends in data protection. Rather than
the aforementioned one-to-one interaction between parties to a contract, or other
types of agreement, these trends regard the many-to-many rights and obligations of
individuals’ extra-contractual interaction and the role of some ISP intermediaries,
such as the role of search engines (Pagallo 2011). Especially in Europe, the interest,
or good, protected by the law can be difficult to detect in some cases, as can occur
with a new set of duties and obligations imposed on “third parties” as a result of
what the EU Court of Justice declared in Google v. AEPD from 13 May 2014,
namely the famous case on the “right to be forgotten.” Here, the Court had to determine whether the data subject has a right that the information relating to her personally cannot be linked to her name by a list of results displayed by a search engine,
such as Google’s, following the query made on the basis of her name (C-131/12). In
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the wording of the Court, “it is not necessary in order to find such a right that the
inclusion of the information in question in the list of results causes prejudice to the
data subject” (§ 96 of the decision). Consequently, we may conceive cases in which
the protection of the rights of the data subject aims to safeguard the data as such,
regardless of any harm, prejudice or privacy issue that can trigger the obligation of
third parties.3 Contrary to the privacy case law of both the ECtHR and the US
Supreme Court, this no-harm doctrine of the EU CoJ, namely, the protection of data
qua data, is what I term data fetishism. The following section dwells on the shortcomings of this approach, which reverberate on the legitimacy of a new level of data
protection.

9.5

On Data Fetishism

The idea of complementing the current rights of the personal data protection framework with new group rights suggests that attention should be drawn to the kind of
interest, or good, that today’s legal systems ought to defend. Leaving aside the conceptual debate on the theory of rights, this chapter has claimed so far, based on the
notions of interest, choice, legal goods and the like, that such an integration of
individual rights with group rights can be seem as legitimate and even urgent today,
in order to strengthen the protection of individuals against harm, prejudice, risks or
threats as raised by current Open Data and Big Data trends. Rather than a unique
data subject whose informational self-determination is specifically under attack,
individuals will more often be targeted as a member of a group, or as a specimen
falling within the set of ontological and epistemological predicates that cluster a
group. New types of threats and harms should be expected as a result: in the phrasing of Floridi, it is more about the new protection of “sardines,” i.e. individuals as
members of a group, than “Moby Dicks.” And while “the individual sardine may
believe that the encircling net is trying to catch it… it is not… it is trying to catch
the whole shoal” (Floridi 2014: 3). Correspondingly, the traditional type of protection against individual harm in the field of data protection should be supplemented
with an analysis of the risks and threats to the processing and use of group data that
may provoke new kinds of harm to most of us, namely the “sardines.” What is the
interest, choice or good of the sardines in peril?
3
It may be argued that once search engines are deemed data controllers, as the CoJ did in C-131/12,
§§ 33–34, Google and any other search engine for that matter, should not be considered as a third
party. Rather, ISP obligations would be those typically associated with the one-to-one legal interactions mentioned above in Sect. 9.4. Yet, in previous rulings, e.g. Google vs Louis Vuitton from
23 March 2010, it is noteworthy that the opinion of the Court was different, in that ISP obligations
depended on “the actual terms in which the service is supplied” and “whether the role played by
that service provider is neutral, in the sense that its conduct is merely technical, automatic and
passive” (§ 114 of the decision). Admittedly, it would be interesting to examine why the CoJ
Justices changed their mind. For the sake of concision when dealing with group rights as a new
level of data protection, we will skip this level of analysis here.
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Remarkably, this is the point that advocates of data fetishism simply overlook. In
addition to the remarks of the EU CoJ in Google v. AEPD, contemplate the field of
the reuse of public sector information (PSI) in Europe, and how some member states
and public sector bodies alike often refer to current data protection safeguards as a
preposterous way to curb manifold legitimate applications of PSI reuses (Pagallo
and Bassi 2013). By sticking a formalistic and at times, pedantic interpretation of
the legal texts, such an aim to protect data qua data, regardless of any harm or prejudice to the data subject, ends up with two major problems and a paradox.
First, privacy and data protection are not “absolute rights,” but “relative rights”
(Pagallo 2013). Contrary to the protection from retrospective criminal penalties or
the prohibition of torture, privacy and data protection frequently entail matters of
balancing. Pursuant to Article 8 of ECHR, for example, the right to privacy can be
limited “in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-
being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of
health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.” In the
ECtHR case law, this “relative” nature of the right to privacy suggests why legal
protection often revolves around that “necessary” in a democratic society, or in
accordance with the principles of proportionality and predictability, so as to defend
individuals against arbitrary interference by public authorities. Such a balancing is
similarly at work in other fields of the law, suffice it to mention, the cost-benefit
approach of the economic analysis of the law to matters of tortious liability, that is,
extra-contractual obligations generally imposed against the will of the party seen as
invoking in some sense the harm. From this latter point of view, the focus is on the
“disparity between the cost (great) of the act to the victim and the (small and even
negative) cost to the injurer of avoiding the act” (Posner 1988: 868). Although we
do not have to accept all of Posner’s ideas, it is even more difficult to buy current
opinions on how to protect the data of individuals for their own sake, or against no
harm, in the many-to-many contexts of extra-contractual interactions.
Second, we may admit that any costs to the victims, harm done to the data subjects, etc., can simply be presumed. Data protection infringements, in other words,
could be likened to speed limits that should be respected in spite of whether someone is driving or walking on the street in the middle of the night. This precautionary
approach makes good sense in the current Big or Open Data era. We may presume
that opaque, or hidden, processing of group data ends up with physical threat, injury,
and lack of confidentiality, much as occurred in the 2010–2011 Ivorian civil war.
However, the parallel falls short in capturing that which advocates of data fetishism
really claim: the rights which they aim to protect do not hinge upon a risk-analysis
that has to determine the probability of events, their consequences and costs, so as
to specify, or quantify, the threat of a given behaviour and hence, the presumption
of harm. Rather, that which is at stake concerns the protection of data qua data,
regardless of any alleged prejudice to an individual’s informational privacy or personal data. Going back to the ruling of the EU Court of Justice in Google v. AEPD
(C-131/12), “it follows from the foregoing considerations that… Article 12(b) and
subparagraph (a) of the first paragraph of Article 14 of Directive 95/46 are to be
interpreted as meaning that, when appraising the conditions for the application of
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those provisions, it should inter alia be examined whether the data subject has a
right… without it being necessary in order to find such a right that the inclusion of
the information in question in that list causes prejudice to the data subject” (§ 99 of
the decision).
Third, we have the paradox. By asserting that, pace the harm principle (e.g.
Stuart Mill 1859), data protection may impose duties on third parties that require no
prejudice to the data subject, advocates of data fetishism make it difficult to understand the new challenges and threats triggered by Open or Big Data trends. Think of
such techniques as data mining or profiling, and their models for assembling groups
in accordance with certain educational, occupational or professional capabilities,
social practices (e.g. a religion), or social characteristics (e.g. an ethnicity), along
with the prediction of their behaviour, in order to include or exclude the “new sardines” from a particular service, product or credit, etc. Not only can individuals be
targeted as members of a group, but they can even ignore being a part of that group
on the basis of a set of ontological and epistemological predicates that cluster people into multiple categories (Pasquale 2014). Accordingly, the focus should be on
that which the advocates of data fetishism overlook. By taking into account the
threats and risks of the new scenario brought on by current trends of Open Data, Big
Data, etc., we should reflect on whether the traditional kind of protection against
individual harm in the field of data protection can still disregard the analysis of the
menace that the processing and use of group data raise in terms of physical threat or
injury, unlawful discrimination, loss of confidentiality, identity theft, or financial
loss, etc.
Notably, this is the stance partially put forward by the aforementioned proposal
for a new regulation on data protection, in which the EU Commission insists on the
relevance of data protection impact assessments that should determine risks and
threats for the processing and use of certain kinds of personal data. Consider Article
33 of the proposal, according to which data controllers have the responsibility of
performing a data protection impact assessment “where processing operations present specific risks to the rights and freedoms of data subjects by virtue of their nature,
their scope or their purposes.” For example, specific risks concern “a systematic and
extensive evaluation of personal aspects” of the data subject (art. 33(2)(a)); “information on sex life” (art. 33(2)(b)); “monitoring publicly accessible areas” (art. 33(2)
(c)); and so on. Although the EU Parliament has proposed a new article on data
protection impact assessments with its Amendment 88, so that Article 25a would
also refer to specific risks due to “large scale filing systems” and “measures that
produce legal effects concerning the individual or significantly affect the individual,” the output of this institutional work in progress is nonetheless clear. The more
the focus is on how individuals can be damaged by data mining techniques, behavioural analyses, profiling, etc., the less we run the risk of guarding data qua data, the
more attention is drawn to the type of interest or good the legal systems aim to
protect.
Admittedly, the overall idea is nothing new as it can be traced back to the ancient
Roman maxim, alterum non laedere, that is, “do not injure others.” In criminal law,
the legal accountability for this kind of behaviour has been typically imposed on
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individuals who voluntarily commit a wrong prohibited by law; in contracts, the
idea traditionally regards compensation to those affected by the harmful behaviour
of a counterparty; in tort law, payment follows from obligations between private
persons usually imposed by the state to compensate for damage provoked by wrongdoing. In light of this framework, that which is new with the old Roman maxim, i.e.
do not injure others, in the realm of data protection, concerns both the ways and
levels at which individuals may harm one another. New techniques have put group
rights in the spotlight. And although such rights can be (and often are) understood
in different and even opposite ways, e.g. a procedural vs. a substantive collective
right, we should not miss a crucial point in the analysis. Whether new group rights
have to be added to the traditional protection of individuals is an open question
hinging on the type of harm, threat or risk that individuals may cause due to their
personal fault or negligence. This open question on collective vs. corporate rights of
the group, however, suggests why the current debate on group rights offers a fruitful
standpoint to deter any further data fetishism.

9.6

Conclusions

We have seen in this chapter that neither the legal existence of group rights nor their
collective forms are issues in the fields of privacy and data protection. Think again
of the Supreme Court’s ruling in NAACP v. Alabama (1958), the decision of the
European Commission of Human Rights in Church of Scientology of Paris v. France
(1995), and Articles 73(2) and 76(1) of the proposal for a new data protection regulation in Europe (2012–2014). Against this backdrop, that which is still controversial in today’s debate concerns two key points: (i) whether further collective rights
should be implemented in the new EU data protection regulation and (ii) whether
the US constitutional model of “intimate” corporate rights can be conveniently
exported to Europe.
The first issue, i.e. additional collective rights in data protection, is empirical.
Whether the collective rights of the EU proposal for a new data protection framework will be effective, or good enough, to tackle the challenges of current Open and
Big Data trends, hinges on the type of harm, threat, or risk that impact assessments,
such as those of Article 33 of the EU proposal, should evaluate in terms of probability of events, their consequences and costs. Here, pace the advocates of data fetishism, the focus should be on the prejudice that other individuals, corporations, or
states may cause due to their personal fault or negligence when collecting and processing data.
The second issue, i.e. a new generation of corporate rights in data protection, is
trickier. We have to distinguish between the aim to protect the data of groups not
concerning their members, and the protection of data that a group may claim qua
group against such members. The first scenario has been illustrated by Article 2(8)
of the Austrian data protection act, and that which was in force in Italy until the
amendments of Act n. 214 from 22 December 2011. The ruling of the US Supreme
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Court in Boy Scouts of America v. Dale (2000) elucidates the second scenario: what
a large civic membership organization considers as private, can impinge on the life
of its members and make their intimate life subject to retribution.
The first scenario is not particularly problematic: it depends on policy considerations on the transparency with which such artificial persons, as organizations or
corporations, should process their data (mind, not that of their members).
The second scenario is not problematic for an opposite reason. By admitting a
new generation of corporate rights in the field of data protection, we would multiply
without reasonable grounds the cases in which the consent of individuals is unnecessary, e.g. Article 7(d) of EU Directive 46/95/EC. Two pillars of the rule of law,
individual autonomy and anti-paternalism, would be in peril, as the group, rather
than its members, would determine whether personal data of such members can be
collected, transmitted to others, or deleted, etc.
Admittedly, this mechanism of “notice and consent” as laid down by Article 7
with its exceptions, is currently under pressure: privacy notices are more often labyrinthine and it is difficult for individuals to determine the long-term risks of their
consent so as to balance them against short-term gains. Additionally, as stressed by
the EU data protection authorities in “The Future of Privacy” from 2009, consent
appears an inappropriate ground for processing, “especially when there is a clear
unbalance between the data subject and the data controller” (WP 168: 17). What
reasonable solution is then at hand?
Once the corporate rights option in the field of data protection is discarded, attention should be drawn back to the types of harm, threat, or risks, raised by Open Data
and/or Big Data trends. This is, after all, the standpoint of the EU regulation with a
new generation of data protection impact assessments. This perspective not only
deters any kind of data fetishism, but goes hand-in-hand with the collective rights
laid down by Articles 73(2) and 76(1) of the proposal. Whether such rights should
be advanced is a matter of empirical evidence; yet, from a conceptual viewpoint,
how we should approach this new level of data protection is fairly clear. By focusing
on the notion of harm and the Roman maxim “do not injure others,” such others, as
a group with collective rights, can at times represent the best or even the only way
to truly protect the individual’s right to data protection.
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Abstract Each person shares genetic code with others. Thus, one individual’s
genome can reveal information about other individuals. When multiple individuals
share aspects of genetic architecture, they form a ‘genetic group’. From a social and
legal perspective, two types of genetic group exist: Those which map to social
groups – ‘genetic classes’ – and those which are perceived through interrogation of
shared genetic code – ‘genetic categories’. Both of these groups may be seen to have
legitimate interests affected when data about them are processed. This contribution
considers if these interests can be effectively protected by the Data Protection
Regulation. The contribution finds that the Regulation explicitly excludes genetic
groups only in a relation to a limited number of provisions. Yet, the contribution also
finds that the use of the Regulation to protect genetic groups would raise significant
technical and substantial problems. In light of these problems, the contribution suggests a way forward based around guidance and ex ante oversight.
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Introduction

Increasing amounts of information can be extracted from human biological samples. Samples can be subjected to a sequencing process to produce genomic data –
raw genetic data. In turn, this genomic data can be analysed to extract meaning
about an individual’s current, or future, physical, psychological and even social
traits.
However, whilst each individual’s genome is unique, this uniqueness is relative
and each person may expect to share much of their genetic code with others. This
means that when a genetic sample is extracted from one individual, it can also be
used to produce information about others. When a group of individuals share genetic
architecture, these individuals collectively might be thought of as a ‘genetic group’.
It has been established that the extraction and use of genetic information may
pose a significant risk to the privacy rights of the individual from whom the biological sample was extracted. The European Court of Human Rights, for example, in the
Marper case, observed the ‘intrinsically private character [of DNA]’ (European
Court of Human Rights 2008, §104). However there are also arguments that a separate set of privacy interests may be at risk: those relating to genetic groups.
Certain genetic groups may map to recognised social groups – for clarity, these
will be referred to as ‘genetic classes’ throughout the article. Such groups might be
argued to possess privacy interests by virtue of themselves being autonomous and
self-determined entities. Other genetic groups, however, can only be perceived
through the interrogation of shared genetic code and do not map to socially recognised groups – these will be referred to as ‘genetic categories’. Nevertheless, each
member of such a genetic category can be affected by processing related to the
category. Therefore a collective interest can be seen to exist in how the category as
a whole is treated.
The idea of genetic groups having privacy interests might come across as strange.
However, we might recall the highly controversial history of sorting and judgments
of groups of individuals based on biology, or inheritance. Learning from the lessons
of the past, is it surprising that norms of behaviour toward genetic groups might
exist? If not, then why should these norms not receive legal recognition?
Data protection law is the area of law which elaborates how legitimate interests
in data processing are to be protected. This area of law has recently undergone
reform. The currently applicable current overarching instrument – Directive 95/46 –
will be replaced by the General Data Protection Regulation when it comes into force
in 2018. If the argument that genetic groups also have interests engaged by data
processing are taken seriously, then it would make sense to look to data protection
law as an area of law through which these interests could be taken into account.
However, modern data protection law has developed with the protection of the
individual in mind. The idea of protecting genetic groups is novel and their inclusion as a subject of data protection has been little considered. Nevertheless, data
protection law has been designed to be flexible and to adapt to novel phenomena in
data processing.
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This contribution considers whether the protection outlined by the Data
Protection Regulation might be extended to include genetic groups. It then considers what the consequences and problems of such an extension might be. Finally,
taking both the opportunities and problems identified into account, it proposes a
way forward.
The contribution begins with a brief explanation of genetics, the way in which
genetic architecture might be shared and the different types of genetic group which
might be recognised (Sects. 10.2 and 10.3).
It continues with a consideration of the logic behind recognising genetic groups
as legitimate interest holders and as objects of legal protection (Sect. 10.4). The
justification for genetic classes and genetic categories are considered separately.
Next, data protection law – and in particular the Data Protection Regulation – is
explained. The regulatory approach followed by the Regulation is briefly outlined,
as are the four mechanisms it takes to protecting interests in data – advance checking; organisational, procedural and technical obligations; data subject rights; oversight, compliant and redress (Sect. 10.5).
The possibility to include genetic groups as a subject of protection within each
of these mechanisms is then considered (Sects. 10.6, 10.7, 10.8 and 10.9).
Interestingly, a clear legislative obstruction to including genetic groups as subjects
of protection only appears in relation to ‘data subject’ rights. Even this obstruction
could be removed with a relatively small (and not unprecedented) alteration to one
of the concepts used in the Regulation – the concept of the ‘data subject’.
However, the contribution goes on to observe that including genetic groups as
subjects of protection would not be unproblematic (Sect. 10.10). First, there are
legal technical issues which would need to be resolved before the framework laid
out by the Regulation would be functional in relation to genetic groups. Second,
without careful consideration as to how to include genetic groups as rights holders,
this would likely come at an unfair cost to other parties whose interests in the processing of data have hitherto been recognised – data subjects and data controllers.
Finally, considering both the opportunities, and the problems, discussed in previous sections, we consider a possible approach moving forward (Sect. 10.11). We
advocate a soft approach. On the basis of guidance from the European level interpretation body, we suggest that the initial focus of protection should be on the ex
ante checking mechanisms. Processing affecting genetic groups would thus be
made transparent. On the basis of the information generated, Data Protection
Authorities could then decide on applicable, relevant and proportionate protection
for groups on a case by case basis. From here, jurisprudence related to genetic
groups may develop from which more general rules may emerge.
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 Brief Introduction to Genetics, Shared Genetics
A
and Genetic Groups

Living organisms are understood to pass instructions for their own replication from
generation to generation (Hartl and Ruvolo 2012). The genetic code is one of the
most important biological media for the transfer of such instructions. This is contained within the DNA molecule in each cell of an organism (Aubret et al. 2004;
Beisson 2008). The code consists of a chain consisting of four types of chemical –
in the case of the human genome this chain is 3.2 billion letters long. The order of
the chemicals and their position on the chain defines what affect they will have on
the function of the cell – and therefore on the organism as a whole (Nomper 2005).
Genetic data is information which relates to this genetic code. Generally speaking, there are two types of genetic data, each of which can be read from the other.
First, there is information about what a specific genetic code is (the genetic code for
eye colour – genotype). Second, there is information as to what a specific architecture signifies (the resulting eye colour – phenotype). Each of these types of information can be known on an abstract level – for example, it is known that a mutation on
the HEXA gene plays a role in Tay-Sachs disease.1 They can also be applied to
produce information on an individual level – for example, if it is known that John’s
genome displays a mutation in the HEXA gene, it is known that John possesses the
genetic architecture corresponding to Tay-Sachs disease.2
Genetically influenced traits can vary broadly in form. It has been demonstrated
that genetic code can be influential in defining certain physical characteristics (Rees
2003). It has also been proposed that it can define psychological, behavioural or
social characteristics – although the strength of this connection is highly disputed
(Rouvroy 2008). Genetically influenced traits may already have manifested at the
moment of analysis of the genome. However, the genome may also give indications
as to characteristics which may emerge in future (Article 29 Data Protection
Working Party 2004).
Each individual’s genome is unique. First, genes are subject to random mutations. Second, each individual will receive a history of such specificity from both
father and mother – each parent will also have had a unique genome. In turn, each
individual’s genome is completely inalienable. It cannot be transferred or faked.
Accordingly, whenever an individual’s genetic data is interrogated to produce information, that information, by nature, is revelatory about that individual.
However, human reproduction is also a process of copying (it would not be called
reproduction otherwise). Despite small variations, genetic information is passed
down from one generation to the next with remarkable stability. Accordingly, from
http://www.geneticseducation.nhs.uk/genetic-conditions-54/710-tay-sachs-disease-new.
(Last
consulted 27.05.2015).
2
Further observations may be made from this genetic information. Tay-Sachs is particularly prevalent in the Ashkenazi Jewish population. If I know that John has the architecture related to TaySachs, I might also assume that there is an above average chance that he is of Ashkenazi Jewish
descent.
1
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one individual’s genetics, knowledge about how specific genes are passed down
from parent to offspring can be used to extrapolate information about family members. The closer the blood relation, the more shared genetic architecture might be
expected (Nuffield Council of Bioethics 2007).
Such extrapolation also works beyond the ‘genetic family’ as normally understood in social terms. The genetic family is nested within a number of broader sets
of group with shared inheritance. For example, a family may also belong to a specific ethnic group, or come from a certain geographical area. Members of the family
will thus share genetic architecture with other individuals with the same heritage.
The genetic groups an individual belongs to can be observed at an ever expanding
size until, eventually, the whole human race is encompassed (Lowe 2001).
Equally, aspects of genetic architecture might not need to be linked with inheritance to be held in common. For example, a specific single mutation may be visible
across a number of people who would not normally be regarded to share a common
heritage. For example, two sufferers of Huntington’s Chorea may have completely
different genetic backgrounds, yet would share the genetic architecture relevant to
Huntington’s disease sufferers.
When genetic architecture is shared across multiple individuals, this shared
architecture is a commonality which can be used to classify these individuals as a
‘genetic group’.

10.3

 wo Types of Genetic Group: ‘Genetic Classes’
T
and ‘Genetic Categories’

There are any number of groups which can be perceived through shared genetic
architecture. However, when perceived through a social or legal frame, some significant delineations emerge. Through a social or legal fame, two significant types of
genetic group can be observed. For clarity, we will refer to the first type of group as
a ‘genetic class’ and the second type of group as a ‘genetic category’. The term
‘genetic group’ will be used as an umbrella term to refer to both.
Genetic classes map to easily recognised social groups. For example, ethnic
groups or groups of sufferers of certain diseases – for example, sufferers of Down
Syndrome.3 Indeed, many genetic classes which may now be perceived through a
genetic lens would claim to have existed long before advances in genetics allowed
their genetic characterisation. These genetic classes will thus share the characteristics associated with other types of social, or even political, group. Members of such
classes are likely to be aware of their status as a member of the class. They will be
aware of what being a class member means to them, and to their lives and accordingly, may have particular desires which result from this membership. In turn, they
are likely to know the other members of that class (or at least be able to get in con3

http://www.downs-syndrome.org.uk/. (Last consulted 27.05.2015).
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tact with, or find out about them). Through the communication of class members, a
group identity may be established, as may the elaboration of common positions on
matters of importance to the class. Certain such classes have found it useful to organise themselves and to establish communal decision making structures and channels
of communication. Indeed, many such classes have found it useful to formalize
aspects of the class in law – for example, representative organisations for certain
ethnic minorities.
Genetic categories, however, have no independent social existence – although
this may change with time as the significance of certain types of genetic architecture
comes into clearer focus. For example, certain individuals may possess genetic
architecture associated with predispositions – for example to disease or types of
behaviour. Genetic categories have much in common with the algorithmic groups
discussed elsewhere in this volume. Members of genetic categories may have no
idea that they possess the relevant architecture placing them in a genetic category.
They will unlikely be aware of other category members – not least as these other
members may themselves be unaware of their category membership. In turn, category members may not have felt any impacts from their possession of the architecture
in question. They may therefore have no sense of the consequence of their membership of the category. Without the ability to understand one’s own category membership and the significance of this membership, and without the ability to share this
experience with others, the genetic category will lack collective personality, identity
or opinion. Such categories will lack organisational, decision making or communications structures.
It has long been established that the extraction and use of genetic information
may pose a significant risk to the rights and interests of the individual from whom
the biological sample was extracted (European Court of Human Rights 2008, §104).
However data processing does not always need to focus on the individual. Indeed,
in many cases, it is the group to which the individual belongs which is the focus of
processing. When genetic groups are the focus of processing, a separate set of interests might be argued to be relevant alongside individual interests – those relating to
groups themselves. Accordingly, the group might be recognised as a separate subject of legal protection.

10.4

 enetic Groups, Legitimate Interests and Legal
G
Protection

In relation to genetic classes, an individual’s identity is tightly tied up with the
social groups that individual is part of. Accordingly, the autonomous existence of
such groups is essential for the individual to be able to freely develop his or her
personality in association with others. In turn, such groups play important social
and political roles in society – indeed they are essential for the pluralism at the core
of a democratic society (European Court of Human Rights 2005, §100). With this,
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these groups can be regarded to occupy a social space between the individual on the
one hand, and society as a whole on the other. Such groups might thus be regarded,
to a certain extent, as ‘autonomous units’ within society (Raab 2012). Indeed, they
may be seen to have histories, identities, cultures and intentions which extend even
beyond their temporary membership. The social existence of genetic classes places
them within this category. With the recognition that such groups might be entitled
to a degree of autonomy, a parallel recognition that they may have a claim to a
degree of self-determination emerges (Laurie 2002). If data processing can impact
an individual’s right to self-determination, or can harm an individual, then comparable claims might be made on behalf of genetic classes.
Accordingly, it follows that genetic classes might have some claim over how data
relating to them is processed. There is a small, but growing, body of legal and jurisprudential recognition for this position. Article 10 of the UNESCO Universal
Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights states that: ‘No research or
research applications concerning the human genome… should prevail over respect
for the human rights, fundamental freedoms and human dignity of individuals or,
where applicable, of groups of people’ (UNESCO 1997, §10). The Article 29
Working Party state that developments in the understanding of genetics may mean
a ‘legally relevant social group can be said to have come into existence – namely,
the biological group’ (Article 29 Data Protection Working Party 2004). In the
Havasupai case, the Havasupai Indian Tribe argued that the class possessed dignitary interests which could be impacted through certain unconsented-to uses of
members of the group’s genetic information (Van Assche et al. 2013).
It is harder to justify a claim that genetic categories can have interests. If individuals do not know they are members of a category, how can a category be seen to
have any desires, how can it be harmed – what would its interests be? Nevertheless,
each individual member of a genetic category has an interest in the effects of genetic
data processing on him or her. When genetic data relating to a genetic category is
processed, each individual member of that category is thus potentially affected
(European Court of Human Rights 2008, §104). On the one hand, this concern
could be boiled down to a set of individual interests in not being harmed based on
category membership. On the other hand, it has been observed that this is a highly
‘atomistic ontology’ and that the phenomena of processing on the level of categories of individuals might not be possible to deal with at the level of the single individual (Floridi 2014). An expedient response might be to recognise a collective
interest on the level of the genetic category. The members of the category, taken
together, can be seen to have a collective interest in how data relating to the category
is processed and how that category is treated. As the category cannot itself communicate, recognising genetic categories as holding interests could be compared to
recognising an incapax as holding interests (Beyleveld and Brownsword 2007).
Thus, responsibility for category protection would always need to be delegated to an
external party.
The fear that individual rights could be adversely affected through the use of
genetic data related to groups has been reflected in certain genetic non-discrimination
legislation. For example, the Council of Europe’s Additional Protocol to the
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Convention on Human Rights and Biomedicine, concerning Genetic Testing for
Health Purposes states, in Article 4, that: ‘Any form of discrimination against a
person, either as an individual or as a member of a group on grounds of his or her
genetic heritage is prohibited’ (Council of Europe 2005, §4).
Whilst the idea of genetic groups as interest holders might seem odd, it should be
recalled that the act of grouping and judging individuals according to perceived
biological characteristics has a long and highly controversial history. The example
which comes most prominently to mind is the horrific treatment of Jews, and others
regarded as of inferior biology, by the Nazi regime in Germany. However, eugenics
programmes, in one form or another, existed prior to the Nazis and have existed
since. Indeed, the painful legacy of such ideas remains in modern society. For example, accusations of eugenics are often brought forward in the heated debates about
pre-natal screening programmes and the legitimacy of terminating ‘abnormal’ pregnancies.4 Learning from the lessons of the past, is it so strange that society should
have rules related to acts dealing with such groups?

10.5

 ata Protection Law and the Forthcoming Data
D
Protection Regulation

Data protection law is the area of law outlining when data may be processed and
under which conditions.
The current piece of legislation elaborating European data protection law is
Directive 95/46 (European Parliament and European Council 1995). However,
owing to changes in the technological and legal background to the Directive, its
relevance and suitability came increasingly into question. Accordingly, 3 years ago,
a process of reform of data protection law was started and in January 2012, the
Commission released the proposed General Data Protection Regulation – the
replacement to Directive 95/46 (European Commission 2012). The legislative process is now complete. The Regulation was adopted in 2016 and will enter into force
in 2018.
The Regulation’s scope extends to processing done in a wide range of contexts
and by a wide range of actors. However, it only applies when the ‘personal data’ of
a ‘data subject’ is processed. The Regulation specifically lists genetic data as personal data. Indeed the Regulation specifically defines genetic data as ‘sensitive
data’, thereby making its processing subject to a stricter regime of protection. Whilst
the Regulation does not apply to anonymous data, we believe – and have argued
elsewhere – that it will rarely make sense to consider genetic data as anonymised
(Hallinan et al. 2013).5 Accordingly, genetic data should always be regarded as ‘per-

For a full discussion of eugenics to the present day see: Bashford and Levine 2010.
We argue that, due to the uniquely individual nature of each genome, it is very difficult to claim
any genetic data is anonymous.
4
5
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sonal data’. Therefore, whenever genetic data are processed, the Regulation will
apply.
The aim of the Regulation is dual. First, in each instance of data processing, there
are legitimate rights and interests which should be taken into account. The Regulation
aims to provide a procedure through which these interests can be taken into account
and any conflict of interests can be resolved (De Hert 2009). On the one hand, individuals have rights, such as the right to privacy and to not be unfairly discriminated
against, which can be affected by data processing. The Regulation aims to function
as a system to make processing transparent to data subjects and to give them certain
rights over their data. On the other hand, third parties – such as genetic researchers –
need to process personal data in the pursuit of their own legitimate interests and
these may, on occasion, override individuals’ interests. Second, the Regulation aims
to harmonize applicable data protection law in the EU.6
In relation to genetic data, the Regulation can be seen to employ four mechanisms which, together, aim to provide a procedure through which interests can be
adequately taken into account and interest conflicts can be resolved.
1. Proposed processing of genetic data should be subject to an impact assessment,
declared to, and checked in advance by, a supervisory authority.
2. Whenever personal data are processed, the data controller is subject to procedural, technical and organisational rules as to when and how data might be
processed.
3. The data subject is granted a set of rights in relation to their personal data –
including (in certain situations) the right to be asked for consent and a set of
rights revolving around being informed about the processing of their data.
4. Finally, the Regulation provides for independent oversight of whether the provisions have been followed and for complaint and redress when they have not.
If genetic groups are seen to have legitimate interests to be protected, then data
protection law would be a logical area of law to consider to carry the legislative
burden of balancing these interests against other legitimate interests.
However, the idea of genetic groups as a focus of data protection law is novel.
The Regulation – as with its predecessor the Directive – was drafted on the presumption that the individual, and individual rights, were the primary target of protection. Although data protection may seem like a – if not the – logical legal area of
law through which to protect genetic groups’ interests in the processing of genetic
data, this is no guarantee that the Regulation will be a suitable instrument for this
purpose.
In answering the question of suitability, the first question must be: Under which
of the above mechanisms could genetic groups be included and under which would
they be excluded?
6
A Regulation is a specific type of legal instrument which is directly applicable in all EU states.
This instrument is to be opposed to a Directive. Directives require transposition into national law.
In the case of the Data Protection Directive, the divergence in national transpositions caused significant legal fragmentation.
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1st Data Protection Mechanism: Advance Checking

As genetic data are regarded as ‘sensitive’ in the Regulation, they have been confirmed as data whose processing poses a particularly high risk to fundamental rights
(Article 29 Data Protection Working Party 2011). Advance checking mechanisms
are conceived of as legitimacy and proportionality controls and as mechanisms
which allow harm mitigation in advance. Accordingly, when processing which may
be particularly harmful is proposed, advance checking mechanisms become increasingly important and this processing is subject to increased scrutiny.
There are two forms of advance checking mechanism which are prominent in
current data protection legal thought and which are required by the Regulation when
sensitive data are processed. The first, and the more recent, is the Data Protection
Impact Assessment (DPIA). The second is the obligation to consult with, and
receive prior authorisation from, the appropriate Data Protection Authority.
The DPIA is a structured instrument an organisation planning to process personal data may use internally to analyse a potential processing operation. The
instrument allows consideration of the proposed operation both in terms of its legitimacy under data protection law and in light of the broader harms it may cause. On
the basis of the analysis conducted in the DPIA, the organisation might then take
measures to address any identified issues. There is, in principle, no reason that the
consideration of impact in a DPIA must be limited to one type of impact, or impact
on one type of rights holder. In fact, some of the latest impact assessment methodologies with relevance for data processing have specifically included a consideration of both individuals and groups in their approach (Wright et al. 2014).7 If
genetic groups, of either type, can be seen to have legitimate interests in the processing of data, there is no reason that impacts on them could not be taken into account
in a DPIA.8
The prior consultation and authorisation mechanism already exists in the
Directive and is maintained in the Regulation. In this mechanism, the Data Protection
Authority (DPA) is informed of the proposed processing. The DPA may then make
a judgment as to whether, and if so under which conditions, the proposed processing
might go ahead. This engages the Data Protection Authority as the body responsible
for the application and enforcement of data protection law – i.e. they will evaluate
the proposed processing in light of the requirements of data protection law. It also
engages the DPA as the body responsible for more general oversight of data processing and the harms which might stem from data processing – i.e. as a proportionality mechanism. Accordingly, prior consultation and authorisation, by necessity,
includes discretion on the part of Data Protection Authorities to deal with novel
phenomena arising around data processing. The interests of genetic groups repreSee for example the methodology outlined by the SAPIENT Project: Wright et al. 2014.
The Regulation recognises the necessity to take a broad approach to impacts, and to potentially
affected parties, when conducting a DPIA. For example, Article 35(1) elaborates a DPIA is necessary when processing is ‘likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms of natural persons’ – not just to data subjects.
7
8
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sent such a phenomenon. Whilst they have not done so up to now, there is no reason
that Data Protection Authorities could not use this discretion to take the interests of
genetic groups, of either type, into account when consulting on and authorising
processing operations.9

10.7

2 nd Data Protection Mechanism: Organisational,
Technical and Procedural Obligations

The Regulation lays out a number of obligations on the controller related to the
conditions under which personal data might be processed. Broadly speaking, these
obligations can be sorted into two types. First, data controllers are obliged to follow
certain data processing principles. Second, data controllers are obliged to engage in
data processing management practises.
The data processing principles which must be followed have a long history,
stretching back to OECD privacy principles first outlined in 1980. Indeed, since
then, the principles have been subject to only relatively minor change. The Directive
outlined 5 main principles, each of which has been retained in the Regulation. Data
must be10:
1. processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner (to the data subject)
2. collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes
3. adequate, relevant, and limited to the minimum necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed
4. kept accurate and kept up to date
5. kept in a form which permits identification of data subjects for no longer than is
necessary for the purposes [of processing].
There are only very few of these principles whose application is restricted to one,
or one type of interested party (see principle 1, for example). The majority of these
principles place obligations on the data controller without linking them to any specific concept of rights holder. There is thus no obstruction to including genetic
groups, of either type, as the focus of these obligations. For example, there is no
reason that data could not be kept accurate and up to date in relation to both individuals to whom they relate and to the genetic groups to whom they relate.

9
The Regulation states that processing operations which result in the identification of a ‘high risk’
by a DPIA and whose risk has not subsequently been mitigated are also subject to the relevant Data
Protection Authority’s (DPA) prior authorisation and consultation – Article 36. The purpose of the
impact assessment procedure is thus partially to provide relevant information for the supervisory
authority related to the risks implied in an act of processing. If genetic groups were to be recognised as important in the assessment phase, this would mean they would also be important for a
DPA when conducting a prior check and granting authorisation.
10
These obligations are predominantly laid out in Article 5
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Data processing management obligations aim to ensure that interests which can
be affected by data processing are taken into account at each significant phase of a
processing operation.11 This includes consideration of interests in the phases prior
to those involving actual data processing – for example, in the design phase with the
principle ‘data protection by design and default’ – as well as in the systems – organisational and technical – which support data processing. Once again, data processing management principles are not linked to one type of rights holder. There is no
reason, for example, that appropriate technical and organisational security measures
could not be designed taking into account that a processing operation could pose a
risk to both individuals and genetic groups.

10.8

3rd Data Protection Mechanism: Data Subject Rights

In the Regulation, the key parameter describing the legislator’s concept of relevant
rights holder is the concept of the ‘data subject’. The ‘data subject’ concept, despite
some criticism, has been retained from the Directive and is central to the framework
outlined by the Regulation. The data subject has a set of rights relating to control
over their data – for example, the right to consent to data processing. They also have
a set of rights relating to transparency – for example, the right to be given information about processing. If a person or entity cannot qualify as a ‘data subject’ they
cannot hold any of these rights.
The decisive qualification of the concept of ‘data subject’ in relation to genetic
groups, is that a ‘data subject’ must be a ‘natural person’.12 Whilst it is true that the
legal incorporation of a genetic class may qualify as a legal person, it is impossible
for any group to qualify as a natural person.
The situation under the Regulation is thus cut and dried. However, a small
amendment to the concept of ‘data subject’ would allow the inclusion of a broader
range of entities as rights holders. The inclusion of genetic categories as rights holders – as ‘data subjects’ – is a non-starter. The concept of the ‘data subject’ is bound
up with rights which require self-awareness and the ability to understand and communicate. However, the idea of giving genetic classes the status of rights holders
deserves greater consideration. Indeed, there is historical precedent for the recognition of organised groups as ‘data subjects’. Bygrave comments on the lack of distinction very early data protection laws drew between incorporated collective
entities such as businesses and NGOs, and individuals (Bygrave 2002).

These obligations are predominantly laid out in Chapter IV
For clarification of the concepts of ‘data subject’ and ‘personal data’, see: Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party 2007. See also Article 4(1) of the Regulation

11
12
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4 th Data Protection Mechanism: Oversight, Complaint
and Redress

Oversight, complaint and redress mechanisms require the presence of something to
oversee, to complain about and to redress. They do not exist independently of other
provisions in the Regulation. In relation to these mechanisms, three questions might
be asked: (1) What can be overseen and investigated? (2) Who can complain? (3)
About what can complaints be made?
The DPA has the responsibility to oversee compliance with the Regulation as
well as to investigate complaints. If genetic groups were to be recognised as holders
of legitimate interests and to be entitled to certain protection under data protection
law – for example, that should be considered in an assessment procedure or as entities to which obligations should be owed – the DPA could investigate whether obligations had been adequately observed. In data protection law, the power of a DPA
to oversee and investigate has never been dependant on the registering of a complaint. This was the case in the Directive and remains the case in the Regulation.
This is particularly significant in relation to the protection of genetic categories. The
lack of communicative ability means that genetic categories are unlikely to be in a
position to protect their own interests and to lodge complaints. Accordingly, to
make sure any obligations owed to them were being properly observed, an independent body tasked with their protection would be necessary. With independent oversight and investigation power, the Data Protection Authority is in the position to
fulfil this function.13
Once it has been established that group interests are to be protected, it is a short
step to conclude that relevant groups should also have standing to lodge complaints
with a DPA and beyond this, a right to a judicial remedy. The Regulation already
foresees two circumstances in which groups could complain to a DPA or seek a
judicial remedy: first, when legally constituted organisations have been mandated
by a data subject; second, if Member State legislation allow legally constituted
organisations to complain without the mandate of a data subject.14 Accordingly, in
the case of genetic classes, complaints could already be lodged on behalf of the
class by a legally constituted representative body mandated by any member of that
class who qualified as a data subject. In the case of a genetic category, provided a
single data subject could be found, or a Member State exception was present, complaints could be lodged by organisations which are not constituted by the group
itself, but which have a relevant interest in the category receiving protection. For
example, it would not be unimaginable that an NGO dealing with genetic discrimination could lodge a complaint on behalf of a genetic category.
The Regulation outlines the power to monitor and enforce data protection and to investigate on a
Data Protection Authority’s own volition, or on the basis of a complaint. See Article 58.
14
See Article 80 of the Regulation. In relation to ensuring that the provisions of the Regulation are
followed and that the oversight and complaint function has an impact, Article 58 outlines broad
sanctioning powers for the DPA. Article 83 then set out that breaches of the Regulation are associated with potentially heavy financially penalties which can be levied by Data Protection Authorities.
13
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Currently, the Regulation limits the subject of the complaint and redress mechanisms to violations of ‘data subject’ rights. With this language, complaints could not
be made relating to any form of ‘group’ interest detached from the interests of individual data subjects. This could be easily changed – and would need to be –
should relevant mechanisms be recognised to also apply to genetic groups. However,
in the Regulation, there is no obstacle to a group lodging a complaint or judicial
process on behalf of multiple data subjects simultaneously.15 On the one hand, such
an approach is not a substitute for the recognition of ‘group rights’ – the group
itself, as opposed to its constituent members, is not the subject of the action. On the
other hand, however, such an approach could allow a form of collective remedy to
be sought – although there are still questions as to when and how such approach
might be used (De Hert and Galetta 2015). Such an approach could, in some cases,
function as a proxy for the direct protection of group interests.
In summary, there are few obstacles in the Regulation to the inclusion of genetic
groups as subjects of protection. The one notable exception being the restrictive
concept of ‘data subject’ which excludes all but ‘natural persons’. However, with a
small amendment, this obstacle could be cleared.
However, just because the Regulation has few impediments to including genetic
groups as subjects of protection, does not mean that they should automatically be
included. Accordingly, a second question might be asked: Would there be any problems associated with including genetic groups as a focus of protection?

10.10

 roblems with Extending the Data Protection
P
Regulation to Genetic Groups

In the first instance, we see three legal technical issues to using the Regulation as a
framework for the protection of genetic groups. On top of this, we would like to
point out a compelling substantial concern regarding genetic groups as being owed
obligations, or as being rights holders, under the Regulation. Despite the apparent
severity of the objections we point out, we do see a way forward, and this will be
elaborated in the section following this one.
First, for legislation to be practically functional, it requires clarity rationae
personae. In relation to the individual, concepts of ‘data subject’ and ‘personal data’
have served to provide this clarity. These clarify who the subject of protection is,
and when there is sufficient link between them and data processing to engage their
interests and qualify them for protection. To make the Regulation functional in relation to genetic groups, a clear rationae personae for these groups would thus also
be necessary. For example, in relation to the effective conduct of a DPIA which took
groups into account, the controller would need to know which genetic groups to
consider.
15

See Article 80
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However, there are a huge number of genetic groups which could be recognised
in any single genetic sample. Indeed, this number is subject to fluctuation as genetic
science develops and human characteristics are found to be (or not to be) genetically
influenced. Furthermore, as discussed above, each genetic group is nested within a
number of other possible genetic groups. Eventually, any genetic information
extracted from an individual could be used to inform judgments about all other
humans, and in turn all genetic groups (Juengst 1998). It would be impossible for a
data controller to take all groups into account. The link between an individual data
subject and their personal data was established on the basis whether the data could
identify him or her.16 Such an approach would be irrelevant in relation to genetic
groups. Alternative guidelines would be needed to establish inclusion and exclusion. Although some research projects have sought to develop methodologies which
take algorithmic groups into account – for example, the SAPIENT project c onsidered
groups constructed by smart surveillance algorithms – there are currently no guidelines available which coherently identify relevant and non-relevant genetic groups
(Wright et al. 2014).
Second, each mechanism in the Regulation is populated by concepts and definitions. Most of these have been taken on from the Directive and accordingly, their
meaning and application has already been refined through time and use. However,
this refinement has been done in relation to the concept of the individual as the relevant interest holder. It is not a certainty that these interpretations will remain relevant when the interest holder is a genetic group.
We might take the principle that data should be accurate and kept up to date as an
example. It has been regarded as relatively easy to apply in relation to individual
personal data. The Information Commissioner’s Office in the UK links accuracy to
the representation data makes of a fact that either is, or isn’t, true for an individual.
They state: ‘It will usually be obvious whether information is accurate or not’.17 But
the idea that such facts are easily definable in relation to genetic groups, or that they
will be easily recognisable as true or false is questionable. What would accuracy
mean in relation to genetic group data? Would it be a reference to the accuracy of
the original data sets collected from individual group members, or would it refer to
results of judgments referring to the group as a whole, or perhaps both? In turn,
what would it mean to keep data about a group ‘up to date’? The consistency of a
genetic groups is likely to change over time. For example, some members will die,
others will be born. Equally, there will be scientific changes in the understanding of
the nature of a certain genetic group – for example the association of two previously
unrelated areas of the genome as relevant to a disease. This will also serve to change
the consistency of the group. Would keeping data about a group up to date mean
adding and subtracting samples and genomic data to reflect changing understanding
of the group?
For a discussion of identifiability and how data must relate to a person, see: Article 29 Data
Protection Working Party 2007.
17
See: https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/principle-4-accuracy/. (Last
consulted 27.05.2015).
16
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Finally, we have observed that genetic groups could be owed obligations (in
Sect. 10.7) and that genetic classes could be included as rights holders with a small
alteration in the concept of ‘data subject’ (in Sect. 10.8). However, data protection
law, as outlined in the Directive and the Regulation, has aimed to resolve the interest
conflicts in data processing between one data subject and one data controller. It is
around this bilateral relationship that the allocation of rights and obligations in the
Regulation has been shaped.
Recognising genetic groups as subjects of protection – either in terms of being
owed obligations or as being rights holders – would create a new dynamic. There
would now be three types of interest to take into account in any processing operation. Indeed, as genetic groups are nested within one another, it is not hard to imagine that processing operations could throw up multiple genetic groups with interests
to be taken into account (Greely 2001). This would create new forms of interest
conflict. The original conflict of interests between controller and individual ‘data
subject’ would remain but three new forms of conflicting interests would also come
into view: first, between ‘individual data subject’ and genetic group(s); second,
between data controller and genetic group(s); third, between relevant genetic
groups. From a legal technical perspective, the current Regulation lacks the complexity to deal with this new dynamic. For example, let us imagine that the concept
of ‘data subject’ were to be extended to genetic classes. Under the current Regulation,
consent would thus presumably be required from both the source individual, and
from any relevant genetic class. If all agreed that processing should go ahead, there
would be no problem. But if the individual gave consent, but the class refused (or
one class refused and another consented) there would need to be a process laid out
for deciding how to move forward (Taylor 2012). I.e. a process for deciding whose
interest should be overridden. The Regulation does not provide this.
Following from the above legal technical obstacles, there is a compelling substantial objection to simply dropping genetic groups into the Regulation’s current
system of rights and obligations.
The balance between the individual and the data controller struck by the
Regulation is the result of decades of legislative evolution. Within this period, the
consequences of different types of processing technologies have been carefully
observed and considered, as have the societal principles which they may affect and
the competing interests they may serve (Kosta 2013). If genetic groups were simply
to be added as a subject of protection without further consideration, they would
occupy a role comparable to that the individual currently occupies. The data controller would thus need to discharge obligations to multiple parties. This might
impose a heavy burden – financially and organisationally – on the data controller.
Where data subject rights were engaged, the data subject would be put in a position
where the possibility to enjoy their rights could be obstructed by the genetic groups
to which they belong – the tyranny of the genetic group would be a real
possibility.
This seems an undesirable scenario. There remain few sectors – medical research
and in exceptional cases in law enforcement – in which genetic data is routinely
used to make judgments about groups. There is no European jurisprudence related
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to genetic groups (or indeed, with certain notable exceptions, much related to the
processing of genetic data in general). Consideration of the issue of group rights in
genetics remains – in Europe at least – largely theoretical. In short, there is currently
little evidence to suggest that genetic groups’ interests should be valued in the same
way as the individual’s (Taylor 2012). Just because an interest may be recognised,
does not mean that it is equivalent to all other interests.
In summary, the Data Protection Regulation provides the facility for comprehensive protection for both types of genetic group. However, a blunt and unconsidered
extension of protection is likely to cause a number of problems. Both the processing
of genetic data and the issue of group protection are novel phenomena. Proportionate
solutions to such novel phenomena are unlikely to arise from unsubtle top-down
approaches.

10.11

Moving Forward

Given that it would be problematic to simply extend the same protection to groups
as enjoyed by individuals, alternative approaches must be considered. The first
option would be to do nothing and to maintain the current status quo. Considering
the lack of jurisprudential consideration the issue of the genetic groups has received,
doing nothing would not be catastrophic. However, we believe that the arguments
which have been put forward about genetic groups having interests are strong
enough to be taken seriously. This is particularly true in light of the history of
genetic profiling. Doing nothing would be equivalent to ignoring these arguments
and this would be short-sighted. Accordingly, we believe a second approach – a
middle-way – to be preferable. This approach offers a working solution to the first
technical problem we observed. It then offers an approach through which the other
two technical problems, and the substantial problem, can be engaged with – if not
immediately solved.
There has been an explosion in the scale of processing of genetic data in the last
few years. Despite this, there has been relatively little consideration of the issue of
genetic groups by bodies responsible for guidance and interpretation of data protection law. The Article 29 Working Party last considered the issue of genetic data in
2004. In this consideration, they specifically mentioned the communal nature of
genetic data – for example in their recognition that a ‘legally relevant social group
can be said to have come into existence – namely, the biological group’. A first step
is thus to re-raise awareness of the issues connected with the processing of genetic
data as well as the communal nature of this data. Accordingly, it would be advisable, for the European Data Protection Board – as the successor to the Article 29
Working Party, outlined by the Regulation – to revisit the issue.18
The first thing such guidance would need to address is the issue of inclusion and
exclusion of genetic groups as subjects of consideration in data processing. As we
18

See Article 68 of the Regulation.
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have already clarified, it is not relevant to use approaches to individual rationae
personae in relation to genetic groups. Not least, as genetic groups are nested within
countless other genetic groups. A tentative alternative to a content-based approach
might be to focus on the aim of processing. For example, if research was being done
on mutations in the HEXA gene, then those with that mutation could be regarded as
the relevant group, and all other genetic groups could be excluded as non-relevant.
Following a clarification of which groups might be relevant in relation to a processing operation, guidance could outline an approach to protection. Guidance
should take care to avoid the technical and substantive problems listed in the previous section associated with genetic groups being owed obligations or being rights
holders. This can be done by initially focussing on the ex ante checking and control
mechanisms. As an impact assessment needs to be conducted whenever genetic data
are processed, the additional consideration of whether genetic groups are a target of
processing in an assessment would not place a large burden on data controllers and
would have no impact on data subjects. In turn, the assessment procedure is not
legally binding, nor is it attached to owing genetic groups specific obligations or
granting them rights.
If guidance were to elaborate the inclusion of impacts on genetic groups as subject matter for DPIAs, information would be generated related to groups in each
case in which genetic data were to be processed. On the basis of this information,
the responsible local DPA would thus be in the position to consider each case on its
merits. In some cases, genetic groups might need protection; in other cases this may
not be wise. In each case, the Data Protection Authority might use their discretion
as to whether, how, and which data protection mechanisms might apply. This discretion would allow a bespoke adaptation of the meaning of concepts and definitions in
specific, concrete instances – for example, a clarification of the concept of ‘accuracy’. It would also allow a mix-and-match approach to the application of mechanisms (or aspects of mechanisms) so as not to disproportionately interfere with the
existing rights of controllers or data subjects.
Over time, DPAs consideration of cases may create jurisprudence around when
and how genetic groups should be protected through data protection law. Out of this
bottom-up jurisprudence, more general principles may slowly be distilled.

10.12

Conclusion

In this contribution it has been observed that individuals might be grouped according to shared genetics and that these groups might be seen to have legitimate interests engaged when data related to them is processed. Two types of genetic group
were identified, the genetic class – which maps to an already recognised social
group – and the genetic category – a genetic group identifiable only through members’ shared genetics.
If genetic groups are seen to have legitimate interests to be protected, then data
protection is one area of law we might look at to carry some of the legislative burden
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of balancing these interests against other legitimate interests. In the future, the Data
Protection Regulation will be the key instrument elaborating data protection law.
Accordingly, this contribution has considered: first, whether the Regulation has the
facility to accommodate the protection of genetic groups; second, what consequences including genetic groups as subjects of protection would have; third, based
on the opportunities and problems isolated, what a proportionate approach moving
forward might look like.
It was observed that the Regulation employs four mechanisms to protect interests
which might be impacted by processing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Advance checking
Data controller obligations
Data subject rights
Ex post checking and recourse

The contribution first considered how far both types of genetic group could be
considered as subjects of protection under each mechanism. Interestingly – especially considering how much has been made of the highly individualistic focus of
the Regulation – many of the mechanisms could easily be extended to protect both
forms of genetic group.
The advance checking mechanisms – DPIA and DPA consultation and authorisation – are flexible, open ended mechanisms. They do not need to be tied to a specific
type of rights holder. With the relevant consideration, these could easily be extended
to include consideration of both genetic classes and genetic categories.
The same is true for data controller obligations. Only a limited number of these
must be owed to one, or one type of, rights holder. The obligation to hold data
securely, for example, could as easily be owed to an individual data subject, relevant
genetic classes and relevant genetic categories. Indeed, there is no reason it might
not be owed to all simultaneously.
Giving genetic groups rights, on the other hand, is somewhat more complicated.
In the first instance, genetic categories have no ability to communicate and therefore
are not subjects to whom actionable rights can be given. Although genetic classes
may constitute potentially rights-holding entities, the Regulation continues to rely
on the concept of data subject to define rights holders. As only natural persons can
be data subjects, even genetic classes are excluded.
Finally, ex post checking and recourse mechanisms become relevant only when
there is something to check and to claim recourse in relation to. To rely on these
mechanisms, recognition for groups’ interests and how data protection law served
to protect them would already need to have been clarified. However, should this
happen, there is no objection to including either type of groups’ interests as the
subject of protection. In particular, the ability of the DPA to investigate without a
complaint being filed could serve to protect both genetic classes and genetic
categories.
However, simply because the Regulation can apply to genetic groups, does not
mean it should. The contribution considered the consequences of including genetic
groups as subjects of protection and revealed a number of awkward problems.
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First, the concept of the scope of the Regulation materiae personae as it applies
to the individual, does not easily translate to the genetic group. In any instance of
genetic data processing, countless groups might be recognized as relevant. New
criteria would be required to clarify what a genetic group is, and which groups to
include and exclude as subjects of protection.
Second, the definitions and concepts populating the Regulation have been developed with the individual in mind and may also need some clarification to be applicable to genetic groups – for example, what would the principle of data accuracy
mean in relation to data about a genetic group?
Third, the set of rights and obligations laid out by the Regulation have been
designed as a process to resolve a bilateral interest conflict. Including genetic groups
would throw up a multilateral interest conflict. The Regulation lacks the facility to
reconcile such a conflict.
Finally, we observe that including genetic groups in the current system of rights
and obligations without further consideration would be to falsely equate the value
of the interests of the group and the individual data subject.
It would thus be problematic to simply apply the Regulation to genetic groups as
well as individuals. However, doing nothing ignores that there are good arguments
supporting the suggestion that genetic groups can have interests.
A middle ground is needed in which these arguments are taken seriously, but
problems related to overregulation through a top-down approach are avoided.
Accordingly, we propose an approach based on guidance and case-by-case consideration. This is a soft approach but a proportionate one.
A first step would be for the European Data Protection Board, to revisit the issue
of genetic data, this time including a consideration of genetic groups. This guidance
could raise awareness of the issue of genetic groups and provide an approach which
could be followed Europe wide.
The guidance could begin by outlining when a genetic group might be regarded
as having interests to be taken into account. We have suggested that the traditional
approach to establishing a link between ‘data subject’ and ‘personal data’ may not
be effective. Instead, perhaps an approach based on processing intention might be
considered.
An approach to protection might then be outlined. We believe this approach
should focus on the ex ante checking mechanisms – DPIA, Data protection Authority
prior checking and consultation.
On the basis of information generated through the DPIA procedure, the relevant
DPA would then have discretionary power to consider whether, which and how
mechanisms should apply to protect groups in concrete cases. Over time, out of the
jurisprudence created by DPAs’ consideration of specific cases, more general principles might be distilled.
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Chapter 11

Do Groups Have a Right to Protect Their
Group Interest in Privacy and Should They?
Peeling the Onion of Rights and Interests
Protected Under Article 8 ECHR
Bart van der Sloot
Abstract Privacy is perhaps the most elusive of all human rights – difficult to define,
dependent for its meaning on context, epoch, person and culture and contested ever
since it was first formulated. One of the reasons is that privacy is at the same time
both the most individual and the most general, the most personal and the most abstract
of all human rights. The right to privacy under the ECHR originates in the doctrine
simply prohibiting states to abuse their powers. Consequently, a right to complain
about the abuse of power was granted not only to individuals, but also to legal persons, groups and states, as the value at stake with privacy violations was a societal
interest. Gradually, under the interpretation of the ECtHR, the right to privacy has
become more and more focused on natural persons and individual interests, so that
groups and legal persons are in principle denied a right to complain under Article 8
ECHR. This paradigm has functioned relatively well for decades as most privacy
violations were targeted at specific individuals. However, under the current technological paradigm, often referred to as big data, the threats to privacy increasingly do
not materialize on an individual level, but on a general or group level. Should groups
then be allowed to invoke a right to privacy to protect their own interest?
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Introduction

The right to privacy under the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)
originates in the doctrine simply prohibiting states to abuse their powers. States may
use their powers for legitimate reasons and in doing so, they may limit the human
rights of citizens. Inter alia, a state is qualified to enter the home of a specific person
if it has reason to belief that the person has, for example, committed a murder.
However, states may not use their powers to randomly and arbitrarily enter the
homes of citizens, wire-tap telecommunications without a specific reason or execute
body-cavity searches on the basis of race rather than an objective criterion. While
this focus on the duty of states not to abuse their power (instead of subjective rights
of natural persons to protect their own interests) is still an important pillar of Article
8 of the Convention, specifying the right to privacy, the European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR) has focused more and more on the individual and his interests. In
this line of argumentation, the Court has stressed that privacy is the most personal
of all human rights granted protection under the Convention. The right to privacy,
accordingly, only protects a person’s individual autonomy, human dignity and personal freedom. This contrasts with the freedom of expression, for example, which
safeguards the individual interest of a person to express himself, but also protects
societal interests, among others by facilitating the search for truth through the market place of ideas and safeguarding a free and independent press, conceived as a
precondition for every modern democracy.
The difference between the focus on the duty of state not to abuse its powers and
the focus on the rights of individuals to protect their own interests has led to a debate
not only regarding the interests that are protected by the right to privacy, but also
regarding the question of who has a right to complain about a violation of Article 8
ECHR. Under the first interpretation, the focus is not on the specific interests of the
claimant, but on the actions of the state. The right to complain about these types is
necessarily wider than if the focus is on individual interests of natural persons,
which in principle can only be invoked and defended by the natural persons themselves. Consequently, while the drafters of the ECHR opened up the right to complain about the violation of the right to privacy by a state (note: the Convention only
allows complaints about the conduct of states, not about the potential infringement
on human rights by legal or natural persons) to natural persons, legal persons,
groups and other states, the ECtHR, focussing on individual rights and individual
interest, in principle only allows natural persons to invoke Article 8 ECHR. Only
under exceptional circumstances is it willing to relax this narrow interpretation.
Article 8 ECHR specifies: ‘1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private
and family life, his home and his correspondence. 2. There shall be no interference
by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance
with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security, public safety or the economic wellbeing of the country, for the prevention
of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of
the rights and freedoms of others.’ The ECHR contains two independent complaint
procedures. Article 33, regarding inter-state complaints, specifies: ‘Any High
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Contracting Party [a state having signed onto the Convention] may refer to the
Court any alleged breach of the provisions of the Convention and the Protocols
thereto by another High Contracting Party.’ Article 34, regarding individual complaints, holds: ‘The Court may receive applications from any person, nongovernmental organisation or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of a violation
by one of the High Contracting Parties of the rights set forth in the Convention or
the Protocols thereto. The High Contracting Parties undertake not to hinder in any
way the effective exercise of this right.’ In consequence, the Convention allows
states to submit a complaint before the Court and three types of individual complainants: natural persons, legal persons and groups.
It is especially the rights of groups that will be central to this contribution, but in
order to understand their position in relation to the rights of other parties and the
types of interests that are central to their claims, a brief overview will be provided of
other types of interests and rights being put forward in relation to Article 8 ECHR. This
contribution will answer two questions, one descriptive and one normative. First,
which types of rights and interests are currently accepted under the scope of the right
to privacy under the European Convention on Human Rights? It will answer this
question by analysing the case law of the European Court of Human Rights and the
former European Commission of Human Rights (ECmHR), which was abolished in
1998 when its tasks (to assess the admissibility of complaints) were transferred to a
separate chamber of the Court. It will be argued that while most types of rights (those
of natural persons, legal persons and states) and most types of interests (individual
interests, those of legal persons and general interests) are recognized by the Court,
the right of groups to protect their own interests is not or only marginally so. Second,
should groups be allowed to claim a right to privacy? To answer this question, this
chapter will discuss why there might be a need for such a right under the current
technological paradigm, often referred to as big data, as well as which reasons exist
for not granting a right to groups and in how far these objections can be overcome.
Big data may be defined as gathering massive amounts of data without a pre-established goal or purpose, about an undefined number of people. These data are then
processed on a group or aggregated level through the use of statistical correlations.
This contribution will take the four parties specified under the Convention as a
starting point and analyse whether they are allowed to invoke a right to privacy
under the Convention. It will also discuss which types of interests may be served
with privacy protection under the ECHR. To simplify, this chapter will take four
types of interests, those of individuals, those of legal persons, those of groups and
those of the state, that is, society in general. Thus, while the first three are specific
interests of individuals, legal persons or groups, the fourth is a general interest,
although of course these may overlap. The constant stigmatization and discrimination with regard to minority groups, for example, may be regarded as a particular
interest of that group, but may also have a real and concrete impact on society as a
whole. The same counts for individual interests. Individuals belonging to a minority
group have a particular and individual interest in not being stigmatized or discriminated, but this is part of the shared and common interest of that group. Likewise,
with individuals owning or strongly connected to a legal person, for example, their
own business, the interests of the individual and the legal person may be inter-
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twined. Finally, it should be kept in mind that with inter-state complaints, states do
complain about the general, societal interest of a nation, though this is not the interest of their own nation, but that of another country suspected of engaging in systemic human rights violation (for example, France might argue that Turkey is
violating the basic human rights of its population). Although there are many difficulties with this division, it will still help to better distinguish between and understand the different types of interests, rights and rationales involved in privacy
protection under the European Convention on Human Rights.
The table below shows the different rights and interests. Consequently, an individual may invoke his right to privacy in order to protect his own interests, but he
can also rely on Article 8 ECHR, through a class action, to protect the general interest or the interests of a (minority) group. Likewise, a group may (theoretically)
invoke the right to privacy to protect its own interests, but it may also do so to protect the interests of a specific individual or by relying on a general interest. Section
11.2 will discuss whether and if so, in how far states may rely on the right to privacy
in order to protect individual interests, the interests of a legal person, the interests of
a (minority) group and the general interest. Section 11.3 will analyse whether and if
so, in how far individuals have a right to rely on Article 8 ECHR to protect their own
interests, the interests of legal persons and/or those of (minority) groups. Section 11.4
will discuss the cases in which either individuals, legal persons or groups submit a
complaint under Article 8 ECHR in order to protect the general interest: class
actions. Section 11.5 will analyse whether and if so, in how far legal persons can
rely on the right to privacy to protect the interests of individuals, their own interests
and/or those of groups, and Sect. 11.6 will do the same for groups. Finally, Sect. 11.7
will provide an analysis and tackle the normative question: should groups be allowed
to invoke a right to privacy in order to protect their own interests?
Interest
Right
Individual
Legal person
Group
State

11.2

Individual
Section 3
Section 5
Section 6
Section 2

Legal person
Section 3
Section 5
Section 6
Section 2

Group
Section 3
Section 5
Section 6
Section 2

General
Section 4
Section 4
Section 4
Section 2

The State’s Right to Invoke the Right to Privacy

When the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR) and in its wake the
European Convention on Human Rights were drafted, the Second World War had
just ended and while most fascist regimes had fallen, totalitarian regimes in
Communist countries still thrived. The core vision behind both documents was consequently simply to prevent the abuse of power by states. The human rights violations that took place were not so much targeted at specific individuals, rather, large
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groups in society were denied their most basic rights and freedoms. This not only
regarded groups such as Jews, gays and Gypsies, who were the targets of abusive
practices, other human rights violations affected larger groups in society as well.
For example, the problem with secret services such as the Stasi was not so much that
the privacy of specific individuals was infringed, but rather that it collected data
about everybody living in the Deutsche Demokratische Republik.1
Consequently, the Convention as a whole and the right to privacy in particular
were focused on a general duty of the state not to abuse its powers. Of all articles
contained in the Convention, the rationales of negative obligations for the state and
negative freedom for individuals are most prominent in the right to privacy under
Article 8 ECHR. Under the Declaration, on which this provision is based, it was this
Article that was originally plainly titled ‘Freedom from wrongful interference’.2
Likewise under the Convention, the right to privacy was originally only concerned
with negative liberty, contrasting with other qualified rights in which positive freedoms are implicit, such as a person’s freedom to manifest his religion or beliefs
(Article 9), the freedom of expression (Article 10) and the freedom of association
with others (Article 11). Likewise, the wording of Article 8 ECHR does not contain
any explicit positive obligation, such as, for example, under Article 2, the obligation
to protect the right to life; under Article 5, to inform an arrested person of the reason
for arrest and to bring him promptly before a judge; under Article 6, the obligation
to ensure an impartial and effective judicial system; and under Article 3 of the First
Protocol, the obligation to hold free elections.3
The fact that the Convention was designed against the background of the abusive
practices during the Second World War of course affected the way in which the
rights and freedoms contained in the ECHR were designed by the authors of the
Convention. The drafters of the Convention also distinguished between the
Commission and the Court. The Commission had no authority other than filtering
cases; it could declare cases admissible or inadmissible for a variety of reasons. It
did not, however, have the power to decide on the substance of the matter. The Court
did. While individual applicants had a right to petition to the Commission (the current Article 34 ECHR), they did not have a similar right to take the case to the
ECtHR. Only the Commission or a state could take a case to Court, even if an individual complainant (natural person, group or legal person) had originally submitted
a case and even if it was declared admissible by the Commission.4 States, of course,
could also submit an inter-state complaint (the current Article 33 ECHR) – in this
case, states also had direct access to the Court. Consequently, there are two procedures. First, states can submit an inter-state complaint – this is mostly in the general
interest, for example if a country violates human rights on mass scale. Second,
states (and the Commission) could pursue the claim of a specific individual, legal
person or group. While individual complainants are currently also allowed to submit
See for a further exploration: van der Sloot (2014).
UN documents: E/HR/3.
3
Tomlinson, H. (2012) p. 2.
4
<http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Collection_Convention_1950_ENG.pdf>.
1
2
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a complaint before the Court directly (see Sect. 11.3), and the system of inter-state
complaints is very seldom practiced (van Dijk et al. 2006), the Convention still
allows states to invoke the right to privacy and submit an inter-state complaint in
order to protect either the interests of specific individuals, legal persons or groups or
the general interest.
Interest
Right
Individual
Legal person
Group
State

11.3

Individual

Legal person

Group

General

x

x

x

x

Individuals’ Right to Invoke the Right to Privacy

Over time, the Convention has been revised on a number of points, so that, inter alia,
individual complainants (individuals, groups and legal persons) have direct access
to the Court to complain about a violation of their privacy (the task of the Commission
being reassigned to a separate chamber of the Court – the two-tiered system still
exists).5 The Court has also made some major steps to revise the meaning and interpretation of the right to privacy under the Convention. Among other matters, it has
accepted that Article 8 ECHR not only protects the negative freedom of citizens, but
also the right to develop one’s personality to the fullest, and has stressed that states
may not only have a negative duty not to abuse its powers, but also a positive duty
to use its powers to protect its citizens and to facilitate their quest for full personal
development.6 Moreover, the Court has placed a very large emphasis on individual
interests and personal harm if it assesses a case regarding a potential violation of
Article 8 ECHR. This focus on individual harm and individual interests brings with
it that certain types of complaints are declared inadmissible by the European Court
of Human Rights, which means that the cases will not be dealt with in substance.7
So called in abstracto claims are in principle declared inadmissible. These are
claims that regard the mere existence of a law or a policy, without them having any
concrete or practical effect on the claimant.8 A-priori claims are rejected as well, as
the Court will usually only receive complaints about injury which has already mate-

Protocols and 11 to the Convention.
B. van der Sloot, ‘Privacy as human flourishing: could a shift towards virtue ethics strengthen
privacy protection in the age of Big Data?’, JIPITEC, 2014–3.
7
See about the focus on individual rights and individual interests with respect to data protection:
B. van der Sloot, ‘Do data protection rules protect the individual and should they? An assessment
of the proposed General Data Protection Regulation’, International Data Privacy Law, 2014–4.
8
ECtHR, Lawlor/UK, appl.no. 12763/87, 14/07/1988.
5
6
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rialized. Claims about future damage will in principle not be considered.9
Hypothetical claims regard damage which might have materialized, but about which
the claimant is unsure. The Court usually rejects such claims because it is unwilling
to provide a ruling on the basis of presumed facts. The applicant must be able to
substantiate his claim with concrete facts, not with beliefs and suppositions. The
ECtHR will also not receive an actio popularis, a case brought up by a claimant or
a group of claimants, not to protect their own interests, but that of others or society
as a whole. These types of cases are better known as class actions.10 Then there is the
material scope of the right to privacy, Article 8 ECHR. In principle, it only protects
the private life, family life, correspondence and home of an applicant. However, the
Court has been willing to give a broader interpretation, for example, it has held that
it also protects the personal development of an individual, it includes protection
from environmental pollution and may extent to data protection issues. Still, what
distinguishes the right to privacy from other rights under the Convention, such as the
freedom of expression, is that it only provides protection to individual interests.11
This focus on individual interests has also had an important effect on the types of
applicants that are able to submit a complaint about the right to privacy. Although
the Court has accepted that churches may invoke the freedom of religion (Article 9
ECHR) and that press organizations may rely on the freedom of expression (Article
10 ECHR), it has said that in principle, only natural persons can invoke a right to
privacy. For example, when a church complained about a violation of its privacy by
the police in relation to criminal proceedings, the Commission found that ‘[t]he
extent to which a non-governmental organization can invoke such a right must be
determined in the light of the specific nature of this right. It is true that under Article
9 of the Convention a church is capable of possessing and exercising the right to
freedom of religion in its own capacity as a representative of its members and the
entire functioning of churches depends on respect for this right. However, unlike
Article 9, Article 8 of the Convention has more an individual than a collective character [].’12 Subsequently, the Commission declared the complaint inadmissible. In
similar fashion, the Court has rejected the capacity of groups to complain about a
violation of human rights. Against the intention of the authors of the Convention, it
has stressed that only individuals who have been harmed personally and significantly by a specific violation or infringement can bundle their claims. They are
approached as a collective, rather than a group.
Consequently, Article 8 ECHR has been so interpreted by the Court that it primarily aims at protecting individual interests by granting individuals a right to complain. However, under certain circumstances, individuals have also been allowed to
claim a right if their personal interest is intertwined with the interests of a legal
person or of a (minority) group. The most basic example is of course the protection
of family life, one of the four terms explicitly mentioned in Article 8 ECHR. If famECmHR, Tauira a.o./France, appl.no. 28204/95, 04/12/1995.
ECtHR, Asselbourg a.o./Luxembourg, appl.no. 29121/95, 29/061999.
11
See in further detail: B. van der Sloot (forthcoming a).
12
ECmHR, Church of Scientology of Paris/France, appl.no. 19509/92, 09/01/1995.
9
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ily life is disturbed, one or all family members may submit a claim under the
Convention. Furthermore, the Court has accepted caravans and other mobile homes
and temporary shelters under the concept of ‘home’, which has had important consequences for Gypsies and other nomadic groups,13 who generally do not possess a
fixed shelter or home.14 For example, the Court has stressed in reference to an applicant that the ‘[] occupation of her caravan is an integral part of her ethnic identity as
a Gypsy, reflecting the long tradition of that minority of following a travelling lifestyle. This is the case even though, under the pressure of development and diverse
policies or by their own choice, many Gypsies no longer live a wholly nomadic
existence and increasingly settle for long periods in one place in order to facilitate,
for example, the education of their children. Measures affecting the applicant’s stationing of her caravans therefore have an impact going beyond the right to respect
for her home. They also affect her ability to maintain her identity as a Gypsy and to
lead her private and family life in accordance with that tradition.’15
What is more, states may be under the positive obligation to take active measures
to respect and facilitate the development of these minority identities. In Aksu v.
Turkey, the Court emphasized the ‘[] emerging international consensus amongst the
Contracting States of the Council of Europe, recognising the special needs of
minorities and an obligation to protect their security, identity and lifestyle, not only
for the purpose of safeguarding the interests of the minorities themselves, but also
to preserve a cultural diversity of value to the whole community.’16 This right to
respect for minority life requires states to accept ‘that special consideration should
be given to their needs and their different lifestyle, both in the relevant regulatory
framework and in reaching decisions in particular cases’ in order to allow them to
fully explore, develop and express their identity, and that governments ‘should pursue their efforts to combat negative stereotyping of the Roma’, among others,
because ‘any negative stereotyping of a group, when it reaches a certain level, is
capable of impacting on the group’s sense of identity and the feelings of self-worth
and self-confidence of members of the group. It is in this sense that it can be seen as
affecting the private life of members of the group’.17
Consequently, individuals are allowed to claim a right to privacy to protect a
group interest under the European Convention on Human Rights if their interests
collides with or are part of the interest of a (minority) group. Doing so, they can
protect the interests of the group as a whole. The same counts for the protection of
the interests of legal persons. Strange as it may sound, this seems partly a consequence of the increased focus on the natural person, his private interests and the full
development of his personality. In the early jurisprudence of the former Commission
and the Court, it was held that a second home, a building site, a professional workECmHR, Lay/UK, appl.no. 13341/87, 14/07/1988.
ECmHR, Smith/UK, appl.no. 14455/88, 04/09/1991. ECmHR, Smith/UK, appl.no. 18401/91,
06/05/1993.
15
ECtHR, Chapman/UK, appl.no. 27238/95, 18/01/2001, § 73.
16
ECtHR, Aksu/Turkey, appl.nos. 4149/04 and 41029/04, 27/07/2010, § 49.
17
ECtHR, Aksu/Turkey, appl.nos. 4149/04 and 41029/04, 15/03/2012, § 58 & 75.
13
14
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ing place, a temporary shelter or other unconventional houses did not fall under the
scope of ‘home’. For example, with regard to the search of a person’s car, which
functioned as his home, the Commission held: ‘[] la Commission estime que le
domicile – “home” – dans le texte anglais de l’article 8 (art. 8)- est une notion précise qui ne pourrait être étendue arbitrairement et que, par conséquent, la fouille de
la voiture en stationnement dans les circonstances de la présente affaire, ne saurait
être assimilée à une fouille dimiciliaire [sic] qui entre dans le domaine d’application
de l’article 8 (art. 8).’18 However, the Convention is drafted in two official languages,
English and French, and the French version of the European Convention does not
refer to ‘maison’, ‘chez’ or ‘residence’ but rather to the concept ‘domicile’. Domicile
has a broader scope than the concept of ‘home’ and might, for example, be used to
refer to professional dwellings.
Building on this line of interpretation, the Court has accepted that individuals who
work from home also fall under the scope of Article 8 ECHR, that the interests of
one-man firms may be part and parcel of the interest of the natural person and that
consequently, entering a business premises (by the police) may affect the right to
privacy of a natural person. Likewise, the secrecy of communication, as guaranteed
by Article 8 ECHR, is held by the Court to extent to professional communications.19
The Court has held, among other cases, in its Chappell and Niemitz judgments, that
there is no reason of principle why the notion of private life should be taken to
exclude activities of a professional or business nature. ‘This view is supported by the
fact that [] it is not always possible to distinguish clearly which of an individual’s
activities form part of his professional or business life and which do not. Thus, especially in the case of a person exercising a liberal profession, his work in that context
may form part and parcel of his life to such a degree that it becomes impossible to
know in what capacity he is acting at a given moment of time.’20 Thus, the professional life of an applicant and the interests of a legal person (for example his oneman business) may also affect a person’s private life and consequently form a part of
his personal interest. Consequently, individuals can also submit a complaint to protect the interests of legal persons, if their personal interests are part of or collide with
those interests. Doing so, they can protect the interests of the legal person as such.
Interest
Right
Individual
Legal person
Group
State
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ECmHR, x./Belgium, appl.no. 5488/72, 30/05/1974.
ECtHR, Chappell/UK, appl.no. 10461/83, 30/03/1989. ECtHR, C./Belgium, appl.no. 21794/93,
07/08/1996, § 25.
20
ECtHR, Niemietz/Germany, appl.no. 13710/88, 16/12/1992, § 25.
18
19
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General Interests

As has been noted in Sect. 11.2, the origins of the Convention lie in the protection
of general interests, related to the abuse of power by states; consequently, individuals, legal persons, groups and state could initiate a complaint procedure regarding a
violation of Article 8 ECHR. As noted in Sect. 11.3, the Court has reinterpreted the
right to privacy and has stressed that this doctrine, in principle, only protects individual interests and only grants individuals a right to complain. Inter alia, it rejects
in abstracto claims, hypothetical harm and class actions, which do not aim to protect the specific interests of claimants, but are related to the general interest, for
example regarding the abuse of legislative or administrative power as such.
However, in exceptional cases, the Court is prepared to relax its focus on individual
interests and individual rights and accepts claims protecting the general interest,
particularly if they concern mass (secret) surveillance by states.
The first case in which it did so was Klass and others v. Germany, in which the
applicants challenged the German legislation in that it permitted covert surveillance measures without obliging the authorities in every case to notify the persons
concerned after the event, and in that it excluded any remedy before the courts
against the ordering and execution of such measures. This led, according to them,
to a situation of potentially unchecked and uncontrolled surveillance, as those
affected by the measures were kept unaware and would thus not challenge them in
a legal procedure. In essence, the case revolved around hypothetical harm, as the
applicants claimed that they could have been the victims of surveillance activities
conducted by the German government, but they were unsure as the secret services
remained silent on this point. The Commission, deciding on the admissibility of the
case, referred to Article 25 ECHR, the current Article 34 ECHR. It argued that
under this provision ‘only the victim of an alleged violation may bring an application. The applicants, however, state that they may be or may have been subject to
secret surveillance, for example, in course of legal representation of clients who
were themselves subject to surveillance, and that persons having been the subject
of secret surveillance are not always subsequently informed of the measures taken
against them. In view of this particularity of the case the applicants have to be considered as victims for purposes of Art. 25.’21
Before the Court, who dealt with the case in substance, the Delegates of the
Commission considered that the government was requiring a too rigid a standard for
the notion of ‘victim’. They submitted that, in order to be able to claim to be the
victim of an interference with the exercise of this right, ‘it should suffice that a person is in a situation where there is a reasonable risk of his being subjected to secret
surveillance.’22 The Court, however, took it one step further and held that ‘an individual may, under certain conditions, claim to be the victim of a violation occasioned by the mere existence of secret measures or of legislation permitting secret
21
22

ECmHR, Klass a.o./Germany, appl.no. 5029/71, 18/12/1974.
ECtHR, Klass a.o./Germany, appl.no. 5029/71, 06/09/1978, § 31.
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measures, without having to allege that such measures were in fact applied to him.’23
In this case, the Court thus accepted an in abstracto claim, instead of hypothetical
damage, as the ‘mere existence’ of a law may lead to an interference with Article 8
ECHR. This contrasts with the test proposed by the Delegates, namely whether
there is a ‘reasonable likelihood’ that the applicants were affected by the measures
complained of. In the latter test, the requirement of personal harm remains, though
it is not made dependent on actual and concrete proof, but on a reasonable suspicion; in the abstract test, the requirement of personal harm is abandoned, as the laws
and policies are assessed as such.
The abstract test has since then been accepted in a handful of cases.24 Importantly,
in in abstracto claims, the Court lets go of the requirement of individual harm of the
claimant and is willing to allow any party to submit a complaint on behalf of society.
This means that not only natural persons (note: the victim requirement is abandoned
here) are allowed to rely on the right to privacy, but legal persons as well. In Mersch
and other v. Luxembourg, for example, the Commission carefully distinguished
between the two tests, applying the abstract and the hypothetical test to two different
types of complaints. The case was declared incompatible with the provisions of the
Convention, in so far as it regarded a violation of the Convention’s provisions on
account of measures taken under a legal instrument, as the claimants had not been
subjected to surveillance measures. Likewise, it stressed that legal persons could not
complain about such matters as they could not be subjected to monitoring or surveillance ordered in the course of criminal proceedings because legal persons have no
criminal responsibility. However, part of the claim regarded laws allowing for surveillance not confined to persons who may be suspected of committing the criminal
offences referred to therein. With regard to this abstract claim, the Commission received
both natural and legal persons and declared the case admissible.25 This was confirmed
in later jurisprudence.26 Consequently, both individuals and legal persons can, under
certain circumstances, submit a claim under Article 8 ECHR in order to protect a general, societal interest. Groups, however, have not been able to do so so far.27

ECtHR, Klass a.o./Germany, appl.no. 5029/71, 06/09/1978, § 34.
See in further detail: van der Sloot (2016).
25
ECmHR, Mersch a.o./Luxembourg, appl.nos. 10439/83, 10440/83, 10441/83, 10452/83,
10512/83 and 10513/83, 10/05/1985.
26
ECtHR, Liberty a.o./UK, application no. 58243/00, 01/07/2008, § 56–57. ECtHR, Association
for European Integration and Human Rights and Ekimdzhiev/Bulgaria, appl.no. 62540/00,
08/06/2007, § 59. ECtHR, Iordachi a.o./Moldova, appl.no. 25198/02, 10/02/2009, § 33–34. See
also: ECtHR, Telegraaf Media Nederland Landelijke Media B.V. a.o./Netherlands, appl.no.
39315/06, 22/11/2012.
27
Of course, one could argue that because the victim requirement is abandoned, the natural persons
complaining under the ECHR are a group, because they are not separable on the ground of their
individual, personal interests. Rather, they have a shared interest in not having a shared interest,
namely being subjected to a certain law or policy. This would mean that the whole population of a
country would be a group. Whether this would count as ‘group privacy’ is debatable – this will be
further discussed in the analysis of this chapter.
23
24
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Legal Persons’ Right to Invoke the Right to Privacy

Section 11.2 discussed under which circumstances states could pursue the claims of
legal persons, protecting the interests of those legal persons. Section 11.3 described
in which cases individuals are allowed to submit a complaint in order to protect the
interests of a legal person. Section 11.4 then analysed under which conditions legal
persons are allowed to submit a claim on behalf of society, to protect a general interest. Section 11.3, however, also noted that in principle, legal persons are not allowed
to invoke Article 8 ECHR, in contrast to invoking other rights under the European
Convention on Human Rights, as the Court has stressed that the right to privacy, in
contrast to those other rights, only protects individual, and not general interests. As
legal persons have no human dignity, personal autonomy or individual freedom,
they are in principle not allowed to invoke Article 8 ECHR. Still, however, Sect. 11.3
also described the Court’s tendency to stretch the boundaries of the Convention and
its strictly limited focus on individual interest and individual rights. Building on its
interpretation that ‘domicile’, the French term for ‘home’, may also include business premises, the Court has accepted that individuals may also protect the interests
of a legal person if they are intertwined with the interests of legal persons.28
In a case from 2002, Stes Colas Est and others v. France, in which a business
complained about the searches and seizures of the government on their business
premises, the Court was prepared to go even further and changed its position on the
admissibility of complaints by legal persons ‘In Chappell v. the United Kingdom,
the Court considered that a search conducted at a private individual’s home which
was also the registered office of a company run by him had amounted to interference
with his right to respect for his home within the meaning of Article 8 of the
Convention. The Court reiterates that the Convention is a living instrument which
must be interpreted in the light of present-day conditions. […] Building on its
dynamic interpretation of the Convention, the Court considers that the time has
come to hold that in certain circumstances the rights guaranteed by Article 8 of the
Convention may be construed as including the right to respect for a company’s registered office, branches or other business premises.’29 Although privacy claims by
28
29

See more elaborate on this topic: van der Sloot (2015).
ECtHR, Stes Colas Est a.o./France, appl.no. 37971/97, 16/04/2002, § 40–41.
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legal persons have subsequently only been accepted in a very limited number of
cases, and are mostly rejected,30 in later jurisprudence, the ECtHR has confirmed its
position that under certain circumstances, businesses may successfully invoke a
right to privacy to protect their own interests.31
However, it is less eager to allow legal persons to rely on Article 8 ECHR in order
to protect the privacy interests of individuals or groups. For example, the former
Commission was faced with a complaint by a church about the refusal of access to
files which it assumed were held on it by the Criminal Intelligence Department of
the French Ministry of the Interior and which it believed were likely to contain
wrongful data on it, its officials and its members. ‘The Commission does not find it
necessary in the present case to examine exhaustively to what extent a legal person
may invoke the right to respect for private life within the meaning of Article 8 of the
Convention. It observes that the applicant association seeks access to files containing data of its members, i.e. of private persons. It recalls that the French authorities
do not deny private persons access to data concerning them. In these circumstances,
even assuming that Article 8 of the Convention applies, the Commission does not
consider that to deny the applicant association access to those files constitutes a lack
of respect for the applicant association’s own private life. The Commission accordingly finds no appearance of a violation of Article 8 in this respect.’32 Consequently,
if natural persons are capable of invoking Article 8 ECHR to protect their own
interests, legal persons cannot do so on their behalf.
Similarly, the Court in principle rejects claims by legal persons to protect the
interests of groups. In contrast, it has allowed individuals to submit class actions, to
protect the interests of groups.33 For example, in Marckx v. Belgium, the inheritance
laws complained of had not yet been applied to the applicants and presumably
would not be applied for a certain period of time, but the Court argued nonetheless
that they had a legitimate interest in challenging a legal position, that of an unmarried mother and of children born out of wedlock, which affected them – according
to the Court – personally.34 In Dudgeon v. the United Kingdom, the case regarded a
claim by an applicant about the regulation of homosexual conduct. The Court held
that the applicant could be received even without the law being applied to him and
without there being any reason to believe that it might be, as ‘the very existence of
this legislation continuously and directly affects his private life: either he respects
the law and refrains from engaging – even in private with consenting male partners – in prohibited sexual acts to which he is disposed by reason of his homosexual
tendencies, or he commits such acts and thereby becomes liable to criminal
ECtHR, Vallianatos a.o./Greece, appl.nos. 29381/09 and 32684/09, 07/11/2013. ECtHR,
Winterstein a.o./France, appl.no. 27013/07, 17/10/2013. ECtHR, Avilkina a.o./Russia, appl.no.
1585/09, 06/06/2013.
31
ECtHR, Wieser and Bicos Beteiligungen GMBH/Austria, appl.no. 74336/01, 16/10/2007.
ECtHR, Saint-Paul Luxembourg S.A./Luxembourg, appl.no. 26419/10, 18/04/2013.
32
ECmHR, Church of Scientology of Paris/France, appl.no. 19509/92, 09/011995.
33
ECmHR, Brüggemann and Scheuten/Germany, appl.no. 6959/75, 19/05/1976.
34
ECtHR, Marckx/Belgium, appl.no. 6833/74, 13/06/1979, § 27.
30
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prosecution.’35 However, even in these types of cases, where the victim requirement
is relaxed, legal persons are in principle not allowed to rely on Article 8 ECHR.36
Still, even on this point, the Court is occasionally willing to relax its position,
especially in more recent case law. For example, in a case from 2013, three companies complained that their right to respect for privacy, home and correspondence
under Article 8 of the Convention had been infringed as a result of the Supreme
Court’s judgement upholding the Directorate of Taxation’s decision of 1 June 2004.
Among others, the Government argued that, whilst the applicant companies had
maintained that the backup copy of the server had contained e-mails to and from
different people working for the applicant companies and that an inspection of the
tape would interfere with their “legitimate right for privacy at work”, no one working for them had complained before the Court. ‘The matters which the applicant
companies were pursuing under the Convention concerned natural persons working
for them, not the companies themselves. Thus the applicant companies could not be
regarded as “victims” within the meaning of Article 34. The Government invited the
Court to declare this part of the application inadmissible as being incompatible
ratione personae.’ The Court, however, noted ‘that the applicant companies’ interest
in protecting the privacy of their employees and other persons working for them did
not constitute a separate complaint but only an aspect of their wider complaint
under Article 8 of the Convention. The fact that no such individual person was a
party to the domestic proceedings nor brought an application under the Convention
should not prevent the Court from taking into account such interests in its wider
assessment of the merits of the application.’37
Similarly, the Court is prepared to receive legal persons who submit a complaint
on behalf of a certain group, inter alia, trade unions or professional associations
representing the interests of those exercising a certain profession. For example, the
general national association for journalists could successfully rely on Article 8
ECHR to protect the interests of specific journalists and of the journalistic group as
a whole, in a case which regarded laws that granted the administrative power very
broad and wide powers to search premises and wire-tap telecommunication.38 The
same counts, among others, when lawyers are subjected to such strict measures.
Legal persons are then allowed to rely on Article 8 ECHR, even when no specific
individuals have been affected by a certain law or policy to protect the interests of
the group.39 It is unsurprising that the Court allows such complaints in relation to
these types of professions. Lawyers, journalists and doctors cannot exercise their
profession without a certain amount of secrecy being guaranteed – the privacy
between clients and lawyers, the secrecy of sources for journalists and the confiden-

ECtHR, Dudgeon/UK, appl.no. 7525/76, 22/10/1981, § 41.
ECmHR, Norris, National Gay Federation/Ireland, appl.no. 10581/83, 16/05/1985. ECtHR,
Vallianatos a.o./Greece, appl.nos. 29381/09 and 32684/09, 07/11/2013.
37
ECtHR, Bernh Larsen Holding AS a.o./Norway, appl.no. 24117/08, 14/03/2013.
38
ECtHR, Ernst a.o./Belgium, appl.no. 33400/96, 15/07/2003.
39
ECtHR, André a.o./France, appl.no. 18603/03, 24/07/2008.
35
36
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tiality between patients and doctors are all a conditio sine qua non for exercising
these professions.
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A Group’s Right to Invoke the Right to Privacy

The final question is whether groups are allowed to rely on Article 8 ECHR to protect either their own interests or that of others, such as natural persons or legal persons. This is a difficult question to answer, because the legal system in general tends
to stimulate groups to obtain a legal status and a form of hierarchy. This ensures that
the government, the judge or any other organisation knows who is the representative
of a certain group or minority. Suppose that a specific group or community was
stigmatised by a law or policy and it wanted to challenge its position before the
court: should the whole community submit a complaint, should each and every
member join as an individual claimant to this complaint, should it create a legal
organisation in order to represent it? Rather quickly, the tendency is to choose either
a form in which individual complaints are bundled and aggregated, in which one
individual is said to represent the whole group or in which a legal organisation has
the task of legal representation. Thus, the tendency is to move to collective or corporate rights, but the question is whether there is also be a right of groups to invoke
a right to privacy itself.
The ECtHR in principle rejects cases in which individuals bundle their complaints or submit a complaint on behalf of a group, without the applicants being
harmed themselves. As a typical example, one might take the case of Stankov,
Trayanov, Stoychev, United Macedonian Organisation “Ilinden”, Mechkarov and
others v. Bulgaria, in which the applicant association and the individual complainants argued that Bulgaria did not recognise the existence of a Macedonian minority
and of the Macedonian nation. Inter alia, in the forms for the 1992 census of the
population, in the space provided for declaring one’s ethnic origin, there was no
mention of a Macedonian ethnic origin. Also, the Macedonian language could not
be used in the relations with the administration, the Ministry of Education had
refused to introduce the study of the Macedonian language and history in State
schools and the applicants complained about the alleged general campaign in the
media against them. The Commission recalled right away that it did not allow ‘any
form of “actio popularis” but requires, when the right to individual petition under
Article 25 is being exercised, that the applicant can claim to be the victim of a viola-
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tion of the Convention. The Commission, therefore, can consider each of the applicants’ complaints only insofar as those who have raised the respective complaint
can claim to be, personally, victims of a particular violation of their rights under the
Convention.’ The Commission went on to note ‘that the only particular fact submitted by the applicants is the lack of a special mention of a Macedonian ethnic origin
in the forms for the 1992 census of the population. None of the applicants has shown
that the alleged non-recognition of a Macedonian minority engenders for him or her
such direct practical consequences as to amount to an interference with the right, for
example, to respect for a person’s private life under Article 8 of the Convention, or
with the other rights guaranteed by the Convention. It follows that the above complaint has to be rejected under Article 27 para. 2 of the Convention.’40
On the other hand, the Court does allow people to bundle their claims, even if
they form very large groups. For example, the very first cases that were declared
admissible under Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights regarded
complaints by groups.41 The two cases were Habitants D´Alsemberg, de Beersel, de
Kraainem, d´Anvers et Evirons, de Grand et Environs v. Belgium and Habitants de
la Région des Fourons v. Belgium.42 The titles of these cases already suggests that
the applicants are seen as a group, rather than a collective of individuals who so
happen to share a similar interest. The latter case regarded a complaint by an association against the Belgian Government regarding the violation of Articles 8 and 14,
on behalf of 165 fathers of 311 children. These parents lived in six communes, that
made up the area known as the “Voerstreek”, located in the north-east of Liège. The
case regarded the school system of Belgium, in which the schools in Wallonia were
French speaking and those in Flanders were Dutch speaking. This forced parents
who wanted their children to be educated in another language than was common in
that region either to accept that their children would be raised in another language,
to move to another part of the country or to send their children away from home.
This, they argued, constituted a violation of their right to respect for family life. The
case submitted by the association was declared admissible. The other case regarded
a similar complaint and it led to the first case before the European Court of Human
Rights regarding a possible violation of Article 8 ECHR, called the Case “Relating
to certain aspects of the law on the use of languages in education in Belgium” v.
Belgium, and although the group of claimants was received in its claim, the Court
found no violation of the right to privacy.43 Reference could also be made to the case

ECmHR, Stankov a.o./Bulgaria, appl.nos. 29221/95, 29222/95, 29223/95, 29225/95 and
29226/95, 21/10/1996.
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See also: ECmHR, Un Groupe D’Habitants De Leeuw-st-Pierre/Belgium, appl.no. 2333/64,
16/12/1968. ECmHR, Confederation des Syndicats Medicaux Francais et Federationale Des
Infirmiers/France, appl.no. 10983/84, 12/05/1986.
42
ECmHR, Habitants de la Région des Fournons/Belgium, appl.no. 2209/64, 15/12/1964.
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ECtHR, Relating to certain aspects of the law on the use of languages in education in Belgium/
Belgium, appl.nos. 1474/62, 1677/62, 1691/62, 1769/63, 1994/63 and 2126/64, 23/07/1968.
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of Moldovan and others v. Romania (no. 2), in which seven individuals complained
about the discrimination they were exposed to because of their Roma origin.44
This case, like a few cases referred to in Sect. 11.3, hints towards an important
point. Although these cases are brought forward by a specific individual or several
individuals, who are part of a certain minority group, the effects of the judgments
are far broader. This already is the case when a matter regards a negative obligation
of the state, such as stopping a certain policy or revoking a certain law, but is even
more prominent in cases in which the Court decides on a positive obligation of the
state. In the cases discussed earlier, such as Aksu, the Court accepts a positive obligation of the state to relief the disadvantaged position of a group, among others, by
actively protecting the reputation, position and property of minority groups such as
Gypsies, Kurds, or Jews. Thus, although the claim is brought forward by individuals, a judgment by the Court may have significance for a group or minority as a
whole. There are a few other interesting cases to note in this respect. These regard
matters in which a group of persons has a similar interest in respecting privacy.
One might for instance point to data collection45 and wire-tapping, which may
affect a group of people.46 For example, the case of Petri Sallinen and others v.
Finland, which regarded a claim by 18 Finnish nationals, who complained about the
search and seizure of privileged material in the first applicant’s law firm. The first
applicant was the lawyer, the other claimants were his clients. The clients claimed
that the search and seizure of privileged material interfered with their rights under
Article 8 ECHR. The Government contested their view, arguing that even though
the correspondence with a lawyer falls under the protection of Article 8, there had
not been any interference with their rights, only with the rights of the first applicant.
The Court disagreed, finding ‘that the search by the police of the residential premises and the business premises of the first applicant, and the seizure of hard disks
there, amounted to an interference with the right to respect for the first applicant’s
“home” and “correspondence”, as those terms have been interpreted in the Court’s
case-law. It follows that the search and seizure also amounted to an interference
with the right to respect for the client applicants’ “correspondence”.’47
Thus, a particular violation might affect a group interest in privacy. Of course
one could argue that it is still individual claimants here that invoke the right to privacy, who all rely on the right to privacy for the protection of their own interests, the
interests being different for the lawyer and his clients. Although this is true, it is also
important to stress that this group is founded by and depended on the notion of
secrecy – without their secrecy being respected, this group would not have formed
or would have taken a different form. The same counts, as has been stressed earlier,
for the relationship between patients and doctors, between journalists and their
sources, etc. If it is true that these relationships are built and dependent on the

ECtHR, Moldovan a.o./Romania (no. 2), appl.nos. 41138/98 and 64320/01, 12/07/2005.
ECtHR, Stedt-Wiberg a.o./Sweden, appl.no. 62332/00, 06/06/2006.
46
ECtHR, K. H. a.o./Slovakia, appl.no. 32881/04, 28/04/2009.
47
ECtHR, Petri Sallinen a.o./Finland, appl.no. 50882/99, 27/09/2005, § 71.
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p rotection of privacy, the violation of privacy is something more than an aggregated
interests of several individuals. It is a constitutive element of the group as such.
Finally, there are certain cases regarding environmental protection which could
be viewed from the perspective of group rights. Environmental pollution has been
granted protection by the Court under the scope of Article 8 ECHR when it affects
someone’s home, family life and especially private life. This might be the cases, for
example, when night flights disturb one’s sleep, when fumes diminish the quality of
life and when dangerous fumes and smog might affect the health of persons. The
point is that many of these issues affect a larger group of people, sometimes whole
towns. This, perhaps, does not yet make them a group, but it seems that they have
something more in common than a shared individual interest. This point is
strengthened by the fact that in these types of cases, the Court is willing to relax its
position on the requirement of individual harm and individual interests.
The Court has done something peculiar in these types of cases, namely it has
adopted as essential notion whether the ‘quality of life’ of the applicant has been
harmed. The issue with many environmental cases, particularly, is that the notion of
harm is so problematic. What harm does noise pollution do to the individual’s private
or family life? How can one substantiate, for example, that medical problems have
arisen from smog or air pollution? What harm does the greenhouse effect do to the
individual complainant? Even if personal harm can be demonstrated, the causal connection between environmental pollution and individual harm is often very difficult
to demonstrate. This is exactly why the Court has introduced the notion of ‘quality of
life’, as whether the ‘quality of life’ is diminished can in principle only be determined
by the subject itself. Thus, the notion of harm becomes a subjective, rather than an
objective matter. ‘The “quality of life” is a very subjective characteristic which
hardly lends itself to a precise definition.’48 It is this term that allowed the Court to
declare the case admissible. Consequently, the criterion used by the Court in these
types of cases is not whether the individual complainant is harmed as such, but
whether he beliefs he has been harmed. This has allowed larger groups of people to
submit a complaint, sometimes more than 300, and has allowed the Court to accept
the applicants without having to assess whether and if so, to what extent each and
every individual complainant has suffered from the privacy violation complained of.
Finally, reference should be made again to the fact that positive obligations play
an important role. For example, Guerra and others v. Italy revolved around the
claim of a group of inhabitants of a town located nearby a polluting factory. The
Court reiterated ‘that severe environmental pollution may affect individuals’ well-
being and prevent them from enjoying their homes in such a way as to affect their
private and family life adversely. In this case the applicants waited, right up until the
production of fertilisers ceased in 1994, for essential information that would have
enabled them to assess the risks they and their families might run if they continued
to live at Manfredonia, a town particularly exposed to danger in the event of an
accident at the factory. The Court holds, therefore, that the respondent State did not
ECtHR, Ledyayeva a.o./Russia, appl.no. 53157/99, 53247/99, 53695/00 and 56850/00,
26/10/2006, § 90.
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fulfil its obligation to secure the applicants’ right to respect for their private and family life, in breach of Article 8 of the Convention. There has consequently been a
violation of that provision.’49 Consequently, the state may have a duty to inform a
group of people that might be affected by certain environmental pollution. Likewise,
the Court has held in a number of cases that the group of people likely to be affected
by certain changes in the environment (the creation of a factory, the building of an
airport, the construction of a road, etc.) must be allowed to take part in the decision-
making process concerning that environmental change.50
In conclusion, it seems that the Court is not yet ready to accept groups as such as
claimants of the right to privacy, either in order to protect their own interests or to
protect those of others, such as individuals or legal persons. Still, there are several
points which could be used by the Court at a later stage to change its stance on this
point, as it did when it changed its position on the admissibility of legal persons.
Although the Court has not yet been prepared to make the final step with regard to
group privacy, it has accepted that large groups of people and indeed sometimes
whole towns have a right to complain, that privacy protects the fundaments of professional groups of, inter alia, lawyers and clients, doctors and patients and journalists and their sources, and that positive obligations for states may entail the active
protection of certain minority groups in society.
Interest
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Analysis

This chapter has analysed whether groups are allowed to invoke a right to privacy
under the ECHR to protect their own interests. It has also described in how far individuals, legal persons and states can rely on Article 8 of the Convention to protect
the privacy interests of groups. It appears that although others are mostly allowed to
invoke the right to privacy to protect the interests of groups, groups themselves are
not allowed to do so. It also appeared that although there are a number of exceptions, the dominant focus of the European Court of Human Rights, as described in
ECtHR, Guerra a.o./Italy, appl.no. 14967/89, 19/02/1998.
ECtHR, Hatton a.o./UK, appl.no. 36022/97, 08/07/2003. ECtHR, Taskin and others v. Turkey,
application no. 46117/99, 10 November 2004. ECtHR, Ockan a.o./Turkey, appl.no. 46771/99,
28/03/2006. ECtHR, Di Sarno a.o./Italy, appl.no. 30765/08, 10/01/2012. ECtHR, Kolyadenko a.o./
Russia, appl.nos. 17423/05, 20534/05, 20678/05, 23263/05, 24283/05 and 35673/05, 28/02/2012.
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Sect. 11.3, is on natural persons who have an individual right to protect their personal interests related to human dignity, individual autonomy and personal freedom.
This paradigm has functioned relatively well for decades as most privacy violations
were targeted at specific individuals. However, the current technological reality,
often referred to as big data, means that threats to privacy increasingly do not take
place on an individual level, but on a general or group level. Should then groups be
allowed to invoke a right to privacy to protect their group interest?
There are several reasons to answer this question affirmatively. There seems an
increasingly big chasm between the technological developments and the juridical
paradigm.51 The right to privacy is perhaps the concept where this divide is most
visible. In short, the current privacy paradigm grants a natural person a subjective
right to claim his right to privacy, this right protects his legitimate interests to human
dignity, personal autonomy or individual freedom and in concrete cases, these private interests are balanced against the common interest involved with a privacy
violation, such as national security. It seems that this focus on individual rights and
individual interests of natural persons no longer holds in an age of big data, or whatever term is used to capture the societal tendency to collect, store, analyse and use
massive amounts of data for all kinds of purposes and policies. Of course, subjective
rights and individual interests will always remain of (the greatest) importance – if
nude pictures leak, if a person is spied upon for years, if his house is entered by his
neighbours without asking – a person should always have a subjective right to protect his individual interests. But the current legal paradigm is relatively fit for
addressing these types of problems, although it may require some dusting here and
there. What is essential to these new technological developments, however, is that
they do not revolve around the individual and his specific interests.
Big data may be defined as gathering massive amounts of data without a pre-
established goal or purpose, about an undefined number of people. These data are
then processed on a group or aggregated level through the use of statistical correlations. The essence is thus that the individual element is mostly lost. Data are not
gathered about a specific person or group (for example those suspected of having
committed a particular crime), rather, they are gathered about an undefined number
of people during an undefined period of time without a pre-established reason. The
potential value of the gathered data becomes clear only after they are subjected to
analysis by computer algorithms, not beforehand. These data, even if they are originally linked to specific persons, are subsequently mainly processed on an aggregated level by finding statistical correlations. It may appear that the data
string – Muslim + vacation to Yemen + visit to website X – leads to an increased risk
of a person being a terrorist. The data are not based on personal data of specific
individuals, but processed on an aggregated level and the profiles revolve around
groups. (Note: if a specific individual is discriminated upon on the basis of a general
profile, this has an impact on his individual interests and subjective rights – but the
problem of the creation of the profile itself and the fact that policies are based on
such profiles remains unaddressed. This becomes even more urgent when these
51
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p rofiles are not based on sensitive data nor lead to severe restrictions, but are based
on general data, zip codes for example, and are used to develop social and economic
policies. This might be problematic, because people are judged and treated according to pre-established profiles and pre-established character traits, but the harm to
the specific individual is difficult to demonstrate).
Given this constellation of facts, it becomes more and more difficult for an individual to point out his specific personal interest and personal harm in the technological reality. It should be acknowledged that in the field of privacy, the notion of
harm has always been problematic as it is often difficult to substantiate the harm a
particular violation has done, e.g. what harm follows from entering a home or
eavesdropping on a telephone conversation as such when neither objects are stolen
nor private information disclosed to third parties? Even so, the more traditional
privacy violations (house searches, telephone taps, etc.) are clearly demarcated in
time, place and person and the effects are therefore relatively easy to define. In the
current technological environment, however, the individual is often simply unaware
that his personal data are gathered by either his fellow citizens (e.g. through the use
of their smartphones), by companies (e.g. by tracking cookies) or by governments
(e.g. through covert surveillance). Obviously, people unaware of the fact that their
data are gathered will not invoke their right to privacy in court.
But even if a person would be aware of these data collections, given the fact that
data gathering and processing is currently so widespread and omnipresent, and will
become even more so in the future, it will quite likely be impossible for him to keep
track of every data processing which includes (or might include) his data, to assess
whether the data controller abides by the legal standards applicable, and if not, to
file a legal complaint. And if an individual does go to court to defend his rights, he
has to demonstrate a personal interest, i.e. personal harm, which is a particularly
problematic notion in big data processes, e.g. what concrete harm has the data gathering by the NSA done to an ordinary American or European citizen? In these types
of cases, the problem is not that this or that specific person has been affected, or that
his specific interests have been harmed, but that large groups are or society as a
whole is affected and that group or societal interests are undermined. For example,
the problem with the NSA affair or hanging CCTV cameras on the corner of every
street is not that specific individuals are affected, rather such initiatives pose a structural question regarding how power is used (or perhaps better, abused). These large
data-gathering systems and mass surveillance activities by states undermine the
trust people have in governmental institutions and perhaps more importantly, undermine the minimum conditions for the legitimate use of power. Using the state’s
power to surveil so many people, at so many places over so many years without a
clear and concrete reason, simply verges on the abuse of power.
As has been said, the right to privacy is perhaps the right where the tension
between the technological developments and the current legal paradigm is most visible. But other rights face a similar problem, perhaps most prominently the right to
data protection. This right is also (increasingly) based on the idea of individual rights
to control data (through doctrines such as informed consent, the right to be forgotten
and the right to data portability) and to seek legal remedy by invoking subjective
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rights. And similar to privacy, data protection aims at protecting individual interests – the scope of data protection instruments is determined by the term ‘personal
data’ which is defined as any data that can be used to identify a natural person. But
here too, the problem is that the data that are gathered often do not directly identify
a person, but are gathered, assessed and used on a general, aggregated or group level.
For example, they may be used to adopt policies on the basis of zip codes, of income
levels, or of any other general criterion. These data do thus not directly identify a
person, and consequently fall outside the scope of the data protection regulations,
although they may affect him as being part of a specific group. (Please note: of
course one could focus on the initial moment when personal data are gathered and
not yet aggregated, but this may only concern the split second which it takes to
aggregate data. The same counts for the moment at which group profiles are applied
and used to affect a specific person. This only concerns the very end of the data process. By focusing on the individual, his interests and rights, one loses sight of the
larger part of the data processing scheme and the general issues concerned with that).
Analysed through the use of algorithms, merged databases,
statistical correlcations, group profiles, general policies, etc.

Applied in practice
Aggregated

Personaldata

Effect on individual

This trend has an effect on other human rights too, for example the right to be
free from discrimination. Of course the policies described may have a direct effect
on the level of the individual. If a person is denied a loan because a bank has calculated that in neighbourhood X, there is an increased risk of people not paying their
dues, this has a clear effect on him (this may be even worse, if done through the
technique known as red-lining, by which banks may effectively discriminate on the
basis of race, because it so happens that in certain neighbourhoods, there is a dominant population of African origin, for example). The same counts for a health insurer
who demands a higher monthly payment because a person is part of a group (for
example lower educated, male, living in a poor neighbourhood) which is more
likely to have an unhealthy lifestyle. This also applies to states, secret service agencies or the police who may decide to follow a person on the basis of the fact that he
is a Muslim, visited Yemen recently and goes to a mosque now and then. This all has
a clear effect on the individual – as has been said, this was, is and will remain of the
greatest importance. But the current legal paradigm is relatively well suited to
address these kinds of problems, because it grants people an individual right not to
be discriminated against and to go to court if their specific interests have been
harmed. The more general problem, however, is difficult to approach from the exist-
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ing paradigm (a peculiarity of the discrimination clause under the European
Convention on Human Rights, Article 14, is that the Court has decided that this
provision may only be invoked in combination with one of the subjective rights
granted under the ECHR, such as the right to privacy, the freedom of expression and
the freedom of religion). The fear is that groups are stigmatized and that the characteristics of a person may be fixed because he will be profiled by states, businesses
and citizens.52 This also feeds the thought that this will create an increased division
between the rich and the poor, as these types of systems tend to give benefits to
those in ‘good’ groups, while avoiding or limiting the claims of ‘bad’ groups. This
can of course be brought down to the level of the individual, but in reality, the problem is societal. It concerns the general issue of a segmented society, which may not
only be bad for individual persons, but for society as a whole. (This also brings up
the following problem: is this still a legal issue, or is it in reality a political/ethical
dilemma?)
To provide a final example, freedom rights, such as the freedom of expression,
the freedom of religion, the freedom of assembly and the freedom of movement, are
formulated at the individual level, while the restriction on the freedom and autonomy of citizens is increasingly taking place on a group and general level. This is for
example the case with city planning based on Big Data processes (smart cities),
which affects the environment in which people live without them being aware that
certain choices are made to affect their behaviour tacitly. This relates to the debate
about nudging (Thaler and Sunstein 2009)– of course the state has a legitimate reason to persuade people to live healthy, among other concerns, and it has always done
so, inter alia through taxes on cigarettes, alcohol, etc. But the trend is to move
increasingly towards a situation in which it is not so clear for citizens/consumers
which of their choices actually are affected and in what way. And again, even if they
would be aware, to focus on this observation would be missing the point, not only
because these nudges will presumably be so systemic to decision-making in the
future that it becomes impossible for individuals to take those nudges into account,
but also because it is not that specific choices are affected, but that the whole environment in which people grow up and live is shaped and designed on the basis of
large data processes, group profiles, statistical correlations, etc. and the policies that
are based on them. For example, there are now plans for designing cities in such a
way that if it is known right now that there is an increased risk of obesity in certain
neighbourhoods in 20 years’ time, squares are designed in a way to motivate people
to walk rather than to take the car, elevators in buildings are moved to the back,
while stairs are right at the entrance, etc. Here again, it is very difficult to point to a
specific individual interest being at stake, a specific form of autonomy being undermined – what harm does it do when a person is motivated to take the stairs rather
than the elevator? But it does point to a more general concern and interest, there is
a trend to move towards a world in which citizens are constantly and systemically
nudged, not only by states and governmental institutions, but also by businesses and
perhaps in the future even by fellow citizens.
52
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Consequently, there is a constant tension between the level on which the violation takes places and the level at which the legal remedies are provided. This seems
to argue in favour of transposing the current legal paradigm to a group level. There
are, however, also several counterarguments. A group differs from a legal association on two points (Bygrave 2002). First, who belongs to it is often not clearly
demarcated. Second, there is not one univocal answer to the question of what actually is the interest or desire of the group. It is often unclear who decides on such
issues – the legal paradigm, in this sense, forces groups to become legally organized, because in such cases it is less difficult to determine who belongs to the group
(namely members) and who represents them (legal organizations tend to have a
board, a leader or a chairman of some kind). There is one further aspect to keep in
mind when discussing group rights in terms of profiling and big data: these groups
are not stable, but fluid, and not unique or sparse, but omnipresent and widespread.
Group profiles may be created in a split second, they may be used by all kinds of
organizations and institutions and they may change, by altering the determinants
and criteria according to new insights or needs, so that who is part of a group profile
and who is not may change every day, or even more often. These are a few of the
most serious problems with granting a group right to privacy.
Perhaps, inspiration could be drawn from a number of other already existing
legal doctrines, such as minority rights, relational privacy, future generation rights
and the concept of wrongful life. However, there comparison between group privacy
and these concepts seems wanting on a number of points. With respect to minority
rights as an inspiration for group privacy, three points must be made (Lerner 1991;
Raikka and Aikk 1996). First, minority rights are mostly connected to mostly objectively verifiable characteristics. Article 27 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights, for example, provides: ‘In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be
denied the right, in community with the other members of their group, to enjoy their
own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own language.’ With group profiling, the profile may be based on such characteristics, but
are often also based on more fluid and contingent factors, such as postal code, health
status, interest in sport, etc. Second, minority rights have both a negative and a positive aspect – on the negative aspect, it entails that minorities should not be stigmatized, discriminated against, etc. This, however, is not as such an independent
doctrine, it is merely an application of the general prohibition on discrimination. It
is this negative aspect which may be applicable to group profiling, i.e. not being
profiled or discriminated against on the basis of certain profiles. The positive aspect,
i.e. to practice a minority religion, be educated in the minority culture, speak the
minority language, assert one’s identity and minority lifestyle in public, etc, is presumably not relevant for group profiling. Third and finally, with group and minority
rights, the groups are more or less formed before the group/minority rights are
claimed; the members mostly want to be considered as part of the group. With group
profiling, this is not the case, the group is formed by the profiling itself, the group
members may have nothing more in common than that they have visited website X
or have brown hair and they may not want to belong to the group they are profiled
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in. Their particular interests and feelings about being profiled may differ – some of
them may object, others may be particularly keen on being categorized in a particular group and still others may be indifferent.
Reference to ‘relational privacy’ (which Bloustein (2003) somewhat unfortunately and misleadingly calls ‘group privacy’) or family privacy seems inapt as
well. The idea is here that the family forms a unit, a group, and a privacy claim as a
group might be attributed to it. The problem, however, which such a form of family
privacy is of course that the group is involuntary for the child and that the problem
of representation of the unit has historically been mainly ‘solved’ by letting the
pater familias of the family represent it. The skepticism of most feminist writers has
consequently been that privacy is used by males to conceal their wrongdoing inside
the home, for example sexual or physical abuse. Privacy is often applied as a duty
for women: they are only allowed to flourish inside the home, not in the public
domain (Allen 1988; Elshtain 1991, 1995; MacKinnon 1989). It is thus in itself a
highly contested concept and also the reason why for example the ECtHR does not
allow families as such (as a unit) to complain about violations of their privacy. A
somewhat better reference seems to be to the concept of future generations. There is
an increasing branch in literature which argues for accepting rights of future generations (Gosseries 2008; Mayor Zaragoza 1996; Colb 2009; Shrader‐frechette 2000;
Gaba 1999; Davidson 2008), for example in relation to the right of future generations to a clean and healthy living environment, to the preservation of cultural heritage, etc. As is the case with group profiling, it essentially regards a claim of a
not-yet-existent group. However, it must be admitted that the literature on future
generations essentially focuses on the rights and obligations of current generations
to protect the interests of future generations. Doing so, it does not facilitate a move
towards accepting the rights of groups to claim a right to privacy to protect its own
privacy interests. There is one further problem with this analogy, that is that future
generations will exist and this is generally regarded as a positive thing, while the
creation of group profiles is contested as such.
That is why, perhaps, the best analogy is the concept of wrongful life/wrongful
birth.53 This is the claim of children who argue that they should not have been born.
Similarly, one could argue that groups should have a right to complain about their
coming into existence. However, it is questionable whether this would provide a
useful starting point, not only because the concept of wrongful life/wrongful birth
is already quite contested, but also because it would be very difficult to specify
which groups should not have come into existence. It is already difficult to determine which life is not worth living/should not have existed, though here, the effects
on and consequences for a specific human being is quite clear. But with the existence of groups, this might prove far more difficult to determine. The use of group
profiling seems necessary for the general functioning of governments, who, inter
alia, need to differentiate between different socio-economic groups for their policies. Perhaps one could argue that group profiles on the basis of sensitive characteristics (such as race, religion or sexual orientation) should be regarded as problematic,
53
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but even here, the determining factor seems not be the creation of the group profile
as such, but what is done with it. If a group profile is used, for example, for positive
discrimination, for example providing extra protection to Jewish communities in
terms of security measures, the existence of a group profile might be regarded as
positive. Moreover, the problem of group representation and participation, discussed earlier, remains. Finally, it should be kept in mind that the problem is not
only for those who are included in a profile, but also that some are excluded from a
profile (by virtue of character traits) and that groups of people (homeless people,
illegal immigrants, etc.) are systematically excluded from databases.
Consequently, it might be argued that it is quite difficult and perhaps even impossible to find a suitable basis for building a new interpretation of the right to privacy.
However, even besides the need for group privacy and group rights to other human
rights, which has been discussed above, it seems that these counter-arguments are
not decisive. This contribution started by distinguishing between two different
approaches to privacy: perceiving it as a duty of the state not to use its powers arbitrarily and seeing it as a subjective right of the individual to protect his individual
interests. It should be stressed that the idea of group rights is not contrary to the first
approach. Rather, the authors of the European Convention on Human Rights explicitly recognized groups as a category of complainants. The argument that what is at
stake with group profiling is a discrimination problem rather than a privacy problem
only partially holds true. The core idea behind the Convention as a whole and the
right to privacy in particular was preventing the arbitrary use of power, that is differentiating illegitimately between different groups in society or using power without any concrete reason at all. The fear of discrimination is thus inherent to all rights
and freedoms granted under the ECHR. Finally, it should be stressed that the aim of
the Convention was to address the structural and general abuse of power and this is
precisely also the potential problem with big data analytics and its use through,
among others, group profiling.
The second approach to privacy focuses on the protection of natural persons by
granting them a subjective right to protect their personal interests, such as in relation
to personal autonomy, human dignity and individual freedom. It seems that it is
primarily this approach with which the idea of group rights might conflict. The
question is whether groups should have a right to develop their identity and promote
their interests as a group and perhaps more importantly, whether the group wants
that. But if a group should want it, there seems no reason why it should not be able
to invoke such a right. The only problems that remain are of practical nature. The
problem of hierarchy and representation, the problem of determining who is a member of the group and who is not, the fact that groups and its membership may fluctuate at high speed, etc. These points all hold true, but they also seem to follow to a
large extent from the exact legal framework that might be ready for revision. As
discussed, the imparity between the level at which the infringements take place
(group or general level) and the level at which the rights and remedies are granted
(individual level) is not a problem specific to privacy, but also to the right to data
protection, the freedom rights, the right not to be discriminated against, etc.
Consequently, the developments here described challenge the human rights frame-
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work and perhaps even the legal framework as such. There are two equally attractive
ways to move forward, the one not excluding the other. One is to change the fundamental premises of the human rights and legal framework, which is focused (at least
in most Western liberal democracies) on the individual. Or, one could accept, as
underlined already when discussing many of the issues following from big data
processes, that these problems are in fact more aligned to ethical and political dilemmas than to the juridical domain. Perhaps, to accept group privacy is to move beyond
the legal realm. In a way, this echoes the intentions of the drafters of the European
Convention on Human Rights, who were very skeptical about the capacity of legal
rules and legal remedies to address structural human rights problems. A narrow
focus on the legal domain was, is and will remain insufficient to address many of the
problems with human rights infringements in the age of big data, or any other age.
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but this divergence is also an important tool for understanding which elements of
the problem can be addressed using current legal and conceptual tools and which
will require new approaches. The chapter outlines the authors’ contributions to the
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This book has demonstrated that the available typologies of group privacy, such as
collective action lawsuits or the articulation of the rights of political or activist
groups, are intuitively insufficient to address the landscape emerging from the new
data analytic technologies. The ways in which data technologies can be used silently
not only to group but also to modulate behaviour has profound implications for
people’s ability to interrogate and understand those technologies. What are the lessons to be learned from the cases in this book for debates about privacy, and particularly for the public’s ability to engage in those debates? How should accountability
be conceptualised in an era where almost everyone is constantly being grouped and
regrouped, unaware, by data analytics?
We have addressed the challenge today’s data technologies pose to privacy as a
multidisciplinary question, an approach that highlights both points of agreement
and issues of divergence that will, we hope, be useful in moving the issue of group
privacy forward both conceptually and practically. Both are necessary in light of the
ways in which data analytics are currently changing the way groups are conceptualised. Every day, algorithms are used to produce ‘calculated publics’ (Gillespie
2014) through which people are grouped, influenced, nudged or herded, unaware,
towards certain kinds of behaviour or governability. Contributors to this volume
from the fields of sociology, law and computer science have discussed the use of big
data to sort and categorise in the fields of health (de Hert and Hallinan), human
rights (Raymond), development (Taylor; Kammourieh et al.), and how it acts as a
way to group, bind and use human capacity and understanding (O’Hara and
Robertson). Beyond this, research is showing the utility of big data for guiding
decisionmaking on issues ranging from urban planning (Bettencourt 2013) to
national security (Lyon 2014), health (Wesolowski et al. 2012) and disaster response
(Bengtsson et al. 2011).
Given these myriad ways in which the impacts of data analytics may play out, the
initial contribution of this volume is a typology of group privacy challenges. The
authors of the various chapters make clear that there are multiple and often divergent perspectives on what a group is and how it should be addressed with regard to
privacy, but this divergence is also an important tool for understanding which elements of the problem can be addressed using current legal and conceptual tools and
which will require new approaches. In this concluding chapter we will begin by
outlining the authors’ contributions to draw together this typology of group privacy
concerns, and will then discuss what these types can tell us about the possible place
of group privacy in scholarship, policy and law. Next we will identify the gaps and
limitations that arise from a group perspective on privacy, and the conceptual and
practical implications of taking the group level into account. Finally, we will suggest some ways forward for future research, discussion and action based on the
findings in this volume.
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Types of Group Privacy Challenge

The terminology used by the authors of this book differs to a large extent. Terms
used include ‘unit’, ‘group’, ‘aggregate’, ‘cluster’, ‘class’, ‘collective’, ‘network’,
‘category’, ‘artificial person’, etc. No unified terminology is used by the authors,
nor does one clear proposal for understanding group privacy emerge. Given the
wide variety of approaches, however, it is possible to categorise the different meanings, understandings and applications of ‘group privacy’. There are a number of
factors that can be taken into account when describing groups and group privacy, of
which the most important seem to be: are the groups real or artificial, are they self-
proclaimed or framed, are they self-aware or not, are they stable or fluid and are
they hierarchical or egalitarian?
Real or Fiction Floridi discusses in this book the tension between philosophers
who have claimed that groups or categories are discovered and those who have
argued that they are invented. Platonists have traditionally argued that the group
precedes the particular, that the category ‘horse’ logically precedes the existence of
specific horses. On the other side of the spectrum are those that have argued that
only units are natural, and that the individual is the natural building block from
which categories or groups can be designed. In the latter interpretation, the group
and its interests cannot and should exceed the unit and the individual interest. As
Pagallo has forcefully shown, the legal domain is quite aware of this dichotomy and
has traditionally firmly embraced the latter interpretation of groups. The individual
human is called the natural person and legal persons or groups are commonly
referred to as fictional persons. This has also had an impact on the extent to which
the different categories are protected. Although fictional persons have been part of
the legal domain from the beginning, as Van der Sloot has shown, fictional persons
are not, or to a far lesser extent, protected under traditional human rights frameworks and are usually not said to have a right to privacy.
Importantly, Floridi takes a middle ground and argues that groups are designed
by the level of abstraction at which a specific analysis of a social system is developed. Their design is therefore justified insofar as the purpose, guiding the choice of
the level of abstraction, is justified. He argues that the naturalness of a grouping is
just a function of the intuitiveness of a level of abstraction, that is, it is epistemological, not ontological. Referring to salad, tomatoes and potatoes as a group called
food seems something as observer-independent and objective as possible, but this is
only because we assume our own interests as organisms and eaters as the natural,
intuitive, and relevant level of abstraction. To a tiger, they would all look as unrelated and inedible as grass and leaves do to us. Accepting that our knowledge of the
world is obtained through different levels of abstractions is not to say that anything
goes, and that the only alternative to nominalism and realism is some kind of untenable relativism. It is to say that absolute questions asked in a logical space lacking
any references and orientation (interest, purpose) are an absolute mess, and that
relationalism is a better alternative. Using the previous example, asking whether
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something is food means adopting the right level of abstraction at which it makes
sense to ask whether a specific substance can be a nutrient for a specific organism.
Food is a relational (not a relative) concept: it takes a level of abstraction with two
relata to define it, yet not every level of abstraction is correct and some level of
abstractions will be more correct than others. According to Floridi, this removes the
objection that groups cannot have a right to privacy because groups are mere artefacts (there are no groups, only individual persons to which groups are ultimately
reducible) or that, even if there are groups, it is too difficult to deal with them.
Self-Proclaimed or Framed There is an important difference between the types of
groups brought to light by new data technologies and those we have traditionally
been acquainted with. Although in the past some groupings were formed by others,
for example in order to lay down discriminatory policies, and the legal domain
granted these groups a right against discrimination, most groups were self-
proclaimed. Reference can be made to Manchester United fans or other sport fans
setting up a club, religious groups founding religious orders or sects, music lovers,
bikers, or any self-proclaimed groups that are united in some way or another.
Membership is usually self-initiated and voluntary. Not only does the legal realm
grant groups a negative right against being grouped and discriminated against by
others, certain self-proclaimed minority groups have also been attributed positive
rights. Minority rights grant groups claims, for instance, to educate themselves in
their own language, to engage in a form of self-government, or to practice their
cultural traditions and customs1 These people want to be seen as part of that group
and want to develop their group identity.
Most authors in this book, however, have referred to non-self-proclaimed groups,
either designed or discovered. This seems to be the general concern in the big data
era. The focus is on the data controller, the one having access to the data, analysing
them and using them for policy purposes. It is the data controller that usually has the
power to categorize and form groups. Kammourieh et al. refer to four types of categories. First, data analytics can help to find out new things about pre-identified
groups. Although the group might have been pre-defined, we now have the opportunity to infer new information from data about it without having any pre-defined
hypothesis in place. Pre-identified groups can be self-proclaimed, but need of course
not be. Second, we might come to identify previously non-apparent groups on the
basis of certain pre-defined parameters. Third, without defining any parameters or
characteristics up front, we might discover groups through new analytical
approaches. This can lead to the identification of new groups on the basis of previously unknown sets of characteristics. Fourth and lastly, while using such analytical
processes, there will be an increasing risk that we remain unaware of the discovery
of new groups, even as the claims resulting from the analysis might affect or harm
them. The group thus remains latent. This is possible in two scenarios: either the
group has been identified within the data mining process itself but has not become
apparent to observers; or a group classification has been enforced through the
1

http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf
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a nalytical process by the choice of certain data which are non-representative or
biased in some way. Consequently, most groups in the big data era seem non-self-
proclaimed. This is important, among other reasons, because self-proclaimed
groups often want to be seen as a group and the units want to belong to it, while this
is not necessarily the case with enforced groups.
Self-Aware or Not First, we can identify a category of arguments dealing with
groupings that are selfaware and purposefully formed, and where privacy challenges are on a categorical level. This includes journalists, political groups, rights
activists, or a grouping of multiple organisations as in the case of Civil society vs.
Intelligence services, discussed by Eijkman in relation to bulk interception of communications by governments. This is also the type of grouping Pagallo deals with –
groups that can claim rights that may conflict with the rights of their members.
Second, our contributors identify groupings that are not selfaware, possibly the
most extreme example of which is what de Hert and Hallinan refer to as a genetic
category – those who share a certain genetic architecture but are not aware of it, and
therefore have no understanding of the implications of analysis of their genetic
code. The only way the law can currently address these people, de Hert and Hallinan
contend, would be as ‘incapax’, or incapable of intent. Taking the problem further,
Taylor and Raymond’s contributions identify the problem of data analytic categorisation and resulting intervention where the group in question is not only unaware of
a collective identity, but cannot be individually identified even by the analyst. With
this kind of group, the only way to address privacy concerns is through ethical
decision-making at the data analysis stage, rather than at the point of collection or
use.
Finally, O’Hara and Robertson identify a middle ground of emergent groupings
where people collaborate through technology towards a particular aim and are
therefore connected functionally, but not socially. In this case, the ability to keep
certain aspects of the group’s information secret is essential to the emergence of the
group itself – so this might be termed privacy through grouping rather than the privacy of groups.
Stable or Fluid There is also a difference between stable and non-stable groups.
Stable groups can be further divided into self-proclaimed and biological groups.
Self-proclaimed groups are relatively stable because they want to be seen and possibly treated as groups. Of course, the defining factors of a group and who belongs
to it may vary slightly over time. Likewise, groups formed on the basis of biological
criteria are relatively stable, because biological criteria such as race, gender and
DNA sequence, to name but a few criteria, though not absolute, are relatively stable.
Many of the traditional anti-discrimination provisions also refer explicitly to these
types of factors. For example, Article 14 of the European Convention on Human
Rights refers to sex, race and colour, among other characteristics. In a similar vein,
Hallinan and De Hert refer to genetic groups. Although genes may change over time
due to natural mutation, they are relatively stable.
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The fact is, however, that in the big data era, groups are increasingly fluid, not
only through their changing membership, but also because of the changing criteria
for the group itself. A group the criteria for grouping people and the membership of
a group might change in a split second. The purpose for which the group is designed
may also change from day to day to adapt to new insights gained from data analytics, and groups may be formed and dissolved through the push of a button. Because
big data analytics make it so easy and convenient to form groups, their number (at
least of which the data controller is aware) has sky-rocketed over the last few years.
Consequently, one person may easily belong to a thousand groups or more at a given
moment in time. This is important because in the ethical, legal and social spheres
claims, rights and interests are mostly attributed to relatively stable groups. From a
pragmatic point of view, it seems undesirable and impossible to grant groups rights
if the groups, the criteria for grouping people and their membership could change in
a split second. Moreover, if a person is a member of more than a thousand groups at
a given moment in time, of which he or she is barely aware. Consequently, it would
be an almost Sisyphean task to grant all such groups a right to protect their interests,
and therefore even if this is important, another way must be found.
Hierarchical or Egalitarian One thing that makes granting groups rights even
more problematic is that groups, as opposed to legal persons, traditionally have no
or a very limited hierarchy. In the legal domain, groups must be distinguished from
legal persons (for example, corporations). Legal persons have a legal persona
because they are relatively stable, because they usually have a fixed identity and
because they have a hierarchy within their organisation. As Mantelero points out,
the problem with many fluid and non-hierarchical groups is that the interests of the
group members might conflict. When categorised as a ‘male conservative sports-
fan’, one member belonging to the group might be quite happy because the content
of, for example, a news website is adjusted to suit his profile, while another might
be neutral to being profiled as such, another might object because she is falsely
categorised in this group, and still another person might be correctly categorised,
but still object because he does not want to receive personalised content.
As Van der Sloot argues, the legal system in general tends to stimulate groups to
obtain a legal status and a form of hierarchy. This ensures that the government, the
judge or any other organisation knows who is the representative of a certain group
or minority. The leader, boss or board can then be seen as the legal representative.
They can also decide what is in the interest of the legal person, which ensures that
one unit has one (proclaimed) interest. But when a group is not a legal person, this
point is not resolved. Suppose that a specific group or community was stigmatised
by a law or policy and wanted to challenge its position before the court: should the
whole community submit a complaint, or should each and every member join as an
individual claimant to this complaint, or should it create a legal organisation in
order to represent it? Rather quickly, the tendency is to choose either a form in
which individual complaints are bundled and aggregated, a form in which one individual is said to represent the whole group or a form in which a legal organisation
has the task of legal representation. Thus, the tendency is to move to collective or
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corporate rights, but the question is whether a group can itself invoke a right to
privacy.

12.2

Types of Interests to Be Protected

Besides the difference in types of groups, it is important to distinguish between the
different interests that could potentially be protected through group privacy. As has
been referred to several times in this book, Bloustein (1978), one of the first to coin
the concept of ‘group privacy’, used it not in the sense of a group interest to be protected, but the interest of individuals in belonging to a group, forming a group or
protecting their identity as part of a group identity. This is commonly referred to as
family privacy or relational privacy. Relational privacy has been commonly accepted
in most traditional social, ethical and juridical privacy paradigms, which focus on
the individual claiming the right to protect an individual interest – that is, the interest in standing in relation to others. For example, Article 8 of the European
Convention on Human Rights, besides protecting the right to private life, home and
communications, also protects family life. Moreover, the European Court of Human
Rights has from very early on stressed that the right to privacy includes ‘the right to
establish and to develop relationships with other human beings, especially in the
emotional field for the development and fulfillment of one’s own personality.’2
This book has tried to move beyond these more traditional interests, however,
and the types of interests linked to group privacy here are quite varied. Some authors
see as a focal point the fact that central to big data processes is no longer personal
identifying information, but rather group information or data about units or categories. This is why it might be useful to broaden the term ‘personal data’ so that it
encompasses not only data about natural persons or about legal persons, but also
about groups. Other authors have stressed that in any case, processing anonymous
data and metadata can now be just as problematic as processing personally identifying information since, among other reasons, the analysis of metadata can give both
a very detailed picture of the content of the communication and of a person’s private
life. Likewise, the value of general data is growing rapidly because even public and
non-sensitive data can be used to adopt and apply far-reaching policies and measures and even to implicitly discriminate against certain groups (also known as red-
lining). In addition, it is important to point out that even although data may be
aggregated, anonymised or encrypted, reversing de-identification is increasingly
easy in the big data era. That is why several authors have suggested that it is important to critically assess aggregated and anonymised data, that is, to regulate group
profiles and statistical data alongside personal data.
Others have pointed to the fact that both the positive and negative effects of data
analytics increasingly have an on impact groups rather than individuals. Although
the individual obviously feels the effects, they are affected due to group membership.
2

X. v. Iceland.
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Thus, the group ‘males with low education, living in a rural area’ might be discriminated against. Although the current ethical and legal regime protects Joe, who is a
male with low education living in a rural area, and safeguards him from discrimination, this is increasingly missing the point. It is problematic that the group as such
is created and treated negatively, but it is not as such problematic that Joe belongs
to a certain group or is categorised as such. It is also important to note network
effects: that if one person is targeted, this might have an effect on the people around
them. If a person is denied a loan, for example, because he is male, with a low education and living in a rural area, this might also impact his wife, his children and
potentially, other family members as well.
Then there are the full-fledged group interests, four of which might be distinguished on the basis of the contributions to this book: a negative, a positive, a constitutive and a discontinuing interest. The negative group interest is that of not being
discriminated against by others. This is the classic idea contained in discrimination
law, namely that states, institutions or natural persons may in principle not (ab)use
group identities based on race, religion, gender or political or sexual preference to
treat people in a negative manner. The positive interest of a group is typically associated with minority rights, to which reference has already been made. Such an
approach might include the right of minorities or indigenous people to education in
their own language, to self-government and to practice their cultural traditions and
customs. The constitutive interest protects the very basis on which the group is
formed. Floridi, for example, has referred to a group wanting to hold a private
funeral or a sect wanting to hold secret religious meetings. The privateness of their
actions are constitutive for the forming of these groups. Similarly, Van der Sloot
refers to the idea that secrecy is a necessity for the functioning of groups such as
lawyers (the secrecy between lawyer and client), doctors (the secrecy between doctor and patient) and for the democratic process (the secrecy of ballot). Without, for
example, the secrecy between doctor and patient being guaranteed, people will simply not go to the doctor and when they do, will disclose less information than they
would if secrecy were protected. Finally, there is the discontinuing interest, namely
the fact that especially in big data processes, groups are formed and people are categorised without their knowledge and against their will. Consequently, their main
interest lies in the group not being formed or their not being categorised as members. As such, it differs from a negative interest, which does not address the problem
of the group being formed, but the fact that negative consequences are attached to
the existence of the group.
Finally, a number of authors have focused on the protection of the general interest, for which either individuals, groups or legal persons may be responsible. For
example, Eijkman has referred to strategic litigation in the common interest, such as
through class actions. Class actions are often initiated by civil society organisations,
such as Amnesty International, Big Brother Watch and Privacy First. For example,
class actions are put forward in many countries and with European courts such as
the European Court of Human Rights on mass surveillance activities by states. Here
individuals, groups and legal persons may protect a general, societal interest and/or
everyone’s interest not being subjected to mass surveillance. This differs from
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traditional cases revolving around discrimination law, in which, for example, gay
people or gypsies are discriminated against – in such cases, individuals may go to
court because they are negatively affected as a member of a group, but groups or
legal persons may in principle not do so on their behalf. Consequently, in the latter
type of case it is the collective interest, as stated by Mantelero, that is protected, i.e.
the aggregate of the interests of several individuals. With mass surveillance cases,
however, many courts, including the European Court of Human Rights, have
accepted claims from non-individuals protecting the general interest.

12.3

The Implications of a New Concept of Group Privacy

It is clear that the idea of group privacy has little to no legal traction at present. The
legal arguments in this book demonstrate why it will be hard for it to gain that traction. Yet new data technologies such as those that enable the bulk interception and
analysis of communications, the actionable categorisation of people without their
knowledge, and invisible monitoring of groups’ movements and activities do raise
questions that go beyond the level of individual privacy harms, and that are experienced by groups, both selfaware and unknowing. Furthermore, new challenges are
making it likely that legal instruments will be called into play to defend group rights
with regard to these data technologies, as is occurring with the EU data protection
regulation which provides the potential to protect genetic categories that are not
selfaware (de Hert and Hallinan).
Given that group rights may emerge gradually in response to particular challenges, the main obstacle to a workable concept of group privacy may in fact be
institutional – we may lack the institutional configurations, the right actors may not
currently be empowered to act and regulate, and the populations at risk of harm
from the new data technologies may not have either the informational tools to
become aware of the problem or the legal or rights instruments to seek redress. For
example, de Hert and Hallinan posit that in order for the GDPR to come into play
with regard to genetic discrimination based on categories people are unaware of
belonging to, an institution such as a genetic rights NGO may have to step in on
behalf of those who are unaware their rights are at risk. Similarly, in Taylor’s example of resistance to technological visibilities imposed by developmental states on
marginalised people, the imposition of visibility goes hand in hand with a lack of
institutions capable of representing the rights and preferences of data subjects.
How should the boundaries of analytics and hence of group definition be drawn?
As de Hert and Hallinan point out, data processing actions regarding a particular
genetic group may create conclusions with implications for other genetic groups, or
indeed everybody. There are also gaps with regard to basic principles of data protection. In light of big data analytics some principles and concepts essential to data
protection become unstable and need to be revisited, for example the Fair Information
Practice Principles, the concept of data’s accuracy with regard to groups, and the
assumption that attention should be focused on the legitimacy of data collection and
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its end uses. In fact, however, many of the contributors to this volume demonstrate
that the most serious risks may occur at the stage of data processing, since it is often
hard to predict the precise purpose of processing where big data is involved, and
therefore ethical and practical decisions about how data should be used and what it
should bring to light may now occur at various points in the analytical process.
Tarleton Gillespie (Gillespie 2014) has argued that ‘[w]e don’t have a sufficient
vocabulary for assessing the algorithmic intervention.’ The problems outlined in
this book sugges that it is time to create this vocabulary, if only because doing will
also provide new tools with which to think critically about how to manage the implications of calculated publics. Such a shift would also, however, result in a more
diffuse focus for data protection instruments. This might include a move towards
formulating ethical assessment tools that are more probabilistic than the Privacy
Impact Assessments currently in use as compliance tools by data controllers, and
that focus on how risks may be heightened by certain analytical decisions and processes along the whole sequence of data collection, analysis and use. Such a move
beyond compliance to a broader understanding of the risks of data analysis would
be a paradigm shift for all actors in the data market, and would also create challenges for regulators who rely on clear rules with regard to what is permissible.
However, regulators are only one group responsible for influencing how data is
used and shared. Much of the data market currently operates on a basis of corporate
selfregulation since state regulators lack the capacity to monitor and respond to the
current massive scale of data collection, sharing and use. Moreover, the field of data
analytics extends beyond governments and the private sector to a very broad range
of actors including multilateral institutions, almost all branches of academic
research and scientific knowledge, and philanthropic institutions. At this point in
the big data field’s evolution norms are arguably just as important as rules, and
normsetting is one area where debates about group privacy could usefully
contribute.
The idea of group privacy also casts a new light on the way that privacy interacts
with data protection. As Pagallo (this volume) says: ‘That which may make sense in
privacy law does not necessarily fit the field of data protection.’ The idea of data
analytics’ effects on the group level brings us to think about regulating, or at least
providing mechanisms for considering, the collection of data and the process of
analysis, rather than the results and their use. But it also suggests that we need to
find ways to protect groups who cannot communicate, and who are unaware of a
potential challenge to their rights – for instance, by allowing data protection authorities to investigate without a complaint being filed, and in advance of processing.
A group perspective on privacy, importantly, also moves the focus from processes of consumption to those of citizenship and accountability. It does so
because it exposes the difficulties inherent in demands that people manage their
own data and privacy, and counters the convenient fiction that people can be made
responsible for auditing and managing flows of data about themselves. As senior
Microsoft official Craig Mundie has said, ‘today, there is simply so much data
being collected, in so many ways, that it is practically impossible to give people a
meaningful way to keep track of all the information about them that exists out
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there, much less to consent to its collection in the first place’ (Mundie 2014). If
we eschew the idea that people can manage their own privacy, however, we are
forced to consider the relationship between the data economy, citizenship and the
social contract, and to ask whether adding a grouplevel consideration to privacy
rights and instruments would potentially make questions of automated sorting
something that should be managed through democratic debate and political
accountability, rather than fair business practice.
Although it is clearly useful as a tool for thinking about how privacy needs to
develop in the future, there are also negatives to adding a group perspective to current conceptualisations of privacy. As Pagallo points out, there are important
instances where we may disempower individuals by taking the group into account,
privileging the rights of the many over the voices of the marginalised or vulnerable.
This is the argument feminist scholars have long offered against an absolute right to
privacy in the domestic sphere (Gelles and Straus 1988). We should also be careful
of advocating a group privacy approach as a stop-gap for the fundamental individual
right to privacy in situations where that right is not fully conceptualised, or is difficult to claim or enforce. A group perspective is a risky rather than a valuable tool if
it becomes a way for authorities to claim that they have respected rights by evaluating the risks of data analytics only on the population level. The chapters by Taylor
and Raymond suggest that some of the best examples arguing for a concept of group
privacy do indeed come from places where rights are already being abused or are
more difficult to enforce – making it clear why we should consider a group level of
privacy as an enhancement and safeguard for the individual right to privacy, rather
than as a potential substitute for it.

12.4

Ways Forward

This volume demonstrates that it is not only the blackboxing of big data analytics,
but also the remoteness and decontextualisation of those analytics and the decision-
making based on them that make it practically impossible for individuals to perceive
or contest either. Individuals may participate willingly in social machines (O’Hara
this volume) built on stable privacy provisions, but as a whole, the authors who
contribute to this book suggest that the ‘networked public’ (Boyd 2010; Mizuko
2008) is not a solution to the problems raised by data analytics since the calculated
publics of big data have little agency regarding how they are constituted, and are
therefore in danger of becoming both disarticulated and disenfranchised.
Perhaps more appropriate is Dewey’s image of the public as a body constituted
by ‘the indirect consequences of transactions’(Dewey 1991[1927], 15–16). For
Dewey, it was the role of the body politic as a whole to engage with the consequences of groupings created through policy, since the individuals thus grouped
were not able to effectively monitor or resist. In order to find the kind of agency that
can respond to the operations of today’s data analytics, we should ask how the discussion of rights with regard to data technologies has somehow moved out of the
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democratic and into the technocratic sphere. In order to understand how people may
regain rights over the way they are categorised and acted upon through data, we may
need to move from ‘privacy by design’ to ‘privacy by accountability’.
For group privacy to evolve into a concept that can play a role in privacy and data
protection rights, the arguments presented by the authors in this volume suggest that
we may need to work from specific problems rather than broadening the conceptualisation of privacy per se. Group privacy can be seen as an important complement
to individual privacy, provided that its ability to subsume the individual is kept in
check. If we start from the problems laid out in this book – genetic profiling, policy
intervention for behaviour change or security, mass surveillance via sensing technologies – we can locate just some areas where it is clear that individual privacy
does not go far enough.
A clue to how this concept may develop can also be found in the composition of
the debate presented here: the often-conflicting perspectives show some areas where
it is necessary to step back, and many where it is possible to push forward. If group
privacy emerges gradually in response to specific challenges it will be hard for it to
eclipse individual rights, and it will be modulated by the inevitable accompanying
debate and legal challenges. Taking a case-specific approach, however, also allows
nuanced commentary from domain experts, and may lead (as this book demonstrates) to conclusions that are very different from those of a purely legal debate.
Multiple paths and multidisciplinarity may therefore prove more productive than a
search for agreement, and the search for a way forward may be more important than
a search for the way forward. This book is a contribution to such an incremental and
multidisicplinary approach: we hope it will be a productive one.
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